


The Self-Suffkient Gardener is a unique, detailed guide 
for the home gardener who wants to provide for all his 
own food throughout the year. Wherever you live and 

whatever the size of your garden -whether it be a large 
country plot, a small back. rrd or just an average 

suburban yard -*John Seymour’s practical, common 
sense advice will work for you. 

He shows you how to make the best use of your land 
according to its size and position. how to improve the quality 
of its soil, how to choose and rotate the fruits and vegetables 

that will keep you in food the year round, and, most 
important, how to produce bigger and better crops. Text and 

illustrations explain with step-by-step clarity the whole 
process of growing every vegetable, fruit and herb, from 

sowing to harvesting. Storing, canning. salting. drying and 
freezing: making jam, wine and cider: assembling a 

greenhouse; growing under glass: keeping bees and chickens; 
mending fences; choosing tools - these and related topics are 

also treated with the same careful attention to detail. 

But this book also offers something more. Along with the 
instructions for gardening by traditional organic methods, 

dohn Seymour explains an amazingly successful new method 
of obtaining much higher yields from small amounts of land. 
The Deep Bed Method. as he calls it. is adapted from age-old 
techniques practiced in China, which gardeners in California 
have recently been exploring under the name Biodynamic- 

French intensive vegetable gardening. A simple process 
essentially, it-involves digging a deep bed which is never 

walked on, enriching the soil with organic matter, and 
planting the vegetables close together. Because the plants 

are growing in very rich. loose soil, their roots can grow down 
instead of sideways, providing higher yields than would be 

possible in the same space under normal cultivation. 

An added advantage is that once the deep bets have been 
established, this bigger harvest will be produced with far less 
physical work on your part, since the garden will require less 

water to keep the plants healthy and the close planting of 
the vegetables helps prevent weeds. 

John Seymour has lived a self-sufficient life for over twenty 
years and has been growing his own vegetables and fruit for 

over forty years. It is this knowledge and first hand 
experience gathered from a lifetime of food gardening, 

blended with over 700 original drawings and diagrams that 
makes The Self-Sufficient Gardener the authoritative 

reference for all food gardeners. 

John Seymour spent ten years in Africa where, among 
other things, he managed a sheep and cattle farm. After 

service in World War II, he traveled widely, lived on a fishing 
boat, wrote, broadcast and studied the way of life of rural 

people. Then with his wife Sally, he settled down to running 
a self-sufficient small property in Suffolk, England. Later 

they mol;ed to a 6%acre farm which is being developed as a 
school in the art of self-sufficiency. One of the principal 

features of the farm is its thriving vegetable garden; this not 
only feeds the people on the farm. it also provides a surplus 
to sell in the market place. John Seymour is the author of 
several books, including The Guide To Self-Sufficiency, 

Fnrming For Self-Sufficiency and The Fat Of The Land. 
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THE SELF-SUFL 

When I was a boy in the countryside fifty years 
ago and more - people really did garden for .zlf- 
sufficiency, but it would not have occurred to 
them to do otherwise. People were self-reliant 
because they had to be: it was a way of life. They 
were doing what generations had done before 
them; simpiy carrying on a traditional way of life. 
Money was a rare commodity: far too valuable to 
be spent on things you could grow or make your- 
self. It was spent on tools or fabric for clothes or 
luxury foods like tea and coffee. They would have 
laughed at a diet of store-bought foods - such an 
extravagance. Even in my own childhood rural 
towns were far apart and roads were often bad. 
Many were not passable in winter snows or 
muddy spring thaws. To have a few chickens, a 
pig in the sty and a vegetable patch, was simply 
common sense. These country gardens were en- 
ormously productive. They were bursting with 
fertility derived from the compost heap and the 
manure of the animals. 

As people -grew richer and food became cheaper, 
and as farming became increasingly mechanized, 
sending more and more countrymen into the cities 
to earn their livings, so these small-scale food- 
producing gardens declined in popularity. During 
World War II “victory gardens” gained favor, but,/ 
the fashion died and soon the roses took over 
from the rhubarb. Gardens acquired a new role, 
that of a status symbol. Neighbors compared the 
greenness of the lawn, the diameters of their dah- 
lias and the size of their patios. The supermarket 
trolley replaced the wheel barrow and vegetables 
were bought canned, frozen and dried. 

‘But now, once again, the pendulum is swinging 
the other way. As food, and everything else, is 
becoming more expensive, there is coming about a 
great renaissance of gardening for self-sufficiency. 
People find that they are saving a significant part 
of their salaries by doing it, that their food tastes 
better and does them more good, and that their 
children are healthier. They themselves benefit from 
some hard work in the fresh air, and from being 
involved with the benign cycle of the seasons ’ 
and with the satisfying process of helping nature 
create beautiful ;Z”d nourishing food out of what is , 
apparently nothing. 

In the United States plots of land for food- 
growing are sought with great eagerness. And 3 
where a few years ago, in Europe, there were 
plenty of alIotments with nobody working them, 
now there is a waiting list everywhere for allot- 
ments. Everywhere gardening is losing its image as 1 
a retired person’s sport; young people are learning 
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THE SELF-SUFFICIENT GARDENER 

to do it and lively minds are getting to work on 
new techniques. 

Organic gardening 
Alongside this re-emergence of the desire to grow 
food has come an awareness that the earth’s supply 
of mineral-derived energy is limited. Simplistic 
gardening with chemical fertilizers is becoming 
a thing of the past as the new generation of 
gardeners is learning to do without the 
petrochemicals on which gardening has become 
dependent, and to rely solely on nature’s very own 
methods. People are rediscovering the value of 
waste organic matter - animal and vegetable. 
Methods of making compost and of keeping anim- 
als in the garden are again being treated as matters 
of crucial importance. 

The whole question of chemical versus organic 
gardening is still, at the present time, a major 
controversy. In my view the best proof is in the 
eating. My own garden is far from perfect. I sow 
more than I can reap, like most serious gardeners, 
and end up with too many weeds, not enough 
time to hoe them, and occasionally crops that I am 
ashamed of. But on the whole my garden is lush 
and ‘fertile, and I grow a great deal of produce in 
it. Orthodox gardeners, who use chemicals on 
their gardens, come and look at my crops some- 
times and refuse to believe that I put no inorganic 
fertilizer on them. But I don’t: not an ounce of 
artificial nitrogen has gone on my land for thirteen 
years now. And even when the weeds do over- 
whelm me, I am often surprised that there seems 
to be fertility enough for them and my crops. This 
year my onions, carrots and parsnips, which were 
all interplanted with each other, were neglected 
and overrun with weeds. And yet out of the mess, 
I have dug large and beautiful carrots and 
parsnips, and the onions, all hanging in strings 
now, are twice as big as my fist, luscious and firm. 

I am not advocating the cultivation of weeds. 
But rather than douse them with some “selective 
weed spray” (which is only selective up to a point 
of course - if a chemical damages one form of life 
you can be sure that it will do at least some 
damage to ‘many other forms of life), I would 
rather have a few weeds and maybe a slightly 
smaller crop. 

I am surprised when I read the advice of many 
gardening writers that their readers should apply 
this or that amount of “complete fertilizer”, or of 
some proprietary high-nitrogen chemical, or that 
the soil should be doused with herbicides, pes- 
ticides, or fungicides (“tide” means kill and no 

gardener should forget that fact). 1 wonder 
whether these writers have tried gardening with- 
out chemicals. Applied nitrates definitely harm the 
soil in the long term, although it must be admit- 
ted that they have a dramatic effect on the growth 
of crops in soil that is already hooked on them - 
that is to say soil which therefore has no nitrogen- 
lixing capacity of its own. However, the main 
point that needs to be made is that some of the 
best garden - and farm - crops in the world are 
grown without any of these expensive and dan- 
gerous aids at all. The highest yield possible with 
any crop can be, and very often is, achieved with- 
out chemicals. 

But here there is a trap that many a would-be 
organic gardener has fallen into. “I am ‘organic’; I 
don’t put any artificial fertilizers on my land”, 
they say. But neither do they put anything else! 
Nothing will come out of nothing, and if you 
continue to take crops out of your soil and put 
nothing back you will eventually grow - well, 
next to nothing. If you see a garden, which is held 
to be organic, filled with nothing but miserable 
insect-eaten crops surrounded by weeds, it is 
probable that you have encountered this negative 
approach. Some advocates of organic gardening 
also put forward eccentric notions like planting 
crops according to the phases of the moon, sprink- 
ling tiny amounts of obscure substances on the 
soil, and so on. Plant seeds will germinate and 
plants will grow when temperature, humidity, and 
nutrients are right for them. The organic philosophy 
has no need of these irrational and superstitious 
notions. The organic approach is based on sound 
fact and science, and its practice can be seen to be 
effective and correct. 

The organic philosophy is well summed up as. 
adherence to the following six laws: first, the gar- 
dener must work with nature and not against it; 
second, nature is diverse and therefore the gar- 
dener must practise diversity; third, the gardener 
must husband other forms of life - animal or 
vegetable - in environments as close as possible to 
those for which they evolved; fourth, the gardener 
must return to the soil as much, or nearly as 
much, as he takes from it; fifth, the gardener must 
feed the soil and not the plant; sixth, the gardener 
must study nature as a whole and never any part 
of it in isolation. 

Garden animals 
It is, of course, possible to live on vegetables 
alone. In fact, it is theoretically possible to live on 
peas, beans and potatoes, if you have enough of 
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Introduction 

them. However, those gardeners who are not 
vegetarians will find that on even the smallest 
pieces of land, they can keep rabbits, chickens or 
both. Any animals you have will make a major 
contribution to the fertility of your garden, and if 
you add rabbit and chicken meat, and eggs, to 
your vegetable and fruit produce you can certainly 
be a self-sufficient gardener in the true sense, and 
you will be ccming close to providing yourself 
with the varied diet that is now fairly com- 
monplace in the West. Dairy products and the 
meat of large animals will be almost the only 

- things that you need to buy. 
Many people feel that animals will tie them 

down ; they won’t be able to take a vacation, or 
even go away for the weekend. But what if they 
team up with neighbors, and either keep birds and 
animals cooperatively, or else agree to take turns 
at looking after each others’? To feed a few rab- 
bits and a few hens, and collect the eggs, is the 
work of minutes a day. 

The advantage of keeping birds and animals is 
immense. As well as the food they provide, almost 
more important is the fertility they give to the 
garden. Detailed instructions for keeping garden 
animals are given on pp. 230 to 239. 

I have organized the chapters of this book in 
which I discuss the cultivation of vegetables and 
fruit (see pp. 113-190) on the basis of the natural 
families and orders into which plants have been 
grouped by botanists. I have done this because 
there are very close relationships between plants of 
the same family and you will find that if you think 
of plants in terms of their relations, you will 
eventually get a very real feeling for the characters 
of the different plants. 

For example, you grow potatoes and tomatoes 
for quite different reasons: the former for its 

underground tubers and the latter for its fruit. 
You could, of course, grow them successfully for 
years without realizing that they are very closely 
related. But once you have them classified in your 
head as members of the .So/unaceae, or nightshade 
family, you immediately see and feel their close 
relationship and take an interest in it. And, of 
course, you soon find that potatoes and tomatoes 
suffer from all the same diseases and respond well 
or ill to much the same sort of treatment. 

It is also fun to spot. the similarities which 
make, for example, apples, strawberries and roses 
close relations. It is useful to know that pears are 
closely related to hawthorns, and plums to sloes, 
for it is well worth grafting scions, or fruiting 
spurs, of fruit trees on to the root stocks of their 
wild, and therefore more hardy, relations. A sense 
of the specialness, similarities, and differences, of 
different kinds of plants adds enormously to the 
pleasure of gardening ; it gives an insight into 
plants and engenders in the gardener the sort of 
sympathy that good husbandmen should have - 
the sympathjy which is best described by the 
phrase “green fingers”. 

Finally, let me stress that self-sufficient garden- 
ing needs commitment. It requires the de- 
termination to produce as much good food as is 
humanly possible on whatever area of land is at 
your disposal. Every patio, every flat roof, every 
window sill, should be looked upon as a possible 
food-producing area. New methods of organic 
gardening which produce high yields in small 
spaces should be considered. More than this, self- 
sufficient gardening requires a commitment to 
understanding your plants, your soil and the 
workings of nature: its seasons and its cycles. I 
have given over a chapter of this book to explain 
the workings of the seasons. Other chapters dis- 
cuss the growing of the individual varieties of 
vegetables, fruit and herbs in detcil. In the re- 
mainder of this introduction I shall rry to explain 
about the soil and the cycles of nature as I under- 
stand them. But before I move on to these topics, 
I should like to introduce you to the deep bed 
method of gardening. 

THE DEEP BED METHOD 
Unless you have a very large area of land at your 
disposal, the key to success as a self-sufficient gar- 
dener is to be able to grow a lot in a small space. 
Of the new techniques for growing more vege- 
tables in smaller areas, the most important in my 
view is what I call the Deep Bed Method, which 
is being developed in California by several 
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THE SELF-SUFFICIENT GARDEhER 

Americans, several Chinese immigrants and an 
Englishman called Alan Chadwick. The method is 
derived from age-old techniques that have been 
practiced in France and China, but which have 
never been widely adopted in the West. 

The essence of the method is to dig deeply and 
then never tread on the bed. This means your 
plants are growing in very loose, deeply dug soil; 
their roots will go down instead of sideways. You 
therefore get bigger plants, and can grow them 
closer together. The Deep Bed Method is dis- 
cussed in detail on pp. 106 to 112. Throughout 
the chapters on the Cultivation of Vegetables and 
Fruit (pp. 113-190), I have included instructions 
for growing each crop by the Deep Bed Method, 
wherever this differs from conventional practice. 

A deep bed should produce about four times 
the yield by weight that a conventional bed will 
produce. A deep ‘bed of 100 square feet (9 sq m) can 
produce from 200 to 400 lbs (90-180 kg) of vege- 
tables a year. According to the US Department 
of Agriculture’s statistics the average American 
eats 322 lbs (145 kg) of vegetables a year. Thus one 
tiny bed - just pace out 20 feet by 5 feet (6 x 1.5m) 
on the floor to get an idea of the size of it - can 
keep one adult in vegetables. 

From what I have seen of deep bed gardens and 
from my first hand experience on mv own land, 1 
can say that the claims made for this method are 
by no means exaggerated. 1 think it highly likely 
that more and more serious vegetable gardeners 
will adopt this method. If your aim is to grow as 
many vegetables as you can in the space available 
to you, then I urge you to study the technique 
and try it. 

NATURE’S CYCLES 
Early in the evolution of living things the animal 
and vegetable kingdoms diverged along different 
paths. Since then they have evolved in co- 
existence, each dependent on the other. Plants are 
essential to animals, for only plants can store the 
energy of the sun by photosynthesis, and fix the 
free nitrogen in the air into compounds from 
which both they and the animals can draw energy. 

A DEEP BED 
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Introduction 

At the same time plants could not exist without 
animals. Nearly all flowering plants - which means 
nearly all the higher plants - are dependent on 
animals, especially birds and insects, for polli- 
nation. Without animals they could not reproduce. 
But beyond this, there is a benign cycle between 
plants and animals at all stages of their lives. 
Plants inhale carbon dioxide, which would kill 
animals in too great a quantity, and exhale oxygen 
without which animals cannot live. Animals inhale 
the oxygen and exhale the carbon dioxide which is 
needed bv plants. 

Animals consume plants and, quite simply, 
transform plant tissue into more comples matter. 
Simple plant protein is converted into more com- 
plex animal protein. Animals void such food as 
they cannot directly absorb, and this falls on the 
earth making instantly-available food which is 
taken up again by plants. Plants feed animals, and 
animals feed plants. This is the basic cycle of 
nature without which life on this planet would 
cease to exist. 

As well as the animal-plant cycle, there are 
other natural cycles, which define the ceaseless 
circulation of the elements within the earth’s 
atmosphere. Two of these are of the utmost im- 
portance to gardeners : the water cycle and the 
nitrogen cycle. 

The water cycle 
The water cycle is the simpler of the two. Put 
briefly, water is evaporated from the sea, the lakes, 
the rivers and the soil by the sun and it is also 
transpired by plants and animals. It is carried 
about the atmosphere by winds, precipitated in the 
form of rain or snow, some of which falls back 
into the sea, but much of which falls on the land. 

If it falls on good soil, with plenty of humus in 
it, it soaks in. Some of it remains in the soil, held 
like water in a sponge. The rest sinks down 
deeper, until it reaches impervious rock. It then 
makes its way down any slope it can until, 
perhaps, it emerges on the. surface lower down a 
hill, runs down to a stream, and eventually it gets 
to the sea. 

Now such water as remains in the soil may 
possibly reach the surface and be evaporated 
again, or it may be taken up by a plant, in which 
case it will probably enter the roots of the plant. 
It will ascend the plant, carrying whatever soluble 
chemicals there are dissolved in it, for it has taken 
these things up from the soil. Some of this water 
will make part of the plant’s tissues, and deliver 
the nutrients it has in solution to the various 

cells of the plant. The remaining water, which is 
not taken into the plant tissue, Lvill be transpired 
through the stomata of the leaves, the small 
apertures in the leaves’ skin. 

Without this movement of water from the soil 
below it to the sky above it, a plant could not cat, 
nor could it grow. Plants depend entire!) on water 
to bring them their food. This does not mean that 
you have to swamp your plants with water. Most 
land plants need moist soil, not waterlogged soil, 
to keep them healthy and growing. If their roots 
are immersed completely in water for any length 
of time, ultimately they will die. 

The nitrogen cycle 
Nitrogen is an essential ingredient of all plants and 
animals. The air is a mixture of oxygen and 
nitrogen; but the two elements are not in com- 
pound, simply in mixture. This means that the 
nitrogen is what is called “free nitrogen”, meaning 
that it is still free to combine with another ele- 
ment, or elements, to form a compound. But the 
higher plants cannot use free nitrogen: they must 
have it combined as a compound with at least one 
other element. For example one part of nitrogen 
combined with three parts of hydrogen produces 
ammonia which, when it has undergone further 
changes, can be used by plants. 

Fortunately certain bacteria, and certain algae, 
are capable of “fixing” nitrogen, in other words 
making it available to.‘higher forms of life in the 
form of a compound. Also the tremendous power 
in a flash of lightning can fix nitrogen. (It has 
been conjectured that nitrogen fixed by lightning 
made possible the first forms of life on Earth.) 
And nitrogen can also be fixed artificially by the 
same process as lightning uses. Nitrogen can be 
combined artificially wnth hydrogen to form am- 
monia. The ammonia can then be combined with 
oxygen and other chemicals to make such sub- 
stances as ammonium sulfate, urea, ammonium 
nitrate, sodium nitrate and calcium nitrate, all of 
which are used as artificial nitrogen fertilizers. 

Nitrogen fixation by artificial means requires 
one constant: an enormous expenditure of power. 
Therefore, as power becomes more expensive, and 
more difficult and dangerous to produce, the 
nitrogen fixed free by bacteria becomes more and 
more valuable. Fortunately, by employing per- 
fectly simple and well-tried methods of gardening, 
you can encourage nirrogen fixation by natural 
means and grow crops as good as any that ever 
have been grown with artificial nitrogen, with 
nitrogen fixed by natural agencies alone. 
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If you study the illustration and caption belo\\., 
you will see that much fixed nitrogen simply goes 
around in a short circle - plants, micro-organisms, 
plants, micro-organisms and so on - and in good 
soil conditions, little nitrogen is released into the 
air. But any that is released to the air comes back 
again, eventually, tised by nitrogen-fixing bacteria. 

Other fixed nitrogen goes in a rather longer 
circle - plants, animals, micro-organisms, plants, 
animals and so on. No chemist or biologist has 
ever been able to esplain this, but animals are 
capable of transforming plant matter with a very 
low nitrogen content into manure with a fairly 
high nitrogen content in a matter of hours. Keep- 
ing animals in your garden is estremely good for 
your soil and your vegetables. If YOU have 
animals, or if you can import animal manure from 
elsewhere, YOU will never be short of tised 
nitrogen to fSeed your crops. 

There are some important facts about the 
nitrogen cycle that gardeners need to know. First, 

all dead anim.11 or vegetable tissue put in or on the 
soil lvill eventuallv release its nitrogen for the USC of 
plants. Hut, and ihis is of great, importance, it mar 
do so very slo~vly, because of what is called the 
nitrogen/carbon ratio. If there is not enough nit- 
rogen to balance the carbon which forms a large 
part of the body of every living organism, the 
putrefactive bacteria, which break down organic 
matter and release nitrates for the higher plants to 
use, will have to borrow nitrogen that is alreadv 
in the soil. This means that, temporarily, the!. wiil 
rob the soil of nitrogen. However, eventually the! 

THE NITROGEN CYCLE 
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will complete their work and release into the soil 
the nitrogen they have borrowed, and also the 
nitrogen they have got from the organic matter 
they have eaten. 

Now, in practice this means that if you dig or 
plow in material which is low in nitrogen, such 
as straw, sawdust, or plants which have already 
gone to seed, you should either put some highly 
nitrogenous substance in with it to feed the 
bacteria which are to break them down, or else be 
prepared to wait a long time before that soil is 
again very fertile. Leguminous plants like alfalfa 
or clover, turned into the soil before they have 
flowered, are sufficiently high in nitrogen to break 
down almost immediately and release their 
nitrogen in a matter of a very few weeks - the 
warmer the weather, the quicker the process. 
Straw from sweet corn, and old plant residues that 
have seeded, will take a year or even two. 

One lesson to be learned f:-r)m this is: only dig 
in green manure crops if they are young and 
succulent. If any plant has already seeded, which 
means that most of its nitrogen has gone into its 
seed, put it on your compost heap. This is the 
value of your compost heap: it rots down organic 
matter, so that the matter can give its. fixed 
nitrogen back to the soil, without robbing the soil 
in the process. This is why extra nitrogen, ideally 
in the form of animal manure, should be added to 
the material in your compost heap to help the 
rotting process. Organic matter will rot down in 
your compost heap even if you don’t give it more 
nitrogen, but the process will take a long time. 

The other lesson that the nitrogen cycle teaches 
is that a gardener should grow as many plants that 
belong to the family Leguminosoe, the pea and bean 
family, as he can. As I have explained, the mem- 
bers of this family have nodules on their roots 
containing bacteria which fix nitrogen. Quite apart 
from this, leguminous plants are extremely nut- 
ritious and very high in protein. In fact it would 
be difficult on an all-vegetable diet to live without 
them : the “pulses”, as the seeds of peas and beans 
are called, are the best form of vegetable protein 
you can get. 

THE SOIL 
A spadeful of soil may look P very simple, in- 
nocuous substance. But it is, in fact, of such enor- 
mous complexity that it is doubtful if mankind 
will ever fully understand it. First of all, if it is 
good soil, it is filled with life. In every teaspoon- 
ful of soil there are millions of bacteria - bacteria 
of numerous species as well as algae, microscopic 

animals, the mycelium of fungi, and viruses. In 
larger quantities of good soil you are sure to find 
worms and the larvae of numerous beetles and 
other insects. It has been calculated that there are 
from five to ten tons of living matter in every acre 
of soil. 

The interrelationships of these various animals 
and plants are of great complexity. There are long 
and involved food chains, and subtle mutually 
beneficial arrangements. There are chemical pro- 
cesses of such complexity that no scientist has ever 
been able to duplicate them in his laboratory. For 
example, there are five species of bacteria that we 
know of which can fix nitrogen from the air and 
convert it into the type of amino acid which can 

make protein for plants and ultimately people. 
Two other species of bacteria have the baleful 
effect of turning useful nitrites and nitrates, that 
could have been used by plants, into free nitrogen 
gas again ; three species can turn ammonia into 
nitrites ; another can turn nitrites into nitrates 
which plants can use ; and a huge array of bacteria, 
fungi and actinomycetes turn protein and other 
dead organic matter into ammonia. That simple 
spadeful of soil is a chemical factory of a sophisti- 
cation that no human chemist has ever been able 
even to approach. 

The oeigins of soil 
Fundamentally, soil is rock that has been pulver- 
ized by such agents as heat and cold, water and 
wind, and, very importantly, has been subjected to 
the eroding effect of lichens, bacteria, algae and 
other living creatures. The hardest rock in the 
world, as long as it is exposed to light, is being 
gradually gnawed away by plant life. 

For the purposes of the gardener, although a 
geologist might disapprove, it is enough to say 
that most of the land surface of the Earth consists 
of a layer of soil lying on top of rock. Between 
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the t\vc) is an intcrtwdiatc Invcr kno\vn 25 subsoil, 
lvhich is rock in the process of being broken 
&I\VII by natural forces. S~mw soils arc’ the direct 
products of the rock unclcrnc;~th them; others 
were brought to \i.hcrc thcv arc bv other forces. 
They may have btoun there; like tt;c Iocss soils ot 
NoAh .\merica and (Ihina, hccn carried chew h! 
glaciers, like much of the soil in North ;Imcrica 
and much of the soil north of the Thames in 
Britain, or been \vashccl there by lvatcr, like man! 
soils in ri\.cr \.attcvs. 

Types of soil 
Tt, the practical gardcncr the origin of his soil is 
c li intcrcst, but not vitally important. \Y’hat is 
Important to the gardcncr is rhc nature of his soil, 
\~~ticrc\~cr it came from: \\-hcthcr it is light, mcan- 

g c0mt~osc~1 of large particles like sand; he;)v!*, 
meaning composed of very small particles like 
clay; or something in bet\veen. It is important to 
know: lvhcther it is that rare commodity, organic 
soil, \%rhich means ii is composed of decaying 
\regetable matter; whether it is acid or alkaline 
sand is inchned to be acid, clay alkaline; whether 
it is naturallv well drained or not; what lies undcr- 
neath it - soil above chalk or limcstcme is vet-) 
likely to be alkaline. 

Fornmatcly, Lvhatever your soi: is like, you can 
improve it. There is scarcely a soil in the world 
that u-ill not grou- goald crops of some sort if it is 
properly treated. Ilscess acidirv is easily rcmcdicd 
by adding time; escess alkaiinitv bv adding com- 
post or manure. Waterlogging C&-I aiwavs be cured 
by drainage. Trace clement deticicnc& can hc 
cured simple bv adding the missing trace elements. . . 

Humus 
Above all, everything about your soil can be im- 
proved by the addition of one thing: humus. 
Humus is vegetable or animal matter which has 

tlicll ;iiicl hccn ch;ingcd I>\, ttic ;ictioti ot soil or- 
ginisnis into ;I ronipl~s or,g:iiiic suhst:incc u,tiicti 
Ix-cc ~tiic’s p;irt I A‘ t tic s( )it. .\rlt, :inim:il or \.cgcf:lhlc 
ni;itcri;it, \\.ticn it tticy ~211 bcconic humus. 

I luinirs ti;is mail\ tx3lctici;ll cticcts on rtic soil. 
.\tt ttw fottou ing ti;l\,c been cst;;htishctt cspc’ri- 
mcnt;ilt\. by soil scientists - tticy arc’ not just the 
optimistic conj~~3ur~s , A’ iI .I lurnlls-~nttlusi;Ist : 
humus protects soil froni erosion I>\. rain ;ind att0u.s 
wxtcr to pcrcotatc gcntt\. and dicpl!,; it rcduccs 
erosion by \vind; its stihics ;tnrl gums stick soil 
partictcs togcthcr and thus turn ;1 \.cr\. tint soil, or 
c-la!., Into :i coarser 011~; it teds carthu.orms :~nd 

other us&t soil organisms; it tou~crs soil tcmpcra- 
turn in ~ufiitiici- and incrcascs it in u.intcr; it sup- 
ptics nutrients to ;,t;ints, txwusc it contains all the 
ctcmcnts that plants need antt rctcascs them s!o\\Stl 
at :I pa’c’ that the pt;lnt can cope u,ith; it cnablcs 
the soil to hold Lvatcr likcb ;I sponge, and mini- 
mizcs the toss of u3ter I,\, evaporation; it ensures 
that chemical changes arc’not too rapid \vhcn lime 
and inorganic fcrtitizcrs arc added to the soil; it 
rclcascs (n-ganic acids Lvhicti help to ncutralizc 
atk,ltinc soils, and help to release minerals from 
the soit making them available to plants; it holds 
the ammonia and other forms of nitrogen in the 
soil in an cschangeablc and available form - with- 
out it nitrogen is lost quickly because of the 
action of denitrify;:-\g bacteria; it keeps down 
many fungal diseases and the notorious eel worm. 

(Icartv one of your main aims as a gardener 
should 1;~ to increase the humus content of vour 
soil as much as possible. Soils ranging from- the 
hca\.icst clay to the purest sand can be improved 
and rendered fertile by the introduction of suf- 
ficient humus. Thcrc is- no soil that does nc?t ben- 
efit from it, and there is no crop, that I know of, 
that is not improved by it. 

Now, any organic material that you put into the 
soil will produce humus. Compost, green manure, 
farmyard manure, peat, leaf-mold, seaweed, crop 
residues : anything that has lived before can live 
again. Bury it in the soil and it will nit and make 
humus. I,eavc it on top of the soil; it will rot, the 
worms will drag it down deep under the soil and 
it will still make hutnus. 

tfumus is the tirm basis of good gardening. It is 
possible: to grow inferior &q’s on humus-deticicnt 
soil 1,~ supplying all your plants’ chemical rcquirc- 
mcnts, mainly in Ihc form of nitrates, out of a 
fertilizer bag, but if you do this your soil will 
progressively deteriorate and, ultimately, blow or 
wash away, as the topsoils of so much of the 
world’s surface, abused by mankind, already have. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Containing the edible roots, 
stems, Zeaves, flowers, seeds, 

pods alad frzlits that constitute 
the prodme of the kitchen garden. 
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could not tind a single edible plant. I UYI~ m:ule to 
realize that for human beings fell. of the thous:lncl> 
of plants that grow 0~2 this planet are edible. Jlost 
of them are far too tough. Humans cannot digest 
cellulose which is the basis of much plant tissue. 
Of the comparativelv few plants that humans can 
eat, most are only edible in part. The larger and 
more comples edible plants have, just like animals, 
evolved separate and specialized organs Lvhich are 
quite different from each other and which serve 
quite different purposes. We, and other her- 
bivorous and omnivorous animals, eat different 
parts of different plants, on the basis of \vhat 
tastes hcst and does us good. 

t:or the purposes of the gardener the main parts 
01‘ plants can be classified as: roots, stems, leaves, 
rlouers, fruit and seed. Most plants have all of 
these parts. ‘I’here are some oddities that don’t, 
!ike cacti whic;l don’t have leaves .- their stems 
serve instead. Th.: tissues of which the various 
organs are composed are different in kind, and the 
botanist calI tell, quite easily, whether an organ is, 
for example, a stem or a root. ‘The non-botanist is 
in for a few surprises. This is because some plants 
have developed some of their organs for very 
particular purposes - storing nourishment through 
the winter, for example - and the resulting organ 
is often a unique and strange-seeming exampie of 
its type. 

Many of the plants we eat, particularly root and 
stem vegetables, are naturally biennial. The plant 
uses a swollen root or stem to store in its first 
year of growth much of the energy wl.ich it will 
us,e in its second vear to produce flowers and 
seeds. Gardeners harvest these biennial plants after 
their first year of growth, so as to get the full 
benefit of this stored up nourishment before it is 
dissipated. This is why lettuces should ‘70: : _ 
allowed to “bolt”, and whv manv vegetables 
should not be permitted to go to ‘seed. If vou 
leave a beet or carrot, for example, in the ground 
for more than one year, the edible roots will 
become tough, and shrink as the energy stored in 
them is used to make the plants flower. 

Roots 
When analyzing plants it seems sensible to start 
at the bottom, with roots. Most roots have the 
specialized function of absorbing from the soil the 
non-organic nutrients that plants need to grow 
and survive. These include: water, in which all the 
other nutrients have to be dissolved; nitrogen; 
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thems~l>,e: far do~.n into the soil in their search 
t‘, )r u,:~?c>~~+!41~1 nutrients. t~c~rtunatcl~~ for humans, 
Sl )fllC l’lant5 ;lJsQ 1IS;c . . . their roots for storing food 
as ucll 35 $itl+ng it. C;ardcncrs arc able to 
har\.cst this str,red-‘fc$l to keep themselves going 
in the lean times of ~,.ihtc,~-c~lrought. 

SwoCim 

r 

Edible roots are nearly all tap roots. A tap root is 
the main support root of the plant, out of which 
grow the searching side roots and their absor- 
bent root hairs. :Z number of common vegetables 
are swollen tap roots. These include carrots, pars- 
nips, radishes, rutabagas, turnips and beet. Red 
beet is the beet that is eaten: sugar beet stores the 
plant’s energy in the form of sugar and is grown 
commerciallv for tha: very reason. Most plant en- 
ergy is . ;ored in the form of starch, but energy 
can only be transported about a plant in the form 
of sugar. Tnis is because starch is not soluble. 
This fact is important to the gardener. If you want 
the sweetness of certain vegetables - new potatoes 
and sweet corn are cases in point - you must 
harvest the crop when the energy is still in the 
form of sugar and not wait until the plants grow 
older and the sugar has been stored away as 
starch. If you make wine, you will find that you 
need certain enzymes to turn the starch into sugar, 
for only sugar, and not starch, can be turned into 
alcohol by yeast. 

Stems 
There are some very unusual stems. Potatoes, for 
example, although they grow underground and are 
swollen to store food, are not roots but stems. 
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Leaves 

STEMS 

Pofato fnbers m-e Hems: 

I-eaves are often edible, and some of them have 
evolved to become storehouses of energy, just like 
the specialized roots and stems. For example, 
onions, leeks, garlic and shallots are really layered 
clusters of leaf bases adapted to store food through: 
out the winter. The leaves of hearted cabbages 
beha1.e in much the same way, and other plants, 
like lettuces, are halfway along this line of evo- 
lution: toward tight clumps of leaves which store 
energy through the winter, so that, if you allow it 
to, the plant gets away the second year to produce 
a flowering head and early seed. 

rlW cl/SO Stt’99JS. .WO/h9J /O S/09? 
“Memocots” and “dicots” All plants arc either 

910/997d~99Jt’91/. -I%? dJ{f&‘flC~ iS 
monocotyledons (monocots) or dicotyledons 

fhdf jWfrlfOt’.t UTP /9i;ldW, Jft’J9J.t. Unbianched 
(dicots). The difference lies in the seed, the leaves 

II9d k.olir,li~l Jral9ld99r-hrd. stem and the mode of growth. The seed of a dicot - a 

Potatoes have all the morphological characteristics 
bean, for example - is made up of two halves. 

of stems. Thev don’t put off lateral roots and the 
You can see this for yourself: a broad bean will 

“cl;es” in them arc in fact ,gro\vth buds from 
readily split in two if you just press into it with 

which normal stems and leaves develop when the 
your fingernail. A monocot seed, on the other 

potatoes are planted below ground. Exposed to 
hand, is self-contained and cannot be split. 

the light potatoes immediately develop chlorophyll Monocot leaf ‘hster Dicot leaf cluster Dicot Monocot 

-- turn green - as .most stems do, so that they can 
engage in photo&Aesis. 

photosynthesis is not-{only the very basis and 
mainspring of the gardener’eart, but it is the one 
process that keeps every sin$e., living being, 
animal or vegetable, alive -cm this’ $&net. It is the 
miraculous process - no scientist h&%tie.r. been 
able to duplicate it - that uses the energi&of-t-he 
sun to make carbohydrate or starch, which is ythe,.. 
basis of ail plant and animal energy. Photo- LEAVES 

synthesis is carried out by chlorophyll - the green I monorof puts np u riqie leaf, 
matter of plants - and in the total absent; of light and prrshes I@ 9Iew ~~rowtl’ from 

no green plant can live. Non-green plants, like 
brlow. I dirot Iqm wifh frvo 

fungi, only live as parasites or saprophytes on the 
sred lealges arId nw powfh forms 

living or dead tissue of other organisms. They 
abow fhm. Unf fhoqh an‘onion , “I \ :y\i-. 

. --s;//_ 
is a monorot uad II sprat a dirof. 

lack chlorophyll and cannot derive their energy . ?-y.../~o/l~ m-e rtdly lu~ered hsters 01’ 

from the sun. 
- ‘?@~+apfed to stow &i. . . 

Many stems are very tough - consider the stem Dicots produce two seed le~<&“,;Fhereafter the 
of an oak tree - because they have to support the stem grows upward and new lea&&sue from a 
upper parts of the plant in the air. Some stems are growing point at its tip, or from groCng@ints 
pleasant for us to eat only if they are blanched, at the tips of branches. 
that is kept from the light so they do not develop 

Alonoct>ts grow in il.?@?- 

chlorophyll and stay white instead of turning 
pietely different way. Thcv begin by pushing up.*;: 

Potatoes are like this, and so are celery 
single leaf - a blade of grass or an onion is a good .“ -.... 

green. example. Thereafter they continue to grow by 
stems, seakale and chards, which are the stems of pushing from the seed upward. The first leaf is 
cardoons. The stem is the edible part of a rhubarb pushed up and to one side and new ones push 
plant: the leaves are actually poisonous. Kohlrabi their way up beside it. Dicots add new growth 
and celeriac are both stems, swollen so that they 
can store food. Notice the leaf buds and the scars 

above existing growth, while monocnts push exist- 

left by leaves on the stems of kohlrabi. 
ing growth upward adding new growth beneath it. 
Most vegetables are dicots, but some notably 
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onions, leeks, asparagus and sweet corn, are mom,)- 
cots. An easy way to distinguish between the two 
is to look at the leaves. If they have almost 
paralDe1 veins, the chances are they arc monocots, 
but if the veins of the leaves spla!’ out a\vay from 
each other, thev are almost certainlv dicots. 

Flowers 
Flon-ers are the next step up\!-3rd in a plant, and 
thev are not as a rule an important food for 
humans. But they are important to the plant, of 
course, for they ensure its posterity. 

Ses reared . its beautiful head in a new and 
elaborate form millions of v-ears ago in the 
Jurassic :\ge, when insects a&l plants developed 
their amazing symbiosis. The plants provide nectar 
and other delights to attract the insects, and the 
insects unwittingly cross-fertilize the plants b, 
going from one to the other carrying pollen, from 
the male organs of one flower to the female organ 
of another. The extraordinary elaboration of 
devices to attract the right insects, and ensure that 
they collect pollen on their bodies, and do not self 
fertilize the flower they are visiting, but instead 
fertilize the next flower, has been the life study of 
many botanists, including, notably, Charles 
Darwin. It is a very good thing to keep bees - 
particularly if you have fruit trees, for not only do 
you get honey from them but they pollinate your 
trees and flowering plants. 

Some flowers are pollinated by the wind. Corn 
is one of them, and because of this you should 
plant your sweet corn in a wide block and not in 
one long row. You must try to make sure that 
when a wind blows from any direction it blows 
pollen from one plant to another. 

FLOWERS 

Flouters are essential to the 
rcprodnction of plants. Their 
nectar I attracts insects who pick 
fp poffen from the male part 2 of 

one plant and iarty it to the 
-female part 3 of the nest. The 
orarT 4 of a flower after it has 

There are not many flowers which are edible. 
The main ones are cauliflower and broccoli, which 
are immature flowers. If you leave these to 
continue growing instead of eating them, they will 
produce inedible mature flowers, just as an aban- 
doned cabbage will. Globe artichokes are flowers, 
although only a small part is actually edible. 
Nasturtium seeds make good substitutes for 

1 vapers, . \- .x -. 
and some herb flowers are good for 

;= . -; 
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flavoring and coloring. Hut, if you had to live 
csclusivclv on tlo\\~crs, YOU \~~)uld get \‘crv thin 
inriced. Seed and fruit, \\.hich conic from the rc- 
productive part of fo\vcrs arc more important to 
the self-sut+icient gardener. 

When the female element of a flolver has been 
pollinated the flower forms a fruit. The fruit 
grows and produces seed within it. The seed is 
spread far and wide by a number of amazingly 
ingenious methods which plants have evolved so 
as to propagate their species. A gardener who 
wishes to enio1.e his craft \vill study all these 
things, for a ~rx~\vledge of them a:ill increase 
enormously the plcasure he gets from his labors. 
The more you learn about plants, the more you 
will wonder at the extraordinary cunning and 
elaboration that selection has evolved for their 
survival and perpetuation. 

Fruits 
To a botanist, fruit is the ovary of a flower after it 
has been fertilized. Fertilization causes the ovules, 
which are inside the ovary, to turn into seeds and 
the ovary itself to turn into a fruit. Some fruits 
don’t be& much resemblance to what a store- 
keeper would call fruit. A whiff of dandelion fluff 
is a fruit, and so are all nuts. Tomatoes, eggplants, 
peppers, beans and pods full of peas are all fruits; 
an individual pea and a bean threshed from its 
pod for drying are seeds. 

To a cook and a gastronome, and to most 
people in fact, fruit means the sort of sweet succu- 
lenr fruit which is eaten as a dessert. I have used 
this common classification in ordering this book. 
The only exception I have made is rhubarb, which 
though eaten as a dessert is not naturally sweet 
and is grown like a vegetable, which in fact it is. 

Botanically a blackberry or raspberry is not one 
fruit but a cluster of fruits, Each tiny globe that 
goes to make up such a “berry” is a complete 
fruit. The word berry means something different 
to a botanist. A tomato is a true berry, because its 
seeds are embedded in soft pulp. Grapes, goose- 
berries and oranges are also berries. The fruits 
which contain single stones - plums, cherries and 
peaches - are called drupes. Fruits like apples and 
pears are called pomes. Only the core of a pome is 
a cluster of true fruits; the edible part surrounding 
the core is just a layer of stored food. Each tiny 
pip in a strawberry is a single fruit. They are all 
held together by a succulent mass, If you take the 
trouble to cut open pomes, berries and drupes at 
various stages of their growth you will see how all 
this works. Every part of the fruit is in embryo in 
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the flower and YOU can folln\v the development of 
each part of the -flower as it becomes a fruit. 

Generally speaking, fruits contain little nourish- 
ment, and most of the little they have is in the 
form of sugar. All the stored energy of the $ant 
is going to go into the seed, not the fruit. If vou 
tried to live on fruits alone, you would s&n 
become seriouslv undernourished. Fruits tend to 
be rich in certain vitamins, however, particularI> 
vitamin C, and this makes them valuable to 
humans. Many years ago a learned doctor said: 
“Apples have no nutritive value whatever and it 
does not matter whether you eat them or not.” He 
\vas completeI\ mistaken, but then he did not 
kno\v about vitamins. K’illiam (:obbett made the 
samt’ mistake urhen ad\-ising his cottagers not to 
grou fruit trees. He thought they were good for 
nothing but giving children belly-aches. 

Cluster offruii Drupe Pome 

, 

! 
/ 

FRUITS 

BotanicaI!y a.frait is a sitqle set 
swrorrnded /!p pulp. Ths, a 
blackberry, or raspberry, is a 
rhster qfjiiaits. Tomatoes, 
grapes, Ccooseberries arzd oraqes 
are ttwe berries, because tbq 
consist of a nanher of seeds 
buried in pulp. Stone fruits are 
railed drztpes, and fmits with 
con-s are caBed pomes. 

Berry 

All the members of the squash tribe are fruits. 
Some, like melons, seem to have developed their 
large, water-fil!ed fruit so that they can store 
water. They come from parts of the world with 
short rainy seasons. 
seeds a head start - 

The stored water gives the 
one good watering - to enable 

Many herb seeds are used to flavor food, for the 
essential oils and other virtues of herbs are often 
concentrated in their seeds. Many of the more 
aromatic herbs come from dry warm regions. 
Their aromatic oils have evolved largely to protect 
them from over-dessication in dry hot weather. 
The small leaves of many of them - often mere 
needles - are that size and shape to prevent mois- 
ture being transpired bv the plant too fast. 

them to stay alive until the next rains. Other fruits Some of the delici&s flavors and aromas of 
have undoubtedly developed to attract animals. culinary herbs are there for reasons tl.at are not 
Apples, plums, peaches and cherries have all 
evolved in this way. Man has taken many of these 

fully understood yet: attracting and repelling 
various insects may well be one of them. But 

slightly succulent and somewhat sour wild fruits 
and, by artificial selection, evolved improved 

plants are endlessly fascinating and mysterious, 
and happily it is improbable that we will ever 

varieties, containing a lot of sugar, extra flavor, know all there is to know about them. It should 
plenty of succulent flesh, and not too much acid. 
If you compare the wild crab apple with a Golden 

be enough for us that thyme and rosemary smell 
and taste as they do, without worrying why. 

Delicious y:)u u.ill understand \vhat has happened. 
Jlost cultivated fruits lia\,c lwen improved out of 
recognition. 

Seeds 
If it were not for edible seeds humans could 
scarcely survive. Some seeds have to pass through 
the guts of an animal in order to germinate. So it 
is important for plants that their fruit should be 
eaten. Jlanv seeds are not strictlv edible; humans 
eat them b&t thev pass through ihem -intact with- 
out doing them L&v good. It is the fruit that the\ 
benefit from. . 

Other seeds, especially the cereals, such as 
Lvheat, rice and corn, a;e eaten for direct nut- 
rition and it is these seeds that keep humanit) 
alive in manv parts of the globe. Before an annual 
plant dies it buts all the nourishment it has into its 
seeds, which are to carry its life on into future 
generations. Thus seeds are generally far more 
nutritious than any other parts of plants and, if 
you grind them or cook them and make them 
palatable, they will give you the energy to keep 
alive. Without seeds a vegetarian would live on a 
very sparse diet indeed: it would be scarcel) 
adequate to sustain life. 

Seeds of certain plants, notably leguminous 
ones, arc quite rich in protein. Pea and bean seeds 
of all kinds are very important. A vegetarian can 
enjoy a nea! perfect diet if he eats plenty of soy- 
beans, some other vegctablcs dnd a little comfrey, 
which is almost the only edible plant that contains 
vitamin B12. The great thing about seeds is that 
they are easy to dry and store. 

Herbs 
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FLOHENCI; FEKNEI. 

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH 

Tefragoniareae, 
Tetrugonia fetragonioides 
PI52 

CORN SALAD 

(Lamb’s lettuce) 
Vahianareae. 
Vaierianella forusta 

P’59 
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tG1’PTIAN ONIONS 

p202 

RED ONION 

! 

c 

. . 
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PARSLEY 

CHERVIL 
CJvt&etlifcrac, 
Amthriscu cerefolium 

FOCIU’LW~U~ vulgare 
P?Yj 

r BROAD-LEAVED PARSLEY 
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MINT 
Labiarae, 



CASABA MEI.ON 
Curumis m-lo 

CANTALOUPE MEL”N 

BROCCOLI & CI 
cru+Tae , 
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CI-IAPTER TWO 

Contahzi~~g the cycle of the 
seasons, the effect of the seasonal 

cbalages on the garden, and a ,calendar 
of .ta.sks for the diligent gardener. 



.I man may live in 3 tit!- .I11 hli Itfc and w;lrc~c.I\ 
he aware of the sl35ons: hc I;nc)\\.\ it i\ \\.lnlcr 
u,hcn hc COII~C’S out ot hlk hou~c .~rlci tind5 .I 11~‘~ 
t-all of 5no\\ on the 4ldc!\..llk; hc kno\\-5 Ir I\ 

summer hccnuw hc can feel the hunt of the sun. 
But as soon as that man start3 a \-cgetablc garden 
the seasons become all important to him: the\ 
dictate the tn5ks hc must perform each month ;inA 
the\. bring \\.ith rhern their o\vn pccuiiar \ixnthcr, 
whjch sonictimes helps, sf lmctimcs hinders. If 3 
,qardencr t;,r,qts some \.ital operation at an\. time 
t bf the \‘c;ir hc will !ind hc \x.ill 5uffcr for ir Iatcr 
’ ,I1 pcrh:lps t\\.cl\,c months Iarcr \\.hen hc has 
tI 1 c,, \\.itlioclt sonic USCCLII crop or buv it from 

tlic. tii.lrI;~~;. 

\ 1~llilo~oI~hlcnl gdrdvner \\.ill 531; tc) himself: 

“Ili~,rc, I\ 110 Ixic1 \\.cathcr!” ‘I’hc r;;in that stops 
Illill ~loln,~ hl5 sprliig di,q,ging 1s good for his c;irl\. 
\ccii hods; thcA drought that is shriveling his sum- 
mcr Icttucch is gi\.in,g him a chance to get out 

::.:!th the hoe anti u.in the batrlc of the n.eeds. 
There is no bad seascjn: everv season presents 

the gardener with a challenge and an interest of its 
ou n: :I11 weather is good for somebody, or some 
plant, some\vhere. The gardener cannot change 
these things. He must accept the challenge of 
learning to understand the seasons and of adapting 
himself to wwrk Lvithin their never-ending cycle. 

During the spring, summer and fall vou mav ftxl 
you arc under pressure. There is aluavs an impc- 
raiivc: ~734s to combat, seeds to so\\., plants to 
plant, summer pruning to do, food to harvest and 
so :Jn. When you have got the last of the root 
crops harvested in the fall you may well heave a 

. sigh of relief and feel YOU can relax. 
I\;ow you can stand back and take stock, con- 

gratulate vourself on Lvhat has gone right and not 
lose too muoh sleep over what has gone wrong. 
Now is the time to tidy up, lay, paths, build sheds, 
put up a new greenhouse, repalr tools and prepare 
for next year’s food-growing campaign. But don’t 



PLOT D 

Potatoes/Peas and beans 
Leeks, uhkh wit/ I’mlee ,qone in 
after ibr ear!r potators fast~~eur 

as a cai~~h mop. hwr ~~rouw we/I, 

are eoribrd f4p, and can be 

barrrum thmqh the winter. 
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: 

f 

een ntattttre atild ~014 can fear’2 I/ 

rict!y alotte 14tilh /he sprit<c. Ij 

yo14 happen to *qet a serifs f$jine 

dry dqs, hottwer,. yott nq take a 

spade or fork to if, attd‘qef some 

; dt&& done before /be b(q rttsh 

bqitts itt spritt:q. 

PLOT C 

Roots/Potatoes 
There ntq wfl be som parstrips 

left in /his bed, itv!ticb last- year 

held the root iTOps. The parsnips 

yoi4 rati leatIe iti he S<roi4ttd ntt/il 

yot4 watif fllent , rsrep f iti r+otts 
.where thrv is wow or a tterl’ hard 
wittIer lrosf . .\ N till o/. f//is Itut 

will h&e lweti 4!itq rip, or will lx 

Ott IlIe POi~if o/‘Itlitt,q dtg rtp: in 

other words fhr hd fie.rfailottS 

throqh fb tsitifer. W’bcrl 

nzanttre oitf ON lo if iihttet~er lhe 

weather allows, iti preparatiott 

jar it fo becottte the ttew pofafo 

plot iti 1 he spring. 

SOFT FRUIT 

THE GREENHOUSE 

-’ Is r/Jr lI’ltr/rt‘,y/r.~ ON ]‘//I/ tt.r// 

con/r fo sou’ mnm dtrd ttrurv .vcds 

in srrd lm~t.r. : Is j’hrr cltvrr fhr 

u~itilrr hf fr~ic, di,q atid ttmirtrr fhr 
soil iti prtpara fiott,/i~t. plan fit!q 

tir.vf prr’s cr-o/xi itr .ipritq. 1 f i.r 

a good ich to alft~iafr j’oitt 

c14c1tn1ltrt~ and t~~w(tfn lt~~rrsrs or, 

al Iw.F~~ fh sft,il itt ir4i~~l1 yort 

p-ow tbesc ~~qdab!~.r. 1 itq 

u~itifrr. if ttttr~~ ltr timssary to 

rettmr all f/h nrrfh tttthrfiof atrd 

rephr it wifb ttcti’ fopsoil lo 

prerm f disuse. I’lasl ti bqs 

bot<yhf r’ca<y-/ill4 wifh ptuf tttq 

be rhea fiqg bfif ft!tp~. trill wtaitt!j. 
saw yott all Ibis frorthl~. 

BEES 

Leare ~~01rr hers stwrel~~ alorie P 

b14t en&e fhaf the hi&us m-p rmt 

blosw ow- itt wittfer &~s. 

PLOT B 

Miscellaneous/Roots 
This is attofhr plof I~OII WI contz~ 

ON tnosf of the nittte;. jf.y1’011 can d& 

14p the carrofs, beets and reler~ 

fropm ittto th Stro14ttd. The resf of 
tile plot shortId be sleepit!;“:r 

pear$vl!~ ttttder a wittIer coat Of 
I 
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jars of tomatoes, sauerkraut and chutney in stow. 
The root cellar, or those ok1 craws in the gar- 

den shed, Lx-ill be vieiding up their store of pot- 
atoes, turnips, carrots, beets, kohlrabi and so on. 
There is no point in surviving the Lvintcr to tind 
YOU still have a ton of old roots \\-hich vou don’t 
really kno\v \i.hat to do with. So be generous to 
you&f. But, at the same time, don’t forget that 
the new potatoes ver\ likely won’t be ready as 
early as you think the\- kill. 

Sou is the time .you lvill be glad you salted 
dox1.n the pole beans. In the pouring rain, or 
u-hen there is a heal-y frost, or w-hen a blizzard is 
hlo\l.ing, think ho\!. nice it is not to have to go 
1 jutside , and do\vn to the garden to pick Brussels 
spn huts or kale. 

In the south !‘ou can piant trees or bushes 
thrc )ugh the \~~inter, as long as the ground is not 
too wet or frozen. Thin raspberry canes and tie 
them to the wires, and prune vour blackcurrant 
bushes. JIulch or manure all sofi fruit heavilv and 
top fruit too if vou have the manure to spare: It is 
far better to suppress grass and weeds with mulch 
near soft fruit bushes or fruit trees than to hoe or 
dig. Digging is particularly bad for the spreading 
roots of raspberries and not good for currants 
either. I leave the pruning of fruit trees until 
February, and after pruning 1 spray with winter 

u~nsli (seep. IO-I). If lout- trees :II’c hc;l\,il\. coatc<l 
\\,ith lichen it tiia\ 11, :I ,qootl icic;l to \;pr;i;. \\.ith ;I 
lime-sulfur \\.asii.. If J’OLI c:ln‘t gcr tlii5, C,IIC* pound 
(400 g) of caustic soda clissol\,cd in <is ,gallons 
(33 1) of \\.atcr \\.ill do the job. 

Hy late \larch you \I.ill already feel the ap- 
proach of spring and begin impaticntlv to start 
putting seeds in. Take cat-c not to start .tc,c, soon. 
If the ground is dry enou,qh and unfrozen, 
parsnips and shallots can ,go in. .\nd \.ou can so\\. 
a11 sorts of seeds: leeks, lettuces, onions, cabbages, 
caulifo\vers and Hrusscls sprouts. SOL\. cclcr\ seeds 
in seed boxes in a \varm house. It is alu.avs hcst, 
particularly xvith plants ~OLI wish to start i:rc,\\.ing 
early, to plant little and often, rather than to risk 
the lot at one go and tind later that nothing has 
gro\I.n because of a late frost. 

As winter fades, too slowly, into spring, the sap 
begins to rise not only in the gardener, but in the 
garden. And now is the time when you must resist 
a mounting feeling of panic. 1’0~ cannot do every- 
thing that you have got to do, but the spring ‘is 
longer than you think: as long as you got things 
fairly straight last fall and kept them so all winter, 
you will find that by simply digging your garden 
quietly, all the spring jobs will get done in good 
order. 

And don’t be in too much of a hurry. If you 
put seed in very early, as early as many people tell 
you to, all too often cold weather, or wet weather, 
or dry weather, will set in and your seed will rot 
in the ground. Sow a little of each kind of seed 
early (very early if you have previously warmed 
up the soil with clothes or mini-greenhouses), and 
then wait until things Lvarm up a little more 
before so\\ing the rest. hature is not in too much 
of a hurrv in the spring, nor should \‘ou he. 

Anyway if you think about it, you do not want 
ail your early potatoes or whatever very early. If 
you have just a few plants, or a short row, of vet-1 
early earlies, ihese will be enough to give you a 
treat before the main crop of earlies (if such a 
thing can be) comes along a couple of weeks later. 

As for the true main crop plants - winter 
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/IP~~JJ~~.~J for example - these uant tct go into ;I tlr\. 
warm bed. Ii VOL! put then! into .! trcc7iiig u’ct 
one, the\ u.on’t come up any quicker than if YOU 
u?aited two \\.ccks longer before putting them in, 
and some of them u.on’t come up at all. 

Pxforc spr!!i,q .Ictually arrives, \I !i! should bc 
thinkin-g ahtrut those t’.l3! hardv plants, parsnips 
and lerusalem artichc !lies. In ~~n&!id I alL1xvs 
so\!. 5omc parsnips and plarlt some lerusalcm arti- 
chokes in l:ebruarv if the ground is not frozen 
solid. ‘I‘hc artichokes reallv don’t mind what vou 
tlr! to thcrn; if YOU put them in the ground the\ 
u.111 cc 11nc up. -H ou’cver, parsnips, \vhich COiiiC 

t‘rc !ni 4ccd, ncccl stu-btxi cond!t!ons. Hut d( !n’t 
\I )u 4~1-11 III 4, !;iking wet grc ruiid just \xxxuv: th 

III~IL’ (it’ \c3r ~~~31~ r!,qht. 

.\nlt if you are faced u-ith a sullen, sour, thor- 
oughlv frozen 
ncarlv. 

surface, lr)oking like concrete and 
as hard, you Lx-ill have a well-nigh 

impossible job turning it into a seed-bed. Whit for 
a spell of sunny dry weather. 

The ideal u’ay to sow seed is in irrigation con- 
ditions. You sax your seed in ground as dry as 
dust (and dry ground is a-arm ground) and then 
vou flood it. In temperate climates vou can’t do 
rhat, so you must just wait for those fev: warm 
days when .the ground dries out to seed-bed con- 
ditions. If you have dug the land up during the 
u inter, the loosened soil gets a better chance to 
dn, out quickly in the first warm wind. 

Here also the deep bed scores, as it scores in so 
many other ways. Because the beds are raised and 
the so!1 is verv loose, the surface dries out very 
quickly and warms up at the same time. h quick 
fork-over should be perfectly possible without 
treading (Jn the soil, and is enough to let sunshine 
a!ld air in to sweeten the soil. 

There are lots of tasks in the garden in spring, 
and ‘It is worth listing them chronologicallv. l’!JU 

can tr\: putting in a fe\v verv earl\- potatoes- in the 
first week of jpr!l, particularly if you can protect 
the seedlings from hard frost later on. ;1t the snrne 
time sou‘ leek, lettuce, onion, parsnip (if YIN 
didn’t sou’ them in Jiarch). pea, radish, spinach 
and turnip seed. 

In the herb garden you must lift, divide, and 
replant manv perennial herbs and sour seeds of 
others. In . the gree!!house or hot-bed sou’ 
more cauliflower seed in pots or seed boxes, 
and tomato and celer. seed if vou didn’t so\v them 
in ?Jarch. 

There are two u-ays of hastening growth in 
early spring. One is glass or plastic. lvou will 
achieve good results simply by spreading a large 

sheet of tra!ispare!!t plastic o\‘cr ;I piccc of dug 
grc !unci aiicl weight i rig i: dO\\~!l \vith stones. The 

plastic keeps the rain off and allo\\.s Lvhat sun 
thcrc is to lvarm up the ground. .\ftcr tuv! \\ceks 
or so vou remove the plastic, sow vour seeds, 
\iatcr \\xll, and replace the plastic again. As soon 
as the seedlings appear and make some gro\\th, 
take the plastic right OK during the daytime and 
rcplacc it at night. ;\ftcr hardening off the plants 
for a week or t\vo take the plastic right auav and 
put it over something else. The mini-greenhc!use 
(seep. 11 1) is a moditication of this and is a ver! 
good \V~V (it c!r)llrg ct!!c! _ 1 .;,. ..^, 1 y,.arr,ing itie soil. Diiii't 

forget that all plants undc; such protccti\~e de\.ices 
need some uatcr. 

The other \vay of speeding gronth is to start 
things off indoors, in sec.1 boxes, pots, or peat 
pots. “Indoors” can mean a greenhouse, frames, 
or just the kitchen uindon- sill. Timing is the 
important factor. \r’ou have complete control over 
the environment until the seedlings are planted 

the right time - that?’ 
IS out in the garden. must therefore occur at 

., not Lvhen a vicious frost is 
going to descend on you, not when the plants 
should have been happily growing out in their 
permanent positions (or weeks any\vay, and not 
when they have grown too uesk and gangly in 
the pots indoors. if you can give the tender young 
plants the temporary protection of a mini- 
greenhouse or its equivalent the minute they are 
planted out, so much the better. 

\I’ou can, of course’, growl* a lot of #OOd food 

nvithout anv mini-greenhouses, clochcs, or an) 
other protection, even in cold clitnatcs. Staple 
vegetables, like /wL~s.cI’TL~, leeks, potatoes and onions 
n.ill all thrive without protection. But in very cold 
climates VW cannot gro\v things like melons, 
tomatoes, eggplants or peppers without starting 
them off indoors so as to give them warmth for 
germination. 1’0~ are, in fact, cheating the clitnate 
by extending it fr!r\vards when you plant indoors 
and plant out later. 1’ou ma\’ \\ell ,get a rcallY IlOt 

summer even in the far n!!rth, but it \vill lx 
a short siimfner and so You have to try to 
prolong it. 

In .\pril you ma) wonder \\.h:lt has hit YOU. 
‘This is one of the busiest months of the year. \‘OLI 

should now sou’ the seed-bed \i.ith Im.c.ril~t~ end 
leeks. T]lis little seed-bed, cvcn if it is no bigger 
than a table-top, is the most important thing in 
your garden. It holds what uill cventuallv be \‘oi!r 
main u+inter \.cgctable supply. 

Beets, carrots and, _ pi vou have rhe room, 
second sowings of lettuces, peas, spinach, turnips 
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BEES 
1 ‘onr bees har,e been dot-watt/ 
throighoiit tbr winfrr. .“ioa f yoil 
can fake tbe blunkef and wire 
moiise <<ilard o~rt of the hitr. 

PLOT R 
Roots 
The Streetl nlanitre crop vf rvfcb, 
or ofber whet. /qimes, is ready 
fo be tttrned in nufb a spade or 
rofofiller. Theu the /irsf ro( / 
crops Aoirln be pluntcd. Parsnips 
sbottld be plan:ed/irst, onions 
sbor4Id,follow and /hen a row of 
early currots. 
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and radishes all go Into their permanent quarters 
in .\pril. These vegetables don’t like being trawls 
planted and don’t need to be; you shoul:l so\\’ 
them in their permanent beds. 

.\pril is also the time to plant out all those 
eager but pampered voung semi-hardv creatures 
that have been grcju&g under glass: cabbages, 
cauliflowers, earl!- leeks and onions. Their places 
indoors mav be taken hv hot-climate seeds such as 
melons, eggplants and peppers. Sow. all these in 
good potting compost in a warm place. 

From now on you will have to keep a constant 
Lvatch on pianrs outdoors so that thev don’t get 
over-crolvded. I’ou will need to thin seedlings 
carefully, unless you have planted them with a 
precision drill. The weeds too will bv now be 
keling the spring. Hoe them out or dig them in. 
Never Ict them get too rampant or vou will have 
ten times the work dealing with them.. 

l’ou may well be planting out new strawberry 
plants in April. You won’t get much fruit off them 
this year but you will next. You must keep a 
careful watch this month for insect pests in your 
tree fruit, and take appropriate action if thev get 
out of hand. 

When it comes to planing out plants that have 
been grown indoors, into frames or under mini- 

Cgrcenhouses, you should gi\.c them plcntv of pro- 
tect i( )n ilnd not too much air for the first few. 
d;l\,s, until thcv i1ai.c rooted thcrnsclvcs reallv ~.cll 
~n;c) the new kc,il. .\ transplanted plant is an in- 
valid for a few da\,s; be kind to it. 

Small plants, put out into a deep bed Lvhich has 
beer. Lvarmed for a couple of Lveeks Lvith a mini- 
greenhouse, do far better than those put out in 
orthodos frames. Of course a true hot-bed is the 
verv best of all; there is nothing like it for hasten- 
ing things along. 

In early Slav be on the Lvatch for signs of frost 
iate at mght. (Ine of these may nip !‘our eari! 
potatoes tight down and give Air. jones next door 
the opportunit) he has been wajting f(:r - his 
chance to gloat over YOU as he lifts some tubers 
the size of small marbles and YOU don’t. If it looks 
like frost (a clear sk) and n;, wind) cover those 
potato shoots with something; it hardly matters 
what. If you are caught out bv frost, get out earl! 
in the morning and wash the frost off the potato 
tops and any other plants that may su&r, with 
cold water. 

As ground becomes available, plant out main 
crop thzssicrr from the seed-bed into permanent 
quarters; or, if you use the holding-bed method, 
plant them out into the holding-bed. The plants 
can live happily in the holding-bed until August, 
moving into their permanent quarters as land 
becomes free when you harvest other crops. Plant 
out a few leeks as well, so that you have earl,,. 
leeks in the fall. hfain crop ones will transplant 
much later. 

Prepare your celery trenches in late April. This 
is one of the most useful plants of all because it 
can be harvested well into the winter. It makes a 
big difference to the flavor of winter soups and 
stews, and crisp white celery eaten raw with 
cheese is a rare delight in winter. 

Keep on sowing successionally in May. All the 
things you sowed outside last month can be sown 
zgain now. Keep thinning young plants as they 
need it: choose rainv days to thin onions or car- 
rots so as not to attract the wily onion and carrot 
flies. And keep hoeing. An hour of hoeing or 
weeding in May will save you days later on when 
the weeds have got the better of you. Hoe the 
weeds almost before they appear. 

Watch top fruit carefully for pests. Remove 
dead flowers and thin fruit during early June. If 
vou thin all apples, pears and peaches this month 
you will have a bigger weight of better fruit in 
the fall. X fruit everv five inches (13 cm) is \vhat 
to aim for. 
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SUMMER 

By now the strong rhythm of the growing season 
should have you in its grip and you will be carried 
along by the inexorable progress of nature. But 
the early summer does not immediately bring with 
it the end of the hungry gap. 

It is now that you will be grateful that you 
sowed lettuce, radishes, spring onions and spinach 
early. These vegetables will give you fresh vit- 
amins at a time when you sorely need them. It is 
now that you will be watching those very early 
potatoes with great impatience although their 
moment of glory will uot quite have come. 

As far as planting and sowing goes, don’t give 
up now. Successional sowing should be the slogan 
for this time of the year just as much as it is in the 
spring. Continue to sow lettuces, radishes, carrots, 
corn, bush beans, beets and rutabagas little and 
often; in this way you will have fresh tender 
young vegetables all through the summer and the 
fall. It is from this angle that as a home gardener 
you are at such an advantage. You don’t need vast 
quantities of anything so you can put in half a 
row - even just a few seeds - and give vourself a 
constant supply of fresh young food. 

As soon as all fear of frost is past and the 
ground is warm enough, in should go the tender 
vegetables that can’t stand any frost at all, like 
seeds of pole and bush beans, and soybeans too if 
you can grow them.. At the same time out go the 
seedlings that you have been nurturing in the 
gMlhOUSC. 

As June begins, the hungry gap eases up and 
your garden starts to hint at the abundance to 
come. It is a beautiful month in the garden. You 
may even be able to stand back md admire your 

- own work for a moment or two every now and 
then, although this does not mean that you can 

E it is in June that the neighborhood contest 
what gardening writer would ever suggest 

to see who lifts the earliest potatoes rages. Spring 
cabbages will be a great standby and spring onions 
should he available in plenty. If you haven’t sown 
them specially, there will always be thinnings from 
yourmainaoponionhed. 

June is a bad month for insect pests, but then it 

is also the month when strawberries come in to 
cheer the heart and the taste buds. By the end of 
June you should have stopped cutting asparagus 
altogether; don’t cut another shoot. Give the 
plants a chance to grow and store up food for 
next year. 

As summer wears on, you will have to consider 
the question of whether to water or not. In a few 
fortunate places you can garden all your life, never 
put a drop of water on the land and yet always 
have good crops. 

A few summers ago throughout the worst 
drought I have ever known the vegetable garden 
on my farm grew marvelously, and I never put a 
drop of water on anything. But the secret is that 
my land is full of humus and is constantly man- 
ured, so my land holds the water like a sponge. 
Even at the tail end of the drought I could dig 
down half a spade’s depth and find moist earth; 
the roots of the vigorous, humus-fed crops all 
went down deep enough to reach it. If I had 
splashed water about from time to time I would 
have caused roots to form on the surface where 
the water was, at the expense of deep penetrating 
roots, and I would not have had anything like 
such good plants. 

But where I could water really thoroughly I 
did. For example, I diverted a stream through big 
plastic drainpipes and directed the water so that it 
flowed on to my main crop potatoes, and thus I 
got a heavy yield of potatoes where gardeners 
whocouldn’t irrigate got very few. 

So the rule is: water well if you water at all. 
Let the water sink right down to the lowest roots 
of the plants. This kind of watering does help; 
summer cauliflowers and lettuces particularly don’t 
grow well during a drought. 

The deep bed method is excellent from a water 
conservation point of view: you need just half as 
much water for a deep bed as you need for a 
conventional garden. This is because the looseness 
of. the soil prevents the water rising too rapidly to 
the surface by apillary action and evaporating; it 
also permits the roots of plants to move down- 
wards very freely and reach water. 

Rain falling on the deep bed sinks in immedi- 
ately and does not run away, lie on the surface, 
or evaporate as it dues in a conventional garden. 

The deep-bed practitioners in California favor a 
good sprinkling every day or so, so as to keep a 
moist mini-climate under the leaves of their close- 
planted crops. But their climate is totally without 
rain in the summer time and they have to water. 
The same does not apply in the British Isles or in 
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THEPERENNIALPLOT 

Remember the r44Je that 410 more 

asparagus mast Ir c44t after fhe 
Jast day of J44ne: the bea:4t$4J 
ferns m44st now be aJJowed to grow 
nndist44rhd. Globe art&&s are 
growing rfgorody arrd wiJJ be 
reah to eat soon. Try to pick 

your globes uev yoaag, foryoa ran 
tbtn eat practicaJ& tbe w&oJe 
power, wasting nothing. 

SEE0 AN0 HoLolNG-BEDS 

The brassica plaats yo44 sowed in 
tbe seed-bed wiJJ all bare Jcft it by 
n&l. Some arc in the boJding-bed 
and others arc i44 their permanent 
bed, Plot D. The seedJiq Jeeks, 
Jett44ces and onions in the seed-bed 
are beginning to get overcrowded 
and sbor4Jd k planted o44t as soon 
as possihJe. 

PLOTA 
MakelZaneous 

This was last winter’s brassica 
bed, b44t from now on it wi/J be 
taking most of the rvgetables tbat 
h’tjt nat44raJJy anywhere rhe. 
Tomatoes, sweet corn, @acb, 
Jethues, ceJe4y and aJJ the sqrrab 
tribe faJJ into tbis GategoT- Zfyon 
ss& from cc/ worm badb, it 
wiJJpayyo44 to put tomatoes in 
with the potato patch, so as to 
give a Jonger break between 
soJanaceoi4s plants. 

ye&d beansjBr&a 
The broad heaas wiJJ k 
aJmost finisbed by now so yen 
shJd soon be removing t& 
piants,jut Jeaping a few to 
pro&e seedfor next-year. As 
these crops are cJeared, yoa wiIJ k 
mooing brassica piats oat oft& 
seed-bed or boJa!inRbed to ta& 
heir pIact. PJhnt bush beans in 
tar4 s44mmerW AJong with peas 
and pole beans tbty wiJJ begin to 
bear as tbc summer wears on. 

The Summer Garden 

THEcoLDFRMlE FRUIT TREES yoi4 rriJf he some s44mmer 
t3y naw this wiJJ be f14Jl of Thin o44t-~ot4n~ j>44it h ear!y 
ci4ci4mbers, peppers, e@Ja,tts, s44mmer: otberwise.yo44 mq’ /ia4f 

pr4444& to do. Watch o44t for 

mtJo44s. and any other rvgetab.‘es 
if! feshtiotrs of inserts; ofhr4Cse 

whirl, 44etd extra warmth. Make 
tbat~yo44 s44ffer from tbe ‘* J4141e Ie44L*e fr44it aloar. kale si4mmtr 

s44rt tbat tber art weJJ+tatiJated 
Drop’ ’ wbicb is when immat44re will seeSyo44 banvs fiqg earJy 
fr44it /aJJs to the pro44nd. Later on rtarieties of lob fruit. 

,4t tbis time, wbrngrowtb is at 
its most rampant and many 
phts mast be prJId up or cnt 
hw&,yoffr roiw~st &aps will 
grow my farf. Tbrongb tbrmyou 
fnd the soil, tbrongb thyonr 
trop~ and tbrongb theseyse&! 
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. year. Most of your strawberries 
will barr hen pirked it1 early 
snmmcr. Pick carrants and 
gooseberries as they ripen. 

THE GIZE’i’iiOUSE 
In strmmer the greenhouse can be 
left dormant, or gitjen ouer to 

P owers. 

BEES 

The summer is the time wbtn 
your bes need special attention. 
In the ear!y snmmer stop them 
swarming; later on take bony 
from them as they make if. 

Alwqys see that they have enough 
spare combs to build on. 

PLOT B 

Roots 
A11yo:~ need to do here daring the 
sammer is hoe, watch onions for 
onion j7y, carrots for carrof JYy, 
and u&t for things to grow. If 
you bave space to spare, sow some 
more carrots, as well as 
rutabagas, turnips and beets. 

PLOT C 

Potatoes 
Most of this hed will be otct4pied 
with ntaitt crop potatoes. 1’044 

mus/ weed them, and spry t&em 
with Bordeaux mistarr i/. ~014 

)ar blight. The earths will 
mostJy har)e beet1 palled Ijy JIOIV 

and their places taken .by leeks. 
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most parts of the L’nited States. 
Don’t leave any land idle in the summer. .\s 

soon as one crop comes out another ought to go 
in. I even like to replace a single plant when it is 
harlvested. Out comes a cabbage, in goes a lettuce. 
Out comes a lettuce, in goes another one or else 
some radish seed. If you think of nothing else you 
want to grow, grow a green manure crop, pre- 
ferably a leguminous one like vetch. This is 
nothing but beneficial, for the land and for you. 

If :\;OU C;iil’t even get round to that, rejoice CO 

see nature do it for you by letting a tine healthy 
crop of chickweed and other annual weeds estab- 
lish themselves. Let them grow: they take up nit- 
rates from the soil, hold them safe and prevent 
them from leashing away. But don’t let them seed. 
Dig them in when they arc at the flowering stage, 
or before. Thev will then rot down quickly, form 
good humus and release their stored nutrients into 
the soil again. Grass clippings spread on the soil 
also help to nourish the soil besides keeping down 
weeds and holding in moisture. Idle land is not 
only wasting its time, it is wasting its substance; 
land, like people, benefits from plenty of hard 
work. 

Now, abundance takes hold in July. Start taking 
out every other carrot, onion, turnip, beet and so 
on, so that you have fresh tender young vege- 
tables to eat. This will give more room to the 
ones you leave in for winter storing. Keep picking 

paled your broad beam. The soi/ 
shoald. tben be forked over be/ore 

d\Y 

brassira are planted ant. Fo& 
bay tbe deep lIedfrom one side 
and the other ha/f from th other. k F ;I p 

peas and pick all the beans; do not let them get 
old and rough and stringy. Pick and pick again. 
To leave beans on the plant unless you wxnt them 
for winter drying is \vrong, because they only sap 
the strength of the plant and stop others growing. 
The more beans you pick, the more you will get. 

You need to tic your tomatoes to stakes nom, 
pinch out their side-shoots, and feed them with 
manure or comfrey tea (seep. 103). Celery and 
leeks can do with liquid manure. Celery in parti- 
cuiar must be watered if the weather is dry; it 
won’t grow at all in drought conditions or at best 
it will just bolt to seed. All ~~LLV& plants can do 
with plenty of nitrogen at this time of the year - 
now is the time for your top dressing of chicken 
manure or other organic high-nitrogen manure if 
your land is not naturally sufficiently fertile. Don’t 
put any on later than July: you don’t want plants 
to grow too lanky and sappy before the cold 
weather sets in. 

Now is the time also to lift shallots and dry 
them well before storing them. Spray main crop 
potatoes with Bordeaux mixture (see p. 104) if you 
arc afraid of blight. Watch like a hawk for carrot 
and onion fly. 

Don’t forget to sow onion seed during the sum- 
mer so that you will have strong plants to set out 
next year. If you have a cold frame or a mini- 
greenhouse, sow a few cauliflower seeds as well. If 
you keep these growing on quickly you will get 
excellent heads in the fall. Generally, cauliflower 
does better in the U.S. as a fall crop rather than a 
spring crop, 

Pinch out cucumber side-shoots. Protect plants 
growing under glass against the sun by white- 
washing the glass or setting up screens. 

In August your work will be mostly weeding 
and harvesting. Cut cauliflower curds as they are 
ready ; to leave them too long is only to waste 
them. Clear early potatoes and fill their space with 
leeks or green manure. Earth up celery, and earth 
up all brassica plants as you hoe them; they all 
benefit from earth heaped around their stems. 
Plants that have been harmed by cabbage root fly, 
or even by clubroot, will often save themselves by 
putting out new roots from their stems. 

Complete the summer pruning of your fruit 
trees in August. You can still undertake the bud- 
ding of fruit trees in this month if you didn’t do it 
in July, Root strawberry runners in small peat 
pots for transplanting. August is a good month to 
establish more strawberry plants for fruiting next 
year, although early September is not too late. 

Cut cucumbers and all the squash tribe as soon 
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as they are ready, even if you cannot eat them all, 
to keep the vines fruiting. Don’t let anything go 
hard and bitter on the vine. 

Lastly, hoe, hoe and hoe. Your success or fail- 
ure as a gardener depends more than anything else 
on how you use, or fail to use, your hoe. Hoe 
weeds when they are tiny, or even before they 
emerge. A good hoeing does more good than a 
good watering. Moe early and often and you 
won’t have to hoe so hard. 

AUTUMN 

Autumn is the time of harvest. In comes crop 
after crop, to be eaten, preserved, or stored; your 
store cupboards should get filled with jars, your 
cellar with roots ; your crocks and carboys with 
wines fermenting away. 

As you clear bed after bed of its crop, do not 
neglect to sow green manure if you are not fol- 
lowing one food crop with another, which is the 
best thing to do. Unfortunately leguminous plants, 
which make far and away the best green manure 
crops because they fix nitrogen, are mostly sum- 
mer things and tend to die down in the winter. I 
find that red clover, sown early in September, 
makes quite a good growth before the winter kills 
it; I am also getting good results from winter 
vetches, but the seed is expensive. An advantage 
of vetches is that, if you keep rabbits or poultry, 
tbe crop can feed these animals before it goes back 
into the land as manure. 

You should consider the whole question of 
saving your own seed (see p. 91) very carefully, 
because seed is becoming more and more expensive. 

In September you will be harvesting the last 
bush, pole and lima beans. Salt down the bush 
and pole beans and possibly dry some, and dry 
your lima beans. Winter squashes and onions 
should be harvested when ripe and carefully 
stored. 

Beets, carrots, rutabagas and turnips may still 
have some growth left in them, so pull a few for 
eating fresh, but leave your main crop for storing 
in the ground. Celery and parsnips are not ready 
to lift yet, even for eating fresh, because both 
need a frost on them to give them flavor. 

September in the fruit garden is the time to 
pick apples and pears. The soft fruit (apart perhaps 
from late strawberries and raspberries) will already 
have been picked. 

In your greenhouse, frames, or mini-green- 
houses, water less and ventilate less, but don’t 
let things get too tender. Like human beings, 
plants are healthier kept slightly on the cold side. 
Plants protected too much will not stand up well 
to any winter frosts. 

October brings the major job of lifting and 
storing the potatoes. Beets, turnips, rutabagas and 
carrots should also be lifted and stored now. Hill 

DEEP BED IN FALL 

In the fail. yell will harle sonte 
yoritg brassica ,qrowit?q in pluct of 
lhr peas. 1 brl nmf hoe be/ti*em 
fhestf , hf fhe Iearles vf Ihe more 
nk2twe brussicu in /he Iled tlotv 
cotjer fhe soil; seeds cannol gow 
and moisfm is consented. 



THE PERENNIAL PLOT 

lbu wiii still be cafiI{c fbosc 
delicioru giobc arficbokcs. &yore 
a/I ahirc to CJI~ down /be 
asparagas ferns: lrar~c fbrm fbcrc 
to siipp~y sap fo fbc roofs. 

SEED AND HOLDING-BEDS 

These run be sown wit6 a qaick- 
growing crop, stub as /et fxes. 
radishes, tarnips or spiaacb. 
Of heynisc sow ~<rccppN mama-c. 

PLOT A 
Miscellaneous 
1 hr suwt roro shid NOJI* br in 
//II/ yield. IS-k if br[orc if yfs 
too /OJ~C$ and rrrsb if to tbc 
boilir!~ po f. .Jsz TON JJLI~JUS~ rrops 

-from this bed, fork or’cr fbc soil 
qh*kly and soz S.yrca mamIre 
seed: i)rc, or rrfrb, or 6016. Be 
paticrrf wifb~~orrr osrfdoor 
tomatoes. Tbcy can ripen tafrr 
tbanJoii fhink: I base offctl 
pickc~/good ONCS in early anfnmn. 

PLOT D 

Brassica 
,‘Ps sammcr adranccd. ~014 h/l 
hare cleared the pea aad bean 
crops adjbllowed them 
immcdiafclv wif h fbc hssica 
plants froh the boldin+d. 
These wiI/ be-your winter stand/!) 
und mm-b depends on fbcm. Do 
not give them nitrogen or rich 
mannrc at fbis stage or tbg wiii 
grow weak and sapp_v. and won’t 
k able to sfaud fbc winter’s 
frosts and Rates. 

COxPoST 
Compost “makes” I’eTJ’ qiA+ 
in /be beat of /be sammcr and bl 
rro.u~~yor~ will bare q&c a 101. Cct 
if onf on to- year beds and make 
room for more, LWC~JIS~ fbe time 
tf bar;vsf is fbe time when /a<ct 
quantifies of plant wastes are 
atlailabfe for fbc bins. Do not 
ne,g/ect to hi!< in wbatyr ran 
from outside too. If your nerpbbor 
does not want bis,~& mo$y, 
co/lecf fbem and compost them. 

THE SELF-SUFFICIENT GARDENER 

The Autumn Garden 
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BEES 

PLOT B 
Roots 
Parsnips, carrots and rrr/aba,fas 
will stand up to cold weather. 
Beets will, too, if hilled 44~. AN 
other roots tn44st be hatvested and 
stored in a cellar, shed, or clamp. 
Get green n4an44re seed iuto this 
bed ifjlo44 possibb can. 

PLOT c 
Potatoes 
In Nollember gel the tasf ,f/. yo44r 
mail4 crop potatoes 014f 01 fbe 

groamd. The leeks tha/.follorrrd 
tile earlier n~ili be well hilled 4p 
ky now. Fotioa~ the main rrop 
with green nm444re: rye is 
probab!y the most piartical. 
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up leeks and celery as required, and bend the 
leaves over the curds of your caulifIo\vcrs so as to 
protect them from the Lveather. Kiccp a vigilant 
eye out for slugs and snails, which love a \varm 
wet autumn. 

Harvest all tree fruit before October is out, and 
rake up and compost all dropped leaves under the 
fruit trees. This piece of hygiene helps great]! 
toward preventing fungous disease. If you put the 
leaves right into the middle of your compost heap, 
no harmful organisms will survive. 

Seedling cauliflowers, stnvn in seed boxes in 
earl\- October, should be pricked out into a frame. 
S<PI&Z people sow straight into a frame ignoring 
the seed box stage ; but 1 prefer to remember the 
“breakfast, lunch, dinner” principle - that at e\‘er\ 
transplanting, plants benefit by getting an even 
better meal from richer soil than the!; were grow- 
ing in before. So I sow the seedlings m seed boses 
iirst in ordinary seed compost, then prick them 
out into frames full of very rich compost with 
plenty of manure in it, and, come spring, I trans- 
plant them outside into a deep bed, very well 
manured. Be careful not to let the frames get too 
damp and stu&. Open them up on all fine days 
and close them only at night. Remember not to 

* ..: 
-. .._ . 

. 
. . . 
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over-\\*ater in frames or greenhouses: grc)\\.lll .ii;~.!;-;~.. 
evaporation both slou* dou,n in the fall. 

( hicc ~011 have had a good frost, YOU can start 
pulliqg &let-v and parsnips for eating fresh. Both 
can be left -in the ground and pulled when re- 
quircd until \\x4l into the v,rinter. 

Sovember is a month you just have to put up 
with. The thing is not to feel defeated but to dig 
\vhcn you can dig, and -when vou can’t to get out 
regardless and tidy up. Pull head leaves off the 
brf~ssirrr plants and put them on the ccx-n;v:; l 

heaps; left where they are they only harbor sllags. 
Cover winter crops such as celery with straw or 
bracken to keep the worst of the frost out, and in 
the same way protect such tender perennials as 
asparagus and globe artichokes that have died 
down and are dormant in the ground. Seaweed 
makes a marvelous mulch for this purpose. 

Ventilate your frames or mini-greenhouses when 
it is not actually freezing, but cover them with 
matting, old sacks, or straw when there is hard 
frost. Winter lettuces in the greenhouse or in 
frames should be kept warm, but not too humid 
and stuffy. Like so many plants, they must not be 
subjected to frost, but at the same time it is not 
good to baby them. 

THE VEGETABLE GARDENER’S CALENDAR 

Marrows 

Onions sow’ Thili .:j 2,‘. 
Pafsnitxs 
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Plunning the Food-Producing Garden 

Lucky indeed is the man who can plan his garden 
starting with a piece of bare land. Unfortunately, 
most of us inherit a muddle of one sort or another 
- and there’s no simple planning formula. \r’ou 
have to take into account several factors, and of 
course each garden, and each gardener, has dif- 
ferent requirements. But whatever you want of 
your garden, mv advice is always to plan now, 
whenever now is. Don’t put off planning. The 
sooner you do it, the sooner you will be able to 
harvest your first crops. 

The individual’s requirements 
The first principle of planning is, obviously, to 
consider what produce you need and want. And 
don’t neglect your personal tastes here: it’s point- 
less to grow a huge crop of pole beans if you 
don’t actually like them. So, before anything else, 
I suggest you make a list of the crops which you’d 
like in your ideal garden. 

In the countryside when I was a boy, farm 
workers needed a great bulk of easily grown food 
to supplement the meager diet that their low 
weekly wages could buy them. So they grew 
potatoes on at least half their gardens in the sum- 
mer, and always a long row of pole beans, than 
which nothing is more productive. Then they 
grew as many brti~.ri~~ plants as they could in the 
winter. Many of them did not bother with much 
else. But if poverty isn’t an urgent consideration, I 
think it’s better not to devote all your space to the 
bulk crops. Instead, grow vegetables like peas and 
sweet corn which are best when eaten as fresh as 
possible. (There’s a saying among sweet corn 
lovers that you can walk down the garden to pick 
the corn but you have to run back with it once 
it’s picked.) Apart from early potatoes, rutabagas 
and beets, which are so delicious when young and 
tender, I recommend the gardener with limited 
space to buy his main root crops from a good 
market or frrendlv farmer, and use the space for 

~~.r~~orr: delicate vegetables which don’t keep so well. 
?. QK true self-&icient gardener, hou-ever, will . . 

want t‘;! be in a pcGtic)n where he has to buy no 
produce ~$11, and hzre \VC come to the tiickv 
question of’j&t+!~~! much vou cdn cspect to get 
from a given piece . of land. ~‘nfc)rtunatelv there’s 
no easy way of estim;it’tikrhi\, other than’ bv long 
experience and an intimii’c $~lr~\\ledge of !3)ur 
own garden. The best gene&P‘r.yk in my view IS 
to grow as much as you possibly @il...If vou use 
intensive gardening methods such as t‘ht’$(!ccp bed 
(see p. 106) you will be amazed how many “f7c@e 
you will be able to feed from quite a small plot, - :; _. 

Garden geography 
Once you have got a list of the produce you want 
from your garden, the next thing is to ask yourself 
whether the genera! geography of the garden will 
let you grow it. 
Aspect In my opinion, people worry too much 
about whether their gardens face north, south, east 
or west. It’s true that a south-facing slope warms 
up quicker and better than a north-facing one. But 
it’s also true that a south-facing slope is hit as 
hard by a late frost as a north-facing one. In 
practice, I find that north-facing crops are really 
not so far behind south-facing ones as many 
people expect. And don’t underestimate the value 
of a north-facing slope: for example, it is often 
better not to force early potatoes too quickly in 
the early season sun on a south-facing slope be- 
cause they may not have the strength to survive a 
freak last frost. 

On the whole then, you need not be too con- 
cerned about the aspect of your garden. 
Remember that a good gardener wi‘hl- always do 
better in a north-facing garden than a bad 
gardener will in a south-facing one. 
Shade What is much ‘more important than aspect 
is shade. When planning your garden you must 
take into account how much of it will be in the 
shade, and for how long, during the course of the 
day, and the year. Certain plants just won’t grow 
where it is too shady - just as others won’t grow 
where there’s too much direct sun. I suggest you 
make a rough sketch of the garden at different 
times of the year and color in the areas which get 
the sun the whole day, those which are sunny only 
half the day, and those which are in the shade all 
the time. When you have done this, you will have 
a clear idea of exactly how much space you will be 
able to devote to sun-loving and shade-loving 
crops respective1.y. 

On this question of sun and shade, I’ve heard it 
said that crop rows should always run north and 
south rather than east and west so that the rows do 
not shade each other. But this is bad logic. In the 
northern hemisphere in the summer the sun always 
rises and sets to the north of the east and west 
points on the compass. In other words, the only 
time it shines directly from the south is at noon, 
when it is so high that shading between rows is 
minimal anvn~av. For most of the day, when it is 
lower and <hading is important, the sun is shining 
from the east or the west. If anything, rows should 
be planted east :md \ves;f to avoid too much shad- 
mg. Hut personally 1’v.e never found it makes the 
slrg-htest difference which u-av the r::us go. 
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Trees There are certain features of the lavout of 

your garden which mav interfere with vour 
I&zining intentions - for ‘instance. that enc,rmc,us 
treein your neighhor’s garden \\.hich c)\.crhangs 
your own garden. Sot onl!: does it shade a large 
part of your available growing area, but the rtrots 
creep under vour land and suck out nutrients. 

I’m cert;iinly not against trees - indeed the 
nourishment which they take from your soil will 
eventually be returned when the leaves fall and 
begin to rot. But there are times when the! realI! 
do inhibit what you can grow, and if your neigh- 
bor refuses to cut it down - as he probable will 
- you’ll have to find some way of minimizing the 
inconvenience. It may be illegal to kill the tree b. 
creosoting the roots, even if thev are on V-M sidi 
of the fence, but it is perfectlv al! Z& tr) trim 
branches which overhang vrh);-i #arde7i-:& FIMX:~ 

which burrow under it 

sloping khtd !i- yir garden sl:r~t; srr~;sl~, tt;i:. 
can not . ;niy make gar&nir,~g i%g?!y ~rr~zonvznicnc. 
hl,i can also lead to croc,ion ,,i i’ot’r v~!il;blr Rt.tii,. 
The best saduticrn hcrr;: in; to t&ace the slope {see 
p. 241). initiabf~ It% back-braking WA, ‘stir ~‘5 
u-d wrmh ii E; tkc end: the garden rvill i-e far 
more ~~rrducrive, much easier to \xork in, the so;1 
WOE’F QCSS~ aw:z)-, an4 a rcrmced garden can look 
);i>th ur~usual and plc&ng. 
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peat or other mixtures. (But remember to allow 
for the weight of the containers and the soil, if 
you contemplate using, say, an old outhouse roof 
which may not be very strong.) Broad beans, pole 
beans, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, lettuce 
and cucumbers will all grow well on a roof or 
patio; and if the climate is hot, so will peppers. 
Bay trees and lemon or orange trees planted in 
tubs which can be moved indoors in cold weather 
are also a good idea. 
Indoor gardening Nearly all vegetables and small 
fruits can be grown indoors, and, especially if you 
have a small garden, you should think of every 
window sill, except those which face north, as an 
extension of your garden. Window sills can be 
used to grow herbs, tomatoes, lettuces, carrots, 
radishes and spring onions, and almost any kind 
of container will do. Just punch holes in the 
bottom for drainage, and place it on a waterproof 
tray to catch seepage. Put three inches @cm) of 
gravel at the bottom of the container and fill it up 
with equal volumes of potting compost, garden 
compost and good garden soil. 

WINDOW SILL GARDENING 

This cross-section throtfgh a 
window box shows sbalfots 
growing in rqfdalparts of potting 
con?post , garden conlpost ad 
garden soil. Three inches (8 ctn) 
of gravei help drainage tbrorgb 
maI/ boles in the box, which 
stands on a waterproof tray. 

When all your window sills are occupied, consider 
other parts of the house too. Mushrooms, for 
example, grow very well under the stairs, in a 
basement or cellar - even in the bottom of an old 
wardrobe. For this, it’s best to use special mush- 
room compost (seep. 166), which you can either 
buy or make yourself. 

Recently it’s become quite common to garden 
under artificial lighting, and of course this can be 
arranged virtually anywhere in the house. Fluores- 
cent tubes are best - a combination of two four 
foot (1.2 m) tubes of forty watts each, one cool 
white and the other warm white. (Avoid using 
standard white or “daylight” tubes.) You can 
grow a number of plants successfully under lights: 
beets, carrots, lettuce, celery, cucumber, tomatoes, 
herbs, and mustard and cress. My only reservation 
about the system is that, given the current high 
p-k-e of energy, it isn’t very cost-effective. But the 
investment is well worth it if you really haven’t 
got any garden or outdoor growing space at all. 
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The medium-sized garden 
A medium-sized garden - I’m thinking of some- 
thing like the larger type of city garden or one of 
the bigger suburban gardens allows the gardener 
greater freedom. But don’t indulge the freedom 
too much. My advice is always to start small and 
intensively, and only gradually take in more and 
more land as you get the feel of the garden. 
Don’t, for example, dig up the whole plot at the 
outset because you’ll never cope without working 
it full time. 

Even though there’s more growing space, it 
shouldn’t be wasted - for instance, by allowing an 
old, straggling and unproductive apple or pear ’ 
tree to dominate. Cut such trees down (apple and 
pear trees make excellent firewood). It’s a much 
better use of space to arrange that a fence or two 
are covered with cordon or espalier apple and pear 
trees (seep. lOl), which in fact often bear a heavier 
crop than an old, neglected, standard tree. 

The medium-sized garden will probably also ac- 
commodate a modest greenhouse, and that can be 
worth its weight in - well, tomatoes anyway. 
You’ll be able to start plants off early in the 
season, and may manage to avoid the dreaded 
hungry gap in the spring. Cold frames will also 
extend the growing season, and if you have the 
space you can look on them as fairly permanent. I 
think it’s a good idea to have them adjacent to the 
greenhouse, so you can harden off the greenhouse 
seedlings conveniently. 

A particular advantage of the medium-sized 
garden is that you can pay more attention to 
decorative and non-productive areas - the “plea- 
saunce” where you can idle away a few hours in 
the sun. I must say I think the conventional ideas 
about siting it are mistaken: usually it’s put next 
to the house because people think it nicer to look 
out on flowers and a lawn rather than on the 
vegetable beds. But consider the view when you’re 
actually out there - the back of the house, which 
is often pretty ugly anyway, with all the gutters 
and drains. I would have a lawn right at the end 
of the garden, screened from the vegetables by, 
say, an espalier fence, and with a few flower beds 
for fragrance, and perhaps some small fruit trees. 
Keep your tame rabbits here, and with all the 
birds twittering around you, you’ll have a real 
haven as far as possible from buildings - your 
own, and those of prying neighbors too. 
Remember, incidentally that a lawn is not only a 
leisure area - it is a consistent source of good 
mulching material. If you don’t use your clippings 
as mulch, put them on the compost heap. 
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The large garden 
No matter how much space you have in your 
garden, remember once again to start small. 
Master small areas first, and then you’ll have the 
experience to work on a larger scale. 

But even if you don’t use the whole of your 
plot at the same time, you can still make it all 
work for you without expending much effort. 
Nothing improves the general heart of your land 
more than to lay it to pasture and graze stock on 
it for three or four years. At the end of this 
period, convert the pasture, bit by bit, into beds 
which can be taken up into your crop rotation. 
Grass and clover pastures are fine, but I suggest 
planting the deep-rooting crops like alfalfa or 
comfrey. These all mine up useful minerals from 
the depths of the subsoil, and whether you dig 
them in as green manure, put them on the com- 
post heap, or merely feed them to the poultry, the 
minerals will eventually be spread about your gar- 
den. This method of resting the land will also 
ensure that any residual disease which remains in 
the soil from previous crops won’t give you 
trouble when you come to plant vegetables. 

With a large garden, you can consider planting 
standard fruit trees instead of the dwarf varieties 
or cordon and espalier-trained trees which are 
space-savers in smaller gardens. The modern 
dwarfing root stocks probably will give you a 
higher yield of fruit more quickly than a standard 
tree will, but at the same time few things look 
more beautiful than a fine orchard of large 
standard fruit trees. Standard plumaand greengage 
are particularly delightful when they get really 
huge, and of course their fruits are so marvelous. 
It’s always a temptation, in fact, to let big plum 
and greengage trees get out of control because 
they’re so pleasing to look at, but remember that 
this will end up by limiting cropping. And don’t 
forget walnut trees: posterity will always bless you 
for planting a walnut. 

PLANNING THE VEGETABLE BEDS 
When I discussed the various elements of the basic 
garden, I recommended that you allow four beds 
for vegetables, and there is a very special reason 
for this. In my view, a crop rotation cycle is 
essential irr growing vegetables, and since I would 
advise a minimum of a four year rotation, you’ll 
need four beds. More is better: for instance, if 
your garden is large enough, then you’ll be able to 
rest some of the beds, as I suggested, by putting 
them to pasture and grazing livestock. And re- 
member that if you’re unfortunate enough to be 

hit by clubroot disease, the only way to get rid of 
it is to rest the land for nine years! The four vear 
rotation cycle, however, is -the most practical, 
other things being equal. 

Even if your garden is very small, don’t look 
on the four bed system as a luxury vou can’t 
afford. The need for a rotation cycle still applies, 
however small the garden, and it’s not much more 
trouble to make four tiny beds than, say, two 
larger ones. 

Siting the vegetable beds 
Once you’ve decided in which area of the garden 
you’re going to keep the vegetable beds, it is a 
matter of setting them out. It is not particularly 
important in mv opinion which direction the beds 
run, unless your intend to use a rotary tiller to dig 
them. In this case, it’s better if they don’t run up 
to a fence or wall, because you will tind it difficult 
to maneuver the machine. And remember to leave 
paths between the beds to make working easier. If 
your land is sandy and well drained, you probably 
won’t need to gravel the paths, but if it’s muddy 
you will (see p. 241). 

The four year rotation cycle 
The two major worries about growing vegetables 
are clubroot disease in brassira and eel worm in- 
festation in potatoes, and these can easily build up 
in the soil if brassica and potatoes are planted year 
after year in the same bed. This is the primary 
reason for rotating your beds annually, though 
other crops will also benefit from being grown in 
different beds in successive years. 

Planning a rotation cycle is a complex business, 
for you have to bear in mind whether the con- 
dition of the soil, after one crop has been lifted, is 
really suitable for the next crop to go into. There 
are four rules I recommend here. First, while po- 
tatoes need to grow in heavily manured soil, root 
crops tend to fork in such conditions: so keep 
potatoes as far as possible from the root crops in 
the rotation cycle. Second, peas and beans - the 
legumes generally - like well-limed soil, but po- 
tatoes don’t : so avoid growing potatoes im- 
mediately after the legume break. Third, brassica 
do like lime, but only if it has been in the soil for 
some time: thus, it’s best to plant your brussica 
after the legumes when the lime has had a chance 
to establish itself in the ground. Fourth, what I 
call the miscellaneous crops (outdoor tomatoes, 
melons, the squash tribe, lettuces, radishes and so 
on) are better for a good mulching with well- 
rotted compost: since this will assist the root 
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crops - and certainly it will avoid the problems of 
forking - it’s a good idea to put in the root crops 
after the miscellaneous crops. 

To conform to these rules, I suggest the follow- 
ing cycle for each of your four beds. But 
remember, of course, to start each bed off at a 
different point in the cycle. 
First year Manure the bed heavily in the first 
year and sow potatoes. (If you like, devote a small 
area of the potato bed to spring cabbage, leeks and 
turnips in order to save for the hungry gap in the 
following spring,) When you have harvested the 
potatoes, put down a crop of winter rye which you 
can dig in early in the second year as a green manure. 
Second year After you have dug in the green 
manure crop, lime the soil fairly heavily and sow 
peas, beans and the other legumes. Since these will 
bc harvested from about midsummer onward, 
one possibility which should be considered seri- 
ously is to replace the legumes immediately with 
your brassica, which have been growing at the 
same time, first in the seed-bed, then in the 
holding-bed. This may seem to be cramming plants 
in a little too optimistically, but it is a technique 
which I use successfully. Transplanting brassica 
from seed-bed to holding-bed to final bed in such 
a short period of time actually seems to benefit the 
plants - and I always think it’s wise to get plants 
accustomed to transplantation. The main advan- 
tage of this technique of course is that, in effect, 
you squeeze what would otherwise be one year of 
a rotation cycle between two others, and since 
you’ll be harvesting the brassica in late winter this 
simply means that you’ll be getting a lot more 
food from your garden. Many people devote an 
entire year to brassica and have them in their final 
bed before the legumes are ready for harvesting. 
You can do this if you have space for five beds. 
Third year Assuming you have managed to get 
the brassica in during the later part of the second 
year, in the third year you can straightaway begin 
to plant miscellaneous crops. As the brassica are 
ready for lifting, and when the weather begins to 
warm up, replace them with the miscellaneous 
crops, leaving the quicker-growing plants like 
lettuces until the last. Remember that a good 
mulch of well-rotted compost will help the mis- 
cellaneous crops immensely. At the end of the 
third year, again I recommend putting in a winter 
rye crop for digging in as green manure. 
Fourlh year Root crops should be sown in the 
fourth year, when the manure which was spread 
for the potatoes is no longer exercising a direct 
influence in the soil. 
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If your garden is large enough to extend the 
rotation cycle, then leave the plot lying fallow 
during the fifth year, or grow yet another green 
manure crop - preferably one of the deeper- 
rooting crops such as alfalfa or comfrey, because 
they will be of longer-lasting benefit to the soil. 
Otherwise, start the whole cycle all over again by 
manuring heavily and sowing potatoes once more. 

Alternative rotations 
The four year rotation cycle is, I should em- 
phasize, just one of several possibilities. I find it 
suits me very well, despite a couple of objections 
which the purist might make. The first objection 
is that I put tomatoes in with the miscellaneous 
crops, not in the potato patch, as is more 
common: thus, there are two solanaceous plants 
growing in the same bed in a space of less than 
four years. However, I don’t grow very many out- 
door tomatoes, and since I do like to have a lot of 
potatoes I’m a bit reluctant to give over some of 
the potato bed to tomatoes. If you really are a 
purist, then cut back on the potatoes and plant the 
tomatoes with them. In this way you will be 
certain that you are not encouraging disease. 
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The second objection is that I plant radishes - 
which are cruciferous - along with the mis- 
cellaneous crops, instead of in the brash-a bed, 
thus tempting fate to nurture or perpetuate club- 
root disease in the soil. In fact I don’t think club- 
root is a serious possibility here, because the 
radishes are harvested quickly, before the disease 
really has a chance to establish itself. But never 
leave the radishes to get old in the ground, or you 
might have a problem with clubroot. 

Try out my suggested rotation cycle, but of 
course if it doesn’t suit you, consider some alter- 
natives. For example, I know of very successful 
gardeners who always follow brassita with the 
legumes, not, as I recommend, the other way 
round. Another possibility is to have a much less 
strict rotation cycle, where crops are jumbled up. 
The only rule here is to avoid planting the same 
crop in one bed in successive years. Personally, 
since I’m not good at remembering just what I’ve 
had in and where, I prefer a clearer system to 
work to. But if you keep good records, then the 
casual rotation might well suit you. I would advise 
making a map of your garden and noting what you 
have sown and planted, and when, together with 
details of how you have treated the soil that year. 

PLANNING A HERB GARDEN 
At the Covelo Garden Project in California, you 
can find what is probably the most elaborate and 
sophisticated herb garden in the world. A large 
amphitheater has been excavated, and the inside 
slopes have been terraced: the terraces on the 
north side are facing south and those on the south 
side face north. At the highest point on the ter- 
races the soil is kept well drained and dry, while 
the lower parts surround a pond which provides 
moisture. So the optimum conditions have been 
created for growing all the culinary and medicinal 
herbs in the world - whether they like sunny, 
shady, wet or dry conditions - and it presents the 
most pleasing and attractive scene. 

No doubt when you plan your herb garden you 
will be content to settle for something less grand 
than the Covelo garden, although similar prin- 
ciples of siting the individual herbs will apply. 
Herbs have a great range of climatic and soil 
preferences - from the hot sun and dry sandy soils 
favored by the herbs which have a Mediterranean 
origin like anise, basil and oregano, to the partial 
shade and rich, damp soil favored by plants like 
lovage and mint. The individual preferences of the 
different herbs are described in The Cultivation of 
Herbs chapter (pp. 191-202). Obviously you will 

have to do with less than ideal conditions for 
many of the herbs you grow, but when you plan 
your herb garden try to select a site which offers 
at least a modest range between full sun and 
partial shade. 

As I have already suggested, it is best to site 
your herb garden near to the kitchen door. If 
sprigs of this or that fresh from the garden are 
within easy reach when you are cooking, you 
might resist the temptation to pick out a jar of 
dried herbs from your store cupboard. Needless to 
say, fresh herbs are infinitely more fragrant and 
flavorsome than those which have been drying 
up over a number of years. 

While herbs vary as to whether they prefer sun 
or shade, most do like a sheltered spot, so if you 
can manage to put the herb garden against your 
kitchen wall this will certainly help. 

Raised bed for herbs 
An excellent idea for a herb garden is to build a 
raised bed with stone or bricks. There are a num- 
ber of advantages here. First, the soil will be well 
drained and dry, and this is important for many 
herbs. Those which like damper soil and more 
shade can be planted at the base of the raised bed 
at the front or side. Secondly, the raised bed 

RAISED HERB BED 

Yea caa b&d a raised bed made of brick or stoae for-gonr herbs. The 
soil will s&y dry and weN drained, which s&s most berbs; the height sf 
the bed means less bendittg; aad the ex-tra sacface area encourages those 
herbs which like to stragqfe across walls. 
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entails less stooping for planting, tending and 
picking. And thirdly, it provides more surface area 
for the straggly plants to trail over the walls. 

If you build a raised bed against your kitchen 
wall, however, don’t build it higher than the sills 
of the house, or you will find yourself eating 
herbs in a ‘damp house. 

Rockery for herbs 
Since many of the herbs are delicate and beautiful 
plants, another idea you can consider is to grow 
them in a small rockery (a miniature version of 
the Covelo herb garden, perhaps). If you’re in a 
sandstone area, the pinks, reds, ochres and whites 
of the stones you use in the rockery will comp- 
lement the rich greens of the herbs. The rockery, 
too, will have the advantage of being well drained. 
It may be that you won’t be able to keep the 
damp-loving plants like mint in a rockery. If so, 
grow your mint in that damp shady patch which 
is found at the end of most gardens. 

PLANNING THE FRUIT GARDEN 
Two hundred years ago in his Cottage Etonoq~, 
William Cobbett advised his cottagers not to grow 
fruit: in his view it took up too much good land 
and served only to give children belly-aches. But 
then Cobbett wasn’t as vitamin-conscious as we 
tend to be nowadays, and personally I think 
there’s nothing to compete with fruit for provid- 
ing you with gastronomic delight and with what 
your body needs at the same time. There are few 
pleasures equal to eating the first juicy straw- 
berries of the year, or a fine, sharp fruit cocktail 
picked from your own garden. Besides, the sense 
of spiritual well-being which comes from walking 
through a glorious orchard, in full bloom or in 
full fruit, is one of the great luxuries of gardening. 

However, planning a fruit garden requires a lot 
of hard thought. For one thing, you are dealing 
with three different kinds of plants: fruit trees, 
soft fruit bushes, and ground plants. For another, 
you must take into account what else you are 
growing in the garden, since all fruit will draw a 
great deal of nourishment from the soil, and fruit 
trees create large areas of shade. Finally, and this 
is the important consideration, fruit-growing will 
take up a great deal of space in the garden. 

How much fruit to grow 
.The size of your garden will have a fundamental 
influence on how much fruit you can expect to 
grow. Most gardens can - and should in my view 
- accommodate some soft fruit, But if your garden 

is tiny, I doubt that the space-effectiveness of fruit 
trees - even the dwarf varieties or trained trees - 
makes them worthwhile. It is a pity, but you 
ought to think how many apples, say, you will get 
from a single cordon, and weigh this against the 
number of beans or potatoes you will get from the 
same piece of land. 

Even if you have a garden with more space, 
you must think carefully about planting fruit trees. 
Remember that what seems to take up only a little 
space now will be a quite different proposition in 
ten years’ time. Unless your garden is really 
enormous - big enough for a full-scale orchard - I 
would recommend you to avoid standard (full 
size) fruit trees altogether. Several dwarf varieties, 
and, say, a few cordons and espalicrs are a better 
use of space. This of course, limits the kind of 
fruit you can have: many fruit trees can be dwar- 
fed or trained, but you can’t do this with stone 
fruit trees such as plums, greengages or cherries. 

If you have a large area in your garden to 
devote to fruit, then standard trees can be con- 
sidered. An area 175 feet (54m) square, for 
example, will accommodate 16 huge standard 
apple or pear trees. When these are mature, they 
will produce up to eight bushels of fruit each. The 
initial drawback with standards is that you won’t 
get fruit until three to six years after they have 
been planted, although you will get fruit for 40 or 
50 years after that. Dwarf varieties fruit earlier but 
have a shorter life. In the same area, you could 
plant 64 semi-dwarf trees and get about the same 
total yield (a semi-dwarf gives about a quarter of 
the yield of a standard), and they will fruit two to 
five years after planting. 

Soil for fruit trees 
When choosing a site for a fruit garden, take into 
account the quality of the soil. Most fruit needs 
good rich soil, with plenty of manure or compost 
worked into it, because the trees and bushes 
quickly exhaust the nutriments in the soil. Figs 
will grow in poor soil, and peaches prefer a light, 
sandy soil. All fruit requires well-drained soil, so if 
your land is wet, you will have to provide drain- 
age (seep. 240). You will also need deep soil for 
fruit trees : srandards and semi-dwarfs, particularly, 
send roots deep into the ground, although fan- 
trained fruit trees planted against a wall can put 
their roots out under unproductive land where a 
path or patio has been laid. It is worth digging 
deep when planting any fruit tree. 

In a large orchard, you may think you will be 
able to grow at least some crops underneath the 
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standards. Fundamentally you can’t: a few daf- 
fodils might grow, but nothing edible. The best 
plan, if you want to use the space, is to graze 
sheep (just so long as they can’t reach up to the 
leaves and branches of the trees). The manure 
makes a beneficial contribution to the soil in the 
orchard. 

Generally, young fruit trees bear more fruit, 
more quickly, if the ground over the roots is left 
bare. Commercial fruit growers achieve this by 
spraying the area with herbicides, but I would 
suggest simply mulching the area heavily. How- 
ever, if the ground is left bare, cut down on the 
amount of manure you put into the soil since this 
encourages tree-growth at the expense of fruit- 
formation. Don’t clear the ground over the tree 
roots by mechanical means, because you may 
damage the roots near the surface. 

Shade from fruit trees 
Large fruit trees cast a considerable amount of 
shadow. If you can plant them at the north end of 
the garden the problem is easily resolved, but if 
they have to go in at the south end, remember 
that you will be able to grow only shade-loving 
plants such as rhubarb or mint immediately to the 
north of them. 

Laying out a fruit garden 
In view of the shading problem, I suggest you 
arrange the fruit garden in a stepped form. For 
example, to the north of the garden, put in a row 
of standard fruit trees, then, working pro- 
gressively south, a row of semi-dwarfs, then bush 
trees, then some apple or pear fruit espaliers. In 
front of these, put a few rows of raspberry canes, 
then a few currant bushes, and finally a strawberry 
bed. This is an ideal arrangement of course, and 
obviously you would need an extensive garden to 
do it. But the principle is quite simple: have the 
taller plants to the north, and the smaller to the 
south and you won’t have a shading problem. 
THE IDEAL FRUIT LAYOUT 
To auoid shading problems, grow t&er 
plants to the north and smaller otles to 
the SO&J of the garden. An ideal order 
of rows starting from the soatb would 
be: strawberries, followed by currants, 
raspberries, espahers, semi-dwarfs 
andjinalb standards. 

Choosing fruit trees 
While deciding which fruit trees to plant is largely 
a matter of taste (and of the conditions in your 
garden), one important consideration is fertili- 
zation. It is no use planting, say, McIntosh apples 
alone for they must have another variety of apple 
to act as a pollinator. One way to achieve this is 
to get what is called a “family” tree - that is, one 
root stock which has had several varieties grafted 
on to it. Another solution is to grow several 
cordons or other small forms of different varieties, 
If you’re lucky enough to have a friendly neighbor 
who also grows fruit trees, consult with him 
before selecting your trees. You’ll both benefit if 
your trees pollinate each other. And of course, 
even if your neighbor isn’t a friend, examine his 
trees anyway - he can’t prevent the bees from 
carrying his pollen to your blossoms, and he 
shouldn’t want to, since he will profit from the 
arrangement as well. 

In general, my advice is to select as wide a 
\ ariety of fruit trees as possible, bearing in mind 
the need for fertilization. Grow some very early 
varieties of fruit, a main crop, and some late ones 
which store well. If you do this, it won’t be 
difficult to achieve self-sufficiency in fruit. One 
final piece of advice, though, is that some varieties 
of fruit are particularly sensitive to locality. So be 
sure to consult a local expert fruit-grower about 
which varieties do best in your area. 

Protecting the fruit 
One of the primary factors to take into account in 
planning a fruit garden is whether you will be able 
to protect the fruit from birds. Birds are probably 
the biggest single hindrance to successful fruit 
growing. Plan to protect soft fruit completely - a 
fruit cage (seep. 184) is probably the only really 
effective answer here. Cherry trees are particularly 
vulnerable to birds, and unless you net them com- 
pletely, the birds will have stripped them bare before 
you have a chance to eat a single cherry. Fruit 
trees can be ravaged by bullfinches, and I know of 
no protection against these pests except the gun. 

You must also consider the damage which your 
trees may suffer from other animals. Hens will not 
attack fruit beds, but they do peck at the fruit, so 
keep them away from fruiting trees. Both geese 
and goats need to be kept away from all trees: 
they will bite the bark off a tree virtually on sight 
and kill it immediately. Solve the problem either 
by keeping them right out of the orchard, or by 
circling the trunks with wire netting, which makes 
it impossible for the animals to reach the trees. 
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THE PLANNING REQUIREMEN ‘TS OF GARDEN VEGETABLES * 
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Treating the Soil 

Clearing overgrown land 
Land left to itself in a temperate climate will turn 
first to grass, then to scrub, then to forest. So if 
you start with badly neglected land, the first thing 
to do is clear it. 

Long grass or tall weeds should be cut down 
with a scythe or sickle. Scything is faster, but for 
a small garden it probably is not worth buying a 
scythe. But don’t try to cut bushes with either a 
scythe or a sickle or you will quickly ruin the 
blade. A long-handled slasher, or brush-hook, or 
machete is best for bushes, or, if you haven’t got 
one of these, a short-handled slasher, an axe or 
even a hatchet. However, if you have to dig out 
the bushes later on anyway, it’s better not to cut 
them down at all: if there’s no top left on the 
bush you will have nothing to heave against when 
you come to pull out the roots. After you have 
got bushes out, you should burn them if local 
laws permit it, because the ashes will give you 
potash for your soil, 

You will need a wheelbarrow to shift what you 
clear. In my view, the most useful (and also 
beautiful) kind was the old fashioned gardener’s 
barrow with a wooden wheel and wooden exten- 
sion sides which could be fitted for high, light 
loads and taken off for heavy ones. Nowadays, a 
good wheelbarrow to get is a builder’s barrow 

Wooden wheelbarrow 

with a pneumatic rubber tire. These move a lot 
more easily, especially on uneven ground, than 
those that have solid tires. 

Establishing a vegetable garden 
If you throw some seeds on top of the ground the 
birds will eat them. If you dib a cabbage plant 
into a grass field, the grass will smother it and it 
will die. If you remove the grass, and all other 
wild plants, and dib a cabbage plant into the bare 
earth, weeds will grow up unless you stop them, 
and again the cabbage will be smothered. All our 
crop plants have been evolved over the centuries 
to be good to eat, to crop heavily and to be 
nutritious, at the expense of other qualities, like 
hardiness and competitiveness among wild plants. 

So, if you want to feed yourself from the pro- 
duce of your soil, you must cultivate it. There is 
such a thing as the “no-digging technique” and I 
will discuss this, but if you inherit a normal gar- 
den, whether well-maintained or neglected, or if 
you want to establish a garden in a grass field, you 
will have to start by digging, or turning the soil. 

Now, assuming you have a plot of old grassland 
which you want to turn into a garden, there are 
several ways you can go about it. One is with 
pigs. Run pigs over your plot (keep them in with 
an electric fence) and they will root up the turf 
and leave it in a condition which makes it easy to 
fork over and turn into a garden. 

Bastard trenching 
The most traditional means of rescuing neglected 
ground is with a spade. And when you dig old 
turf for the first time with a spade you must make 
a very thorough job of it. If you just turn the 
grass over, it will come up and grow again and 
you will have endless trouble. You cannot plant 
garden plants in half-buried turf. It is far better to 
do it by the time-honored method of “bastard 
trenching” (see illustration right). 

Once you have completed the bastard trenching, 
your grass plants, roots and all, will be completely 
buried more than a foot deep. They will not grow 
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up again to haunt you. Your soil will be loosened 
to a depth of about two feet, which is good for 
aeration, drainage and deep-rooting plants. And 
your new topsoil will be bare, broken up, and 
ready for planting with any crop immediately. 

Some gardeners will tell you not to bury the 
scalped-off turf, but to lay all the turves in a pile, 
upside down, on top of each other. They will rot 
down over time and make the basis of splendid 
potting compost. There is nothing wrong with this, 
as long as you remember that you are severely 
robbing the bed from which you take the turf. 

You can bastard trench any garden that you 
take over; if it is not grassland you can throw 
manure or compost into the trenches instead of 
turf. I would bury manure, compost, or turf once 
with a new garden, but I would never do it again, 
because I would rely on the earthworms to do it 
for me. Let them work their backs, and not me 
mine. Bastard trenching is especia!ly worthwhile if 
your land is heavv, because it will break up any 
pan (hard impervious layer) that there might be 
down below. 

BASTARD TRENCHING 

Divide the bed in half lers fhwqs. Mark or/t, with s/r& ~y~yoo,r like, a 
trench two feet (60 cm) nude across one half of the bed. .Tbave two 
inches (5 cm) ?f twf @if and pile this next to the fop etd of the other 
harf nf- the bed. D. lg earth oflt of he fremb to n spade’s depfb, midprrf 
if next to fhe pile of turf. Mark ant anofber trench next fo fbe first. 
Scalp the fwf oj this, #brow if info tile bottom of tbe first fremb ami 
break if 14~ smaN wifb the spade. Diy a spade’s depth of earth from the 
second trench, invert if and throw if into fbeb*rsf trench. Car-g, OII like 
this z~~~fi~~~o~~ reach the ofber end of.yorrr plot. Cross over to fbe ofbet 
side and work yaw- way hack (see ihsfration, rz&bt) ad fill fbe last 
frencb ndb fbk ftwj’ad earfb. front fbe first one. 

Once you have dug your land over in this way, 
spread plenty of compost or manure on the sur- 
face. The earthworms will drag this deep down 
into the soil, and dig and aerate the soil for wu 
themselves. Some old-fashioned gardeners will -tell 
Lou to bur!: !:our manure or compost so as to 
Incorporate It Into the soil. This may well sound 
reasonable, but it is now known - and organic 
gardeners have proved it over and over again - 
that if you just lay compost or manure on top of 
the soil the earthworms will dig it in for you. In a 
very short time it will just disappear. And the 
more humus you get into your soil in this way the 
quicker it will disappear, because the more 
earthworms there will be and the more active, 
biologically, the soil will be. I bury manure when 
I plant potatoes, and I would burv manure if I 
took over an old, chemica!!)-worked and exhaus- 
ted garden. I would never bury manure if I had 
dug in old turf, for the simple reason that turf is 
manure. I would spread manure or compost on 
the surface, though, for the worms to drag down. 

It will pay you for the first few years - until 
you have put a lot of compost on your land - to 
dig once a year, and if you want to turn your 
newly created garden into a deep bed garden 
(seep. 106), the first year after bastard trenching is 
a good time. For conventional gardening, use a 
fork for digging after the first year as long as your 
earth forms large enough clods. Just dig trenches 
one spit deep. Put the dug out earth in a pile as 
you did before, turn the next spadeful over into 
the empty trench, and keep going until you have 
been right round the plot; throw the first pile into 
the last trench (see below). 

Digging with spades and forks 
Even if you take over a well-ordered garden you 
may still have to dig. But don’t dig just for the 
sake of digging; dig shallowly and in moderation. 
Your soil will get deeply dug whenever you grow 
potatoes, or celery or the other vegetables that 
grow in trenches or on ridges. The soil needs to 
be loosened to some depth for root crops like 
parsnips or carrots, but you can do this without 
inverting the soil - just push a fork in and break 
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it up. For shallow rooted crops a mere ,shaking up 
of the top four inches (1Ocm) of the soil is 
enough. Time spent in what old-fashioned gar- 
deners called “thorough digging” is wasted and in 
fact counter-productive. 

The basic tool you need for digging is, 
obviously, a spade. Stainless steel spades are 
excellent but extremely expensive, and I doubt if 
the expense is justified, so long as you look after 
an ordinary spade properly (see p. 244). 

There are two types of spade: the round- 
pointed spade, with a heart-shaped blade and a 
long handle; and the square-pointed spade, with a 
rectangular blade and a shorter handle which is 
shaped into a “*C” or a “D” at the end (the “D” 
handle is by far the more comfortable for digging.) 
A round-pointed spade with a long handle is the 
spade I prefer. Without too much backbending, 
you can work comfortably and quickly along the 
line of a furrow for, say, potatoes, or you can dig 
a trench for, say, celery; and the spade is 

‘D” hand2e 

“T” hand2e Square-pointed spade Round-pointed spade 

incomparably better for excavating holes. How- 
ever, for precision digging the square-pointed 
spade is better: it’s difficult to dig down vertically 
with a round-pointed spade since the blade 
naturally goes in at an angle. For bastard trench- 
ing, or for digging a deep bed (seep. 106), I 
recommend using a square-pointed spade for turn- 
ing the upper layer, and then a round-pointed 
spade for loosening the ground below. 

For excavating hard earth, it’s best to loosen it 
first with a pick, and rhen remove it with a spade. 
If you watch a professional gardener use a spade 
you’ll see how the right knee shoves against the 
right hand to push the spade into the soil. 

The experienced gardener often uses a fork 
rather than a spade. The advantages are that it’s 
likely to be quicker, breaks up clods better and is 
easier to push into the ground than a spade. And 

Spading fork Potato fork Manure fork 

- *’ .._-. 
if you are cursed with creeping root weeds such as 
couch grass, ground elder or bindweed, then a 
fork is marvelous for raking the long roots out of 
the ground. It goes without saying, of course, that 
a fork is better than a spade for digging out root 
crops (a potato fork has flat tines to stop the 
spuds being speared). A manure fork has thin 
tines so that the manure will fall easily through on 
to the ground as soon as the fork is shaken. The 
only times a spade is really essential are for 
digging in grassland, turning heavy clay, or 
digging light sand. 

Digging with a machine 
There are two basic sorts of garden tractor: the 
kind which actually pulls a sort of plowshare 
along and inverts the soil as in a plowed field, and 
the rotary tiller type. The former has to be a very 
strong and heavy machine to be of any use and I 
would suggest it only for people who have large 
gardens, say half an acre (2000 sq m). 

Rotary tillers on the other hand are smaller but 
nonetheless effective, and they accord more nearly 
with the ideal of the organic gardener which is 
not to invert the :oil too much but to leave the 
topsoil on top. 

My own feeling about all garden tractors is that 
they are only really worth buying if you are going 
to grow and sell vegetables on quite a large scale. 
I have found, after most of a lifetime of doing it, 
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Making corrrpst 
There art: a:; man)- rnctl3f~l?; :k rn;~king ctm-qx~st as 

therm are r&d oimfrrzst enthusiasts. Sir .ilben 
Elr>uard, ff,r csamplt, made a -4s inch (15 cm) 

tayer of green m;tttcr, tht-rl ;a t~vo inch t-5 ctnj layer 
rbi dung or manure, then ;I laxr c~i earth, yrt~nd 
Iirxstcwi- md phtqd3at~ ri&. then an~&ct idyer 
t~f grcx.73 ;-~aicrial, and so r8n tct tht- rcip. t-le found 
rhat the ~~primurr &W c~i heap - nhich hc didn’t 
rdrx+e in 9 hr. frk ‘tV\ S*?il - W‘Ps ten &et C:m) 

wide and titaf: feet ( ! .5 m) high. 

.Bn<jrhcr rnerhcd, Intented 6;’ Dr Sh\~~ii- 

ihipU, ~130 has alsrr SFirt many years esperi- 
meming with crsmf:r+.t, is to use a wooden bin, 
inside which :-fle tirst layer of vegetation is laid 
direct!t- on the earth so the worms can get into it 
GhllS. :\iternate layers of vegetation and nitro- 
gem;us substances-dung, manure and so on-are 
then added and eventually the whole pile is covered 
with a piece of old carpet. This method makes 
magniticent compost. If you use a black plastic 
sheet instead of carpet, you will get good compost 
very quickly. You must, however, keep the heap 
welt watered under the plastic, because the bacteria 
and other organisms need plenty of moisture. 

If you don’t have a bin, and can afford the time 
and effort, it’s a good idea to turn the compost. 
After the heap has got to its hottest and then 
started to cool down, turn it, putting the top and 
outsides in and the insides out. Sprinkle water on 
as you do this. The water and the aeration speed 
up decomposition and raise the temperature again. 
My own recommendation.is that you use compost 



COMPOST IN CONTAINERS 

‘5”oii can make compost in 

containers sr4ch as perforated oil 

drttm or malt wire cages. The 

ralio of sttrfan area fo tJoIftm is 

not id& itt small conlaitters, ht 

the cowpest is cerfak!y worth 

having nonetheless. Brick compost bin Oil drum 
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&Cl;:,* ti3rre i possible, about five feet (1.5 m) 
qu;tre and t+.~ feet (I .5 m) deep. It doesn’t really 

tnc;-,;~~ u-6cihcr the bins are made of wood, brick, 
SEX ‘Z-CC t)r ct mcrete, provided they are well- 
venrilatcd (though not too well-ventilated or they 
uon’t retain heat). If you have wooden bins, use 
wood treated with wood preservative; otherwise 
they will rot down along with the compost. And 
it’s a good idea to make them so you can take out 
the front planks for easy access. If you fill one bin 
at a time, you should always have one that is 
ready for digging in, or spreading on your 
vegetable beds. In a very small garden you could 
use an oil drum punched with ventilation holes. 

Fill the bins with a layer of any vegetable mat- 
ter, say, six inches (15 cm) to a foot (30 cm) deep, 
then either a sprinkling of high nitrogen matter, 
or a two inch (5cm) layer of animal (or even 
human) manure. Go on building in this way till 
the heap is complete. Water the material if it is 
very dry as you put it in. Don’t bother to add 
lime, but throw in a few spadefuls of earth from 
time to time when you are building since this will 
introduce worms and bacteria. 

If you haven’t got manure and have to buy 
high nitrogen material, then fish meal, blood meal 
or seaweed meal all do the job. As a last resort, 
use artificial nitrogenous fertilizer - though I’ve 
personally never yet come to that. Finally, when 
the bin is complete, cover with a layer of earth, a 
piece of old carpet or a sheet of black plastic and 
let alone for a while. 

If you just can’t get round to building a bin, or 
if your existing bins are full, then make a free- 
standing heap. Lay any branches and twigs you 
can find on the ground to a depth of, say, nine 
inches (23 cm). If you have it, dump any old but 
unrotted compost material from another heap on 
this, then lay organic matter on this, day after day, 
up to about a foot (30cm) high. At this point, put 
on. a., sprinkling of highly concentrated nitrogenous 
material such as fish meal, or a two inch (5cm) 
layer of manure if you have it. Continue building 
like this as more organic matter becomes available. 
Keep the sides of the heap quite straight at first 
and tread it nightly. Water each layer if it is dry. 
When you’ve got as much as you want, encase the 
heap in earth or cover it.with old carpets. 

GREEN MANURE 
The point of green manuring is to increase soil 
fertility by growing a crop for the express purpose 
of working or tilling it into the ground. 
Alternatively, the crop can simply be cut or pulled 

and left as a mulch, where it will rot and be taken 
down by the worms. ~1 less direct form of green 
manuring is to grow a crop which is then left to 
rot on the compost heap. 

In any not-ma! rotation, a good deal of land will 
be left bare in the winter and nutriments in the 
soil u-ii1 constantly hc carried away by rain, or 
nitrogen will be given off into the air in the form 
of ammonia gas. But if a green manure crop is 
growing on the soil - even just a crop of weeds - 
fixed nitrogen is immediately taken up and held in 
organic form so that it is lost neither through rain 
nor to the atmosphere. Subsequently, the nitrogen 
is released for use by the following crop after the 
green manure crop or weed cover has rotted 
down. And an added benefit of keeping the land 
covered with a crop is that the crop will provide 
resistance to erosion by rain or wind. 

It is unfortunate that the best crops for green 
manuring, the legumes (which fix nitrogen in their 
root nodules), tend not to grow well through cold 
winters. It is best to use crops which produce lush 
green plants which will rot quickly. If qossible dig 
them into the ground when the plants are still 
young, preferably before they flower. 

Of the common green manure crops, the following 
have specific values. 

Mustard 
This is much grown by gardeners in cool climates 
because it grows very quickly and thus does not 
use the ground too long. Mustard grows a good 
bulk. It seems likely that it suppresses eel worms 
which are bad for potatoes. 

Tagetes minuta 
Although it is a bit too tough for direct green 
manuring, Tagetes nrimta makes a fine bulk of 
composting material. It is particularly, effective 
against eel worm, and it will also suppress couch 
grass, ground elder, and other perennial weeds. It 
is best to start the crop off indoors, and then plant 
out a foot (30 cm) apart in the spring. 

Comfrey 
Since it is perennial, comfrey is not a true grekn 
manure, but it is a compost plant. It sends its 
roots down deep into the subsoil, bringing up all 
sorts of nutrients. In good conditions, it will grow 
an enormous amount of leaf in one year which 
will dry down to make one tenth of the weight of 
good compost. It is worth growing a patch of it 
so that you can cut the leaves every year, and 
either put them on the compost heap or bury 
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them green under your potatoes. Comfrey can also 
be used to make “comfrey tea” for feeding 
tomatoes (see p. 103). 

Winter legumes 
Winter vetch can be sown in late.~summer, after 
vou have harvested the summer crops, and will 
crow until well into the winter and stand, if it is 
lot too cold, until the spring when they can be 
LI,~ in. Like all legumes, vetch is valuable because 

i c +eates fixed nitrogen. 
( bther legumes which will withstand mild winters 

an’ rough pea, sour clover, Persian clover, 
t-al yi-eek, crimson clover, bur clover, Austrian 
win. ‘. pea. 

Sum; ler legumes 
Surnm ’ legumes are useful if you have a large 
ga i-den. ;ome of which you want to leave fallow 
thrc,ug! rhe summer. There is a wide variety of 
summefic cumes, including sweet clover and lespe- 
deza, bcl of which are much used (the latter 
partlcul;ir in the south); red clover, particularly 
good for .I cool temperate climate; crotalaria, 
which i% o( Id for poor sandy soil in southern 
climates; 1Cl cowpea, which grows almost 
anywhere it, i he summer. Annual lupines are best 
sown in a s8 (1 bed and planted out in the early 
summer a fc. I (30cm) apart. Alsike clover is a 
biennial and ’ ,( uld be dug in during the first 
autumn. c\lfalr or lucerne, is a splendid crop 
which can put y roots down 40 feet (12 m). This 
means that it CA really break up and aerate the 
soil, as well as l.inging up nutrients from the 
subsoil to the s;‘;lce. On a garden scale you 
should dig it in long’ ‘L *fore it reaches maturity. 

The choice of grec fnanure crops will probably 
seem bewildering. \Y .I’ I .would recommend, if 
you have enough land let some lie under green 
manure &ring the sum. c’r. is red clover. .For a 
wipter green manure I u ~.ld recommend a mix- 
ture of rye, which grow i ell in winter, with 
vetch. Indeed a misture of ‘1’ and vetch is good 

anywhere for land left fallo\. !n the winter, since 
it increases soil fertility. 

With the exception of ?&I, 1~~~~1~~~~ and annual 
lupines, whose sowing directic h I have already 
mentioned, green manure crops -11 uld be estab- 
lished simply by broadcasting set -oarsely on a 
prepared bed and then raking it in. 

c 

FERTILIZERS 
In the nineteenth century, Justus von Liebig, a 
German chemist, made the discovery that plant 
growth depends on the presence of three main 
elements : nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. 
The discovery, however, had little immediate 
effect on crop husbandry at a time when farmers 
and gardeners had the convenience of easily avail- 
able horse manure, which contains all three 
elements. But when motor transport replaced the 
horse, things changed dramatically - and, from the 
gardener’s point of view, detrimentallv. For today, 
the legacy of von Liebig’s discovery is the utterly 
simplistic view that all you need do is to dose 
your plants with chemical fertilizers containing 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. The result of 
this has been that, although chemically-fertilized 
crops do grow lush, their quality tends to 
deteriorate and they begin over the years to lack 
resistance to pests and diseases. So the chemists 
cope with this new problem by inventing all sorts 
of pesticides, fungicides and bacteriacides. But of 
course they have to go on inventing them, because 
the pests and diseases quickly develop immunity 
to the poisons. 

The good organic gardener doesn’t need chemi- 
cal fertilizers. I never use them, and my gardens 
produce extremely high yields of good quality 
crops and vegetables. As a growing number of 
gardeners are coming to realize, there are much 
better organic methods of ensuring your land has 
the right amount of nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium as ‘well as the minor, or “trace” elements. 

Nitrogen 
Of the three major elements, nitrogen has a more 
dramatic effect on crop yields than the others. But 
before plants can use it, it has to be fixed, not free 
(as it is in the atmosphere). Nitrogen can be fixed 
chemically in a nitrate but there are four things 
wrong with this. First, it is a very expensive 
process since it requires an enormous expenditure 
of power, and the price of nitrogen goes up every 
time there is a rise in the price of oil. Second, 
chemically-fixed nitrogen causes too lush a growth 
and greatly weakens the resistance of plants to 
pests, diseases and winter frosts. Third, it has been 
conclusively: proved that excessive use of 
chemically-nxed nitrogen lowers the qualitv of 
plants as it increases the yield. Finally, and this is 
the most important point, nitrogen is already 
being fixed constantly from the air in organic soils 
by nitrogen-fixing bacteria. If you add chemicall! 
fixed nitrogen you do these bacteria out of a lob 
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and they fade away. So you destroy the soil’s 
capacity to fix its own nitrogen and, instead of 
getting it free, have to pay for it. 

Thus, I would advise the gardener to apply 
nitrogen only in bulky organic form: as manure ; 
as compost; as leguminous green manure ; or as 
the residue of leguminous plants (which fix their 
own nitrogen) from the compost heap (where it is 
legitimate to use high-nitrogen matter, such as fish 
meal or blood meal, to activate the heap and so 
release the plant foods in the composting material). 

You can apply nitrogen in concentrated organic 
form such as fish meal, blood meal, seaweed meal, 
dried sewage sludge or chicken manure, but do 
this only as an emergency measure as a tonic for a 
crop that desperately needs it. I am thinking here 
principally of ~~uJ-.I-~Lz plants that have been hit by 
cabbage root fly and need something to get them 
over the bad period before they put out more 
roots and get a grip on life again. 

The amount of fertilizer needed to correct 
nitrogen deficiency isn’t critical. If you use cow 
manure, 1 would suggest about one pound (0.5 kg) 
per square foot (900 sqcm). Half this amount of 
poultry manure would be right; and with dried 
poultry manure, say, a fifth of the amount. These 
dressings will also improve the phosphorus and 
potassium content of your soil. 

Phosphorus 
If your soil is deficient in phosphorus, then, again, 
you could use a quick-acting chemical additive like 
superphosphate. But the organic gardener will use 
simple cow manure, which contains five pounds 
(2.3 kg) of phosph oric acid per ton. If you cannot 
get hold of enough cow manure, and a test shows 
that your garden is deficient in phosphorus, use 
ground rock phosphate - which may act slowly 
but goes on acting over many years - bone meal, 
dried blood, sewage sludge or cottonseed meal. 
(The firms which supply these phosphate additives 
have to provide an analysis with them, so you’ll 
be able to compare how much phosphorus you get 
for your money.) And remember that phosphate- 
rich organic additives have other organic side 
benefits. Incidentally, if you live near a steel 
industry center, basic slag is an excellent 
phosphatic mixture. 

If you need to correct a phosphate deficiency in 
your soil, don’t worry about putting too much 
phosphate-rich dressing on: it won’t harm the 
plants, and it will go on doing good for many 
years. I would suggest about three pounds (1.4 kg) 
per hundred square feet (9.3 sq m). 

Potassium 
The third element of the trio is potassium or 
potash, which is specially necessary for root crops, 
though it improves the quality and stamina of all 
plants. Potassium is present in most soils, and clay 
usually has an adequate amount, but if you find 
you have a potassium deficiency then you can 
correct this without resorting to expensively- 
mined potash. Wood ash is specially rich in 
potassium, but farmyard manure or good compost 
has it as well as the other vital elements. Green- 
sand, greensand marl and granite dust are excellent 
sources of potassium and are readily available. As 
with phosphatic fertilizer, three pounds (1.4 kg) of 
dressing per hundred square feet (9.3 sq m) is 
about ,right. 

Trace elements 
In addition to nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium, you may find your soil is deficient in 
what are called “trace elements”: that is, elements 
which are essential in soil, though present only in 
minute quantities. These include magnesium, zinc, 
sulfur, manganese, molybdenum and boron. 

A well-composted soil is unlikely to be deficient 
in any of the trace elements, and, in general, a 
good dose of animal manure, sewage sludge, or 
seaweed compost should cure any symptoms of 
deficiency. But there are specific remedies for the 
lack of one or another of the trace elements. For 
magnesium deficiency, for instance, use epsom 
salts : one ounce (28 g) dissolved in 1.2 gallons 
(4.5 1) of water per square yard (0.8 sqm). For 
sulfur deficiency, use sulfate of ammonia. For 
manganese deficiency, spray one ounce (28g) of 
manganese sulfate dissolved in five pints (3 1) of 
water over 30 square yards. For molybdenum 
deficiency, use a few ounces of sodium molybdate 
per acre. For boron deficiency, use one ounce 
(28 g) of borax dissolved in 2.4 gallons (9 1) of 
water over 20 square yards (17 sq m). 

Soil testing 
There are a number of soil-testing “kits” on the 
market which will adequately show up any 
deficiencies in nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium 
and the trace elements. But many of them only 
give you the amount of inorganic fertilizer which 
the makers consider you should add to correct the 
deficiency. Otherwise, consult your County Agent, 
or write to your State Extension Service. But 
probably the simplest way is to check your plants 
for symptoms of element deficiencies (see 
following table). 
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Symptoms of soil deficiency 

Symptom Element 
deficiency 

Leaves appear chlorotic (pale green or yellow color); Nitrogen 
older leaves turn yellow at the tips; leaf margins 
remain green but yellowing occurs down the 
midribs. 

Plants are stunted and dark green in color; older 
leaves develop a purple hue. 

Phosphorus 

Unnatural shortening of plant internodes (areas of Potassium 
stem between the nodes, or swellings in the case of 
grasses and sweet corn); leaf tips turn yellow and 
appear scorched. 

Older leaves turn yellow and then develop whitish Magnesium 
stripes between the leaf veins. 

New leaves develop whitish areas at the base on each Zinc 
side of the midrib; internodes appear shortened. 

Plants develop general chlorosis of the leaves Sulfur 

Mottled effect on new leaves; in apples, a spotty Manganese 
chlorosis appears between the lateral leaf veins, and 
the chlorotic areas die, leaving holes. 

Brassica plants particularly show cupping, an inward Molybdenum 
curling of the leaves, and the leaf tips become 
wrinkled. 

Root crops, especially turnips and rutabagas, turn 
gray and mushy at their centers. 

Boron 

Lime 
There is one more important element in soil - 
calcium, or, in gardening terms, lime. Lime is, in a 
way, the key element, because if the lime content 
of your soil is not right then this is likely to affect 
the other elements. 

Soil varies considerably in what chemists call 
its pH value, from extreme acidity to extreme 
alkalinity (see the table overleaf giving the range 
of soil pH values), And it is within this range that 
you may need to add - or withhold - lime in 
order to get the proper balance for plant.growth. 

The specific action of lime ,is to neutralize soil 
acidity. .But as well as this, it has a number of 

TESTING SOIL FOR pH 

The simplest soil testing kits 
consist of two test tubes, a bottle 
of solutton anfl a colored chart. 
I Fill one test tube a quarter fsdl 
of soil. 2 Fill the other tube half 
full of solution. 3 Pour the 
so&ion into the tube with the soil 
in it. 4 Cork it I@ and shake it. 
5 Allow the soil to settle, and 
compare the color in the tube with 
the colors on the chart. 

beneficial effects. For instance, lime improves the 
structure of clay soils by causing the minute soil 
particles to “flocculate”, or stick together in 
crumbs, so that the soil becomes softer and easier 
to work. (Clay is generally acid, and this gives rise 
to deflocculation, where the soil becomes hard and 
impervious to water and air.) 

Lime will also reduce the action of denitrifying 
bacteria, and thus save loss of nitrogen from the 
soil. It also releases phosphorus and potassium 
which get locked up in acid soils. Where there is 
an excess of some of the trace elements, especially 
manganese, lime renders them insoluble, so they 
can’t do the plants any harm. Finally, lime reduces 
the soil’s take-up of strontium 90 - which, with 
the proliferation of nuclear power stations, may 
well become a serious problem for gardeners. 

But you need to be careful in applying lime, 
because too much of it is as bad as too little. If 
you overlime, you may cause deficiencies in some 
of the other soil elements, particularly phosphorus, 
manganese, zinc and boron. 

What you need to do first is to test your soil 
for its pH value. Simple pH testing kits can be 
bought at most gardening shops. And I would 
recommend fairly regular testing in order to check 
that the pH value is kept constant. 

If you find you need to add lime to neutralize 
acidity (the optimum level is between pH 6.5 and 
7), then you can get it in various forms. I prefer 
ground limestone (dolomitic limestone is best if 
you can get it), but slaked lime (limestone which 
has been burnt and then slaked with water) is also 
commonly used. Chalk, too, is simply a soft lime- 
stone, and sea sand from certain coastal areas is 
rich in lime, which it gets from the shells of 
molluscs. As a rule, it is just a matter of getting 
what is easily available, and lime isn’t an expensive 
item. If you are really stuck, you could buy lime 
used for whitewash from a do-it-yourself store. 
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How much lime you need to dress your soil with 
depends on the soil’s pH value, and on what you 
want to grow. Five pounds (2.3 kg) of lime spread 
over a hundred square feet (9.3 sqm) will increase 
the pH value by 75 percent. If your soil is very 
acid, I would advise using this amount about 
every five years. Otherwise, if your soil has a pH 
value of, say, 5, and you want to neutralize it at 7, 
then dress it with two pounds (0.9 kg) of lime per 
hundred square feet (9.3 sqm). However much 
you need, avoid liming the soil at the same time as 
you add manure. It is best to leave a six-month 
gap. Generally, I apply lime before planting crops 
which particularly need it- the legumes, for instance. 

Range of soil pH values 

pH value Level of acidity and typical Typical plants 
location 

3.5-4 Extremely acid. Rare but it NOIW 
occasionally occurs in forest 
humus areas of the north-eastern 
states 

44.5 

4.5-5 

Still extremely acid. In humid None 
forest areas, or sometimes where 
there is wet, peaty soil 

Acid. Mainly in cold damp areas Blueberries, 
cranberries 

5-5.5 

5.5-6 

6-6.5 

6.5-7.5 

Fairly acid. Typical of unlimed Potatoes, 
soil in very wet climates tomatoes, 

raspberries, 
strawberries, rye 

Slightly acid. Moderate climates Grasses 
with high rainfall 

Neutral. Moderate climates 
without too much rain 

Mr)st garden 
crops 

Neutral. Hot, dry climates IMost garden 
crops, but not 
potatoes or 
tomatoes 

7.5-8 Extremely alkaline. Semi-desert None 
areas of the western states 

Routine fertilizing 
After you have corrected specific deficiencies in 
your soil by direct dressing of the ground, I 
would advise you to add further regular but small 
amounts of phosphate! and potassium fertilizers to 
your compost heap. Recent research, principally in 
Russia, has shown that phosphates certainly, and 
probably potash too, give better results when 
mixed with compost (or manure) since the acids in 
the compost help to release the elements. Also, by 
adding a phosphatic mixture to the compost or 
manure heap you help to fix nitrogen that would 
otherwise blow away as nitrogen gas. My 
suggestion is that you should estimate the area of 
your garden and add about a quarter of a pound 

(114 g) each of phosphatic and potassium fertilizers 
to your compost heap for every hundred square 
feet (9.3 sqm) of garden. Just buy the appropriate 
amount of the fertilizers every year, keep them in 
your garden shed, and sprinkle them into the com- 
post heap as you build it, so that you get an even 
distribution throughout. 

The final point I want to emphasize about ferti- 
lizers, though, is that virtually any organic manure 
will supply all the elements essential to ‘soil 
(except, perhaps, lime). In fact, animal manures 
contain a great variety of chemical elements. If 
you keep livestock of any kind in your garden 
(animals or birds) you should never have any 
problem caused by lack of fertilizer. But remember 
that all organic manures should first go through 
the compost heap. Even human manure is 
excellent, so long as it is put into the compost 
heap and buried under fresh greenstuff or other 
organic material. The heat of the compost, and 
the general bacterial activity, will destroy all 
pathogens, or harmful organisms in the manure 
long before you dig it into the soil. In my view, 
it’s just a puritan prejudice that you can’t use 
good, honest human manure - and there’s no 
supply problem. 

Elements in organic fertilizers (by percentage) 

Bone meal 

Nitrogen Phos- Potash 
Ph& 

2-4 22-25 - 

Fish meal 7-u 4-8 - 

Dried blood 13.0 0.8 - 

Hoof and horn 13-14 2.0 - 

Fresh seaweed 0.6 0.2 2.0 

Bracken (dried) 
(green) 

Tea leaves 

0.1 
::i ii::: 2.8 

4.2 0.6 0.4 

Coffee grounds 2.1 0.3 0.3 

Meadow hay 1.5 0.6 2.0 

straw 0.4 0.2 0.8 

Comnost from old mushroom bed 0.8 0.6 0.7 

Wood ash (not rained on) - 1.5 7.0 

soot 5-l 1 1.1 0.4 

Farmyard manure 0.5 0.1 0.5 

Horse manure 0.7 0.3 0.6 

Poultry manure 1.5 1.2 0.7 _ 

Rabbit manure 2.4 1.4 0.6 

Pigeon manure 5.8 2.1 1.8 
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Propagdztion 

When a gardener is said to have “green fingers”, 
all that’s meant is that he has the gift of sympathy 
for living plants. And where green fingers really 
show up is in the various propagating processes. 
Put a tiny seed in concrete-like clay and you’ll 
suffocate it. Try and strike a stem in wet mud and 
it too will die. Let your seeds and cuttings dry out 
too much - or keep them too wet and short of air 
- and you’ll undoubtedly kill them. But if you 
think of your plants as living things, and treat 
them with the same sympathy you would any 
living thing, then there is no reason why you 
should not have a successful garden. 

Saving seed 
Buying seed is a lot cheaper than buying vege- 
tables of course, but the true self-sufficient gar- 
dener will grow most of his own seed himself. If 
you grow a few more plants than you want for 
eating, and let the extra ones go to seed, then 
you’ll be able to collect the seed and go on sow- 
ing it year after year. 

If you are saving your own seed, it’s best to 
“rogue” your plants - in other words, pull out 
any that aren’t true to type (unless of course 
they’re better than type) - and use only the very 
best ones. It’s only because for thousands of years 
gardeners have planted the best seed that we now 
have the plants we do instead of the weeds they 
were originally bred from. 

Remember too, that since seed takes a long time 
to ripen, it’s best to give the plants which are 
growing sc:d for you a head start by getting them 
off as early as possible in the year - even if you 
have to do it under glass. Warm climate plants 
which are grown in cold climates (pole beans, for 
instance) have difficulty in ripening their seeds 
effectively in short summers unless they have help. 
Seed of biennials The problem with saving the 
seeds of biennials is that normally they make 
growth in their first year and seed in the next. 
Some of them “bolt” of course - that is, they 
shoot upwards and seed in their first year - but 
resist the temptation to gather seed from these. 
Bolting carrots - like bolting spouses - are no 
good. Beets, carrots, parsnips, onions, turnips and 
rutabagas are best lifted in their first autumn, 
stored where it’s cool, and replanted in late winter 
or early spring, when they will take root again, 
shoot up and go to seed. Leeks I generally just 
leave in the ground: they shoot up taller than I 
am and make gorgeous round flower-heads which 
then go to seed. You can leave onions out all 
winter too, but it is safer to store them inside and 

plant them out in the spring. Salsify and 
scorzonera can be allowed to grow on for their 
second year and then they’ll seed. 
Brassica seed f.3ra.ka seed, however, is far better 
bought; it costs very little anyway. For one thing, 
all brassitll plants - together with that noisome 
weed charlock - can interbreed and so you don’t 
know what the genetic gambler is going to pull 
out of the bag. For another thing, growing seed 
from these plants means leaving them in the 
ground for a very long time where they take up 
room and are liable to suffer from clubroot. 
Tomato seed Tomatoes are easy to save for seed. 
Label a few fruits on your best (and earliest) 
greenhouse plants, and let them get fully ripe. 
Pick them, cut them open and wash the seed out 
of the pulp. Then lay the washed seed on news- 
paper jn a warm place to dry. 
Cucumbp- seed Cucumbers are more tricky, for 
you must help them to mate. Take a male flower 
(the one without a miniature cucumber behind it), 
cut off its petals so as to expose the stamen, and, 
with a small paint brush, brush the pollen into the 
middle of some fully-open female flowers. The 
female flowers stay fully open and receptive for 
two or three days, so, to make absolutely sure, 
brush pollen into them every day that they are like 
this. When the cucumbers are fully ripened, re- 
move, wash, and dry the seed as with tomatoes. 
Squash tribe seed Squashes, pumpkins, melons 
and other gourds don’t always have to be 
artificially pollinated. I have often just planted the 
seeds of squash tribe vegetables that I have 
bought at the supermarket and they have grown 
satisfactorily. It is safer to buy se)eds for these 
vegetables but if you want to try saving seed, 
leave the fruits in a warm place and let them get 
as ripe as possible - even to the point when they 
begin to rot - before extracting the seed. 
Lettuce seed Lettuce is easy, but make sure you 
select the best specimens to breed from - and that 

9’ 
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does not mean the earliest ones to form seed- 
heads. Leave a row of good lettuces for seed, 
harvesting the smaller ones to eat, then rogue the 
ones that bolt first. Take your seed from a large 
and late-flowering plant; watch it pretty carefully, 
though, to catch the seed before the wind blows it 
all away. One lettuce plant will very probably 
keep you in seed for years. 
PeZleted seed If you decide to buy seed, it’s worth 
considering pelleted seed. This is simply seed that 
has been coated with some nutrient substance, so 
that each individual seed is inside a little pellet of 
nourishment. This feeds the seed when it is wetted 
and starts to grow. The pellets make every seed 
the same size, which means you can sow such seed 
very easily in a seed drill. But even if you do not 
use a seed drill, pelleted seed has the advantage 
that very small seeds can be sprinkled more thinly 
on the ground (or on sowing compost) than 
would otherwise be possible. Seed tapes also make 
it easy to handle seeds and reduce the time spent 
thinning. However, both are expensive. 

Forcing seed indoors 
If you ‘want to get out-of-season crops, or grow 
crops outside their normal climate zones, you’ll 
need to force your seeds indoors. There’s nothing 
wrong with forcing seed in my view: it’s fun, you 
get more to eat and a more interesting diet. 
Propagators Seed must be forced in a propagator; 
the basic idea is to keep the temperature up and 
constant at about 70°F (21’C) and the humidity at 
the right level. The simplest form of propagator is 
just a shallow seed box covered with a sheet of 
glass with a folded newspaper laid on top. This is 
quite adequate, but it is better to have a hinged lid 
(preferably of glass) with some device to keep the 
temperature up, and a thermometer to check it. 
You can make one of these yourself,, or you can 
buy propagators of varying degrees of complexity. 

To keep your propagator moist, either use a 
vaporizer for making mist, or if you are using an 
ordinary seed box, lower it into water - about 
halfway up - for long enough to let the water 
soak up from below. Using a mist propagator is a 
good idea anyway, because if you douse tiny seeds 
you may wash them away. 

Tiny seeds must not be buried beneath the seed 
compost. Sprinkle them sparsely on top and cover 
them with a layer of finely-sifted sand. Larger 
seeds should be covered with compost to a depth 
of about three times their diameter. 

As soon as the seedlings begin to show, un- 
cover the propagator to give the seedlings light, 
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PROPAGATORS 

Yen cnn n1ll&r R propqa/or by 
fillir~ a seefl kx wiCh seed 
con~post , cot~eriy~ it oaer with 
giass and htyitg ttewspaper on fop 
of his. In a warm p/ace this ad/ 
work n*ell. .4ff ertialbdy , yotr can 
hgl rea&nade eierfric~ fij beafed 
propagators, ti A?t or tdhostf 
thermostats. 

and move it into progressively cooler and drier 
conditions until they are well grown (this hardens 
them off for planting outdoors). Don’t water the 
seedlings until they are really well established, and 
then start sprinkling from above. If you use seed 
composts that are inert - that is, without nutrients 
- you should feed the seedlings with manure 
water (see p. 103). 

Pricking out 
When the seedlings are established they should be 
pricked out - that is, replanted with more space 
between them (use a pointed stick to do this). For 
vegetables that don’t like being transplanted, I 
would recommend sowing the seed in peat pots 
rather than directly into the propagator. The peat 
pots, can then be placed in the propagator. Later, 
when you plant them out, the peat rots down and 
the expanding roots push through. 

Seed and potting composts 
Most gardeners buy prepackaged seed and potting 
composts from the local garden shop, and this is 
the best thing to do unless you have the time to 
make your own. When you buy your compost, 
examine it carefully. It should be light and porous, 
almost fluffy in texture. I 

You can make your own composts, starting 
with the three basic ingredients, loam, peat and 
sand. You get loam by first cutting sods about 
four inches (10cm) thick from a clean, well- 
drained pasture (try to find one with a medium- 
clay soil and a pH of 6.5 or less). Water the sods 
if they are dry, and then, in the early summer, 
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start stacking them grass-side down. Make the 
stack about five feet (1.5 m) square and five feet 
high, and, as you build, put in alternate layers of 
strawy manure, mixed with ground chalk or 
limestone - you’ll need about five pounds (2.5 kg) 
of one or other of these throughout the stack. 
When the stack is finished, cover it to keep the 
rain off, and in about six months the loam will 
have decomposed, Just cut it up and shred it with 
a spade. The loam now has to be sterilized, either 
by steam at a temperature of 212°F (100°C) or in 
an oven at 170°F (77°C). 

The best peat to use is either sphagnum moss 
peat or sedge peat. (Unless you’re near a peat bog, 
you’ll probably have to buy it.) The sand should be 
coarse and sharp, and it’s best to use river sand. 

To make seed compost, mix two parts of loam 
to one part each of peat and sand, and add about 
two pounds (0.9 kg) of superphosphate per cubic 
yard (0.7 cum). To make potting compost, mix 
seven parts of loam to three parts of peat and tw’:i 
parts of sand. To this you should add either some 
very well-rotted compost from your compost heap, 
or alternatively about five pounds (2.3 kg) per 
cubic yard (0.7 cum) of a proprietary. brand 
compost additive. A good additive contams two 
parts by weight of hoof and horn meal to two 
parts of superphosphate and one part of sulfate 
of potash. 

An excellent potting compost known as the 
Cornell mix is widely used. To make this you’ll 
need two gallons (91) each of vermiculite and 
shredded peat moss, to which you add two level 
tablespoons each ,of superphosphate and ground 
limestone, and eight heaped tablespoons of steamed 
bone meal or an equivalent amount of cow manure. 

In general, of course, it’s quite possible to grow 
many plants without seed or potting composts at 
all, although they are definitely a good idea for 
celery and tomato seeds. 

Finally, remember that when you’ve finished 
with the seed and potting compost you can put it 
all into your ground to increase fertility. 

Seed-beds and holding-beds 
Often you will find that the land in which you 
want to sow seeds is already occupied by some- 
thing else, so it may be necessary sometimes to 
sow first in a seed-bed, and transfer the seedlings 
later to a larger holding-bed. In fact, provided the 
plants are eventually planted out with care, most 
of them actually seem to benefit from transplant- 
ing. The idea which has grown up lately that 
plants should never be moved is, in my view, 

nonsense - as anyone who tries it will find out. In 
an average garden, the seed-bed can be quite 
small: say about a yard (90 cm) square. A yard 
row of seedlings is actually a considerable number 
of plants. Soil for the seed-bed should preferably 
be light, dry and well drained, with plenty of peat, 
compost or other organic material worked into it. 
I would advise raking in finely-rotted compost 
every year, and liming it lightly every two years to 
maintain a pH of between 6.5 and 7. 

The holding-bed will obviously have to be big- 
ger, since the seedlings you put in should be 
spaced about six inches (15 cm) apart. In general, 
treat the soil exactly as for the seed-bed, but here 
you must watch out for clubroot because your 
holding-bed will almost certainly contain brassica. 
Regular liming should prevent any build-up of the 
disease, and I’d also recommend rotating the 
holding-bed from time to time. There’s no need to 
do this with the seed-bed if you put compost on + 
ever\’ vear. 
Rolhs It yoti’re putting Ims.sth plants and onions 
into the seed-bed or holding-bed, then the soil 
should be firm. A roller is the best solution here, 
and it saves time. But many gardeners get on 
perfectl! ucll without one, and your feet are 
almost as good if you can learn that strange 
gardeners’ dance which might be called the sideways 
tramping scuffle. Personally I would not put a roller 
very high on my list of essential gardening tools. 
Rakes When you come to sow your seed in the 
bed, a good rake is indispensable since small seeds 

SOWING SEED 
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need to be sown in fine tilth. The best type <If 
rake is a strong steel one which is not too wide. 
There are cast aluminum rakes on the market 
which are cheaper, but after an hour of working 
fairly stony ground they begin to resemble old 
men’s smiles before the invention of false teeth. 
The rake is in very frequent use in the garden, so 
don’t begrudge investing in a good one. 
Sowing seed To sow your seed, first fork over the 
surface lightly. Deep digging isn’t necessary - in 
fact, keep the topsoil at the top. And only fork 
the bed over when the soil is dry. Next, rake the 
soil well, removing any stones, until it is reduced 
to a fine tilth. And, finally, score lines across the 
bed with the corner of a hoe before sprinkling 
seed on sparsely. Remember that small seeds 
should be sown shallowly: most brmsica seeds, for 
example, need only about half an inch (1 cm) of 
soil or compost over them. 
Seed drills You can of course use a seed drill, and 
in big gardens they do save time and your back. 
They save you the trouble of making a seed fur- 
row and sprinkling seed from the corner of a 
packet, or one by one from your fingers; instead a 
seed drill lets you go along at walking pace simply 
pushing the drill into the soil where it automati- 
cally drops the seed. Don’t forget though that you 
can’t actually see the seed going in, so if the drill 
happens to get bunged up you may find you have 
embarrassing gaps when the plants come up. 

A more sophisticated version of the seed drill is 
the precision drill, which works on the same prin- 
ciple but drops the seeds one by one at exactly the 
right distance apart. The advantage here is that 
you save an awful lot of seed, since otherwise, no 
matter how carefully you seem to be sowing it, 
you’ll probably sow far too much and end up 
having to single the plants later. But precision 
drills are expensive, and many of them only work 
with pelleted seed anyway, so unless you’re work- 
ing on a market-garden scale I wouldn’t advise 
getting one. 
Covering seed When you’ve got the seeds in the 
ground, rake the soil again lightly and tamp it 
down with the back of the rake. You should sow 
only when the soil is dry enough not to stick to 
your shoes, but once the seed is in, it should be 
watered if no rain seems likely. Look out for flea 
beetles at this stage (see p. 124). A good shower of 
rain will disperse any which appear, but if they get 
bad and the weather’s dry, dust the bed with 
derris or pyrethrum. And, above all, suffer no 
weeds to grow in the bed; any which come up 

should be pulled out immediately. 
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Vegetative propagation 
It is a good idea to propagate fruit trees and 
perennial plants, such as soft fruit bushes and 
many of the herbs, by taking cuttings. In this way 
you get a mature plant much more quickly than 
you do from seed. 

The principle of striking cuttings is in fact quite 
simple: cut a piece from an existing pidnt, put it 
into the ground, and it will strike new roots into 
the soil which eventually form a new plant. In fact 
a cutting from almost any part of a plant will 
form another plant if it is nurtured in the right 
environment. The new plant is, of course, 
produced vegetatively. It will be exactly like its 
parent plant because there is no sexual crossing - 
in fact it is the same plant. 
Hardwood cuttings Hardwood cuttings are 
taken from hard sections of the plant or tree’s 
stem or branches. They are generally taken in the 
fall from the new season’s growth, although with 
some species, such as the fig and the olive, two or 
three-year-old wood can be used. Some hardwood 
cuttings should be buried in sand and stored in- 
doors through the winter for planting out in 
spring. Others can be planted straight out in fall. 
Broadly this depends on the hardiness of the 
species. (See the Cultivation of Vegetables, Fruit 
and Herbs pp. 113-202). The most delicate hard- 
..vood cuttings are best planted in a mist propa- 
gator (seep. 92) if they are to thrive. 
Softwood cuttings Softwood cuttings are cuttings 
taken from the tips of healthy young branches. 
Propagating from these is more risky, but it 
should work well with citrus trees and olives. 
Take’ cuttings in the spring and keep in a cold 
frame until they have rooted. 

Both hardwood and softwood cuttings should 
be struck in moist, sandy ground, or in a special 
cutting compost made with three parts sand, one 
part leaf mold and one part loam. 
Propagating from clumps To propagate clumping 
plants such as rhubarb, globe artichokes and shallots 
you should dig up the clumps and split them into 
smaller ones which you then plant separately. 
Propagating from runners Plants which put out 
.runners - either overground, like strawberries, or 
underground, like raspberries - can be multiplied 
by first severing the runner and the new plant that 
forms at its end from its parent, then digging it 
up and transplanting it. 
Propagating from Zayers Gooseberries are good 
examples of the type of plant which can be multi- 
plied by layers. You simply bend a branch over and 
peg it down to the ground. The branch then sends 
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down roots and, when they are well established, 
the new plant can be separated, lifted and finally 
transplanted to its permanent position. 

Protecting plants 
Seedlings and young plants should be protected in 
the early spring until the weather is warm enough 
for planting out. There are a number of types of 
frames, clothes and mini-greenhouses used for this 
purpose, all made from glass or transparent plastic. 
But don’t forget the humble window sill: a huge 
number of plants can be brought on in seed boxes 
placed on the window sill of the average house. 
Or, of course, you get the same effect by putting 
the seed boxes on the shelves of a heated green- 
house. However, with both these methods of pro- 
tecting the plants, you must remember to give the 
plants a chance to harden off before planting them 
out. I recommend a period of about two weeks in 
which you progressively give the plants more air 
and less heat. It can be fatal to take plants from a 
warm place and immediately transplant them out- 
side into a cold one. 
Cold frames A cold frame is simply a wooden 
frame with a removable glass lid. It is particularly 
useful for hardening off your plants. Simply take 
the seed boxes from where they’ve been in the 
warmth and put them into the cold frame. Open 
the top of your cold frame on warm days and 
close it up at night. 
Hot frames A hot frame is commonly used for 
forcing garden crops out of season. It is similar to 
a cold frame except that it contains manure or 
compost (or both) to raise the temperature. As a 

.‘- ,, 
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-4 cold. frawe is escel/ettt~for 
forcihy~ lefff4ces r444d chicog~ in 

winter, hardenitg 08 seedling io 
sprwg, as well as for growiq 
rleeetables that need war&- 
c44c44444bers, peppers, 

e&la44 fs - it1 uhfer. 
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base, I think it’s best to use the same compost as 
for mushrooms (seep. 166). Put this in the frame, 
and cover it with a layer of six inches (15 cm) of 
good loam. Make the compost up in the frame rather 
than outside on a heap so that you get the full 
benefit of the heat it generates. And after one crop 
has been taken out, put the spent compost on the 
garden and mix up another lot for the hot frame. 
Hot-beds Nowadays there are plenty of under- 
soil electrical heating systems designed for forcing 
on early plants in frames or greenhouses. These of 
course all cost money and energy, both to install 
and- to maintain. The true self-sufficient gardener 
will be more interested in practicing the good old- 
fashioned hot-bed system of the old gardeners. It 
may seem a lot of work - and a lot of manure - 
but it is pleasant work and it gives you an appetite 
to eat what you grow by it. It is basically a more 
elaborate and more effective version of a hot frame. 

HOT-BED 

A hot-bed is a pit /ihi with 

Dig a pit 18 inches (45 cm) deep, either in your 
greenhouse or where you intend to build a frame 
outside. Seven days before you want to plant in it, 
fill the pit with a mixture of one part by volume 
of loam to two parts of fresh horse manure. Mois- 
ten this and tread it down. After three days turn it 
and, if it’s dry, moisten it again. After four days 
“cafe” it: that is, add six inches (15 cm) of good 
rich soil. Meanwhile, if your pit is outdoors, erect 
a frame over it. If it is in your greenhouse, of 
course you don’t need to bother. 

When you plant or sow in the bed in spring it 
will provide a moderate and steady heat for as 
long as it takes to force your plants to maturity a 
month early. During the summer, you can get a 
good crop of tomatoes as a second crop, and after 
that winter lettuces, before you dig out the 
manure mixture and put it on the garden to 
increase fertility. 

CJoches Clothes are used to bring on plants up 
to three weeks early in the spring, and I suggest 
you also use them all the year round on delicate or 
out-of-season plants, because in this way you will 
derive the most benefit from them. 

A good sequence in my view is to have lettuces 
under your clothes in the winter, early potatoes in 
the early spring, tomatoes, eggplants and melons 
in th’e late spring, eggplants and cucumbers in the 
summer, and tomatoes again in the fall (take the 
tomatoes off their stakes and lay them flat on beds 
of straw under the clothes). 

Clothes are made either from glass or trans- 
parent plastic. Personally I prefer plastic ones since 
1 constantly break the glass ones, and of course 
they are much cheaper. You can get them made 
from either hard or soft plastic. In my view the 
soft plastic tunnels are the best. They are available 
at garden suppliers, together with wire supports, 
GLASS OR PLASTIC CLOCHES? 

Glass clocbes last u good deal 
longer than soft pfastic oues and 
are a lot more stable. Thy also 
retain more heat at night. Bnt 
plastic clothes are m4cb cheaper 
and lighter fbatt g/ass, and tb 
ave also dweakable. 

TYPES OF CLOCHE 

Tbe ,q/ass barer rlocbe, top, has 
two near!y rlerfiial sides awl (1 
spatr roof; tbe.fotw pieces qf,.q/ass 
are, joined 1~s wire. Tbe plastic 
lmtwI-~~Ioci~e. center, is 11 shrl of 
po!)~eff)~lel~e insertd irrto hoops at 
rqdar hterrmls ad t&b+ 
secrtred ngitb sfriy. Tbe icut 
clocbe, bottom, is the shptesf 
fom ff $ass rlocbe: two sheets sf 
J$~SS are beid firnf!y fq(re fber l?y 
atI iwerteh I ‘-shaptd wire ami a 
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though you can use willow wands pushed into the 
ground :lt one end and then bent over. Plastic 
tunnels are simple to erect and Co!d away easil) 
for storage. 
Mini-greenhouses The trouble wit:; cioches is the 
difficulty of moving them for weeding, watering 
(although you can lav :! trickie-pipe under them), 
keeping pests at bay -and harvesting, so I’m very 
much in favor of a simple new idea, the mini- 
greenhouse. This can easily be tilted and propped 
up with sticks, or removed altogether. Instructions 
for building a mini-greenhouse are on p. 1 I I. 
Other forms ojm protection You can use inverted 
jam jars as mini mini-greenhouses until your seed- 
lings get too big (but remember to allow a period 
for the seedlings to harden oQ. Transparent 
plastic bags inverted over bent wire coat-hangers 
or t\v;gs can also serve the purpose. I’ve managed 
to get new potatoes earlier than anyone else 

JAM JARS PLASTIC BAGS 

Use imerfefi>anr]ars to gike your 
seedlings some protection d&q 

A plastic bag imerted otter a bout 

the period wbeu-Jon are hardeniq 
wire coat-bar<qer will do the same 
lob as a jam/ar. el’en lj it does 

them oj. not look 4s treat. 

simply by laying a transparent plastic sheet over 
part of the potato bed. When the plants begin to 
grow, take off the sheet during the day and re- 
place it at night. Keep putting the sheet on at 
night until all danger of frost is over. When the 
plants reach a height of six inches (15 cm), support 
the sheet on boxes or flowerpots. 

Starter solutions 
Plants may well suffer “shock” during transplanting. 
So it’s a good idea to give them a tonic, called a 
“starter solution”, each time you transplant. 

A good starter solution can be made by quarter- 
filling a barrel or drum with farmyard manure 
(halve the quantity if you’re using chicken 
manure), and fiIling it up with water. Stir it well 
and let it soak for two or three days. When you’re 
ready to use it, dilute it with water until it’s 

amber-colored and give each plant about a pint 
(0.6 1) of the solution imnxxli;itcl~ after trans- 
planting; the result can OIII! Ix hcncti’cial. 

Intercropping 
To get the heaviest cropping from your garden, it 
is a good idea to practice intercropping when 
sowing and planting. As a rule, a small garden 
should be cropped as heavily as possible, though 
of course you must avoid crowding plants - a 
vegetable slum is very unhealthy. W’hile there are 
several different possibilities for intercropping, I 
would particularly suggest the following. 

Broad beans can be sown with cabbages. Space 
the cabbages a little further apart than normal - 
say, 18 inches (45 cm) apart with aboxt twr: feet 
(6Ocm) berween rows - and dib bt<,ad bean seeds 
into the row between the cabbages. The tall beans 
don’t seem to interfere with the squat cabbages. 

INTERCROPPING BETWEEN EARTHED-UP ROWS 
2*jffer planfiq celery, rott will he time to sow, %qrosl aad harvrst 
Iethrs aloq the ri&e.r ON each side ?/the nVeq1 tretwb befim if is time 
to hi/i up tbe celery, left. In the same mq plant baits cat%q~es befweetr 
rows of biDed-ttp tuuirr crop potatoes, t-i@. 

Winter brassica such as Brussels sprouts, broccoli 
or kale can be planted between the rows of main 
crop potatoes. Space the potato rows sis inches 
(15 cm) further apart than you usually would. 
When the potatoes are ready, be sure to lift 
them with special care so as not to loosen the 
soil under the brassica plants, and then ridge 
up the s>il against the brasha. Don’t plant 
the braska until the potatoes have already been 
ridged up. 

Lettuces can be sown or planted along the 
ridges thrown up on each side of the celery trench 
after [he celery has been planted. The lettuces will 
have been removed and eaten before you have to 
earth up the celery. 

Pumpkin and melon seeds can be sown in with 
sweet corn. The crops seem to suit each other 
very well, and I’ve always got heavy yields by 
intercropping tC?m. 
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Planting a tree 
As \j-ith all transplallting, putting 3 tree in 
demands your svmpathv for the voung sapling’s 
needs. It. is quite a complicated process, and 
a\vk\yard if YOU try to do it alone, so it is a good 
idea 20 get a friend tr? he!p. 

First, dig a hole at Ieast tu.ice as big as :he root 
ball of the tree you u’ant to plant. It’s often 
suggested that YOU do this 2 fee\v days before the 
tree is to go in; but I think this is a mistake: the 
sclrtiic~ sc~il in the hck is Iiablc to harden into a 
pan. :Ind remember n-hen you dig, to put the 
topsoil in one pile and the subsoil in another. Put 
a layer of stones in the bottom of the hole to help 
\x.ith drainage. It is also a good idea to bury dead 
;Inimals under ne\vlv planted trees. Thev provide 
111~ sapling \\.ith calcium and other useful clcments 
r~~lc*;~scd as it dcconiposcs. Shovel some manure 
into the middle of the hole and cover it with a 
mound of topsoil. Noa- spread the roots of the 

PLANTING A TREE 

tree over the mound, cuttiny, off anv damaged 
ones. (In t-m, a little root pruning is a g01 1 idea 
since it cncouragcs thv tree to put out nc~v II: rous 
roots.) ,\t this point \‘ou should drive a stout 
stake into the hole to support the tree. Get your 

’ friend to hold the tree upright as you do this. 
Check that the tree is in at the proper- depth: 

that is, the union between the scion and the root 
stock - the bulge or deformation at the hottom of 
the trunk - should be about six inch G ‘1 5 :-m) 
above the soil. In very dry climates. ;-ri,~ .t !lr 
tree six inches (15 cm). deeher. If the : ~. I’ ‘OU 
high, you’ll have to make the hole dee, -r; of i‘s 
too low, increase the size of your mound of top- 
soil in the hole. 

With your friend still holding the tree upright, 
replace the topsoil around the roots. (I rccom- 
mend mixing the soil with compost in a ratio of 
three parts soil to one part compost.) Press the 
soil down firmly - but not so lirmly that you tear 

hrf5e.r (20 CJIJ) nf oqmic maf fer, 
hf hn’t let the- II/JIIC~ quite 
tvitcb tbr frmk. 
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the delicate root hairs - and make sure you leave 
no gaps. Try to arrange it so that the roots lie as 
they naturally want to. As you go on filling the 
hole, gently tread on the top of the soil to firm it 
around the roots. 

Don’t quite fill the hole; leave a depression in 
which water can stand, and then give it a really 
thorough soaking. Nest, mulch the tree with 
about eight inches (2Ocm) of organic matter such 
as old hav or stralv, leaf-mold, manure or com- 
post, without letting rhe mulch touch the trunk. 

Once \:ou’ve planted the tree, tie it to the stake, 
but be cjreful about this. Don’t ever use thin hard 
string which uill cut inrc 1 the bark as the tree 
lvaves about. The best thins I’ve found for tying 
is an old stocking, but vou can use webbing or 
leather collars, or wide ribbons plaited from sisal 
bailer twine. .%nd watch the tree as it grows to 
make sure that it is not strangled. 

Grafting 
The purpose of grafting is to get a fruiting spur, 
or scion, of one tree to grow on to the root stock 
of another by bringing the cambium layers of each 
into contact with one another. (Th(. cambium 
layer, which is the growing part (4 a tree, is the 
whitish area just under the bark.) 

Most trees that are grown for th:+r fruit are 
grafted, because the varieiit, t’.:tr ’ zar the best 
fruit are rarely the most hardy oi vi&G arous varie- 
ties. Scions are therefore chosen prin4pally for 
their fruit-bearing qualities, while i-1 1’ ,: Stocks arc 
chosen for their strength and their , . ,<lency to 
produce a tree of a given size - dwarf, .I.‘: ‘i-dwarf, 
half-standard, standard and so on. 

Since grafting is a non-sesual way of propa- 
gating plants, you must make sure that the scion 
is compatible with the root stock. Compatible 
pairings for different fruit trees are discussed in 
the Cultivation of Fruit chapter (pp. 167-l 90). 

Grafting is an extremely old art, and several 
methods are now practiced. In my view the three 
most important are whip grafting, budding and 
cleft grafting. Whip grafting and budding are both 
methods of joining one-year-old scions to root 
stocks which have been planted out the previous 
year. In my experience both methods work very 
well and there is little or nothing to choose 

WHIP GRAFTING 

Do this itt eat+ sprit?c, ftsif?f a Iettgth of rlortt~attt otteTpear-uld sciott 
wilb fottr hds ott it. Cat the rool stock, phi fed the pret~iortryear, lo 
udhitz fottr it~chs ( 10 cm) of the grottttd. I Cat a ttot~.h itt the top dlifl 

a tt~atchittg one a/ the base of the sciotr; fit the sciott Ott to the roof stock. 

z Bitd thejoint with either rajia or plastic tape. 3 Cooer this and ~t!~l 
other cd mrfaces with graffit!? wax. -. 

between them. CLEFT GRAPTING 

Cleft grafting is a way of resuscitating an old or Saw throt!r(ll d t/.tr ttfaitr bratrrhes rt,)Oot (30 cut) ,ij OttI Jt brr-r lhqf joitt 

sick tree. All the main branches should be sawn the trtmk. 1 Take a sharp cleaver ad Jtse if Ott olte y/‘/h sawtt-qfl 

off to within a foot (30cm) of where they join the 
sintnps. Cut two scions to a chisel shape at Otto ettil. 2 I-.orce OPKJJ th 

trunk. A cleft graft should then be made in the 
cleff aid ittserl the two sciotts into this, littittc ttp the catnbitw lqrr ?f 
scion and 0M ti~ood. Let the cleff close rip, ths rlettckit~~ fhe sciotu itrlo 

end of each sawn-off branch. place. Pow hot wax all orler to prefect ctil stirfaces. 
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Care while Growing 

Pruning trees 
There are three basic reasons for pruning trees: 
first, to remo\.c damaged, discascd and :i\\-k\~xrdI!. 
placed br 1 n&es ; second, to shape the tree, fol 
con\,cnicncc of cultivation; and third to incrcasc 
the CrcJp and improve its qualitv. 
Pru22i22g utzwarzted wood 1; the first case, the 
general principles are to cut out an\- dead or un- 
heslth!. branches, and any ~vhich are’o~ercro\\ded. 
I’OU should also cut out any branches which point 
in ton-ard the middle of the tree, and ail suckers 
- the long, straight, vigorous shoots M.hich will 
ne\.er bear an!- fruit. This heavy pruning should 
bc done in late a.inter - though never when the 
temperature is Io\\.er than 20°F (--“C). Alake sure 
you cut out branches t-lush at the ioints, and paint 
the \\-ounds uith one of the proprietar\. tree 
paints, or \vith an\‘ oil-based paint. 
Prurzirtg for s/z$e Pruning and tr.Gning for 
shape should for the most part also be dorm in thr 
late \vinter, and it is important to cst:lblish the 
general shape, or “scaffold”, when the tree is still 
noun g. The scaffold is formed by the leaders, or 
main branches which spring from the trunk (sub- 
branches which grow from the leaders are called 
the laterals). It’s best to keep the number 01 
leaders which form the scaiFold to a minimum. 

How vou prune 
shape ydu 

will depend on the general 
want. For example, if you want a 

branch to spread from the middle of the tree, cut 
it down to an outward-pointing bud. If you want 
to prevent the tree from spreading, cut it dou*n to 

PRUNING TOOLS 

an upv3rdLpointing bud and try to gather the tree 
. together. In each case, it’s important to cut t,) a 

quarter of an inch ( I cm) a1~tn.c the bud. 
L‘ntil rcccntl!,, cspcrts ha\,c ad\~ocatcd tllc olvn- 

ccntercd cup or gohlct scaffold, \vhcrc the spread- 
ing branches allo\v light to get to the middle of 
the tree. But, along with an increasing number of 
gro\vers, I faa\ror the basic “Christmas tree” shaped 
scaffold, called a pyramid or spindle. The reason 
for this is that the’short branches of the pyramid 
shape are less likel): to break if they have to carry 
a great weight ot truit, or of snow and ice, than 
the spreading branches of the goblet shape. 

There are, ho\vever, several specific shapes 
\\,hich have advantages in certain circumstances. In 
cmall gardens where space is at a premium, I 
recommend shapes such as the dwarf pyrxmid, 
half-standard and bush, or, if you can grow 
against a n,tll or fence, the espalier, fan and 
cordon. Dn-nrf trees fruit earlier, but don’t live as 
long as full-size ones, and th’ey should be pruned 
veri carefully. ,4 dwarf pyramid must be cut back 
each spring so that it is no hi$,f;r than you can 
reach. In late summer each year, shorten all branch 
leaders to six inches (15 cm), cutting to outward- 
pair: ting buds, and shorten laterals arising from 
the leaders to three inches (8 cm). Any shoots 
emerging from lvhat is left of the laterals should 
be shortened to one inch (2fcm). Do this pruning 
in the first week of August. In large gardens and 
orchards, full-size stock is better and less com- 
plicated to cultivate. 

Double-cut or ‘parrot-beak”pruner 

i&L.- Single-cut pruner 
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In general, winter pruning has the effect of en- 
couraging tree growth. If a tree is growing 
weakly, then heavy pruning is advisable - as much 
as half the tree mav well be pruned awav. But cut 
very little off if a tree is growing vigorously, 
because you are liable to make it get straggly. 
Pruning to encourage fruiting Summer pruning 
has the opposite effect from winter pruning: that 
is, it inhibits tree growth by encouraging the fruit 
spurs to develop rather than the lateral branches. 
Trimming back the new season’s growth helps the 

TREE SHAPES ,, III I 

PYRAMID 

This is the basic “ Chrisfntas 
GOBLET 

The sbape of the tree resembles an 
tree” shape. It is hcreasing~ open-cerrtered mp or goblet; prme 
fafjored over the goblet. became so that the awts are orffward- 
the side-shoots are kept lley short spreading aim’ the light is let into 
ad are less likely to break wder the hid/e of the tree. 

STANDARD 

Establ; rh a “sca#old’ ’ - the 

trtd ad two or three branches - 
to form fhe shapeyon want. 11 I/err 
the tree is yofmg Prrrnr fo 

ozifward 0; t~pnfadp0ifhg h?5 

to maitltaiu this shape. 

tree to fruit more heavily and earlier. If the fruit 
spurs are overcrowded, you should thin them out 
to allow the fruits to flourish. With summer 
pruning, never cut into old wood, and remember 
if you’re cutting back to a bud to cut to a quarter 
of an inch (1 cm) above the bud. 
Pruning tip-bearers Certain varieties of apple 
and pear trees bear fruit at the tips of their 
branches. Prune these very little; just cut out 
surplus branches. If you tip the leaders and the 
laterals, the tree will cease to bear fruit altogether. 

.\\ 

l~ateralsgroll~ ofit frout it at 
r@bt auggles. Tim% cordom 
at a sharp aq/f to tb 
gt-0d ad keep the talerals h 
8ery short. 

. 
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Watering 
Watering is necessary u+ere rainfall is not 
suf3icient to maintain good plant growth. In some 
areas, if you are very lucky, YOU need hardly water 
at all. In desert climates, however, vou can grou 
practically nothing without frequknt watering. 
But, even in wet climates It is often desirable to 
water young plants that are struggling to survive 
in drv periods. And there are few crops that do 
not show an increased yield when they are watt. red 
even in rainv climates. The metabolic process ill a 
plant stops without water, for it is Lvater that 
carries every useful element, all the wa;. t’, )ugh 
the plant’s l>odv. 

Seedlings and tin\- pi,,~~ts should be *I. . .>red 
little and often. Larger 8J.rnts should be hcavilv 
\Ixtc‘rcd but not so frer, 4 ;\- If there is canough 
\\‘atcr to sink deep]:- intc 
roots of the plants deep 

; ound, it draws the 
i ,JO, EU where there is 

more nourishment. An advantage of the deep bed 
method (seep. 106) is that it enables water to per- 
colate deeper and quicker, thus encouraging strong 
root development. 

Weeding 
Wkeds are in a strong ecological position: they 
were evolved by nature to occupy just the places 
where they are found. Crops, on the other hand, 
were evolved partly by mankind to provide good 
food and as a result their capacitv for survival has 
been somewhat neglected. Don’t believe people 
who tell you to tolerate weeds among your crops. 
No crop plants ever do their very best with com- 
petition from weeds. 

On the other hand, if you leave your ground 
fallow and don’t plant a green manure crop to dig 
in and improve fertility, the weeds will actually do 
this for you. Let them grow under such circum- 
stances - but tzelrer let them seed. “One year’s 
seeding is seven years’ weeding.” Alwavs dig 

weeds in before they seed. 
Hoeing is the usual method of destroying 

weeds. The secret is to hoe the weeds before tl,( I, 
declare themselves, or very soon afterwards. Keep 
using your hoe regularly. It takes little time to 
whip over a pretty. bare piece of ground with a 
hoe, but a long time to hack through ground 
heavily infested with weeds. 
Hr~s There are several kinds tpt hoe; the two 
most common are the draw hoe fild the push, or 
Dutch hoe. Personally, I’ve always preferred the 
draw hoe since I learned how to hoe from pro- 
fessional farmworkers - and ;OLL never see them 
tackling a field of turnips with push hoes. The 

Idvantage claimed for the push hoe is that you 
can walk backward as you use it and so do not 
trample on ground you’ve just hoed, but I’ve 
never found this very significant. Recently, how- 
ever, I’ve discovered that a push hoe IS quite 
useful for working deep beds (seep. 106). 

I recommend having two draw hoes: a good 
heavy one for chopping up unoccupied land and 
loosening the surface ; and a light, sharp-cornered 
one for whipping out weeds which grow up 
between plants, or for singling out individual 
plants from a bunch. 
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There are also \\-heel hoes some of them 
beautifully crafted tools with a.ooden shafts. The 
tool bars-in fact take several kinds of attachment, 
such as plow blades (Lvhich I think are useless 
since they only scratch the surface), ridgers, r;lking 
spikes and harrows, as well as hoe blades. It’s true 
that the wheel hoe can save time and effort, and it 
works quite well. I don’t use a wheel hoe myself, 
however: for one thing, I find I can’t get as close to 
plants with a wheel hoe as with a hand hoe. 
Muttocks It’s worth mentioning the mattock 
along with the hoe. .As a sort of cross between a 
spade and a heavy hoe, it’s good for breaking up 
the surface of rough grou::d. You can use it to 
make a seed-bed in a hurry, by going over the 
ground first with a mattock and then raking it. 
.\nd if you return from a vacation to find your 
Rardcn in a horrible mess, a light mattock is often 
a better tool to use than a hoe. 

If weeds gel too tall to hoe easily, you will just 
have to pull them. Either put them on the com- 
post heap or leave them to rot on the ground as a 
mulch. If the weather is wet, the compost heap is 
better, because weeds left as a mulch may start 
rooting again. 

Mulching 
Mulching is the technique, much favoured b! 
organ’ wardeners and farmers, of covering the 
soil WIUI some organic material. The benefits of 
mulching are that it prevents the evaporatiori of 
soil moisture by stopping the wind from blowing 
directly on the soil and the sun from shining on 
it; it prevents weed growth; and ultimately the 
mulch rots down and adds to the humus content 
of the soil. Mulches are particularly useful under 
fruit trees, canes and bushes since they suppress 
weeds without damaging surface roots. 

Many different organic materials can be used as 
a mulch. Weeds which have been hoed or pulled 
out of the ground and left between the crop plants 
(or just on bare groundj make a good mulch, and 
so does bracken, which has been dumped from 
elsewhere. 

Wood chips, chopped bark or sawdust form a 
mulch which is escellent for s oppressing weeds, 
but there is one danger: when wood products rot 
down, they draw nitrogen from the soil in order 
to feed the bacteria which break down the 
cellulose of the material. This results in a 
temporary but serious loss, and you have to add 
extra nitrogen to do the job. Wood products also 
take a long time to break down and add their 
nutrients to the soil. 

Recently, I’ve come across the technique of u,ing 
black polyethylene or other inorganic substances 
as a mulch. I am very much against this: it seems 
to me quite wrong to deprive the soil life of all 
sun and air. Ultimately, all soil life is killed b) 
such practices and The soil turns to sterile dust. 

Mu’, iles are unfortunately fine homes for slugs 
and sn,,lls. St), if you are mulching, you must 
remember to take special precautions by trapping 
and killing them (see p. 104). 

Top dressing 
The practice of putting fertilizer on land once the 
crop has aiready started is known as top dressing. 
It is favored mainly by inorganic gardeners, who 
use highly soluble substances such as sulfate of 
ammonia.. However, these substances are quickly 
leached out of the soil, so, if you do use them, it 
is best to apply them to the crop little and often. 

In my view, really fertile soil doesn’t need top 
dressing. The bacteria in the soil constantly break 
down organic substances and convert them into 
nitrogen which is made available to the plants. But 
certain very nitrogen-hungry crops, like 67-A.\-srCrr, 
do benefit from a top dressing of organic nitrogen 
(poultry manure, blood meal, fish meal), partic- 
ularly if they have been checked by drought or 
root maggots for example. If phosphates, potash 
or trace elements are needed by the soil, they are 
better applied before the land is occupied by a 
crop than added to it at a later stage. 
Manure water When you apply organic manure, 
compost, or green manure, to the land it gets 
moved about by worms and rots down, so it 
eventually becomes available to the crop. But if 
you want to give a quick boost to a particular 
crop, you may well consider the technique of 
soaking organic material in water, thus dissolving 
out some of its useful constituents, and then pour- 
ing the water on the crop. Do this by putting 
some manure or compost in a container such as an 
old oil drum. Fill this up with two to three times 
the quantity of water, and leave for a week or so. 
Manure watering is excellent when the fruit is 
forming on crops, such as tomatoes, cucumbers 
and the members of the squash tribe. But you can 
grow very good crops, consistently, outdoors, 
without resorting to such means, if you have built 
up a good organic fertility in your soil. 
Comfrey tea When made into a tea in the same 
way as you make manure water (see above), 
comfrey leaves will provide a rich, crash dose 
of potash for those crops which particularly need 
this element. 
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Control&kg Pests und Diseases 

I :‘dSECT PESTS 
I would never recommend using c‘ lrmical insec- 
ticides. All life is one, and as a : ,le anything 
which destroys I .ie form of life ill damage 
another - perhal, e\‘cn your .n. There are, 
however, certain ver;. Xe suti..tances ?rhich will 
kill or deter har .*ul insects without ‘amaging 
your crops or illOSt important, Y’jUI insect 
predators. Remember: to kill a pest and its pre- 
dator is very stupid. The pest will return and rage 
in an even more uncontrolled way. 
Nicotine mixture If used uith ‘,rreat discretion, a 
form of insecticide which worthwhile is a 
solution made by boiling up f<;sr ounces (114gj 
of cigarette ends in 1.2 gallons (4.5 1) of lvater. 
Strain and bottle this, and, when diluted in two 
parts of water. it’s a good standby for getting rid 
of leaf miners, weevils and caterpillars. But it is a 
strong poison and mav destroy some useful insects 
t’bo. Don’t leave the solut&n lying about, and 
ai\.\.avs wash after using it. 
A)hid deterrents :‘iphids do not need the same 
dr.cstic treatment as most other insect pests. A 
Squirt of water - especially soapy water - is usually 
em .agh to knock them to the ground and they 
won’t be able to get back on to the plant again. If 
aphids are a particular nuis.,:;ce :Clen I recommend 
you to spray with either derris (:v pyrethrum, both 
1 bf u-hiih are obtainable at Tar len shops. Quassia, 
if you can get it, will kill aphids but not the 
helpflll !adpbird. -Is an apliid repe!!ent rather than 
po;~c n, a good idea is to boil up the leaves a,ld 
ster!,; of certain plants which aphids don’t attack, 
such as marigolds. asters, chrysanthemums, anise, 
cori;tnder and rhubarb. Slake fairly strong 
solutions of these and experiment to see which is 
the most effective. Rotenone is the ground-up 
roots of the, derris plant; it will disc:,urage and 
control most chewing and sucking insects. 
Fruit tree sprays For fruir trees, winter wash 
sprays of various kinds can be bought from 
garden suppliers, but it’s easy to make your own. 
They are effective against aphids, red spider, 
me.Jybugs, scale insects and other pests which lay 
eggs on the tree bark. Mis 1.2 gallons (4. C 1 i of 
light oil with two pounds (0.9 kg) of soft soap. 
Boil this up and pour it back and forth until it is 
very well mixed. Dilute this with 24 gallons (90 1) 
of water and spray the trees immediately. 
Grease bandjng Grease bands prevent ants and 
other pests from crawling up tree trunks. How to 
make one is explained on p. 170. In general ants 
are useful in the garden, but they can be harmful 
when they “herd” aphids on to bushes and trees. 
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Wasp jars Wasps are harmful to certain ripe 
fruits, such as plums, and, if left unchecked, can 
ruin a crop of grapes. Them are several wasp 
destroyers available which you put into the nest 
holes, but I find that to till jars \\vith sweet stuff 
like syrup, and hang them in the trees the wasps 
are attacking, is just as good. I admit, though, 
that you wiil need a iot of jars. 
Millipede traps An effective device against milli- 
pedes - not centipedes, which are “goodies” - is a 
number of old cans punched full of holes and 
filled with potato peelings. Bury them in the soil; 
every few days, lift them out and put them under 
thr tqp to drown the millipedes. 
Slq and snail control You can trap slugs by 
sulking some old plates or bowls in the ground 
and filling them with a little sugar or beer. But 
you’ll need a lot of traps to keep the slugs down. 
Otherwise, try going out at night and sprinkling 
salt on every slug you find. The most effective 
way of killing snails is simply to step on them, but 
that always serms to me a pity - if you eat them, 
what was a curse becomes yet another harvest to 
add to all the rest. 

ANIMAL PESTS 
Mole deterrents I used to trap scores of moles, 
but I gave it up long ago. They lift up a row of 
seedlings now and again and mice sometimes 
travel along their burrows, but otherwise they 
don’t do any real harm. So for most of the time I 
just let them burrow away. 

During droughts, however, moles can be a pest 
when they tunnel along potato ridges where the 
soil is softer and full of worms. Row after row of 
potatoes can get lifted. A plant called caperspurge 
is supposed to repel moles, though the only time I 
ever tried it the moles just heaved it up. Alter- 
natively, bury some empty bottles in the ground 
so that the wind can blow across the tops of the 
necks. The vibrations of the sound spread through 
the ground and scare away the moles, who have 
very sensitive hearing. 
Mouse control Cats are best for keeping mice down; 
otherwise mice can be deterred from eating pea 
and bean seed by soaking the seed m kerosene. If 
you suffer from them very badly, warfarin poison 
is safe for all animals except rodents. 
Gopher control Gophers can be a real enemy to 
the gardener. Tiny windmills which make a click- 
ing noise are said to deter them, althou;r;h 1 have 
seen gopher damage quite close to such windmills. 
A more effective remedy is simply to put a gopher 
snake down the gopher’s burrow. 
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Harvesting and Storing 

B&d control For the most part, birds are useful 
since they eat insects, but they can do seric)us 
damage to vegetables, especially to a stand of 
corn, and of course small fruit, such as currants 
and raspberries, must be protected. 

Birds can be prevented from attacking most 
crops with fine black thread stretched over the 
garden: the birds fly into the thread and frighten 
themselves. Nets are also effective. The traditional 
fruit cage (seep. 184) is effective but expensive. A 
good idea, I think, is to use a mini-greenhcuse 
(seep. 111) with plastic or wire netting instead of 
the transparent plastic sheeting. Put this over the 
bed which is being attacked. It’s easy to remove, 
or vou can just prop it up while you’re working. 
And of course you won’t be duplicating equip- 
ment because you’ll use the mini-greenhouse at 
other times of the year for its main purpose. 

FUNGUS DISEASES 
It’s possible to garden all your life without 
resorting to a single fungicide spray and still 
get good crops. But there are times when even 
the best organic approach won’t be enough to 
protect your potatoes, tomatoes or even your 
fruit trees. 
Bordeaux mixture In blight years, potato blight 
can reduce your crop by as much as a half. To 
confine it, use Bordeaux mixture made by dissolv- 
ing about half a pound (225 g) of copper sulfate in 
about six gallons (231) of water. Next, make a 
“cream” of five ounces (150 g) of quicklime mixed 
with a little water and pour the cream into the 
copper sulfate solution through a fine sieve. Test 
the mixture with a clean knife: if the blade comes 
out coated with a thin film of copper, add more 
cream to get the copper fully dissolved. If you 
make Bordeaux mixture yourself, use it within a 
day or two. Alternatively, you can buy it already 
made up at a garden shop. 
Burgundy mixture For potatoes which are already 
suffering from potato blight, use a Burgundy mix- 
ture. This is made like Bordeaux mixture except 
you should use about two pounds (0.9 kg) of 
washing soda instead of the slaked lime. 

HARVESTING 
To get the fullest flavor from your vegetables and 
fruits, harvest them just before they reach 
maturity. As a rule, with most plants, the sugars 
which provide so much of the flavor begin to turn 
to starch at full maturity. New potatoes, for 
example, taste much sweeter than old ones - and 
sweet corn is so dull when it gets old that I 

generally give it to tlii \ !lickens. Ho\xrever, YOU 
can’t put everything into the cooking pot just 
when it’s right for eating, and vegetables and 
fruits for storing should be harvested when they 
are well and truly ripe. 

STORING 
Seeds and podr It’s essential that a31 seeds and 
pods are bone ~Irv before they are stored, whether 
they are evenrL.Jjf to be eaten or used for seed. 
Hang them upsiaie down by their stalks in a well- 
ventilated place under a roof. When seeds are dry 
thresh them out by hand - knocking the plants 
over the rim of a barrel is a good way - and hang 
them up in bags made of calico or other loose- 
woven fabric. 
Stems and leaves In all but the coldest climates 
those vegetables of whi. J you eat the stems and 
leaves, such as the brussica, celery, leeks, spinach and 
lettuces, can be left in the ground until required. 
In the coldest climates the 6~-dssica, celery and leeks 
can be stored in a cool cellar or basement. 
Vegetable fruits The squash tribe are best hung 
in nets indoors at a temperature around 45°F 
(7°C). Green tomatoes should be stored at 60°F 
(16°C) in a drawer or some other dark place. 
Peppers can be dried indoors or out. Dry them on 
their vines and hang them up until you want 
them. 

STORING ROOTS AND TUBERS 

Bwy a Iarge diameter section of’ 
dr&pipe, my 18 irzcr/es (4s cnr) 
long, in well-drained soil. Leave a 
few inches exposed at the top and 
pit small stones itI the Bottom for 
drainage. Fill it up with avy root 
crop and cover it with a wooden 
lid. In froJ[p weather Lay straw 
on the lid and weigh it riown with 
a stone. 

Roots and tubers For potatoes and other roots 
and tubers a root clamp (seep. 136) is best, but on 
a smaller scale you can store roots in a pipe buried 
in the ground. Carrots and beets can be stored 
indoors in containers filled with sand. Potatoes can 
be stored indoors at 45°F (7°C). Keep them in the 
dark, otherwise they will turn green. Other roots 
and tubers can be stored indoors at about 37°F 
(3°C); they must be well ventilated. 
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The Deep Bed Method 

It would be unthinkable to publish a book on 
gardening for self-sufliciency at this time without 
fully describing the ne\v method of gardening or 
rather the very old method noa’ revived called 
variously the Chinese Alethod, the French 
Intensive Method, the BiodynamiclFrencl~ 
Intensive Method or, by some of its pr- ?US, 
just the Method. The word “biodynamic” +plied 
to gardening, is of cor!!-se tautologous, becxuse all 
growing things ape; aL~ bio-dynamically : that is, 
thev live and they move. I call this method, quite 
simply, the Deep Bed AIethod, because this 
describes it esactlv. 

In the nineteenth century the French “marai- 
chers”, or market gardeners, were working as near 
to Paris as they could get on small patches of 
expensive and scarce land. However, they had un- 
limited supplies of horse manure - for at that time 
Paris moved on ! !orses - and thev developed a 
system of gardenng of a productiveness that has 
never been surpassed. 
Chinese gardeners, 

It is not surprising that 
also workirg near cities and 

therefore compelled to produce as much as they 
could off a limited amount of land, arrived at the 
same solutions as the French did. 

Alan Chadwick, an English actor who studied 
gardening first under Rudolph Steiner and then at 

I<e\v, started experimenting with deep bed culti- 
vation in South /Africa. He moved to California in 
the 1960s and established a four acre (1.6 hectare) 
organic garden using this method at the 
University of California at Santa Cruz. Having 
established this he moved to the Round Valley in 
Northern California, where he now runs a seven 
acre (2.8 hectare) garden and has 60 students 
worki:, with him It was Chadwick who coined 
tt ‘= i 1 ime Biodynamic/French Intensive Method, 
IX,, , , < the word biodynamic after Rudolph Steiner. 

Jlcanwhile several Chinese immigrants to the 
US had also been practicing the Deep Bed 
Method and one of them, Peter Ghan, wrote a 
book about it: Beffcr T 7qetubles c ;n Cbinrse Wti>. 
Give or take a few inessentials tlli~ i.1.c) methods 
are the same. 

Digging a deep bed 
The method is this. ; Irive four posts in at the 
fchur corners of your proposed bed and put a 
string right round them. The bed should be five 
feet (1.5 m) wide and as long as convenient, 
but remember that to make it too long is to give 
yourself a long walk to get round it because you 
never tread on it. Twenty feet (6.1 m) long is 
about right; this gives you a hundred square foot 

SPREADING MANURE DIGGING THE FIRST TRENCH 

Beforeyon start to dig, Ia31 a good 
CotJering of manwe al/ over fbe 

Starting at one end %f f ‘e bed, dig 

top of the bed. 
a trench a spade-l, ligt; deep. PN/ the 
earth in a wbeelbarron f 

LOOSENING THE SUBSOIL 

Digyow fork deep into the 
trench and waggle it about to 
loosen the subsoil. 
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bed, which is convenient for making calculations 
about yields and so on. (The people who have 
been researching the method so far have been 
using the hundred square foot bed as a standard 
for calculations and comparisons.) 

Lay a covering of manure on top of the pro 
posed bed. The digging is basically bastard trench- 
ing, but you must be sure to loosen the subsoil. 
Take out a trench a spade wide and a spade deep 
at the top o1 :he bed. Dig your spade or fork into 
the bottoin of the trench and Tvork it about so as 
to Ir,:,sen! the subsoil as deep as : *ELI can. Dig out 
a secorld trench next cc 1 the first one and throw 
the topsoil, and the manure that lies on it, into the 
first trench. Work the subsoil in the bol rorn of 
that too. Move on to the third trench and r;lrow 
the topsoil into the seconc! trench. Continue in 
this way. until you reach the end of tht: i>ed. Then 
throw the soil you took out at the sta, ting end of 
the bed into the empty trench that will be left at 
the completion end of the bed. The bed is then 
well and truly dug. 

You can of course split the bed into two -down 
the middle (seep. 81) and then you don’t have to 
wheel the earth from end to end. 

Thereafter - and I must repeat even to the 
point of tedium because it is the key to the whole 

matter - never tread on the bed nor let anybod) 
else tread on it until you come to fork it over the 
nest year again. 

John Jeavons, another California deep bed prac- 
titioner, has written a very good little book 
about the method (Hour to Grow Mot-r I ‘qetables 
than y011 ever thou& possible of2 less lad than you can 
in/ag&ej and has carried out very careful controlled 
experiments for four years at Palo Alto. He es- 
timates that it takes from six to ten hours to dig a 
hundred square foot bed for the first time. He 
believes in bastard trenching his deep beds every 
year, and finds that after the first year this does 
not take more than six hours, because the texture 
of the soil has been so improved since it has not 
been trodden on. 

Peter Chan does not recommend digging again 
after you have done it once, and my own ex- 
perience tends to make me agree with him: pro- 
vided you put on plenty of manure or compost 
every year, and fork the land over once, the roots 
and earthworms will ensure that the subsoil does 
not get compacted again, and it is the compaction 
of the soil that inhibits plant growth. I find I can 
fork over a hundred square foot well-established 
deep bed, one spade deep, in ten minutes and it is 
light work. 

BASTABD TRENCHING THE DEEP BED BASTABD TRENCHING THE DEEP BED 

Dig u second trench nexi to the jrs# one, throwing the topsoil and Dig u second trench nexi to the jrst one, throwing the topsoil and 
mun~re into the jirsf trench. Work the subsoil in the bottom of the manute into tbejirsf trench. Work the subsoil in the bottom of the 
second trench. Dig a third trench and repeat the process. second trench. Dig a third trench and repeat the process. 

MAKING THE PATH MAKING THE PATH 

Asyo~ dig, throw all pebbles and stoaes IO /be side of/h De. Asyo~ dig, throw all pebbles and stoaes IO /be side of fhr De. 
Wben,llorr finish, throw the topsoiLfrov1 the path-to-be back on Wben,llorr fink-b, throw the topsoiLfrov1 the path-to-be back on 
top of tbe bed. Spread the stones euen!y oljer the swfke of the patb. top of tbe bed. Spread the stones eue)(~ oljer the swfke of the patb. 
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If you have several beds side by side, leave 
narrow paths between them. These paths are ncyer 

You do not so\v or plant in rows with wide 
spaces in between. Instead you work to a tri- 

dug, simply walked on. 
paths very narrow, 

Some people leave their angular pattern so that your crops grow in 
but 1 find this makes it diflicuit 

to maneuver a wheelbarrow between the beds. So 
clumps. The overall effect is’of very closeI!. spaced 
diagonal rows. 

I make them 18 inches (45 cm) wide. You may feel 
find in almost all cases you should 

you lose land by having all these paths, but the 
allow much less space between the plants in all 

much closer spacmg of the deep bed makes up for 
directions than you would between plants in tradi- 
tional rows. The basic objective is to space the 

this loss of land and in fact you lose a strip of plants so that their leaves are just touching when 
land almost as wide as this between every row in they are mature. 
conventional gardening. d\lso, as the years go by 
your deep beds will get more and more convex 

You do not need the normal spaces between 
rows, because you never walk between the rows. 

until they stand perhaps 18 inches (45 cm) above The soil is lo&e and untrodden, so the roots of 
the paths. 

:!s you dig your deep beds throw any stones 
the plants can go down straight and deep - when 

you find in a pile on one side. Then, when vou 
you pull a plant grown in this way, you will be 

make the paths, thro\v the topsoil from the path 
amazed by the size and length of its roots - and 

on the bed and scatter the stones in their place. 
therefore the plants do not need nearly so much 
space at the surface. 

Some deep bed gardeners build small walls of The fact that the plants’ leaves just touch when 
brick, stone, or timber around their beds to hold they are m,lture means that they create a mini- 
the sides up. In my view such arrangements only 
harbor slugs and are not necessary, 

climate in dry weather which conserves moisture. 
because the You should find that you use from a quarter to a 

beds do not, in practice, erode. Ordinary good half of the water you use in conventional garden- 
organic practice dictates that the earth should be ing. Weeds are of course suppressed by this close 
covered for most of the time by a crop, even if it planting; you can hoe gently from the sides of the 
is just a green manure crop, and this will hold it bed before the plants meet each other or, even 
together. In any case well manured soil will not 
erode even if it is left bare in high beds. 

better, just hand-weed. Out of this soft deep soil 
weeds come out so easily, roots and all, that there 

DEEP BEDS IN DRY AREAS 
is no trouble getting rid of them. Weeds are really 

In sey dq flreas i/ is 11~0rtb shapitq fbe brds with d drau~ IJoP. so /ha/ 
no problem with deep bed gardening. 

the)’ rfse stcepfjr of thr sides and fhrrn a basin shape nt th top. 7.l~ An obvious question is - what about crops like 
nroistzm is fib coiisrrred 11 then thr bids arc n~aln-cd. IN nylfer r@om brassica and onions which gardeners have always 
the fooskv~ess of the soil ii1 t/w dwp Drd is m01& fo twvirr that AI 01 believed need firm soil? What about all those 
spras percofafr info fh Karfb af OIICK. exhortations to stamp and dance about on beds 

before planting them? Well, in husbandry only one 
argument is of the slightest weight and that is 
experience : what actually happens. I have grown 
crops of brassica by this method; the vegetables 
have been magnificent and the yields have been 
extremely impressive. 

All that you do when you plant out h-mica or 
onions is plant considerably deeper than you 

Sowing and planting in a deep bed 
would normally and then press the ground fairly 

Now, in your newly dug bed, either plant out 
firnIl>. down around the plant with vour hands. 

plants :‘rom a seed-bed or seed boxes, or simply 

Only the top few inches of the s&l are thus 

sow the seed direct into the ground, just as you 
compressed but in practice it seems to be enough. 

would with a normal bed. The difference is that 
This does not, in this very loose soil, make onions 

you sow or plant four times as densely, or there- 
“bull-neck” - in any case vou can gently remove 
the earth from around the oiions later on. 

abouts, as you do when gardening in the tradi- 
tionai way. The reasons for this are expiained in 

The deep bed practitioners favor frequent 

detail further on, but are to do u’ith the fact that 
transplanting of plants before they are put out in 

you never walk on the earth between the rows so 
the beds, but they always plant into, if possible, 

that the soil remains loose and uncbmpacted. 
better and looser soil than the plants were in 
before. Thus, if you prick plants out from a yeed 
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CHICKEN WIRE FRAME 

CREATING A MINI-CLIMATE 

lf the seeds hatIe been correct!) 
spaced, the IefliJes of‘ the plants 
shorf/djtst to~rch ehch other when 
they are mfnre. This crcafes a 
m&-chafe which cottserws 
moisture iti dty weather. 

those mrrotmdit~g it. 

USING A BOARD 

disiike stretchiq to thr 

‘..-;j-e’. ~ 
. . . . . 

box into another seed box to give them more 
make sure that the compost in the second 

kK”ek at least as good, preferably better, than that 
in the first box. 

The spacings for sowing and planting different 
crops are given in the chapters on the Cultivation 
of Vegetables and Fruit (pp. 113-190). These 
should be used as a guide only; every person 
should experiment for himself and use his com- 
mon sense. After all - how big is an onion - how 
big is a carrot. 2 Everybody knows, and provided 
the tops of the plants are given sufficient room 
their roots will be all right because there is plenty 
of room below a deep bed. 

With conventional gardening the roots cannot 
penetrate the compacted earth below, and must 
spread out laterally where they compete merci- 
lessly with each other, and get cut and damaged 
every time you tread near them. With deep bed 
gardening the roots go way down into the loose 
soil, with nothing to stop them, and there is noth- 
ing to damage them when they are there. 

Deep bed yields 
Careful records have been kept, at Santa Cruz and 
other places, and the deep beds have been found 
to yield, quite consistently, four times the crop 
produced by conventional gardening. 
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I, like n;:!ny other vegetable gardeners had read 
these rigurcs but did not fully believe them. So 1 
went to Califonlia to see for myself, and spent 
some time there searching out every example of 
deep bed gardemng that I could 6nd. Seeing is 
believing and in this cart I am completely 
convinced of the sulx=rioritp of this method. Four 
times the crop is about right and I never saw a 
case of this gardening bein? practiced correctly 
that did not, more or less, be.r out this figure. On 
the strength o1 C this I returned home and tried it 
for myself, and I have now proved, through per- 
sonal experience that it certainly does work. 

Deep beds for perennial vegetables and herbs 
C )b~:~ously, YOU cannot dig perennial beds every 
!-MI-, but It-is well Lvorth creating a deep bed by 
digging the land very deeply once - perhaps three 
spaclc lengths deep - but leaving the subsoil 
underneath. After that never tread on the bed. 

Deep beds for fruit 
All soft fruit bushes, and also top fruit trees on 
dwarfing root stocks :rained as goblets or dwarf 

pyramids, can be grown successfully in deep beds. 
Alan Chadwick is experimenting with dwarfed top 
fruit trees with other crops growing under and 
around them. This is a new technique (the French 
deep bed gardeners never bothered to grow top 
fruit on their deep beds), but it seems successful. 

If you like big fruit trees, you can plant them in 
circular deep beds - one tree to a bed. Simply 
mark out a circle round the likely drip-line - the 
area to be over-hung by the tree. Double-dig this 
circle around the edges and dig very deeply - four 
spade lengths would be ideal - at the spot where 
you are actually going to plant the tree. Plant the 
tree in the normal way (seep. 98). 

It is known that the roots of trees advance 
much more quicJy in unconsolidated soil It is also 
easy to observe that roots tend to come upward 
toward the surface. If you can keep the earth 
within range of a tree’s roots soft and open, you 
can give the roots the conditions they need for 
rapid growth without constantly digging into them 
with a spade or cultivator. The only way you can 
achieve this is by not treading on the soil ever, at 
all, after you have done the initial deep digging. 

Plant rtandardjwif frees in 
rimdar deep beds. The diameter 
should eqJia/ the estimated drip- 
iine of the fMy-,grown tree. 
Before pfanfir;.q, do&e-d<q tbr 
perimeter and djq down fonr spade 
/ength de-p at the renter- 
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Mini-greenhouses 
The idea of the mini-greenhouse, which has been 
growing in popularity, is to bring lightness, mob- 
ility, flexibility, and economy into the business of 
protecting plants from the weather. The trend in 
the last twenty years has been toward cheap plastic 
structures, principally plastic-covered tunnels, 
These work, but are troublesome. You cannot hoe 
under them without removing them and this is 
always awkward and time-consuming. 

The mini-greenhouse, on the other hand, is ver\ 
light and can be moved easily by two people from 
one bed to another. A proper rotation of crops 
that are usually grown indoors can be practiced 
without the laborious soil changes, or expensive 
soil sterilizations, that have to be carried out in 
fixed greenhouses. In other words you never have 
to grow either tomatoes or cucumbers two years 
running on the same bed. 

Building a mini-greenhouse 
A convenient size for a mini-greenhouse is 20 feet 
by five feet (6 x 1.5 m), because this will fit over a 
standard-sized deep bed, and besides it is fairly 

MINI-GREENHOUSE COMPONENTS 

Use two ittch /?I otte ittch wootl.fit 
the basic strttctftre. Make prop0 

joints, joitt the pirces with lot<q 
nails hammered right throttgh 
both pieces of wood attd rlettcbcd. 
Strengthen the strttrtttre with 

easy to handle. Use two inch by one inch (5 s 
2.5 ctn) wood, and for permanence make proper 
mortise and tenotl joints. Brace the structure with 
ordinary thin wire; this hardly adds to the weight 
and does not cost much, but it increases rigidity 
enormously. 

The wires should be pulled quite tight. Tie one 
end of a wire to a top corner of the mini- 
greenhouse, drill a hole in the strut at the opposite 
corner and thread the free end of the wire through 
the hole. Haul the end of the wire as tight as you 
can with a pair of pliers. I always grip the wire 
tight with the pliers just where it emerges from 
the hole and twist the pliers round the strut so 
that they act as a lever to pull the wire even 

STRAINING THE WIRES 

i~~,!tett-]~o~t hatw /i/fed a don/t/e 
Iet@b of’ttire (below rt$t/) ( pfrsh 
a stifk between Ihe ttt-0 ttvres attd 

v FITTING THE WIRES 

/ -- Drill Boles at tt!te corners of each 
recfattple. Pass a wire fbror~ph otte 
bolr, ihett /lJrot~~II the 0pposSe 
bole (aborje) 1 back f hottgh tth 
]irsf ho/e attd lie it ?fl( /f/l). 

III 
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tighter. l’ou can then just wind the end of the 
wire round its ow71 standing part. 

;\ltcrnativcly, you can use it much longer \virc, 
double it back and poke its end through a hole 
near the top corner \vhcrc the \\.irc came from; 
strain it there and tie it off. In this way YOU have . . 
strained wires side 1~1. side and You can strain 
them further by pushi& a stick rhr;~ugh them illld 

winding it rc;und and round. When the t\\*o 
stretches of \\.ire hn\rc hccn twisted round each 
other, lis one cncl of the stick to the u.ircs with 
another short piece of \vire so that the bracing wire 
dots not unravel. ISc\varc an\’ Ioosc ends of Lvirc 
that \\rill puncture your plastic’shecting. l-lx a single 
hrgc sllcct oi pl:ls;ic to cover ttx top and sides of 
the structure, and small piece at either end. Attach 
al! the cdq:cs of the plastic to the structure with 
~~oodrn hkttcns. l>on’t leave an\’ ends unattached: 
if j’ou do, the plastic will rip in’the \\vind. Rlakc a 
ro\\’ of tiny holes in the top sheet of the plastic to 
;lllo~v rain lvatcr to sprinkle down on to the plants 
hclon., instead of forming a lake. 

Using a mini-greenhouse 
LJse the mini-greenhouse as much as possible. list 
it in winter to cover winter lettuce. hlove it on to 
newly planted cauiitlowers after that. When the! 
have-got a hold move it to protect early potatoes 
and then on to bush beans perhaps. In the warmer 
weather use it on tender vegetables like eggplants, 
melons and peppers. - /\nd you can cover your 
mini-greenhouses with bird netting instead of 
plastic to protect your seed-beds. 

PLANNING A DEEP BED GARDEN 
If I were to take over a new garden 1 would have 
no hesitation about turning it into a deep bed 
garden as soon as possible. 1 am, in fact, turning 
my esisting garden into a deep bed garden at the 
moment. There is some capital labor work that 
only has to be done once - involved in doing this, 
an d maybe this should be done little by little, one 
bed at a time Cohen the time and energy are there. 
However, the aim should be a whole garden of 
deep beds. Once your garden is completely given 
over to deep beds, you will need to do much less 
work on it than you used to do in your 
conventional garden, but the results should be 
considerably more impressive. 

Except that you will be more or less tied to beds 
five feet (1.5 m) wide or less, and that it is a good 
idea not to have beds so long that it becomes a 
bore to walk round them, there is no difference 
between the general planning of a deep bed 
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garden and that of an orthodos one. The rotations 
will be just the same. The general layout will be 
similar, although in larger gardens each division of 
the rotation mav take up t\vo or more separate 
deep beds, bccausc of the \vidth limitation. 

\r’our perennials and hcrhs \vill be planted in 
deep beds not more than five feet (1.5 m) wide. If 
your herb bed - or anv other bed - is up again,t a 
wall it will need to ile about three feet (9Ocm) 
wide, because you will only be able to reach into 
it from one side. Your soft fruit bushes can share 
a deep bed with some dwarf fruit trees, and vou 

. can plant standard fruit trees in circular lxcls. 
\r’ou will \‘cr\’ likely find yourself doing far 

more in the way of intcrplanting. ~‘0~ might cvcn 
try the sort of mixed tree fruit, soft fruit, vcge- 
table and Eower beds that /IIan Chad\vick is trying 
in (Blifornia. In your deep beds you are csploiting 
another direction in gardening: downward. You 
are making it possible for the roots to go deep, 
and saving them the necessity of spreading out 
laterally and thereby competing with one another 
for space. You can cram plants closer together. 

Remember th:tt this fc,rm of husbandry is in its 
infancy in the West (no matter how long it ma) 
have been practiced in China and Japan) and there 
is plenty of scope for learning and experimenting. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Contuining the sowing, growing and barvesting 
instcwti0n.s for members of the families Legiwwitzosae, 

Cnwiferue, Solamceae, UmbeZZijkae, Lilidcede, 
Chenopodiaceae, Cticzlrbitaceae, Compositae, 

Grumineue, Malvaceae and Po/ygonaceae. 
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Legzcminosae 

“C?17s, 11rord IlirlNS, poh hi:‘. .* lul.dl hWNS , linlri lIlwf!.!. 1 

soyb“7iiS ‘d fieL7ur~fs a I-e .,ii members ot‘ the Lq- 
N~~~~MJSCZP. For those a*ho \\Gh to gro~v as much of 
their OUYI food as they can in a garden, this farnil! 
is surely the most useful of the lot. In Ihc tirst 
place - it provides more protein than any other. It 
is hard to see how a vegetarian, or for that matter 
an) person who aims to be cbmpletely self- 
sufficient \fithout much meat, can subsist in a 
healthy state, Lvithout the I,yc(/l///im.rrw. 

The other useful thing about the 1 q~///Nww~ is 
their nitrogen-king ability. ( )rganic gardeners 
~\vho don’t like spending the.ir moncv on expensive 
nitrogenous fertilisers (Lvhich make the soil laz\ 
about tising its own nitrogen) tind that peas, 
I catts and the clovcrs arc the ansurer. 170r the 
1 .i’~~~/~~i~~os~is are the plants which are able to fis 
nitrogen in the nodules on their roots. Pull out 
any healthy leguminous plant and examine its 
roots. JYou should find small pimples or nodules. 
If you were to cut these open and esamine them 
with a powerful microscope you would see bac- 
teria. These live sy!nbiotically with the plant. The 
plant feeds them wth everything they need except 
nitrogen : they kis nitrogen from the air (combin- 

ing it \I.ith osygcn to form nitratcs), and this the\. 
use tllelllscl\~cs :1ntl also fcctl to the host plmt. 

If you gro\v any leguminous plant, and dig it 
into the soil \~~hcn it is lush and green (at the 
iio\4,crillCq $1.’ \JC) it \vill rot do\x,n \-cry quickly, 
providing Its 0M.n nitrogen to feed the putre- 
factive bacteria, and this nitrogen \t\-ill then be 
released into the soil. It is Lvocth growing clover for 
this very purpose. If you put leguminous plants 
on the compost heap the!, will ha\re the same 
benelicial efkt. If you ha1.c a la\vn, rcmcmbcr 
that if vou put nitrates on it, ~0~1 ivill encourage 
the grasses but suppress the clover. If you Put 011 
phosphate you \vill encourage the clovers at the 
espense of the grasses. 

1,eguminous plants should account for at least a 
quarter of wur garden each year and thiic is 
nothing wrtkg with having far more than that. 
They are not acid-lo\ring plants, so if your soil is 
acid give it lime. They also like phosphate and 
potash. But in good garden soil that has been well 
manured or composted over the years, and in 
which any serious lack of lime, -phosphate or 
potash has’ been corrected, YOU can grow peas and 
beans without putting anything on at all. 

The first fresh peas of the summer eaten raw are one of the 
great rpwards of growing your own vegetables. And later in 
the season, of course you can cook them and dry them. 
Whatever you do they are a great source of nourishment. 
Dwarf peas are a good idea for a small garden. 

Soil and climate 
Peas are nl it too fussy as regards soil; light soil wilt g~vc 
you an early crop, heavy a late one. A rich loam is best, and 
any soil can be turned into this by constant cornposting. As 
foL climate, peas are not a tropical crop and wilt grow- welt 
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in coot ctimatcs, \vith plentv of moisture, but too much rain 
\vt1cn ttw\ arc ripening ivilt give them mitdc\!r. In hot 
latitudes t&y generally ha\re to bc grcnvn in the spring or 
fall, to avoid the vcrv hot part of the summer. ;\s small 
plants they are frcjst-tinrdy, therefore in ctimatcs whcrc frosts 
are not too intcnsc they can bc so\vn in the fall for a quick 
start in the spring. They \vitt not gro\v fast and produce 
flo\vers and pods, hot.vever, until the arrival of sprin,g and 
U’armcr weather. 

Soil treatment 
Peas need deeply cultivated ground. If you are trying to 
grow them in land that has previously been gardened in- 
organic.lttv you should trv to spread 700 to 10(N) tbs (350 to 
500 kg; 12 manure ;)r compos’ on every 100 square yards 
(84 sq m). Put this on chc land the previous fall, and possibl! 
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2.5 Ihs (I I kg) of sing or ,ground rock phosphate per I00 
square wrds (ri4sqm) and II) or l’lll, (4.5 to S.4kg) IIf 
\1~00d ;iih. l’cas don’l lilic xid soil; if the pl-I is nhout 0.5 
th.11 is 211 right. If it is bclo\v this, lime it; ii cluartcr of ii 
pounc1 (ICI0 g) per scluarc yard is about right. 

II‘ your soil is not yet sufticientl~ fertile and vou cannot 
bring- in enough compost or manure from outside, you can 

still Rrov’ esccllent peas over trenches taken out the I-xc- 
vious year and lillcd during the Lvintcr with ltitchcn garbage 
and other material which will readily decompose, such as old 
nc\vspapcr. The organic gardener’s. aim, though, should bc 
to raise the whole of his garden to a high level of fertility, 
so that such piecemeal treatments as this arc unnecessary. 

Propagation 
I make broad drills with the flat of the hoc, about t\vo 
inches (5 cm) deep, and four inches (IOcm) \vide. 1 then 
sprinkle the seed in evenly, so there is an inch or t\vo 
between each side. I then rake the earth back into the trench 
from each seed ant1 bang down tirmly with the back of the 

r;ikc ()r, if the I;ind 1s put?v ;IIIJ dry, I trc;l(l II \\I111 III\ 

feet. .\ goorl stmking IIF the tirill. ii tlic soil is dry, \\.ill rhcA 
start them grr~\ving. If VII11 USC the deep IlCd Inctllrd (SLY 

p. I(K)), ail0u. three in&3 (Scnl) I>ct\\.c’c.n planrs ~111 \\xys. 
1’ou IC;IVC this dist:incc in the tlccp IKY~ Ixx~us~ VOII 3rc not 
so\ving in roxx, 0i course’, but in clunip~. 

LIzin\ Iwoplc spcccl up germination hy so;1liing the scd, 
i0r as long as fortu-tight hours, before thcv plant it. It 
should 1x2 rcmcmhcr~d that all thcsc seeds that. arc Iargc and 
c-diblc, like peas and hcans, arc an 01pc’n invitation 1i) rodents 
and birds, and so rhc sooner the\, start to gro\v the less time 
thcrc is for them to Ix c:itcn 1)~ something. Hirtls may ha1.c 
to lx kept awav hy thin black threads, or, Ixttcr still, 
inverted lvirc-nc4inq pea-guards. .\nd if you arc’ troul~lccl I>\ 
mice, dip the seed ‘inttr kcroscnc just hcforc planting. ‘I’hk 
mice clon’t like the smell. 

No\v peas take ahout thrw months to gro\v to maturity: 
perhaps t\\‘o and a half if Lou plant c;irlV varictlcs or if Lou 
like your peas \‘cry yc,~;n,q iikc I ,I;). Sr)\v them Suck 
wssionall!~, c\ cry t\vo \vccks from late \vintcr to mid spring 
and you \vill get .frcsh peas most of the summer. 

Care while growing 
All but the smallest tl\varf ~CXS arc hcttcr if thq have sticks 
to grou up. Any tint branches \vith some twigs left on them 
y~ill do for this. I lazcl trimmings make ideal pea sticks. If 
you need a hcdgr lxw,wn your garden and the next one use 
hazel. It \vill give you nuts’ as \~ell as pea F.ticlis. If you just 
can’t get pea sticks then use \virc netting. (kt the coarsest 
mesh you can (it is chcapcr), say three feet (00 cm) \vid-, and 
make hn inverted “\‘” c:f it so that a row of peas climbs up 
each side. This method has the advantage that many of the 
peas hang down inside the wire \vhcre the birds can’t get at 
them. If the lvire is wide gauge, ~VJ ~111 Ix able to gel your 
hand in to pick the peas; othcr\visc you can put your hand 
down through the gap in the top. Tlierc are plenty of dwarf 
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pea varieties available, and these generally need no support 
at all. They are \vc)rth growing in a small garden, hut the 
yield is lou an;l unless you take precautions (set p. llt4) 
slugs are likely to attack the peas near the ground. 

Peas don’; like drought, and Lvatcring in dry wcathcr 
always pays in more peas, but rememher that soil rich in 
humus retains water more eficientlv. 

Pests and diseases 
Pen and bear2 weeviZ This creature is the color of soil, 
falls off the plant and plays dead \\-hen !-ou disturb it, and is 
nocturnal; it hides under clods c~f earth during the day. No- 
digging Sardeners su&r from it badly becaust the compost 
\vith which they have to cover their giound gives It splendid 
cover. It nibI& round the edges of voung pea leaves and 
often eats out the ,grt,win,q centers. D&ting the plants with 
lime, \\.hilc the dc\\. is on them, is usually an cffcctivc 
dctcrrcnt. .\ltcrnatively you can spray the youns plants and the 
zurroundin~g ground \vith quassia spray, or nrcotine tnisture 
(WC I’. 1114). 
Pea rrroth This is a small bra\\-n moth that lays eggs on 
!‘oung pa pods. The larvae bore in and eat the peas. If you 
dig, or cultivate, the soil frequently, but very shallowly, 
during the xinter you can get rid of these pests, for the 
birds (chiefly robins and starlings) will comf‘ along and eat 
the pupae 
Pea t/n+ 

thereby breakin the moth’s life cycle. 
These are tmy brawny-black insects which 

make minute holes in the leaves of pea plants. The plants 
become !-ellow and shrivel up. A thorough drenching with 
soapy water will get rid of them. 
MiZdew In very damp ueather pea leaves and pods may go 
white with mildew, and then rot. Using tall pea sticks, so 
the peas can climb high, helps prevent t$&. Don’t water the 

foliage ot peas in hot nil~~ggv Lvcathcr. Spraying \\,ith 13or- 
deaus mi\-turc somctimcs \\.orlis. ()ther\visc thcrc’s not much 
!‘ou can do about it, hut it is not disastrous. 

Harvesting 
Al\\.ays use both hands to pick peas! Put the basket c,n the 
ground, and hold the vine with one hand and the pod \vith 
the other. 

Vet-v young peas taste quite exquisite ra\v and contain 
high doses of vitamins A, H and (1. They arc very slvect 
because they contain su,qar. .\ fe\\, hours after the lxas arc 
picked this sugar turns to starch, \vhich is \\,hv bought peas 
taste dull and dried peas complctcly diffcrcrcn;. If you pick 
peas and freeze them immediately yc,u can preser1.e this 
sugar, which is why frozen peas clon’t taste too had. 

I like to eat fresh peas all summer and then enjoy dried 
peas, rather than frozen peas, during the lvintrr, so that 1 
come to the tirst fresh peas in early summer u+th a fresh 
palate and enjoy xvhat is then an csquisitc gastronomic es- 
perience. The palate jaded b! “fresh” peas all the year round 
never has this great sensation. 

~1s fresh peas gro\v older and tougher trn the vine you 
have to boil them. When your peas get too tough to bc 
good boiled, leave them on the vines and just let them go 
on getting tougher. Wait until they arc completely ripe, as 
hard as bullets; then pull the vines out and hang them up in 
the wind but out of the rain. When they are thoroughly dr! 
thresh the peas out of them; either rub the vines hard 
between your hands, or pound them over the back of a 
chair. Put the peas away, quite dry, in covered containers. 
When vou want some in the winter soak them in water for a 
day or-two. Then boil them with salt until they arc soft, and 
eat with boiled bacon. h plate full of that, in December, and 
vou are tit to go out and dig for a few hours. 

Pea pods make the basis of a good soup. Boil them urell 
and pass them through a sieve. 

SUGAR PEAS 
These arc also called edible pod&d peas. Cultivate them like 
ordinary peas. The difference is that you harvest and eat the 
pods with the young peas inside them, because they lack the 
hard membrane that lines the ordinary pea pod. Start pick- 
ing and eating the pods as soon as they are about two inches 
(5cm) long and when the peas inside are tiny flat bumps. 
You then have a long picking season because you can go on 
picking until the peas inside are quite big. These are widely 
used in Oriental dishes and are noted for their sweet flavor 
and crisp texture. 

ASPARAGUS PEAS 
These are not true peas, but you can treat them the same 
way, although you must plant them later, say in mid-spring, 
and if you live in a cold place, protect them with clothes. 
Support them just like peas. Cook the complete pods when 
they are about an inch long. They are quite delicious. 

LENTILS 
Lentils are closely related to peas and are excellent for 
drying. However, they are low yielding and are really only 
worth growing if you have space to spare after allowing for 
your staples. They like the same clitnatic conditions as peas, 
and do best on a sandy loam. Propagate them and care for 
them exactly as though they were garden peas. When the 
plants are well ripened, pull them out and hang them up in a 
shed. Thresh when required. 
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BROAD BEANS 

I:or the self-supporting gardcncr broad beans are one of tht 
most important crops. The! really ail1 feed vou and vou’ 
family right through the year, and if you haxrk dried broac 
beans and potatoes Lou \\ill not starve. The old Ik@sl- 
broad bean was the “long~pod”, and this is still the bean tc 
gro\v if ycx~ really Leant toad \vhich will keep you in higl 
protein vegetable nourishment right through the \l,inter a! 
lvell as the summer ( un es\ pour climate and condition: I I_ _. 
enable you to get a gocjd yield with soybeans). :\I1 the othe 
beans, like pole beans, bush beans and dxvarf beans art 
native to the .Imrrican continent, especially the hot parts o 
South America. They are all very frost tender. The longpoc 
broad bean however, can stand LIP to a fierce winter and ge 
away eariy in the spring. It stands LIP straight and tall, need 
no support, and produces a heavy crop of tine big kidney 
shaped seeds, which can be either cooked and eaten fresh, o 
dried and kept for the winter. 

Tic beans, horse beans and cattle beans, ahich are al 
grown by farmers to provide high protein grain for feedin! 
animals in the winter, are xxiettes of the same plant. Thei 
seeds are smaller and white, hut they are heavy cropping 
They are more liable to get chocolate spot dtsease that 
broad beans and they are said not to be edible befon 
Christmas. But then they are said not to be fit for humat 
consumption yet I eat them freely every winter. 

The ordinary longpod broad bean, however, j the bes 
thing for the gardener; but if you can get a handful of tim 
beax. from a farmer, why not experiment with them and se’ 
what happens? 

Soil and climate 
Broad beans like strong soil, even heavy clav, but compos 
rich soil suits them no matter xxhat the c,ri,g’inal soil \vas 
clav or sand. Their behavior in different climates is ver 
similar to that of peas (see Peas). If you can plant out you 
peas in the autumn, then you can do the same with ;wu 

. broad beans, for they are rather more hardy than peas. 

Soil treatment 
Beans don’t like too much acid; like peas they find a pH 0’1 f 
6.5 ideal. Potash does them a lot of good, so if you have 
limited supply of wood ashes put it on your broad beat 
patch at a rate of about four oz (1OOg) to two yards of rou 
Comfrey too, dug in as a green manure, is good, both fo r 
the potash that it contains and for its capacity to hold water. 
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Dig the soil tlccp x~Ll ucll digqin< in :islics and comfrc\ , I 
caves if ~OLI Iiavc tlicni, md :I> IllLlCll I,I:,IILIrc 01’ cc m1p0st :I> 

i’l )Ll Lx11 spare. 1 like to plxnt lm):L(l ixmh :~ftcr nmin crop 
x)tattrcs, so the soil is :ilrc;id\ twill of m:k:iLirc \\.liicli w:is put 
n for tlic spuds, and it has Ixcn wc.II \\.or!icLl. I .inic’, then. is 
mlv ncc~sb:ir\ if the pl I is ni~icli bclo\v 0.3 

Propagation 
It is far and ;~\\‘a! Ixttcr, if you li\.c soLit of the hca\ !. xno\x’ 
line to so\\. voLir l~rcxld Ixnns in the fall, in s.Lv (ktoIk7 or 
Novemlxr. If the bards get tlicm, or .t is too ccJc1 u~hcrc VOLI 

are, 50~~ tlictn as early 2s ~OLI can in tlic hpring 3s soon as 
the soil can lx u~clrltcd :vith cast. It is bcs! to soak the seeds 
in cold \vatcr for twcnt\.-four li~~urs bcforc planting tllcni; 
this softens tlicm up a&l gives thcni n licatl start ovc’r the 
birds. 

Taix out drills :Llx)Lit three inches (8 cm) Llccp \vith tlw 
hoc, drills aIx)Lit t\vo t&t (Ollcm) apart, and pLlt the seeds in 
six inches (15 cm) apart. ( )I :intl hcrc I think is 2 \.c’r\ 
goc~l tip SO\\. them in ro\\.s six fwt (1.8 m) apart and, later, 
so\\. IIILISI~ or danrf Ixins in lxzt\vccn tlic ro\vs. 13rontl Iwails 
malic a tine nurse-crop for thcsc mow tcndcr plants, keeping 
the \vind 05 them. Instead of digging drills vou can pLit out 
a garden line and make a hole \vith a tro\\4 &jr each scctl. If 
JY,U USC the deep bed method (see p. 106) Icavc four inches 
(10 cm) bet\veen plants in all directions. 

Care while growing 
As the young beans grcnv it is a good idea to hill them up a 
little with the hoe. Keep them clear of \veeds of course. In 
windy and esposed positions, it is worth driving in a stake 
at the corners of the rows, and running a string from stake 
to stake right around each row, to prevent the beans being 
blown over. In most gardens though this is not necessary. 
Any sort of mulching bctnreen the plants is valuable. 

“7 
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Pests and diseases 
Chocolate spot This looks exactly like its name, and if ~011 
get it there i\ nothing \ou C;III do. ii’ \ou act it carI!. it \~ill 
I(lwer vour vicld cc~nsi&rabl!; but ;i laic attack is not so Ixxl. 
To guird a$iinst it vou need plcnt\- of potash in vour 5oil. 
If you keep setting i; in autum~bsrA7i beans, you Aust give 
up autumn sou-ing and sou’ \-our beans in the spring in- 
stead, Iwzause these are less liahjc to attack. 
Berzlr rust 1’1x1 arc not likely to get this. ‘1%~ svmptomlr arc 

sm:lll \Vllikn sp,ts on Ic:ivcs alid 5Ic’ms in the spring. Sp”:I\ 
\vith diluted Hord~:~u?; misturc (WC 13. IIC), and 1x1~ii ,111 v0~1.r 
Ix,~n sir,I\\’ ;Ifttsr liarvcsting to &stro\ the- sprrcs. 
Black J-v or aphid If you SO\V spring b~xis ~011 arc’ vcr!. 
likclv to get this. illlll in fact unlikclv not tr) qct it. It dots 
not iroul& .itItuIiiii-s(,\\‘ii lxans very. trftcn. Yhc aphids can 
11*11\ picwc rhc skin of tcndcr vrrumg grc)\ving points and the 
\\~iiitcr bc3iis ;II’C’ ~~n~rall~ g1-1)\\7i enough 13~ the time the 
.lplll~l!t .irc’ .ircwid. If :ipl;ids do ~tlack !‘ou \vill lind them 
c.Iu\Ic.rc(l on the tip Ii the I~c.~ns h:I\,c :~Ircady gro\\n high 
~n~)ugh p!c1~ thcx tips 01-1‘: Ihi \\,ill tlcnv the fly its food. 
10~ c.in rook and cat lhc tips: thcv arc tinder aAd juic\,. If 
!‘ou get .I r&y bad attack spray ;hc plants hard \vith ‘sc~ft 
St ,;I p and kerosene solution. Bees love bean Wo\vers, so it 15 
Important not to spray aith anvthing that will harm bees. 
I’\-rethrum sprilyed at Gght will iiill the aphids and not harm 
the Ix15 in the morning. 
Pea ami beau weevil (Set Ihsj. 
Eeatr mildew Spray \vitll 13ordcaus mixture. 

SUPPORTING BROAD BEANS BANISHING BLACK FLY 
JJ: y01ir broad lets pa frh i.r Jf. )jofr *yet black j$* or aphids off 
r.vp0.d lo z&d, sfrp~ort thr your hod IMNJ fhr y wilt aln~0.V 
p/au/s wifh slril~~.r rrfn brfawr~ 
sfakrs, ~hirh arp hirw i~i nf fh 

~rer faid~ dmfrr on jhr tips. !/ fb 
lxa~~.r haw ~qwiw hfj$ rtrqqh, 

rtmh of fbr rou’s. sitnp!y jhk, fh tips @ 

Hatvesting and storing 
The tips of growing liroad 1 xans, nipped off in the spring to 
thwart black fly. arc one of the first and most tasty fresh 
greens of the spring. Soon after eating thcsc, you c&n start 
pulling the very small pods and cook them as they arc. I.ater 
the pods get too tough for this so you split them open, 
remove the beans from their silky beds and cook the seeds. 
When the seeds get too tough for this let them dry on the 
plant, and harvest by pullmg out the whole plant, Then 
hang it in an airy but dry place. Shuck the seeds out when 
they are quite dry and store them for the winter. Soak them 
for at least twenty-four hours (twice that long is not too 
much) before cooking and then boil them well. Eaten either 
with butter, or with bacon, they will give you strength to 
face the winter. 
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Pole beans, as the name implies, are climbers. The\, take up 
little space and can be trained easily up walls, &nces or 
\vlres. They are both attracti1.e and nutritious. and are there- 
fore ideal for the small-scale vegetable garden. 

Soil and climate 
The pole bean is not frost-hardy and it prefers a \varm 
sunny climate, although this is ni,t essential, In ivarmish 
climates, it uill survive the u.intcr, underground, and ,qrc,n 
up again in the spring as a perennial. In very cold climates vou 
can get a crop I~!, solving in peat pots indoors and plnniing- 
out after the last frost. The pole bean needs plenty ot 
moisture at its roots, and its tlowers will not set without an 
occasional shower of rain, or spray from a host. It Lvill ,gro\\ 
in most soils but likes rich ones; it benefits from plenty of 
humus and plentv of moisture. And it does not like hcid 
soils. 6.5 pI I is ideal, so lime if necessary. 

Soil treatment 
The classic method is to take out a deep trench in the fall or 
winter and till it with manure or compost, or else spend the 
winter filling it with kitchen garbage and anything else 
organic you -can find. In the spring cover the trench with 
soil and plant on that. The compost, or whatever it was, will 
have subsidecl as it rotted and so there will be a shallow 
depression for the water to collect and sink into, and beans 
like plenty of water. If you don’t dig a trench. you must still 
dig deeply and put in plenty of compost. 



Vegetables BROAD BEANS 
POLE BEANS 

Propagation 
If you want early pole beans sow in peat pots in the green- 
house, or in a sunny \vindow, during late spring. A tempera- 
ture of about 55°F (13’11) is tine. AIost people just sow them 
out of doors after the last frost. I draw two drills a foot (30 
cm) apart and sow the seeds three inches (8 cm) deep, ten 
inches (25 cm) apart in the rows and staggered. If you use 
the deep bed method (see p, 106), you must still plant in a 
row so that all your plants receive plentv of light. Therefore 
plant no closer. 

Care while growing 
Weed them of course, water them in dry weather, and 
before they are many inches high stake them with stakes at 
least seven feet (2 m) high. They will climb as high as 12 
feet (3.5 m) if you give them long enough stakes, and per- 
sonally I like them tall. The more beans the better, and you 
can always stand on a bos to pick them. Put in stakes when 
two true leaves are well opened. There are several methods 
of training pole beans. As long as you have plenty of space 
- enough for two rows of plants - you can use bamboo or 
bean sticks (like pea sticks, only longer) to build a row of 
crossed poles, with their apeses in between the rows. Tie 
them together where they meet and strengthen by tying 
canes along the top. If you are short of space you can plant 
your beans in a circle and build a wigwam of poles around the 
circle. (This is better in my opinion than using dwarf vari- 
eties in a small space.) Another method is to plant the seeds 
aIong the bottom of a wall and train the plants up wires 
against the wall. I love to see a really high screen of beauti- 
ful pole beans, sited so as not to shade anything that must 
have sun (plenty of plants, like lettuces, grow well in shade) 
and screening some ugI!- feature in the garden. 

If the flowers are out in a dry period spray them lightlv 
with water - preferably u-ater which is not too cold. This 
helps the flowers to set. 

Pests and diseases 
With good organic soil you are unlikely to get trouble, but 
you might just have one of the four varieties below. 
Bean disease This is a fungal disease which causes black 
spots to appear on the pods of pole and bush beans; later on 
the spots develop reddish outlines. At the first sign of this 
disease spray with Bordeaux mixture, but if the disease gets 

a strong hold, root out the affected plants and burn them. 
Never save seed if you have had an attack of bean disease. 
Halo blight Caused h!r bacteria, this results in semi- 
transparent spots surrounded by a vellow halo on leaves. 
Spray with Bordeaux mixture. Do not save seed for next 
year, and if you have any doubt about ‘.IIT seed do not 
soak it before planting. 
Mosaic disease This shows itself as yellow blotches on the 
leaves. It li\res in clover, so do not plant pole or bush beans 
in -oil where old clover has been dug in. If you do get it, 
pull up the plant and burn it. 
Mexican beafz beetle This is a brown spotted beetic a little 
bigger than a ladybug. If your beans are prone to attack, 
you will tind they will attack your main crop more than 
vour early crop. So put in your main crop as early as you 
can. Pick of and kill anv beetles vou see, and rub out the 
yellow larvae on the undersides .of leaves. Dusting with 
rcitenone is effective. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick pole beans, like peas, with both hands. Hold the vine 
in one hand and pull the pod with the other. Harvest on the 
“pick and pick again” principle. Keep on picking them 
when they are young and tender, and don’t allow them to 
get old and haggard on the vine. If you keep picking they 
will keep coming - they are the most generous of ctops. 

If you can’t eat them all salt them (see p. 215). But 
remember, salt them only when they are young and tender. 
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Bush Beans 

Hush beans are nothing like so hardy as broad beans. When 
fully ripened and dried, they form a rich source of winter 
protein. 

Soil and climate 
Plans when the soil has warmed up in the summer. The! 
prefer a IiFhtish soil or a soil well-improved bv compost, 
and a pl-1 of about 6.5 

Soil treatment 
Don’t lime for them if your soil is not too acid. The more 
humus YOU can incorporate when digging the soil the better. 

Propagation 
When sowing in drills have the rows t\vo feet (6Ocm) apart 
and son- two inches (5 xn) apart in the drills deep hcd 
method four to six inches (IO-1 5 cm) apart (see p. 106). 
Modern bush beans mature so rapidly that you can plant 
repeat crops throughout the summer. 

Care while growing 
Keep the bed well weeded and the soil loose. 

Pests and diseases 
Cut worm Cut worms are rarely troublesome, but can be 
kept away by placing a three inch @cm) cardboard collar 
around the stem of the plants (see p. 124). Bend the card- 
board so that it is half an inch (1 cm) frotn the stem a!! 
round. Allow one inch (2.5 cm) below ground and two 
inches (5cm) above. Alternatively place a rmg of wood ash 
around each plant. 
Wireworm If you are troubled by wireworms try to trap 
them during the winter by burying cut pieces of potato six 
inches (15 cm) deep at intervals of about a yard. Mark them 
with sticks, carefullv dig them up each evening and destrol 
the wireworms which vou will find there. 
Mexican bean beetle ‘See Pole beans. 

Harvesting and storing 
Like all beans, bush beans are grown for two purposes: for 
the green pods with immature beans inside hnd for the 
ripened beans which can be dried. To dry beans you just let 
them ripen, hang the vines upside-down in a shed, and 
thresh them when you want them. To harvest pick the beans 
by hand. They can be stored green in salt. 
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These are beans from tropical ,\merica which hnvc been 
bred for growth in \c-armish temperate climates. They can be 
cooked and eaten Lvhen green, or dried for \vinter storage. 
There are bush and climbing varieties. 

Soil and climate 
Unless they are started off under #ass, they need three 
months ot fairly \\‘arm days and mghts. The seed needs 
warm soil to germinax, so don’t plant until two or three 
weeks after the last frost. .\nd hear in mind that the tirst 
autumn frost will cut them down. If you have this sort of 
climate, the): are worth growing because they are very heav,y 
cropping. !,lmas like lightish soil but aill gro\\’ in any so11 
except heavy clay. Untypically for beans they prefer a 
slightly acid soil ; a pl-I of 6 is about right. 

Soil treatment 
!.imas shnuld fo!lo\v a well manured crop such as potatoes 
or celery. Simple dig the soil fairly deepI\ and, if YOU can 
spare it, mulch \\:ith compost. 

Propagation 
Sow the seed about six to eight inches (15-20 cm) apart for 
bush varieties and eight inches (20cm) apart for climbers. 
The former should be in rows 24 inches (75 cm) apart; the 
latter should be in one row. For the deep bed method (see 
p. 106) allon one foot (30 cm) between bushes, sis inches 
(15cm) between climbers which should still be planted in 
one row. In colder regions plant indoors in peat or paper 
pots and plant out in warm weather. 

Care while growing 
Mulching is very valuable, and the beans must also be kept 
well watered. 

Pests and diseases 
Downy t&dew This is often a serious problem in damp 
weather. To control it destroy diseased plants after harvest 
and rotate plantings at wide intervals. 

Harvesting and storing 
For eating green, harvest on the “pick and pick again” 
principle, once the beans are swelling in the pod. Don’t pick 
them too late because, like pole beans, they get tough. If 
you want to dry them, leave the pods on the piant until the 
plants are dry. Pick the beans by hand, or thresh by Malking 
on the plants. 



Vegetables 
BUSH BEANS 
LIMA BEANS 

SOYBEANS 
PEANUTS 

You can eat soybeans green in the pods, shell them or dr! 
them. They are very high in protein. The beans can be 
crushed for their oil and the flour which is left can be added 
to the four of cereals to make a high protein bread. 

Soil and climate 
Soybeans prcl\v well (ml!; where it is \varm. They don’t mind 
slightI\- acid soils, like high organic matter, and will gro\v in 
q’ute moist conditions. 

Soil treatment 
Soil with plenty of humus in it just needs a light forking. 
Otherwise dig thoroughly and lime for a pH of 6.5. 

Propagation 
Sow them outdoors in early summer; a good rule is to sow 
when the apple trees are in -full bloom. Sow an inch (2.5 cm) 
deep and three inches (8 cm) apart in the rows - deep bed 
method (see p. 106) four inches (10 cm) apart. Where the 
beans have not been grown before, the seed should be 
inoculated with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, because it is likely 
that the right bacteria do not exist in the soil. .- 

INOCULATING SOYBEAN SEED 

Where sybearis hme mf been 
grown before, the suil ~mfl~ Not 
contain the right nifrohqet$Gq 
bacteria. Prepare seeds ly 

Care while growing 
Hand weed rigorously, and mulch with compost if you can. 

Pests and diseases 
Soybeans are very hardy but they can saber from various 
fungus diseases (see Pole beans). These c,ln be prevented by 
proper crop rotation. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick soybeans green and eat them whole, or \vait for them 
to ripen, in which case steam or boil the pods for a few 
minutes before s’helling them. Otherwise pull the plants and 
hang them up to dry. 

Peanuts 

Peanuts, or ground nuts or rnonkq nuts, arc very rich in 
:he vitamins 11, 13 and 1.1. They groo. cxtensivcly in the 
xluthern states hut can onI\ Ix ,gro\vn in the colclcr nor- 
diem states with glass prc&ticm a1 each end of their season. 
As they are quite cheap to INI! and 3s there are so man\ 
,)ther things we really ncccl our glass for they arc hardli 
uorth growing in cool climatcz. 

Soil and climate 
Peanuts need a warm grtj\ving seastni of over four months; 
tive is ideal. They like sand!. soil and, unlike most legumes, 
they like an acid soil: !?I I of 5 is about right. 

Soil treatment 
Dig deeply and incorporate plenty of compost. Never lime 
for peanuts. 

Propagation 
You can plant peanuts, shells and all, or shell them and plant 
the nuts. Plant shells eight inches (2Ocm) apart, nuts four 
inches (10 cm) apart. !:or the deep bed method (see p. 106) 
allow four inches (IO cm) and three inches (8 cm) re- 
spectively. In warm climates plant four inches (10 cm) deep, 
but in cool climates make it only one and a half inches (4 
cm). To give them the longest possible growing season in 
cool climates they should be planted at about the time of the 
last probable frost. You may need to start them off under 
glass, if you live in a very cold place. So\\ them in rows 30 
inches (75 cm) apart. 

Care while growing 
The yellow f!owers are the staminate ones; the productive 
pistillate flowers are inconspicuous, and after being fertilized 
they bury themselves in the ground and develop into pea- 
nuts. Raise the soil in a circle around the plant so that the 
fruits forming at the ends of their stems can easily bur! 
themselves. Peanuts will only ripen below ground. 

Pests and diseases 
Peanuts are hardy and rarely sutCr from !‘cs’s or diseases. 

Harvesting and storing 
In a warm climate pull the vines when the leaves go yellow 
and hang them in a dry airy place. In more temperate 
climates leave them until after the first frosts - the nuts will 
continue to ripen underground even after the leaves have 
frosted away. Before f:d:,ng them roast your peanuts in their 
shells for 20 rninuli,: rtl a 3OO’F (150°C) .oven and leave them 
to coo! - a 1. ;t:d part (11 the peanut roasting process. 
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Cruciferae r 

&lbiJ$J('s. fh.df sjVOflf.r, I-dif/Oll'PI..S, /JrOl'iO/i, h/h', 
&I$/-r~l/Jj, r/r fnh!,uci.r , tm-trips, Jfilkrll?. lt.rJS.W.c rid Itid- 

iSh.r 211 belOng t0 the ~~/~NCi/iJI.LIP, \vhiCh is One of 
the most important families, for it includes the 
genus /jrn.rsjca, the cabbage tribe. This contains :I 
great variety of plants which have been bred I)\ 
mankind to.a profusion of different forms most (if 
uzhich are ver)’ good to eat. The reason for the 
peculiar succulence of the IJtxssic~~ is that nearI!. all 
the cultivated members of it are descended from 
the sea cabbage, and this gives them certain im- 
portant characteristics. One is that they share with 
desert plants the ability to make do on very little 
fresh u’ater, and another is that they are adapted 
to store \\hat water they can get. It is this last fact 
th:lt makes them so succulent. They guard the 
\\‘ater they get under a nrasv, waterproof cuticle. 

,\n!lthcr characteristic of the brassirrr is that the! 
drc biennials: that means they store food in them- 
selves during their first year of life and then 
tiower and go to seed in their second. The stored 
food and energy of the first year’s growth is 
available to us and our animals all winter. 

COMMON CABBAGES 
You can grow cabbages all the year round in temperate 
climates and in climates with freezing winters you can easily 
store them the winter through in a shed or cellar. They are 
delicious raw and, if organically grown and cooked for a 
very short time, they are equally good served hot. They 

Seed-bed for brassica 
There arc spring cabbages, summer cabba~gcs and 
summer cauliHo\vcrs, but i.0~1 can take it tliat most 
of \.our lJrd.rsii~/ \i+ll be for ivinter USC. So VOLI a411 
tinA yourself, around early spring in t&perate 
areas, establishing a seed-bed (see p. 92). This 
might be an area - depending on the size of your 
garden <_ as big as a table top. \Y:orli it to a ver\ 
hne tilth, score parallel lines sis inches (15 cnij 
apart Lvith the corner of the hoe, lightly sprinkle 
seed along the ro\vs, then co\‘er the s&cis with 
tine compost or earth, tirming \vith the side of the 
rake. Plant a row each of cabbage, red cabbage, 
Brussels sprouts, fall cauliflower, sprouting broc- 
coli (including calabrese) and, for good measure, 
leeks. 1 know the latter are not cruciferous but 
they go in there just the same. \r’ou must keep this 
see&bed \srell Lvatered, and Lvhen the plants are 
about five inches (13 cm) high, plant them out in 
their permanent beds, or if you are trying to get 
two crops, their holding-beds. In cold climates 
vou must SOLV these seeds in seed boxes (fats) 
indoors, and plant them out later. 

t 

come uith round or conical hearts, hut this makes no differ- 
ence to the u~~p you grow them. Winter main trot> cabbages 
are very high yielding: it is not unusual to get, on a ticld 
scale, forty tons per acre (IO0 tonnes per hectare). On a 
garden scale you can reckon on getting from a pound to a 
pound and a half (SOO--7OOg) of cabbages per foot (3Ocm) of 
row. So the)- are a good c-rap to gro\\‘, cvcn if you only have 
a small Sardcn. 

Soil and climate 
Cabbages will grow almost anywhere, but is-,. hot dry areas 
they can only be grown in the fall and winter. They will 
stand winter frosts down to 20°F (-7°C): below that it is 
better tu store them. They are greedy plants and like good 
soil, with plenty of organic matter in it and plenty of 
nitrogen and lime. 

Soil treatment 
Unlike the other bt~.rsic~, cabbages like deeply dug grounr 
with plenty of humus worked into it. If they follow tht 
Ly/uiuosne (pea and bean family) they will not need lime. Ii 
they don’t they may well fare be,ler if you do add : 
generous helping of lime. 

Propagation 
If you want cabbages all the year round, you have to dividt 
them in three groups : winter, early and mid-season. 
Early cabbage Early varieties ma!; form their small hcacl: 
in under 70 days from seed and require only a square fooi 
each in which to develop. For a spring to summer harvest 
sow the seeds in greenhouse or hot-bed or cold frame about 
six to ten weeks -before the last espected killing frost. A! 
they prefer cool moist conditions plant outdoors as soon a: 
danger of hard Crest has passed. 
Midseason (surrrmer) cabbage Thcsc will probably fortr 
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he greater bulk of your cabbage plantings. They can Ix 
,lantcd in groenh~,use or hot-bed or cold frame at the same 
ime as the e lrlv crop, but they take longer to maturr. 
Ylthough they s;ai,Ll thr hot wcathcr better than the rarl! 
ypcs, they should s~!Il be given an early start so they can 
eeally get growing before the heat hit,< them. You can grow 
hem quite easily as long as your summers are not too hot 
tcld dry. Plant out u i:en they are tiny, about t\vo inches 
5 ,.m) high, in \rcry sood soil and keep them ucll-u,atered. 
‘j,lnt them in st:lLrgeretl ro\t’s 18 inches (45 cm) apart uith 
1 S: inches (45 cm hct\\,rcn ro\vs. If you USC il deep bed (SW 
3, 106) allow 15 iii&z (38 cm) between plants. 
Lute full or wirrter cabbage I.ntc cabbages are usuall! 
..rarted in earl! ,ummer and harvested in late fall. They arc 
css susceptible 10 heat than the earlier kinds and makr their 
ic-ads durim2 the fall weather. 

1’0~1 can dtruble-crop that is take txvo crops of diKerent 
,~c~etablcs t rom the same bed in quick succession. To do 
.h;s vou Inust Dlant them out tirmly in a holding-bed (see 
3.03j, a piccc of the garden s t e asibe for them, ‘with each 
+nt ,-i ,I rut sir inches (15 cm) from its neighbors. Then, 
\\,hen ground becomes a\railable as you harvest your earl! 
potarc ,I’< or peas an d beans during the summer, you can 
plant <rut LOUT cabbages and any other brussircr which are in 
the holding-bed. The< don’t seem to suffer from this double 
transplanting. 

be favored by both. 

Planting out 
Plant out cabbages and all b~u.rsirr~ firmly. Make a hole with a 
dibber, put the plant in at the same depth as it was in the 
holding-bed, and firm the soil around it with either the 
dibber, your hand or your shoe. Dipping brrrs.ricn roots in a 
bucket of thin mud with a handful of lime in it before 
planting out helps them a lot. This brings the roots into 
instant contact with the awaiting earth. 1 knew an old 
gardener who dipped his plants in a paste of half c.xrth and 
half COW dung with a handful of soot in it; he gre\v magni- 
.- 1 I 

Clubroot .is caused by microscopic spores of a fungus 
Lvhich can lie dormant il the soil for up to scvcn years. The 
disease can he eradicated if the land is rested completely 
from crucifcrous plants for seven years, and that means no 
cruciferous weeds either - so no shepherd’s purse or char- 
lock. The disease thrives in acid soil so lime helps to reduce 
it. If you can get the pt.1 up to 7 you may get rid of it. But 
many gardeners have to live with clubroot (1 have done so 
for several decades) and just grow btzrsirtr crops in spite of 
it. Non-organic gardeners dip the roots of their plants in 
calamine at the planting out stage. Calomine is a highly 
poisonous mercuric compound. The mercury is persistent in 
the spil and over the years inevitably builds up to serious 
prtiportions. Furthermore, the treatment is only occasionally 
effective. I fear that the plants are often infected invisibly at 
the seed-bed .stage in which case nothing will cure them. 

!KentCabbageS. 

Care while growing 

Preventive measures are: strict rotation so that crucifcrous - 
plants don’t recur more often than once m tour years; 
liming; burning of all affected roots; putting half a moth 

/ ball (camphor) down each hole before planting; putting a 
Cabbages must suffer no set backs. They must have plenty i half inch (1 cm) length of rhubarb stem down each hole 
of water and nitrogen and no weed competition. If VW are 
going to the extravagance of using some organic high-in- 

1 before planting; putting an equal mixture of wood ashes and 
( crushed eggshells, down each hole. I have not had complete 

Pests and diseases 
If Lou arc a good organic gardener and !ucky, ~CXI ma! 
avc;itl thcsc pests and discascs. 
Clubroot ()nc of the most troublest~mc things in the g.lr~ 
den. hut manv people live all their li\,cs anti ncx’cr xc it. 
Your garden &her has it or it hasn’t. He\vnrc,. though, if it 
hasn’t got it, bccausc it can get it: IV your buving infected 
plants; your bringing in manure .frLni a Lmtaminated 
source; YOU can even bring it in on your shots, after visiting 
a neighbor’s garden lvhich has it. Don’t put the stems of 
bo&t cahb.lges on your compost Imp unless YOU have 

inspected them first a&l made absolutelv sure the\ .I lavc not 
Sot clubroot. 

When you have got clubroot you \vill lind lumps or 
malformations on the roots of your wilting cabbages. J’ou 
can get this with all the /~r~~.criid. (it :i few of your root 
swellings open. If there is a m:i,~got inside one. \vhat \‘ou 
have probably got is cabbage gall weevil, not clubn~xK 
Rejoice. ;\t least that is prcvcntablc. 13ut you can, of course. 

nitrogen manure like blood meal, bone meal, cotton seed success with any of these, but they may help depending on 
meal, chicken or rabbit manure, then the hssica crops are i your particular circumstances. 
good ones to put it on. Use it as a top dressing when they 1 A new line of attack, which is being researched by the 
begin to grow. If the plants are checked, say by cabbage Henry Doubleday Association in Essex, England, is to douse 
root fly, help them on wirh a dressing of this kind. You may 
save them. Don’t put nitrogen on just before the winter; it I 

the land that is not being planted with hrns.rica with water in 
which hssicrr plants have been boiled. The effect of this is 

drives them on too fast, makes them sappy and susceptible j to wake the sleeping spores by fooling them into thinking 
to frost damage. Hill up the stems as the plants grow. 1 that brassica have been planted. But there are no brassica and 

DIPPING, DIBBING AND FIRMING 
Prepare cabbages for plarrtirg ly 
dippiq the roots in a hcket of 
thin n~fid m(xed with u handfrd of ,; 
lime. Remember cabbages shordd 
he platated firms. Use a dibber to 
make a hole to the same depth as 
the plant was growiq in the 
holditg-bed. Then pack the soil 
aromd the plant awd heel itI 
j%w~ff with yaw shoe. 
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l’et anotl1er qq-mxlcll, which is Lrorth trying, is to 
sprinkle affected ground \\-ith 6511~s (illkg) of quicklIme per 
100 square yards (8-l sq 111) and then Ica\.e the ground 
brv.rric.~r-free for at least ti1.e years. 
Cabbage voot J7y This attack*: cabbages and cauliHo\\crs 
but is less likely to gr, for Brussels sprouts or broccoli. If 
your plants wilt and Lou pull them out and cut into the 
roots and stems and tind maggots, rhosc are cabbage root ti\ 
maggots. When plants are badly affcctcd their lca~cs appear 
bluish, \vith ~rll~n\~ ed~grs. The tly, which looks like a house 
fly, lays its &gs cm the top of tlx ground near the plants. 
The lar~ac hatch out, dig do\vn through 1i3c soil, and then 
burrc)\~ up into the stem. ()nce there, Ilorhing u-ill shift 
them complctcl~ and thcv can kill the plant. Poisons don’t 
help Ixcnusr they kill pr&tc,rs hut on the \Vholc tend to 
nii55 the m;1,qor5. 

Small scluarcs 16 tarpaper put like collars around each 
pl.lllI Cl11 rhstruct the lllzu~,gc~ts. I<:ther slit a tivc inch 
( I 5 cm) square piece of tarred paper from one side to the 
m~ddlc :~nd slip each plant into the slit. or clsc fold the paper 
in half. snip :I “\“’ out o< the middle xnd thread the plant 
through the resulting hole. The Hies lay their eggs on the 
paper and the maggots can’t get do\vil into the rarth. ;\ 
snicar of Itcroscnc cxl the paper is a ,good idea. 

If plants do become infected, I hate to say it but a 
teaspoonful of nitrate of soda, or some other high inorganic 
nitro<gen substance works wonders. It not only helps the 
plant to start growing quIckI! and make new r&s, but it 
also seems to disperse the maggots. Banking the soil up 
around the stems of affected plants also seems to help them; 
the plants can put out new and healthier roots. Kerosene 
just sprinkled on the ground around each plant, oqce a week 
until they are large and healthy, also acts as a deterrent. 

Burn all infected roots after the plants are lifted and fork the 
soil over frequently in winter to allow the birds to help 
themselx~es to the pupae which are lying dormant in the soil. 
Cabbage gaN weevil These sometimes attack plants in the 
seed-brd, and VW will see small galls on the roots when )IOU 
come to trans&nt. If there’s only one gall, cut it open and 
kill the maggot. If there are more, burn the plant. 
Cut worm These minute worms frequently nip small plants 
OK at ground lelrel. Keep them away with a ring of wood 
ash or -by placing a cardboard coilar around each plant. A 
simple collar can be made by tearing b)th ends from an old 
seed packet. 

%$A ’ ,, gall 6evil 
larva in root 

Cabbage white caterpillar 

Cabbap root.,fly 

Cabbage ro’ 
Jly larva 



Vegetables CABBAGES 
CHINESE CABBAGES 

Cabbage white butter@ The caterpillars of these can corn- 
pletely ruin a stand of cabbages if allowed to go unchecked. 
The best way to get rid of them on a small scale is to pick 
them off. Other remedies are to soak with soapy u’ater, or 
sprinkle with a mixture of soot and lime. 
Cabbage moth Pyrethrum or derris spraying will kill these 
larvae which eat the hearts of cabbages and aThose droppings 
can cause mold. 
Leathrrjackets These are the gray-brown legless larvae of 
the crane fly. They sometimes eat the roots of /~~~~r.ri~ seed- 
lings in late spring, causing the plants to wilt and die. i\ll 
vou can do is dig the ground \rery thoroughly and frequent]! 
in early spring so that the birds can eat the lar.;ae. 

Harvesting and storing 
When you have cbt a cabbage pull the root out immediately; 
if you leave it in, it will encourage disease. If the plants are 
healthy, you can hammer the stems with a heavy mallet or 
sledge hammer, or else run the garden roller over them. The 
object is to crush Lhem, so that they can be put on the 
compost heap or buried in a trench over which you will 
plant next year’s pole beans. 

Cabbages can he stored by putting them on straw in a 
frostproof shed or cellar and covering them with more 
straw. In temperate climates just leave them growing until 
you want them: 2O*F (-PTC) won’t hurt them. 

HARVESTING CABBAGES 
CrltyoNr cabbages at the top of 
fbe stem with a sharp knife. 
Remember to PII& the stem ad 
root from fh grad. 

SAVOYS 

HAMMEBING CABBAGE STEMS 

lian;uJer the uprooted cabbage 
sfetns with 0 tnalLe#. The crtded 
stems cau be left to rot for 
compost or buried ih a tread. 

These are the hardiest cabbages, and for late winter and 
early spring use the most valuable. Treat them like winter 
cabbages, but don’t eat them until the winter is well advan- 
ced and most other vegetables have gone. They fill a gap in 
the early spring. 

RED CABBAGES 
Start seed of fast-maturing varieties indoors in late winter 
for a spring crop. Sow slower maturing varieties outdoors in 
a seed bed and plant, out in permanent positions in the 
summer. Make sure the soil is firm, otherwise the cabbages 
will not develop large and compact heads. Remember th:.t 
although you can eat red cabbages raw, if you cook them 
they need far longer than ordinary cabbages - up to two 
hours. 

There are ditYerent varieties of (Xnese cabbage the wong 
13ok produce rounded heads, the Michihli~ forms a tall 
cylindrical head and the Pac.(Ahoy are loose-leaved. 

Soil and climate 
Chinese cabbage is not so winter-hardy as cabbage, but 
nevertheless it does not do lvell in heat. It does not like acid 
soil. 

Soil treatment 
Thep like plenty of humus. A four inch jtOcm) covering of 
compost on the soil forked in before planting is ideal. 

Propagation 
So\\, the seed b/ .rita in late summer or even later if you have 
no winter frost. Iiither brcyadcast and single out later or sow 
thinly in rows. 

Care while growing 
Chinese cabbages need plenty of water. Mulching when the 
plants have grown to six inches (15 cm) helps to conserve 
moisture. Tying with rafia at top and bottom also helps to 
conserve water. Thin to about nine inches (25 cm) apart. If 
the plants grow big and crowded, uproot half and eat them. 
They suffer very little from pests or diseases; what they do 
have will be something that afflicts cabbages (see Cabbages). 

TYING A CHINESE CABBAGE 
Yea NJIIS~ neuer allow a Chinese 
cabbqe to 80 wifho~!t wter. 
W’ben it has grown to abold six 
ides ( 15 cjl/), a good III fiJchii<< 
wit/ help fo comerm h-Joist fm. 
ht CIS sooti as the hirt bqilins to 
.form, it is 17t7 esceflent de‘7 to iic 
#be hai~es toC~rthr top ~7tid bolfow 
with strips of mfia. This will 
keep the phmt s$‘icient(l’ moist 
atid of tbr s17im tin/e blancll Ilk 
intier featles. Lofcr 077 t&i7 tlJe 
plants to o bold the itdes 
(25 ctii) apart: ifh!q stillgrow 
crowded, Ilproot half ad eat them. 

Harvesting 
Uproot them and eat them, either in salads or as cooked 
greens, as soon as they have a good heart. This can he as 
soon as ten weeks after planting. 
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Brussels Sb,routs 

3on’t be put off Brussels sprouts by the store-boughi ones. 
They have usually been picked at top-size and have a strong 
lavor. Home grown sprouts, picked small, are quite different. 

Soil and climate 
sprouts grown in regions which have no frost are tasteless, 
3ut where there is frost they make a noble standby for late 
winter and spring. Sprouts grow well in any good soi!. 

Soil treatment 
Deep cultivation and plenty of manure or compost are the 
rule. They need lime if the soil is acid. The traditional way 
to grow them is in very firm soil. Deep bed gardeners can 
transplant them into soft deep beds (see p. 106) by, planting 
them deeper than usual and pressing down the so11 around 
them with one hand before and during planting. 

Propagation 
Traditionally seeds are sown in an outdoor seed-bed in early 
spring. But you can get better results by sowing indoors in 

seed boxes (flats) from midaintrr onward. Prick them out 
into frames if vou sowed them carty, then when thev are 
about tive inches (13 cm) tall plant them in a holding-bed 
(see p: 93) and then again into their permanent quarters 
where they should be three feet (9Ocm) apart in ro\vs three 
feet (00 cm) apart. I.ike other /~rzssirn thev seem to benefit 
from transplanting. Deep bed gardeners should allow 20 
inches (50 cm) between plants. 

Care while growing 
Brussels sprouts gain a lot from being earthed up while ther 
are growing, and mulching is also good for them. I.ike all 
other hassim they don’t like weed competition. Brussels 
sprouts grow very tall, so in very windy positions in ex- 
posed gardens, it mav be necessary to stake them, but in 
most places a good earthing up will provide sufficient sup- 

port. It is important to strip the louver leaves ofI’ when they 
begin to turn yellow. 

Pests and diseases 
Brussels sprouts are prone to all the diseases that afflict 
cabbages (see Cabbages). 

Harvesting and storing 
Seed sown in midwinter, indoors, wilt give sprouts as early 
as September, but these will not have the flavor of the later 
ones which have the benefit of a touch of frost. Like all 
vegetables, other than roots, they can be picked just as soon 
as they are ready. Pick the bottom ones first, then pick 
upward along the stems as more ripen, and finally eat the 
tops of the piants. If you have chickens, hang the denuded 
plants upside down in the chicken run. You can go on 
eating fresh sprouts in temperate climates right into the 
spring. If you grow sprouts, your garden in late winter may 
well be just a bare and untidy mud patch, with a sprinkling 
of snow on it and a few dozen tattered Brussels sprouts, 
naked as to their lower parts, bravely leaning against the 
freezing wind, sleet or hail. 

In regions of intense cold or deep snow you can harvest 
the sprouts by pulling the plants out of the ground before 
the worst weather comes, and store them by heeling them 
into the earth or sand in a cellar or store room. If it is cold 
enough they wilt keep for months like this. 

ROLLING THE BED EARTHING UP STAKE SUPPORTS 
Sprotds need firm soil or thy’,!/ 
grow loose-leaved. Prepare the bed 

Deep mltivatiorr is essentialfor Sprouts can grow ver_)l tall, so if’s 

for planting 4)) stamping on it or 
sprof&. A f regrrlar intervals 
earth i/p aromd the base of each 

a good idea to stake the stem of 

rolling with a heaql gardea roller. plant with a hoe. 
each plaat - especial4 if if is 
growing in a win3 position. 

PICKING SPROUTS 

When the sproirts have grow)1 to 
the right siTe, pick firsf from the 
botfom of the stem, then work 
Itpwurd to the top of the plaat. 
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CAULIFLOWERS 

EARLY AND MAIN CROP CAULIFLOWERS 
To develop cauliflowers, and also broccoli, man has taken 
the basic biennial cabbage plant, which naturally flowers in 
its second year of growth, and bred it to flower in its first. 
Cauliflowers have heads made up of tightly bunched white 
or purple flowers; the purple ones, sometimes called purple 
hearting broccoli, turn green when cooked. When you grow 
cauliflowers remember that you are asking biennial plants to 
get through the whole of their life-cycle - growth, storage 
of nourishment, and flowering - all in one shnrt season. 

Soil and climate 
Cauliflowers do best in temperate climates. They prefer 
heavy, moist soil with plenty of humus. They simply won’t 
grow on poor soil, or in bad conditions. 

Soil treatment 
They need very firm soil, so don’t pull out the pea or bean 
plants which may precede the cauliflowers in the bed, 
because this will loosen the soil. Hoe them off instead, 
leaving the roots in the ground. Then roll or tramp. Like all 
brassim, cauliflowers don’t like acid, so you must lime as 
necessary. Fork on a good dressing of fish manure (seep. 90) 
two weeks before plcnting. They also need some potash. 

PLANTING OUT CAULIFLOWERS 

Yorq caztL$Yower plants can be 
removedfrom the seed box as soon 
as thy have grower three trne 
leaves in adnlfion to tbe or@al 
two seed Loves. Bllf check fbat 
the plan f isn’t ” bhl’ ’ - meatziq 
tbat it bas failed to develop a bad 
it] the center. If it is bhd, then it 
won’t be of any use to yen - 

Propagation 
You can get very early caulitlo\r,crs by so\ving seed in mid- 
\vil,ter indoors and planting out as sc,on as thr ground has 
warmed up after the winter - probably in the middle of 
spring. With luck VOLI \vill bc eatin<g them 1~~ midsummer. 

For your main crop son seed in your brassica seed-bed 
(step. 122) after the last frost. Soa a quick-maturing variet! 
so that you can begin to harvest in late summer, alongside a 
slower variety which can be harvested in the fall and earl\ 
ninter. Plant out as soon as the plants have three true leaves 
as well as the two original seed leaves. If you are doublc- 
cropping, plant out in your holding-bed (seep. 0.3) and move 
them to their final p&ition after peas or beans in inid- 
summer. F&amine the plants when you take them out of the 
seed-bed. If they are “blind’: meaning they have no tiny bud 
in the middle, throw them away. Thev \von’t make curds as 
the flowers are called. For the tinal planting out alIo\v t\\.c) 
feet (6Ocm) between rows \vith 20 inches (3)ctn) bct\veen 
plants. ,\llow 15 inches (4Ocrn) bet\veen plants if YOU LIR~ 

the deep bed method (seep 106). 

Care while growing 
Do plenty of hoeing. Top-d ress the growing plants with 
high nitrogen if you have it, but if your ground is reall! 
organic, with plentv of humus in it, a mulch of compost will 
do very well. Don’t let your cauliflowers dry out because 
they must keep moving. 

BLANCHING THE CURDS 

.Snth$h sfrikiq cauIij4owet 
rwds catI came nof OH!] 
discoloration, knf somefimes ewtf 
a bad fasfe, so.yorr tieed to prolecf 
then/ front the SINI. Corler them $1 
bending or break& some oj the 
onfer leaves of the pian f , and 
(yiq fbese in posifiott otjer the 
plant wifb strhg. 

If you don’t want the trouble of blanching your cauli- 
flowers, try growing purple ones. They last longer in 
the ground than the white headed variety and need no 
blanching. The heads are deep purple on top and turn green 
when cooked; the flavor is like a mild broccoli. 

Pests and diseases 
Cauliflowers share their pests and diseases with cabbages. 

Harvesting 
Harvest your cauliflowers as soon as they develop solid 
curds. The first should appear in late summer. If you wait 
the curds will loosen and deteriorate. Cut well below the 
head if you want to eat the cauliflower immediately. If you 
pull them up by the roots you can store them in a cold 
cellar for up to a month. 

WINTER CAULIFLOWERS 
Winter cauliflower is also known as self-protecting broccoli, 
but it looks and behaves like cauliflower, except that iL is 
hardy in mild climates and comes to-harvest from midwinter. 
Sow in late spring and treat like main crop cauliflower. 
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‘l‘hc Iw)ccc)ti most cc~i~nic~nl~ grc,\vn in rhc U.S. forms a 
~rrccri hcati, and is tino\vn x3 ~~ati~hresc in other counttics. It h 
is \ cr\ c‘as\ to ,crc,\\. and has m<lrc 1-l;t\,or than otllcr \,ari- 

‘I LotIcs, nut the pl:1nts ;lre tcss hard!. The purple :lnd \vhite 
sprouting wrictics arc \\.illtcr--hard! and call lx tl:lrvestcct 
ti-om tatc \vinter rm. 

Soil and climate 
Good soil is not csscnrial and they u.ilt ,qro\\’ in any hur rhc 
\.crv cc~tdcst ctimatcs. 

Soil treatment 
Give them very firm ground; even grassland from which 
you hai-e iust skipped the turf a iii do. Sprinkie a-ith timr if 
your soil is at all acid. 

Propagation 
l:or an early crop son- broccoli indoors in ear! spring and 
plant it out aitcr iasr frost. For a slightly later crop so\v seed 
outdoors iust before last frost. White and purple varieries are 
so\vn in the hrassica seed bed in spring and planted out when 
there is room for them. Allow 18 inches (45 cm) between 
plants and 30 inches (‘5 cm) hrt\veen rows. I’or the deep 
bed method (see p. 100) allon 18 inches (45 cm) all uays. 

Care while growing 
Aluich het\vern the ro\vs in summer. .\lulch \vith straa. in 
\x,inter and stake the plants if they grow tall. 

Pests and diseases 
Broccoli gets clubroot mildly. It does not suffer badly from pests. 

Harvesting 
Pick, and pick again, from the tick flo\\xxing shoots as 
these become available. I<ecp picking right through summer. 
White and purple varieties can he picked through fall and 
even winter. 

I<atc is very uinter-hardy and is often the last of the \\Sinter 
/~~~.r.ri~~/ tcft. standing. It lvitt u.ithstand remperarures hcl~~\\~ 
freezing and may he used nearly at! \vinter as far north as 
Philadelphia. There are many varieties, both crinkly and 
smooth leaved, including collards. Kate is a non-hcarting 
cabbage plant. ;\I1 ~OLI get is the green leaves and ttlcsc ilK 

much hetter nftcr a ‘frost. ,\tthough they don’t have the same 
dclicacv of Ilavor as other hrasslca, thtv are very nutritious 
and rich in vitamins, (:ooked kale, prc,vided it is ;,nly lightl! 
cooked, has t\vicc as much vitamin C as the equivalent 
\veight of orange juice. 

Soil and Climate 
Grow it wherever there are frosts. i\ny soil Lvitl do, but it 
crops best on rich soil. 

Soil treatment 
Kale likes fertile soil lvhich need not he especially tirm. 

Propagation 
Grow kale for eating in your /Jrr/.i.riCr/ seed-M (see p. 122) 
and plant it out, when you have room, 20 inches (SO cm) 
apart in ro\vs .30 in&s (75 cmj apart. If VOLI use the deep 
bed merhod (see p. 106) alto\\, 15 inches -(&I cm) txt\veen 
plants in all directions. 

Pests and diseases 
Kate has a strong built-in resistance to cluhroc)r. 1’0~1 can 
protect it from cabbage root f! and cabbage white butterfl! 
by spraying with nicotine in the autumn. liatc is very tough 
but all the same it can suffer from any of the cabbage pests 
and diseases (see Cabbages). 

Harvesting 
lIarvest from midwinter onward. Pick leaves and side 
shoots, but always ieave come on the plant. Your crop ail 
last you till late spring if you are very 1uck.y: l’oung leave: 
can be eaten in salads ; other ones are good holhng greens. 
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KALE 

RUTABAGAS & TURNIPS 

Rutabagas and turnips are both lmssiccl in which the first 
year’s nourishment is stored in the root instead of, like the 
other lmssim, in the stem or the leaves. Rutabagas are 
orange whereas turnips are white, and rutabagas have their 
leaves coming out of a neck on top of the root whereas 
turnip leaves grow directly from the root. Turnips will not 
stand severe frost, but rutabagas are a lot more hardy. 

Turnips will come to harvest between 60 and 80 days after 
sowing. Rutabagas take about a month longer. Both can be 
sown late in the summer. ‘They therefore make a good 
“catch crop”- a crop put in late after you have cleared the 
ground of something else. This is another way of getting 
two crops from the same plot in one year. When you are 
choosing what varietv of turnip to plant, don’t overlook tht 
fact that some varieties can do double duty by producing 
both edible leaves and roots. In some varieties the foliage 
can be used for greens a month after seeding. 

Soil and climate 
They do best in a cool and damp climate. In hot neathei 
they become hard and fibrous and are likely to go to seed. I1 
you live in a hot climate yo,u must sow either very early ir 
the spring so that they can be harvested when very young 
and tender, before the hot weather of the summer, or late ir 
the fall when they will grow happily into the winter ant 
come to full maturity. ,1 light fertile loam is ideal, but they 
will grow in most soils. Th ey like a neutral or slightly 
alkaline soil like all b~ussicu, so lime if your soil is acid. 

Soil treatment 
Cultivate deeply. Like all root crops, turnips and rutabaga! 
like a very fine tilth. If you get a lot of rain in your area 
grow your turnips and rutabagas on ridges. You car 
encourage their capacity for fast growing by manuring : 
year in advance. 

Propagation 
In cool temperate climates turnips for picking and eating 
young should be sown in late spring and then, if you are : 
turnip lover, twice more at monthly intervals. Sow mair 
crop turnips for storing in late summer. Even early fall i! 
not too late to get a good crop of “turnip tops’: which arc 
even tastier than spinach and contain lots of iron. Sow 

rutabagas in early summer. The same so\ving \vill provide 
voung sweet rutabagas for eating in late summer and main 
crop for storage. So\v both turnips and rutah;i<gas thinly in 
shallow drills where thev are to gro\v. :1n c,unce (78gj of 
turnip or rutabaga seed will soxv 750 feet (‘5 m) of ro\v. 

Care while growing 
When the plants are still tiny thin them out with the hoc so 
as to leave one plant about every nine inches (2312-11) - deep 
bed method, one plant every sis inches (15 cm). Ixavc a 
shorter distance for successional summer scnvings \vhich are 
to be catcn verv voung, and a greater distance ior the winter 
main crop which is intended for storing. 

Pests and diseases 
Turnips and rutabagas are subject to most of the pests and 
diseases which afllict cabbages and the same remedies can be 
taken (see Cabbages). 
Flea beetle When they are very young turnips and 
rutabagas mav get Hea beetle (seep. 124). This shows as tin! 
holes on the ‘leaves. A good shower of rain should cure it, 
or a good hosing with water if there is no rain. If this 
doesn’t work, either derris or pyrethrum dust will kill them. 
Bovotr de$ciency Turnips and rutabagas are usually the tirst 
lregetables to suffer from boron deficiency. The core of your 
turnip or rutabaga will develop gravish-brown areas which 
will eventuallr rot and stink. A minimal amount of boron 
dissolved in water and added to the soil is sufficient to 
correct this deficiency. 

BORON DEFICIENCY 

sometims Decomiq cowplete!l’ 
t!~otlos~ in fhe ceufrr. A II omce 
(28s) of boron is s~rfirient to 
resfore n qmrfer qI;R77 acre 
( 1000 sq 771) of hi. Dissohr it 

Nil// - 
itI enorgb wafer fo colter this nrm. 

Harvesting and storing 
The early successionally-sown crop should be pulled during 
the summer when they are not more than three inches (8cm) 
in diameter and are then at their sweetest. Main crop turnips 
should be harvested before the first very hard frosts and put 
in either a root store or a clamp (seep. 136). Rutabagas in all 
but the severest climates can be left out in the ground until 
they are wanted. So, eat your turnips before your rutabagas. 
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‘i’hih strange looking plant is merely a cabbage in which at! 
the nutrients arc stored in a swotlcn stem instead of in tight- 
packet! Icavcs. 

Soil and climate 
I<ohtrabi !ikcs the sanx conditions as other //T0.r.r?0 but is 
even mcjre dependent on moist soil; drought makes them 
hard and LVOOC!V. 

Propagatiun 
lr is better nor IO rrans!Aant kohlrabi. but to SOLV the seed 
out where the !&nts lvill grow. Soa. thinlv in two or three 
succcssionat sowings bct\vccn late spring 4 midsummer. 

Care while growing 
Thin the plants you want to eat in the summer to sis inches 
(15 cm) apart - deep bed method four inches (10 cm). Those 
you want to store through the winter thin to ten inches (25 cm). 

Pests and diseases 
Kohlrabi can suffer from everything that afflicts cat~t~agt:s. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick the plants very young and tender - about two and a 
half inches (6cm) across - and eat them raw or cooked. 
Store them, as shown below. 

STORING KOHLRABI 
Puck koblrcrbi in IIN JI~I~CGJ~P~ 

;UMMER RADISHES 
iatlishcs grow in three to four \veeks, are rich in iron and 
;ilamin (1 and are csceltent for attdin,jj bite and crispness lo 
intads. Tiq are good for growing In o&l vacant corners, 
md thev do well in window boxes as well. Winter radishes 
ire larger ant! can 1,~ black, uhitc, ret!, or red and \\hitc. 

soil and climate 
Radishes like ~oocl rich dam!> soil ant! a cool moist climate. 
<ince they gro\v fast and are caten c!uicklv ir tlocs not matter 
f they arc grc,\\rn in beds not reserved for C.‘rwi/i~rrr~ for the! 
$on’t have time to dc\~cto!~ diseases. In hot rc$ons they can 
x grc,\vn ontv as a \vinter crop. In tcni!xratc climates the! 
:an be gro\\‘n in s!7ring, summer, and fall. 

soil treatment 
I&c most Crmi/&r they don’t like acid soil. so you sholrld 
ime if it seems &xessary. 

Propagation 
just sprinkle the large black seeds thinly in shallow drills 
znd cover them, or else broadcast and rake in. Sow very few 
It a time, but sow often even every two weeks so \‘oll 
have fresh tender radishes whenever you want them. ?he 
xeds wilt keep for five years, so don’t throw them away. If 
you want early radishes,, you can sprinkle them among other 
crops that you are forcing in a hot-bed, or in a deep bed 
covered with transparent plastic or glass. In the deep bed 
Isee !I 106) sow one inch (2.5 cm) apart in each direction. 

Pests and diseases 
Flea beetle (see Rutabagas and ‘Turnips). 
Root maggot Keep these away by scattering small pieces 01 
tarpaper among your seedlings. 

Harvesting 
Just pull, wash and eat. If you halIe too many, pull them WI 
anyway. Don’t let them grow up hard and woody, or go tc. 
seed. If you can’t eat them, feed them to the rab!>its. 

WINTER RADISHES 
White radishes should be sown between late spring and mid 
summer; others toward the end of the summer. They will al 
be reac!y for harvest at the end of the autumn. \Y’hltc one: 
must be clu,q ant! stored in peat. The others can be left ir 
the grounr! until required during the winter. 
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KOHLRABI 
RADISHES 
SEAKALE 
CRESSES 

Seakale is a perennial whose ,young shoots should preferabt! 
be harvested in spring, but if you so wish it can be forced 
for eating fresh in winter. 

Soil and climate 
Scakaie likes a rich deep well-manured loamy soil and a coo! 
damp climate. Don’t try to grow it anywhere hot and arid. 

Soil treatment 
Dig deeply - at least t\vo spade lengths and incorporate 
plenty of rich manure. 

Propagation 
Scakale can be started from root cuttings, called thongs. or 
from seed. The tormer method is preferable, because plants 
started from root cuttings begin to yield the second year, a 
year earlier than seedlings. However it is said that a new 
race should be raised from seed from time to time. Get your 
thongs from a seed dealer or a fel!ow gardener. They are 
just bits of root about four inches (1Ocm) long. Plant them 
six inches (15 cm) deep and 30 inches (75 cm) from each 
other in late winter - deep bed 15 inches (38cm) apart. If 
you plant from seed, sow in shallow drills in early spring. 

Care while growing 
If you sow seed, thin to four inches (10cm) apart and 
transplant .to 30 inches (75 cm) apart the following spring. 

Keep well weeded. You cannot eat green seakale because 
it is bitter. Therefore the plants must be blanched - that is 
deprived of light completely so that they go quite white. 
You blanch them by covering them with buckets, boxes, ox 
upturned flowerpots with the drainage holes blocked up. Ii 
you want fresh seakale during the winter you can force its 
growth. Either spread hot manure over the blanching covers 
so a.s to provide heat, or take the roots from their outdoor 
bed in the fall and plant them in loam in a hot-bed, ot 
warmed frame, or even in a warmed cellar. Keep your 
seakale warm - the soil shuuld be 55 to 60°F (13.16°C) - 
and dark, and you will get a good winter crop. 

Pests and diseases 
Small seedlings are occasionaliy attacked by flea beetle (see 
Turnips); otherwise they are not prone to attack. 

Harvesting 
Cut shoots when they are about a foot (30cm) high in 
spring, unless you have forced the plants for a winter har- 
vest. Like all perennials that are harvested for food, seakale 
must be treated with respect. After you have taken what you 
need let it grow up into the sunshine, green and strong, and 
build itself up for next year. 

WATER CRESS 
If your garden has ZI corner \vhich is persistently damp, 
{rater cress is the idea! crop. It has the ttistincti\,c hot favor 
)f the CmcifPtw. 

Soil and climate 
It does best in cool climates, but will grow perfectly well in 
a warm one especially if it is standing in cold flowing water. 

Propagation 
It is possible to create a bed, next to a flowing- stream. Flood 
the bed by admitting water from the stream atter sowing the 
water cress. You can grow it from seed, either planting the 
seed in the wet mud just above the water or sowing it 
indoors, in potting compost, in earthenware pots which 
should be kept in a tray into which water flows constantly. 
You can bring it to maturity like this or else plant it out in a 
stream or damp bed. Another method is to buy really fresh 
commercial water cress from the farmer’s market, put it in a 
plastic bag with some water, take it home and plant it. 

Care while growing 
Pinch out the top shoots to make the plants bushy. If a 
plant flowers, cut it right back. 

Pests and diseases 
Never grow water cress in water to which sheep or cattle 
have access. If you do, you might just get liver fluke. 

Harvesting 
Pick out side shoots. The more you pick, the more grow. 

GARDEN CRESS 
Like mustard (see p. !99), cress is eaten in the seedling 
stage, although if you are growing them together remember 
that cress takes a few days longer than mustard to ger- 
minate. Grow it on damp sacking or a damp peat bed. Sow 
it thickly throughout spring and summer. 

UPLAND CRESS 
Also known as American cress, this is a relatively hardy 
salad plant, which should be pulled after about seven weeks 
of growth. Sow successionally through the summer for 
several months’ salad supply. Sow half an inch (1.5 cm) apart 
and later thin to about six inches (15 cm) between plants. 
Find a fairly shady site which will not dry out, and protect 
the crop under glass as the weather becomes colder. 
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Sohuceue 

Potatoes, fot~n.to~s, peppers and egqplauts are all mem- 
bers of the Sokanaceae. There is something a little 
exotic about this family, for it includes such dark 
and midnight subjects as deadly nightshade and 
tobacco, as well as such luscious tropical annuals 
as green peppers and chilis. 

But there is nothing exotic about the potato. 
Even that great English farmer and writer of the 
early nineteenth century, William Cobbett, termed 
it “the lazy root”, for he thought it would sup- 
plant wheat, the cultivation of which he con- 
sidered to be the nursery of English virtues. 

The other important member of the family is 
the tomato. Early European explorers in America 
found the plant growing wild and it was regarded 
as highly poisonous by the Indians. It is so closely 
related to the potato that a hybrid has been crea- 
ted which has inferior potatoes on its roots and 
inferior tomatoes on its stems. 

Alost of the edible Solanaceae come from tropical 
south and central America and they require very 
rich, damp and fertile soil, as similar to the rich 
leaf-mold of the tropical jungle as possible. Fur- 
thermore, none of the food-bearing Solannceae are 
frost-hardy, which means, if you live in a cool 

The potato is one of the few plants on which a person could 
live if he could get nothing else; and, unlike the others, it 
requires very simpie preparation: no threshing, winnowing, 
grinding, or any of the jobs that make grain consumption a 
difficult technical operation. 

Self-sufficiency from the garden in temperate climates is 
unthinkable without the spud, and I would recommend 
anybody, except those with the tiniest of plots, to devote at 
least a quarter of his land to it, and preferably as much as a 
third. Being a member of the family, Solanaceae, it provides 
the soil with a rest from those families which are more 
commonly represented in our gardens. Without the potato 
break we would find ourselves growing brassica, for example, 
far too frequently on the same ground. 

climate, you must either start them off indoors, or 
not plant them until all danger of frost is past, 

The J’olanaceae have several pests and diseases in 
common and it is therefore advisable to grow 
them all in the same bed, or in the same part of 
the rotation. In this way your land is given a rest 
from solanaceous plants for the full cycle of four 
years, and there is no chance for disease to build 
up or for pests to accumulate. Certain eel worms, 
for example, can multiply to frightening propor- 
tions if tomatoes ark! potatoes are grown too often 
on the same land. Never touch any solanaceous 
plants when your fingers have been in contact 
with tobacco, because tobacco is a member of the 
Sohaceae and frequently contains virus disease. 

One of the great values of most plants of this 
family is that they are rich in vitamin C. Potatoes 
are the richest source of this for most inhabitants 
of temperate regions, and chilis are the richest 
source in many parts of the tropics. The reason 
why Asians eat hot curry is not to cool them 
down, but to provide themselves with vitamin C. 

All in all life would be much poorer were it not 
for this tribe of strange, soft-stemmed, potash- 
hungry, tropical-looking plants. 

Soil and climate 
Never lime for potatoes. They thrive in an acid soil: any- 
thing over a pH of 4.6. Scab, which makes them unsightly 
but doesn’t really do them much harm, thrives in alkaline 
conditions but is killed by acidity. Potash is essential for 
good potatoes (but if you put on plenty of manure or 
compost y,ou will have enough of that) and so is phosphate. 
Nitrogen is not so important, although a nitrogen shortage 
(unlikely in a good organic garden) will lower your yield. 

Unfortunately the potato did not originally evolve for the 
climates of the northern hemisphere. It evolved in the 
Andes, and the wild potato is a mountain plant, although 
tropical. Its provenance makes it very frost tender; the least 
touch of frost will damage its foliage and halt its growth. 

Soil treatment 

It is well worth digging the soil deeply the previous fall, and 
incorporating a heavy raticn of manure or compost while 
you’re at it; Scu’t (400 kg) pe: lO(!sq;<ds (84sqm) is about 
right. Another excellent thing to do 1s to broadcast some 
green manure crop, such as &e, the previous autumn after 
your root break. If you do &is you should leave the crop 
undisturbed until a month or two before you want to plant 
your potatoes - unless, that is, your green manure is clover 
in which case you should dig it in in the autumn. In any 
case dig the green manure crop well into the ground and at 
the same time dig in compost or manure. Or, and this works 
perfectly well, you can, if you have been short of time in the 
winter or if the weather has not enabled you to dig, actually 
dig the green manure crop in at the time of planting the 
potatoes, Throwing any available compost or muck into the 
bottom of the furrow, plant the potatoes on top of this and 
fill in with the green manure. 
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SOWING EARLY POTATOES COVERING EARLY POTATOES 
Make a trench fjr,e inches ( I3 ctu) Three fo.forir ihches (8 to /Oc~a) 
deep with a hoe, pfif ii1 tuannre ?f soil is euolgh c~ol~eri$y~ fat 
or conipost z~Lyofi the if and pfd newly-plnnfed ear!11 seed potnfoes. 
the seed pofafoes in, rose-end np, 1 &‘/I be hithy illem $I htet 
about a fo6 f (30 cw) apart. on aqwwy. _ . 

Propagation 
I know of nobody who grows potatoes from actual seed,, 
although potatoes set seed in little green fruit that look just 
like small tomatoes. It is better to use sets which are, in fact, 
just potatoes, although they are called “seed’: If you plant a 
potato it will grow into a potato plant which produces 
between six and a dozen more potatoes. (The actual pot- 
atoes, by the way, are not roots - they are swollen under- 
ground s/et//s.) 

Potatoes grown in temperate areas toward sea level are heir 
to certain diseases which are the price they pay for growing 
in the wrong place. Among these are certain virus diseases 
which are transmitted by aphids. If you plant potato “seed” 
you will probably get a good crop of potatoes. But if you 
plant them where aphids abound, and you plant the new 
generation of sets from them the next year, the crop is likely 
to be slightly less. If you go on for a third year, and a 
fourth ‘year, the crop will diminish even further. This is 
because there is a build-up, with every generation, of the 
virus diseases introduced by aphids. The remedy is to get 
your “seed” from people who grow potatoes in places where 
there are no aphids. In practice “seed” potatoes must be 
grown above a certain altitude, or else on some wind-swept 
sea island where aphids wouldn’t have a chance. The speci- 
alist seed growers carefully “rogue” the potato plants as 
they grow (that is pull out any weak or diseased potatoes) 
and protect them from infection. The tubers that they lift 
for sale to their customers are therefore disease-free seed. 

,111 this dots not mc’:ln that you cannot keep and plant 
your on'n tuhcrs. \Lost pcc,plc do, ;mcl you can cvcn 11~1 
“oncsY!qx)\\.n” or “t\\.icc-,~I-o\~n” seed from YOLI~ neighbors. 
.\nd 1f !-ou hn\c land at OVCI 800 t&t ‘(240 m) in the 
northeastern I‘$ or on 2 se:i-girl isl:lnd, vou can probabl\ 
gro\x “seed” for ever, both for yourseli .and to trade fo; 
other goods \vith your ncighhors. Seed potatoes should, 
ideally, he abr)ut I i ounces (42s) in \veight. \r’ou can cut 
larger tubers in hali, provided you leave sonic “eyes” (smxll 
:.hoots) on CR& half but 1 don’t like doing this as it can Ict 
in disease. Ideallv scccl should he “chitted” before being 
planted. That is, it should bc sprcatl out, one spud thick, in 
a CCICII place, and in diffused light. Don’t allo\v frost to get 
to it (frost \vill immcdiatcly rot potatocsj and keep it out of 
hot sunlight. If the place 1s too hot and dark, long ,qangl! 
sl1oots \Vlll grc,\v off the potatoes anti tend to break of 
before you plant them. (If yc,u MII plant them \vithout 
breaking these shoots off though, the potatoes \\ill gro\\ 
very well.) 

So the best thing to do \vith xc,ur seed potatoes is to Ia! 
them in chitting boxes in mid\vintcr. These \\A11 stack one on 
top of the other and admit light and air to the potatcxs, and 
can be carried conveniently out to the garden for planting. 
New potatoes New potatoes gro\\’ very quickly and can be 
eaten straight from the ground. They are not for storing. 
Plant them as early as you can, but remember that frost \vill 
kill them once they appear above the ground, unless they are 
protected with clothes or a thick covering of straw or 
compost. If they get frosted you may bc able to save them 
by hosing the frost off with warm \vater. 
Main crop Your store of “main crop” potarcxs \vill go a 
long way toward keeping you alive during the \\-inter. Plant 
them in late spring. 

Chitting is almost essential for ne\v potatoes, but if you 
don’t get round to chitting for your main crop, never mincl, 
plant them just the same. 1’0~1 \vill still get a crop it will 
be later, that’s all. And never plant any diseased tuber, or 
one that looks defective in anv way. You will simply be 
spreading disease among your o&n crops, as ~~11 as those of 
your neighbors. 

Don’t put new potatoes in too deep: if they have four 
inches (10 cm) of soil over them when you have tinished, 
that is enough. If the land has been dug before, that is, if 
you are not digging it for the first time since the previous 
fall, jllst make a furrow with the corner of a hoe, about five 
inches (I3 cm) deep, put the potatoes in, and cover wirh about 
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four inches (locm) of soil. \r’ou will hill them up aell Inter, 
and do nclt avant the crop to grow inconvenientlv deep in 
the ground. If you have light, loamy or sandy -land you 
n~~ld do a,ell to get a potato planter, which is also the ideal 
thirtg for the deep bed method (seep. 106). 

l.or new potatoes have the drills about two feet (6Ocm) 
apart, hut have them 30 inches (75cm) for main crop. Put 
txrlies in a foot (30 cm) apart in the rows: main crop about 
15 inches (38 cnl). Remember main crop have much longer 
to gro\v and produce much bigger and heavier crops. 

Non there are other methods of planting potatoes. One 
escellent one is tcj plant the potatoes on compost, cover 
them with more coinpost and then a thick mulch of straw or 
spoiled hay. Or you can use leaves or leaf-mold in this \va! 
with good results. If you grow new potatoes with this 
method you can gently remove some of the mulch, take a 
few potatoes, and let the plant go on growing to produce 
some more. All these mulch-cover methods do great good in 
that they enrich the soil for other crops after .the potatoes 
are finished. As you rotate your potato crop around your 
garden the whole holding becomes enriched. 

A very etfective method, which has the advantage that it 
can be done in a small space - even on a patio - is to grow 
potatof:‘< in a barrel. Fill the bottom of a barrel with a thin 
layer of’ earth and plallt a single “seed” potato in it. Keep 
adding more soil as the plant grows upward and you will 
find that more and more tubers will form in the new soil. 

PLANTING ON COMPOST HARVESTING FROM COMPOST 
Pat a goad layer of con~posf iti the 

ftirrow, and plant the pofatoer 00 
Lift some of the mdcb, pd a 

fw potatoes ad replace the 
top. Cover theni wit/3 conlpost , 
then mdch iuitb straw. 

ndcb. The plant ~villgo on to 
prohe the mait crop. 

Finally the green plant \vill be sprouting out of the top of 
the barrel. \K’ait for the plant to tlo\ver and then simply 
empty the barrel out. 1’ou \x,ill tind a huge number c;f 
potatoes in it. 

1’0~1 can \\.ork the same principle to cvcn better effect bl 
laying an old car, truck or tractor tire on its side, tilling it 
with earth and planting one or more potato sets in it. W’hrn 
the plants have grown, hut before they flo\ver, add another 
tire and till it with earth. .-illo\v the plants to ccmtinuc 
growing. I<ecp adding tires until the plants reach about four 
feet (1.2m). Then harvest hy dismantling the whole struc- 
turc. This is better than the barrel method because the plants 

GROWING POTATOES IN TRASH C 

Growit~q potatoes itr tra.d cam is 
partittihr!~ ti.wfiil is. ~1011r space is 
titt~iled etw a pdio will do. 
7hke fin old can, atidjit~ 
dl~otil a si.~tb o/i/ with rrtr./t!t. 
P/auf otte or nhre potdto sets. 
When the p/ants the Lkyottvi, bttt 
hfore fhtyJ7ower, pnt attothet 
iqer of eartt, on top. Confitme 
btiildit~~ tip lqers of earth as f he 
planfs appear ~ititil thy reach 
dtotrt forir feet ( 1.2 m). When th 
potnloes aie readr.for hart~estit~q. 
.FitttpI~ empty otd /he Itin aid 
~vttt’lifilld~ rbti har~e r: .wrprisit+$) 
/iqf crop. 

:A 
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have plenty of light throughout their growth. Painting the 
tires Lvhite makes them more attractive. 

If you plant in a deep bed you should get an enormous 
crop. You can plant 18 inches (45cm) deep. And in the very 
sbft earth of the deep bed you can plant with a potato 
planter. Leave a foot (30 cm) between potatoes. 

Care while growing 
Potatoes need a lot of room under the ground, and they will 
turn green if exposed for more than a day or two to the 
light, in which case they become bitter and poisonous. This 
is because they produce a tosin tailed solanin. It is usual 
therefore to hill :hem up, that is to draw or throw earth up 
around the plants so as to protect the growing tubers from 
the light and give them plenty of room for growth and 
expansion. Of course people who grow beneath a mulch 
don’t have to do this, but they do have to make sure that 
there is plenty of mulch to cover the potatoes completely. 
Potatoes do not like weed competition, and in the very rich, 
deeply cultivated soil that they grow best in, weeds. grow at 
an amazing rate. When you ridge up you must be sure to 
kill the weeds. When weeds sprout up on the ridges between 
the potatoes you must either hoe them out or pull them by 
hand. Throw them down in the furrows to rot and they will 
help bp forming a mulch. 

One tip about hilling up potatoes: for some reason the 
plants stand upright at night and in the early morning, but 
sprawl helplessly during the heat of the day. Potatoes are far 
easier to hill up early ir; the morning when they are standing 
up like soldiers on parade. I,ike real soldiers, when the sun 
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gets hot they arc inclined to faint. You may have to hill up 
several times; the final one shou!d be thorough, the ridges 
patted down with the back of the spade and made steep and 
even, for in this \vav they defy the spores of potato blight 
should this disease strike (as it very likely will). 

When the tops of the main crop meet over the rows they. 
will suppress \veeds and, after the tinal hilling up, vou can 
relas for a ubile. 

Pests and diseases 
Potato bZ&/zt The degree of blight trouble depends largely 
on the section of the countrv and weather conditions. Wet 
seasons favor the disease, which shows first as water-soaked 
areas on the leaves with a mold on the underside. The 
spores are dropped from the leaves and washed down into 
the soil where thev infect the tubers which go soft and rot. 
Late blight which.is caused by I-)&opbt~o~~ infestam is pro- 
bably the most generally destructive potato disease. In 1845 
it swept right across Ireland causing the deaths of nearly a 
million people. 

No cure was found for blight until toward the end of the 
last century somebody noticed that potatoes growing down- 
wind from copper smelting plants did not get blight. So 
could copper prevent this dreaded disease? A mixture of 
copper sulfate and lime was tried - similar to the mixture 
already being used by the vignerons of Bordeaux against 
mildew on their grapes. It was found that if the foliage was 
spt’ayed with this at “blight times” - when the temperature 
and humidity of the air were above a certain point - the 
foliage was protected from the drifting spores of the blight. 
SO now, to avoid blight I spray, very thoroughly above and 
below the leaves, with Bordeaux mixture, and I do it about 
once every two weeks throughout the hot and humid 
weather of the summer. If you are in a dry windy area you 
may not get blight. Ask your neighbors. \I’ou can buy a 
proprietary spray or else mix up your own Bordeaux mixture 
(seep. 105). 

And what if you do get blight? You will know by black 
patches which appear on the leaves, and thereafter develop 
borders of white powdery stuff which is, in fact, the spores 
of the fungus which causes the disease. You cannot cure it 
by spraying then, although you may protect healthy plants 
from its spread. But do not despair. Unless the attack is a 
very early one the spores will not spread down to your 

tubers, and if you have earthed up wcil, spores that are 
washed down by the rain \vill not sink into the earth and 
come into direct contact \vith the tubers. \I’ou must cut the 
haulms (foliage) off \vith a very sharp blade (sharp so as not 
to drag the potatoes out of the ground) and burn them. It is 
sad for an organic gardener to have to say burn anything, 
but - yes - burn them. Then leave your tubers undisturbed 
in the ground for at least three ueeks after vou have re- 
moved the haulms. If you lift them immediatcl!, thes will 
come into contact \vith bi!lions of spores on the surface of 
the soil. If you leave them be the spores will be washed 
down the steep sides of the ridges ;nto the furrou3 lvhcrc 
rhea wil! sink harmlesslv into the soil helou: Ixavc the 
potatoes for as long as -possible. In the modcrate climate 
where I 1iI.c I often don’t lift them until 1 need them to 
cook even after Christmas sometimes. Thev are safer them 
in the ,ground than thev are if I lift them. 
Wart disease The disease manifests itself by u-artish gro\\‘- 
ths which look like dirt on the surface of the potato. TIE 
cooking qualitv is not affected but if such potatoes arc used 
for seed the seedlings mav be girdled and die. The diseax 
manifests itself bv aartish gro\vths that can cover the surface 
of the potato. Burn all such potatoes. 1 have grown xvart- 
free potatoes for a lifetime, but when it does infest your 
ground you should plant only immune varieties. Othcr\vise 
don’t grow potatoes for six years on that land and just hope 
the disease will die out. 65 pounds (30 kg) of quicklime per 
100 sq yds (84 sq m) of infected land are said to kill it. 
Scab \r’ou will probably get this if you grow potatoes in 
verv alkaline soil or in soil that h-is been rccentlv limed. It is 
not serious. If vou want to sell potatoes it matters, for the\ 
don’t look nice. If you just want to eat them don’t worrv 
about it; simply peel the scab off. But plenty of manure or 
compost will prevent scab, so organic gardens simply 
shouldn’t have it. 
Potato root eeC worm This attacks chiefly the monocult- 
uralists who grow potatoes on the same soil. year after year 
or at any rate too frequently. Don’t grow potatoes too often 
on the same soil. If vou get it realir badlv vou will have to 
give up growing pdtatoes there for at ieast ten years, al- 
though it is said that if you grow several crops of Tagefes 
mimrta on the land, and compost it, or dig it in as green 
manure, it will suppress eel worm. And, if you grow a crop 
of T++&s mint~fa the year before planting potatoes, it will 
fool the eel worm cysts, by its secretions, into remaining 
dormant during the tenure of the potato crop. 
Colorado Beetle This is yellow with four black stripes on 
its back. It hibernates deep in the soil and emerges in early 
summer to lay its eggs on potato foliage. The grubs then eat 
the leaves and can easily destroy a whole crop. Potatoes 
grown on a very large scale are the most susceptible. If you 

SPRAYING FOR BLIGHT 
llwiq ho/ and bfmzid u feather 
yoti can profectyofir potafo crop 
agaimf blight by rprqing over 
and der the leaves evev two 
weeks or so with Bodearm 
mixttire. If sowe ojjonr. crop is 
ufffcted in spire of this, cotifinfrr 
sprqing the heaMy plants, .ro 
fhaf the disease is preueuted 
from spreodiug. 
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?‘a berbligh t Colorado beetle Wart disease 

to see a beetle on the leaves squash it, and immediateI> 
Iotify the nearest Agricultural Agent, and take his advice. 
The Srubs can be spra!:ed with derris, pyrethrum or, best of 
111, mcotine. Deep dig m the lvinter to expose the beetles to 
lttack IW birds. 

The ‘other diseases of the potato (and there are over a 
hundred) should not be a problem provided you use onl) 
clean, healthy seed and grow on heavily manured or com- 
posted ground, preferably not more than once every four 
years. Don’t suffer “volunteers” to exist; that is plants 
which have grown up from potatoes which you have in- 
advertently left in the ground. They \vill only cause a build- 
up of disease. 

Harvesting and storing 
You can harvest any time after the plants have flowered. Dig 
potatoes carefully with a fork, taking great pains not to 
spear any, and if vou do spear any, eat those first, for if you 
store them with .the others they may ,cause rot. You can 
scrape and eat new potatoes immediately: just dig them as 

DIGGING AND CLAMPING 
Hanwt~~~o~~r em-!y potatoes af 
sty /he uffer lbe plants baoe 
jhwered. Late potatoes ran be 
left in riutil fhe plants lmue died 
clone. U& pota foes onf carefhQ 
ndfb a fork, makitg sweSj~on 
don f spear aq. IJyoJl do, doii’f 
sfore them becaflse fhq will lfery 
like!jf ccinse rot. If-yaw crop is 
lqr - q or’er a foci / 1000 kg) 
- if cm be stored in a i/an/p, 
(r.y!V) Pileyow po ‘rzf:‘.~~’ deep!; 
ON a befl of sfrm, roller’ x*if/3 
n/ore sfraw ami hvotmd one, with 
edrfh. L’etitilation is hportarif, 
*o make SJJJaN CJ!7iJJm!!v oj sfraw 
every tii~oyrds along the fop of 
the clamp, ord imerf sfraw 
fmleis at the sat//e interids af 
<~‘OJJJlli leJ!el. 

!‘c)u avant them half an hour bcforc 2 meal. r\;eu potatoes 
haye a lot ot their carhoh~dratcs in the form of sugar, 
bccausc they arc’ still busy grooving and must have their 
cncrgy in a still soluble f~xm. 

\lain crop potatoes, ho\vevcr, have ceased to gro\\., and 
the sugar has all turned into starch, \vhich is really what 
potatoes are. So lift vour main crop potatoes as latr as vou 
like hut bcforc the v&y hard frost sets in, and preferabl;, in 
dry \veather. By then the tops will have Lvilted and dkied. 
Leave the potatoes lying on top of the ground for a day or 
two for the skins to “set’: or harden, and the potatoes to 
dry. Don’t leave for longer, because potatoes left too long in 
the light a-ill gro\v green and hecomc hitter and poisonous, 
but two days won’t hurt. If you have a lot of potatoes sa! 
a ton (1000 kg) or more ~ you can clamp them. That is pile 
them in a steep-sided heap, cover aith straw or dry bracken, 
and then cover uith earth. The colder vour \\;intcrs the 
thicker the covering of stra\v you \vill require. In places 
u,ith very cold \vintrrs you cannot clamp at all because the 
potatoes \vill become frosted. Leave small chimneys of strau 
sticking out on top of the ridge of the clamp every t\vo 
yards or so, and build straw-iilled tunnels at similar intervals 
hround the base. Beware, a thousand times beware, of rats. 
If they make their homes in your potato clamp, it’s good- 
bye to your potatoes. 

If you haye less than a ton (1000 kg), or live in a ver! 
cold climate, store your potatoes indoors. The requirements 
are: they should be in complete darkness; they should be 
ventilated; they should be as cold as possible but not sub- 
jected to frost, which rots them. So, a plastic or metal 
garbage can with a fe\v ventilation holes knocked in the top 
and bottom will do, or else wooden tea chests, or barrels, 
but again, with ventilation. And in fact your potatoes will 
c?me to no harm if you just leave them in a heap in a 
completely dark corner of a frost-proof cellar (\r shed. Sacks 
are no good, except for certain open-weave man-made fiber 
sacks ; “gunny’: jute or canvas will rot, and so will paper. 

The root cellars which are found in the northern states are 
ideal for very hard winters. In most parts of the USA the 
clamp is the Lest way of storing potatoes in large quantities, 
and on the whole it is the method of storing I prefer. 
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TOMATOES 

Like the potato, the tomato is : ,- tropical America. 
It is a perennial, but in temper.. where it is on11 
half-hardy, it is grown as an an. tomato has enor- 
mous value for the self-sufficier:, 1 , for not only does 
it improve any dish to which : .I. it is also a very 
rich source of a uhole range of 7, ~..L~Ix and. most impor- 
tant, these do not seem to be damaged a grrz+ deal b! 
cooking or canning. If you grow enough tomatoes 111 bhe 
summer to have them canned all winter YOU will not suffer 
from vitamin deficiency. 

Soil and climate 
To grow tomatoes out of doors you must have at least two 
and a half months of warm weather with plenty of sunshine. 
If you don’t live in this sort of climate, you m;st start them 
off indoors and plant out in Lhe late spring. If the summer 
turns out too cold or cloudy to bring them to ripeness, the! 
can be ripened indoors or else made into green tomato 
chutney. In cold or temperate climates they grow well in 
greenhouses, and are far and away the most valuable grcen- 
house crop. But remember that, unlike cucumbers, they do 
not like a lot of humidity. 

Tomatoes do well in any rich soil. In light soil they will 
give an earlier crop than in heavy soil. On the other hand 
they grow well in heavy clay that has had several years of 
compost application. 

Soil treatment 
For each seedling I like to dig a hole about a foot (30 cm) 
deep and as wide across, and fill it nearly to the top with 
compost, as though I were planting an apple tree. Then 1 fill 
the hole up with earth and when the time comes plant out in 
that. It is best to do this about six weeks before planting 
out. In fact it is a good idea to prepare the holes at the same 
time as you sow the seed indoors. However you manage it, 
tomatoes need rich soil, with plenty of good rich manure or 
well rotted compost. As the compost rots and settles, the 
ground sinks a little around the roots, which helps the 
tomatoes retain water, 

Propagation 
Except in very hot climates sow the seed indoors in seed 
boxes during spring. In all but the coldest climates an 
unheated greenhouse will do; a temperature of 7O“F (21’C) is 

ideal. Sow thinly in tither a proprietarv compost, or a 
mixture which you can make yourself (3ce.p. 92). (:o\-er the 
seed boxes aith neaspaper during the night, but in the da!- 
make sure thev are in full sunlight. Two or three seeks after 
sowing prick ;he tiny plants out three inches (8 cm) apart in 
larger seed hoses or, better still, peat pots. Again use 
proprietary compost or Your o\\-n misture. DoG’t water 
too much; keep the compost slightly on the dry side - just 
dry-to-moist. And always give them all the sun there is. 

sifter a month start gently hardening the plants OK Put 
them outside in the sun in the dav hut indoors at night, or 
else tno1.c tb.:m to cold frames and keep the covers on at 
night but off in the day. At the beginning oi summer the\ 
should be sufficiently hardened off for planting out in their 
prepared holes. If YOU have clothes plant your tomatoes out 
t\vo \veeks earlier and keep them covered fo;- that period. 

so fls fo keep the soil iufliri i~hi 
if ~‘omes lo phritit<q. 

Planting out 
1.0~1 should provide tomatoes with adequate verrical sup- 
port, because by nature they are trailing plants. The best 
way is to USC stakes, at least five feet (1.5 m) tall. Sink them 
about a foot (30 cm) into the earth. Position the stakes when 
you plant out the tomatoes, but don’t damage the root 
clusters. Plant the tomatoes quite deeply so that the lowest 
leaves are just above the ground. Tomaioes are liable to put 
out adventitious roots from their stems al-A this should be 
encouraged. If you have any long straggly plants, you can 
make them stronger bv laying a length ot the stem horizon- 
tally in the ground; the-stem will send out new roots. 

Spacing depends on what sort of plants !ou intend to 
grow. In cooler climates plants should be kept small, and 
two feet (60 cm) apart in rows three feet (90 cm) apart is 
about right. In warmer climates they can grow larger, so 
more space should be allowed. In hot climates you can let 
them sprawl and then piants should he four feet (1 2 m) 
apart. If you use the deep bed method (see p.106) allo\v two 
feet (60 cm) between plants. 

A method which is worth trying in a small garden is to 
plant out leaving only a foot (3Ocmj between rows. Then 
stop the plants when they have set one truss only and alloa 
no side-shoots to develop. This sounds ruthless but you 
should get more ripe tomatoes than with usual methods. 

When planting out take great care to disturb the soil 
around the roots as little as possible. If you are using peat 
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Jots, just soak the plants and plant the peat pots as they are. 
If you use seed boses, cut the soil in squares arcjund. each 
Aant do\vn to the bottom of the tray aith n knife. Do this 
:wo weeks before vou plant out, anA try to retain that soil 
ntact when you plant. 
Ring culture Ring culture-is another way of growing to- 
mato plants from seedlings. It is best practiced in the green- 
house, though it can be done outdoors. The method is 
worthwhile if you are short of soil or short of space, or if 
your soil is disease-ridden. 

Two ueeks heforc you want to plant your seedlings stand 
rings of plastic or linoleum nine inches (23 cm) in diameter 
end nine inches (23 cm) high on a bed of clean gravel. Fill 
with proprieta-r!. compo:t or your own mixture (see p. 02). 
r\vo days hetorc planting, lvater the gravel and the rings 
‘.vith \vatcr in xvhich a complete organic compost or manure 
!ias been stcepcd a thick soup in tact, and lace it if YOU can 
\vtth :I little tish meal. 

\V’hcn y:)u plq,it the seedlings water thr rings with 
brdinar\ \vatLr, and continue aatering through the rings 
~nl\ tcjr the next ten days. After that, \vhen the roots have 
reached the ,gravel, ovate; the gravel only, and ensure that it 
.S permanentI\ mr!ist. Once a week give the gravel a good 
soaking with vour organic soup. Otherwise treat like 
jrdinarv tomatoes. 

THE RING CULTURE METHOD PLANTING IN PEAT BAGS 
Stand r&s of plastic or holtwn 
ON a bed of clean gral!el, fill with 

Plant four seedhgs irr a 

pottitg cornpost, and plant 
colllf,/ercjal~y-prepared peat bag 

seedlings. Feed the platrts with 
or in an okdfertilixer uag fillpd 

orCqanic cou~post or Ii~aiwe 
with peat. Take care IN%!I 

steeped in water. .4fter. ten dqs 
waterirrg since the bugs ISON’~ 

water the gnl~el oli!~. 
drain artn the plants 1q1 become 
waterloged. 

Feat bags This is a space-saving method which works 
indoors and outdoors, and is especially good for people who 
have just a patio or a balcony. Buy a specially prepared bag 
or simply fill an old fertilizer bag with peat. Plant four 
seedlings in each bag and water carefully; there is no facility 
for drainage so the plants can easily get waterlogged. 

Care while growing 

Tie the plants looselv to their stakes with soft string and 
keep tying as they climb. Don’t tie too tightly or you will 

:ut the stems. 
rvirc netting, 

,\n cscc-llcnt altcrnati\c is to (lrop a tube of 
allout 15 inches (38 cm) in diameter over each 

slant. The plants \vil! climb inside the tubes. 
Pinch out the little shoots which spring up at the base of 

rach leaf stalk; other\vise you \vill get an untidy straggling 
Aant which probably wbn’t set anv fruit. And don’t let your 
Aants get LOO high. 

KEEPING TOMATO PLANTS LOW AUTUMN RIPENING 

t;onr twsses 011 rarh stakrd phi1 t17%eu /be t+$fs draw iti, takf 
are twolgh. 7 b stop /JIPI!I Lqrowiq /be plan/s ojf lhir stakes and kg 
Bigher, siwp!r brrak ?ff Ihe tops /betn ON straw nuder rlocbrs. 
nbot~e fbr fowtb trim. 7buintor.t nllr.rt h 12 *wren io ripen. 

Tomatoes do not want too much xvater but they Leant some; 
if the ground dries right out, the fruit will crack. The ver! 
best thing to \vatcr the plants \vith is liquid manure. (Alake 
it hy halt t;!lins a barrel or tank with farmyard manure and 
topping up with \vater.) Remember that tomatoes need 
\l*arm roots. w nip the bottc>m leaves ott‘ and train the plants 
as upright as possible so that the sun can get to the soil 
round the roots. In the fall when the nights begin to draa 
in, it is a good idea to take the plants off their stakes, la\ 
them do\vn horizontally on stra\v and cover them \vith 
clothes. This certainly helps to ripen the fruit. 

Pests and diseases 
BZight Outdoor tomatoes are just as susceptible to potatcl 
blight as potatoes are, so spray your tomatoes with 
Bordeaux mixture (see p. 105). Spray once every two weeks 
during the warm summer weather, and if it pours with rain 
just after you have sprayed, spray again. 
Cut worm (see p. 124). 
Horn worm Green worms devour leaves. Squash them. 
Blossom end uol I.arSe watery spots turn black at the 
blossom end of the fruit. This can bc prevented by cultivat- 
ing and watering well. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick the fruit gently with the stalks on and take great care 
not to damage the skin. Red tomatoes must be eaten fresh, 
or must he canned immedintelv. 

Green tomatoes, or tomar& which arc not quite ripe, can 
be covered with cloth or paper and kept in a cool place until 
they ripen. They must be in t% dark: never lay them in the 
sun. A time-honored method IS to lay a sheet of soft felt in 
the bottom of a drawer in a cool room, lay a layer of 
tomatoes on top of it making sure none of them are touch- 
ing each other, lay another piece of felt on the tomatoes, 
then more tomatoes, and so on. Lay the greenest at the 
bottom and the ripest on top. Be sure the tomatoes are all 
healthy or you may end up with a drawer full of mo!d. 
Green and ripe tomatoes can be stored as chutney (see p.218). 
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PEPPERS 
EGGPLANTS 

Peppers are divided into two groups: sweet and hot. The) 
are among the most ornamental plants in the garden and 
come in many shapes, colors and sizes. 

Soil and climate 
They are slightly hardier ttran tomatoes. You can grow them 
out of doors in warmish climates, but they are better started 
off under glass, and can do all their growing under glass. 
They need at least 65°F (19’C) when tl-ey are flowering or 
they won’t set fruit. 

Soil treatment 
They prefer a light soil and benefit from compost. 

Propagation 
You can buy seed, but I think it is much better to buy some 
ripe red peppers of the kind you like best, break them open 
and take the seed out. Sow the seed indoors at least sis 
weeks before the last expected frost. Sow a few seeds in each 
pot and when they are about five inches (I3 cm) tall thin to 
the strongest one. Plant outside about three weeks after the 
last expected frost (two weeks earlier if you have warmed 
the ground with clothes) in beds prepared as if for tomatoes 
(see Tomatoes). Like tomatoes plant them deeply. 

Care while growing 
Treat just like tomatoes but give them more water while 
they are youug. Always water the roots, never the peppers; 
if they get too wet, they are liable to rot. Mulch heavily. 

Pests and diseases 
Anthracnose As long as you plant your peppers well away 
from your beans, they will not suffer from anthracnose. If 
they do get it, [hey will go bad. Burn them. 
Cut worm Protect your seedlings with cardboard collars 
(see p. 124) when planting out. 

Harvesting and storing 
Cut them off (don’t break them) with an inch (2.5 cm) of 
stem on each fruit. If you have more than you can eat fresh, 
hang the vines up in a dry windy place to dry. You may 
have to finish the drying process by hanging them over mild 
heat indoors. You can then just hang them, decoratively, in 
your kitchen or store room until you want them in winter. 

Even the most dedicated flower gardener has to appreciate 
the eggplant. As well as their luscious fruit they have 
luxuriant purple flowers and large velvety leaves. They are 
not high in nutrition, but they make up for this with 
their unique flavor. 

Soil and climate 
In warm frost-free areas the eggplant will grow as a peren- 
nial bush, but where there is the slightest touch of frost it 
must be grown as a tender annual. It needs a hot summer 
and deep rich soil with plenty of moisture, but it does not 
thrive in wet weather. 

Soil treatment 
Dig plenty of manure or compost into your soil. Eggplants 
like a pH of about 6. 

Propagation 
Sow the seed indoors about ten’weeks hefore you plant out. 
Soak the seed overnight and then plant each seed in a peat 
pot filled with good pottmg compost. If you have no peat 
pots, sow an inch (2.5 cm) apart in seed boxes filled with 
potting compost. When the seedlings are two inches (5 cm) 
high, plant out into even richer compost four inches (10 cm) 
apart in seed boxes or in a cold frame. 

When your plants are about ten weeks old, and the 
ground outdoors is warm to the hand, plant the peat pots 
out three feet (90 cm) apart - 18 inches (45 cm) apart if you 
have a deep bed (see p. 106). Take great care not to damage 
the roots. 

Care while growing 
Until the warm weather comes keep clothes over them if 
you can spare them, and if you have a deep bed use mini- 
greenhouses. Keep them well watered - with manure water 
(see p. 90) if possible- but don’t over-water. 

Pests and diseases 
FZea be&e These pests may attack when the plants are 
young. The leaves are quickly rdten away if they are not 
checked. Use derris dust to get rid of them. 
Mildew The plants may get a mildew in damp climates. 
The answer is to reduce the humidity in the air, so that the 
mildew dries up. If your plants suffer much, try in future to 
use fungus resistant strains. 

Harvesting 
Cut them off - don’t pull them - as soon as they have that 
lovely high gloss and before they are fully grown. The 
plants will then continue to fruit. 
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Umbe ZlzjCerde 

I.ike so many -,raiuab!e food Dlants the carrot is a biennial, 
and stores in its first year \,!: * it is going to spend in its 
second in the form of seed. We thu,ar; its gims by gobbling 
it up in the first year before ir has time to grow to maturity. 
Carrots ha\e bee;, bred to be either long and slow maturing 
but heavy cropping, or short, stubby and quick maturing 
hut lighter cropping. 

The most important constituent of carrots is carotene, 
uhich the 1lum.m bodv converts to vitamin ;\. Ko other 
\,egetahlc or fruit ccjntains comp;~rahlc quantities of this 
x,it:lmin, ahich, among its other virtues, improves your we- 
Gght; hcncc the parental exhortation to gcncraticms~of chiid- 
rcn : “1:inish up you*- carrots and you ~~111 he ahlc ro see in 
the dark:’ 

Soil and climate 
Carrots are a cold climate crop. They can he sown very early 
in the spring in temperate climates, or in the fall or winter 
in sub-tropical ones. Carrots prefer to follow a crop that has 
been manured the previou s year. A sandy loam is ideal for 
them. Heavy clav is not good for them, but if that is the soil _ 
you are blessed with you can improve it enormously b! 
copious and constant manuring or composting. 
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I-\\.I) I,Llcliets 01‘ colllpost dnd tnxj of leaf-mold applied to 
:\‘c’tv square vnrd \\.ill convert c\xm ;i Iic:~\~v clxv Into 5uit- 
~blc soil for carrot~gro\ving:. The!. liiic n ;Iccp -soil, parti 
:ularl\~ the ~C;IYY croppinS lc~ng~rc~~tcd m:iin crop \~;iric’tics. 

joil treatment 
lo nc)t applj. fresh manure just brforc scn\.ing carrots lx- 
:ausc it makes them tough, \\xtery, and inclinccl to fork. If 
he lantl is acid it should hc limed although they \vill tlou- 
ish in :t pII as lo\\. as 6. I.ikc all rook crops thcv like hoth 
,hosphatc and potash; plcntv of manure or cc,m@,st sht~uld 
upply this, hut be xrc to apply manure at least six months 
Jefore the carrots are planted, Rock phosphate and \vood 
&es are :~Iso \vorth\\-bile. 7-he land sh0uld Ix dug dccpl! 
Ind raked d0u.n to n line tilth. 

Propagation 
Drau, little furro\\-s ahout half ;in inch (1 cm’ deep if !‘ou 
live in a moist climate but an inch (3.5 cm) tlccp in 3 drier 
:mc. Sprinkle the tiny seeds fairly thicklv - four or ti1.c to an 
inch (2.5 cm) as some of then; don’t gewlinate. W’ith the 
deep lxx1 method (see p. 106) sou t\vo inches (5 cm) apart 
each way. Pelleted see<4 (seed \vhich has been coated with 
fertilizer so that each seed forms a little pellet) can he used 
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to good effect with carrots. Soa it \vith a precision drill, far 
more thickly than you think you need to, as permination is 
even poorer than In conventIonal scnving. (.over chc seed 
lightly with tine rarth or, better still, lvith~fine dry compost. 
In dry weather soak the furrowx well. Don’t worry if noth- 
ing happens for a bit. Carrots take a long time to come up. 

Try interplanting carrots with onions row by row. This is 
said to deter both carrot and onion Hv for the scent of the 
one conceals the scent of the other. 

Care while growing 
\‘ou CXI: just leave early carrots as they are in the -ground, 
which \vill be very overcro\\~ded. and pull them tar \vhat 
gardeners call “bunching”. Thev arc tin)- like this but the! 
taste vcrv s\vect. ‘ . 

Alain .crcq3 carrots, ~vhich you aant for the winter, vou 
\vill have to thin and here your problems start. I:or as soon 
as yru bruise a fe\v carrots, and disturb the soil around their 
roots, you attract the carrot fly :+ hich is said to bc able tcl 
smell a bruised carrot for up IO six miles. In arex+ \vhere 
carrot tl! is very had it is often best to do your thinning 
onI!: on a wet day, preferably in light rain. Then, aficr 
pulling the thinnings, carefully tread the ground down 
around the remaining carrots. Thin to an inch and a half 
(4 cm) bet\vren plants first; later on thin to three inches 
(8 cm) apart. For a deep bed (see p. 106) thin once to two 
inches (5 cm). 1’ou can eat the thinnings. 

Don’t hoe near carrots. It is not good to loosen the soil 
and even worse to cut the carrots. You can hoe between the 
rows hut hand weed only in the rows. Trv not to let the 
carrot bed dry out. If you have to water the soil, give it a 
very thorough soaking; vou want the aster to ,qo deep 
down and pull the carrot; downward with it. Just watering 
the surface is no good at all. 

Pests and diseases 
CCZWOC _fzy Carrot flies lav eggs on carrots; the lar\rae 
burrow into the root and spbil the crop. The carrot fly looks 
much like a small housefly; still it is not the fly itself vou are 
likely to notice, but the leaves of your carrots turning dark 

THE CARROT FLY 
The cflrrof jy hys its e&s on fhe 
carrots, aid the larsar then 
hrrow into lbe roots, hastatitg 
the crop. A dressiq of soof 
scallered 011 the carrot iled mill 
keep fhe carrot Al amj~. Repeaf 
fbe dressing evrgl two weeks if fk 
lyies are Dad, md repeat @et 
rh. If pa11 sfiffer from fhese 
rtydariy,~ yo II mst eliniha fe al/ 
11,eed.r oj& umbelliferae 
.fatdlt, for these are alfernatit~e 
hosts. Liftgotu carrofs ear31 aid 
sfore thtw; the larvae will nof 
then live thof.gl/ fhe wiflter. 

red as a result of the dnnl;l~q:c to the rools. ‘I’lici c;in 1,~ Ii<‘[>’ 

a\va\. 1,~ mixing an ounce (~0 cc) of k~roscn~ in :I gallr)n 
(.+. 5 1) of \vatcr and sprinkling that on. sh:tkin,~ it up we’ll 2s 
vou do so. .\ltcrn;m\clv mix :i pint (0.0 I) of kcroscnc \\ith :I 
Lushel of sand and sprlnklc that I!:1 ;1t tl1c hasc ot- tl1c pl;1nts. 

If the carrot Bies arc bad you ma! ha\.c to rcpcat the 
dressing every t\vo occks, especiallv if thcrc is :I lot of rain. 
If you have .suEcrecl from a \.cr!’ .had attack, dig the hcd 
thoroiighl~ in the late fall, so thar birds have ;I chance of 
iqtting at. pupae in the soil. In an organic garden you \\.ill 
have lots of hU!tles , :1nd thcsc lll;l~ \VCll cat up cc, l1;tlf the 

carrot fly eggs bcforc thev hatch. 
Cawot disease This c:in be bad in inorganic gardens hut is 
unlikely to worry the good organic ,g,lrdcncr 13ro\vn spots 
appear on the roots and ultimarcl\ tiny red spores come to 
the surface of the soil; thcsc arc the spores of the m~celium 
uhich causes r~ disease. Burn all diseased rcx;ts and 
sprinkle the diseased soil \vith t\vo parts of sulfur miscd 
with one part of lime and don’t plant carrots there again for 
at lcast five vears. 

Harvesting and storing 
If you pull carrcjts out of the ro\xs at randtmi vou nil1 
attract carrot fly. So when you pick early carrots for eating 
fresh in summer start at one end of the row. Alain crop 
carrots for winter storing can be left in ~hc ground until 
well into the uinter. Where there are very severe frosts lift 
them before the ground gets too hard aid store them, not 
letting them touch each other, and twisting off the Ica\rcs 
first. Pull your carrots as early as possible if you have had a 
had attack of carrot fly. The emerging larvae are then unable 
to pupate and produce a new generation of Hies. If vou do 
leave the carrots in the ground too long in wet weather, the 
roots are inclined to split; make sure that when you lift the 
carrots you take care of the roots. Eat any damaged in 
lifting; don’t store them with the others. +nd remember that 
if you wash carrots before storing they will inevitably go 
totally rotten. 

Store in a uell-ventilated, cool place; just above freezing 
suits them best. Do not store vear after vear in the same 
root cellar because disease will gradually b;ild up. It is best 
to store them in sand or peat. You can use a variety of 
containers: a garbage can with plenty of holes knocked in it 
to let in the air; a wooden crate; a barrel; a dark corner of a 
cold shed (but beware of rats and mice); or even a box sunk 
in the ground OUI #,f doors, covered with a lid, some straw 
on top of that and then some earth. ‘If you have a very large 
number - you can clamp them (see Potatoes). 

STORING THE CARROT CROP 
IVf5eii hm~esfh;-=~ pow r’arrofs, he 
rorefril not fo clam~~i~ the roofr. If 
yen do, fheN don’t sfore with 
~imdamagetl rarrofs. It is !Jesf fo 
store in n cool hf well-cenfilafed 
phcc. AII oh/ barrel makes 11 
good cortfaiiler. Place fht carrofs 
so tbaf fhey dodf fold7 each 
other, ad hiid the/n f/p it] lajlers 
of sand or peat. Ahke mre the 
barrel is uelltilafed- drill holes (f 
necessary. Don’t sfore r.arrofs 
Ilear ,f;er. )eilr- iti fhe s0 ~IIP phrr 
became~ yen uq get a gradd 
acc~umdatioi7 of disease. 
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parsnibs 

hrsnips are biennials like all good root crops and are even 
slomw grtming than carrots. They are a good crop to grou- 
in dry soil, because they are capable of forcing their food- 
storing tap-roots two feet (60 cm) down into the soil in their 
search for water. 

Soil and climate 
Parsnips will grow in fairly poor soil; they are so slow 
growing that they do not need very rich conditions. On the 
other hand in good soil they will grow better, more quickly 
and produce more tender roots. And, of course, like every 
plant they flourish best in soil in which there is a high 
content of organic matter. They like soil about neutral: pH 
about 6.5. Very heavy soil is not good for them because it 
makes them fork. Stones and too much fresh manure also 
make them fork. A cold climate suits them best: without 
frost they don’t develop their full flavor. 

Soil treatment 
The deeper you dig the better; for a really heavy crop dig in 
very well rotted manure or compost at least 18 inches 
(45 cm) deep - any less and your parsnips will fork. 

Propagation 
Traditionally parsnip seed is the first of the year to be 
planted outdoors (not counting shallots, which are not a 
seed anyway). They were, and often still are, sown in late 
winter - February in New England. However, in common 
with many other gardeners, I find it better to sow them later 
- well into the spring. Parsnips sown late are smaller, 
sweeter and less woody, and they keep better. But, unless 
your garden really is an old-established organic garden in 
which the soil is largely humus, you should give late-sown 
parsnips a dressing of fish meal, bone meal, or some other 
organic fertiiizer high in phosphate (seep. 90). 

Again breaking with tradition, I like to sow parsnip seeds 
sparsely, but continuously, in drills, and thin the plants to 
about ten inches (25 cm) apart when they grow up. With the 
parsnip seed I sow radish seed. The radishes grow much 
more quickly than the parsnips and show you where the 
rows are so that you can side-hoe (the radishes “declare 
themselves” as gardeners used to say). The radishes also 
keep the crust of the soil broken thereby giving the parsnips 
a better chance, and the leaves of the radishes shelter the 
young parsnip shoots from the sun. 

The drills should be about an inch and a half (4 cm) deep. 
After sowing the, seed push the earth back u?th vour foot 
and walk along the row to firm it. better still, cover the seed 
with fine compost and then tirm it. 

Care while growing 
Young parsnips need plenty of moisture. Hoe from time to 
time, and mulch with compost if you have it. 

Pests and diseases 
Cebry Zeuf miner If you see tunnels mined in the leaves of 
your parsnips, look for the maggots, which will be living in 
blisters on the leaves, and squash them. To guard against 
this pest spray with an ounce (30~~) of kerosene to a gallon 
(4.5 1) of water. 

CANKER IN PARSNIPS 
Cracks in the roof tops let iu 

fzqi, which fwn the par-snips 
rotten. Large pars+ srgfer 
most; the solution is to sow lafet 
am/grow smaller parsnips. 

Canker This is very common. The tops of the parsnip 
roots go rotten and brown. The worst attacks of canker 
occur in acid soil and in soil which contains too much fresh 
manure. So, if your parsnips suffer badly, lime before sow- 
ing and refrain from adding fresh manure. A late crop is less 
likely to get canker than an early one. 
Rust fungus This appears as a rusty mold on the crown of 
parsnip plants. Mix two parts of lime with one part of sulfur 
and sprinkle this on the soil around the plants. Don’t grow 
parsnips on that bed for at least five years. 

Harvesting and storing 
Parsnips are completely frost-hardy but they don’t like alter- 
nate freezing and thawing, so don’t just leave them in the 
ground until you want them. Dig thern up carefully and 
store in earth, sand or peat in a very cold place. The very 
best thing is to make a heap outdoors. Do this with alter- 
nate layers of earth and parsnips - cover the whole heap 
with straw as an insulator, and cover this with patted earth 
to stop the straw blowing away. 
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CELERY 

Celery 

Mery, like parsnips, benefits from frost. In my view it 
jh~>uld be eaten only in winter, when it is the most delicious 
vegetable available. During the rest of the year it is tasteless 
Ind insipid, because it has not had the benefit of frost. 

Soil and climate 
An organic soil, such as peat or soil rich in humus, is best 
!or celery, and above all it needs constant moisture. It was 
xiginally a marsh or streamside plant and it suffers badly if 
It dries out, fI high water table is desirable, but if you don’t 
have that, you need plenty of humus in the soil and you 
must water frequently if the weather is dry.. Celery stands 
fairly acid soil and does not need lime. Grow it in any 
climate where there is frost. 

Soil treatment 
I like to take out trenches about a foot (.?I) cm) deep and 
15 inclles (40 cm) Lvidc, and dig plenty of compost or pear 
into the bottom 1 do this in spring. 

Propagation 
Prepare a seed box by tilling it xvith either a compost of 
three parts sifted loam, one part of leaf-mold and one part of 
shar p sand, or a proprietarv compost. 1 prefer to do this in 
late winter but early spring is not too late. ;\fter the 
compost has been \vell soa!.ed, sow the seeds sparsely and 
give them a light covering of compost. Place indoors at a 
temperature of about 6O”Il (16’(I) \vith either glass or old 
ne\vspapcr over the seed box. If you use glass, wipe off the 
underside twice a day to prevent moisture dripping or’ to 
the seedlings. keep the plants near the ltanes of the grecn- 
house or window so thev don’t get draun side\vays. Keep 
the soil just damp at all times; it is best to \vater with a line 
spray, or you can stand the seed box in an inch (3.5 cm) of 
water and let the seedlings soak it up. 

The plants will produce seed leaves before forming true 
leaves. hs soon as the first pair of true leaves has appeared, 
prick out the plants into another box, which should contain 
three parts of loam, one part of leaf-mold, and half a part of 
rotted manure. hlternatively, use store-bought potting com- 
post. Put the plants in carefully, two inches (5 cm) apart, and 
continue to spray them with water. Gradually harden them 
off by admitting more air, until late spring when they can be 
put outside. Never let young celery plants dry out or your 
sin will be brought home to you months later when the) 
suddenly run to seed before they are ready. 

Mthough mature celery benetits from frost, the young 
plants will be damaged by it. So don’t plant out until you 
are sure there won’t be another frost. Plant out a foot 
(30 cm) apart, - deep bed method (seep. 106) six inches 

rRENCHING FOR CELERY PLANTING OUT SEEDLINGS EARTHING UP AND TYING EARTHING UP AGAlN 
Dig trerencbesfot- Derek, a/hot (30 Plant ofit the seedings a foot (30 In late sun~n~er, gaLher l/p ibe TIUO or three week5 ajfer the firsl 
WI) a’eep and IS iucbes (38 cm) cm) apart in the preparefi reler leaues and stems it] a hcb. earibiq f/p, repeaf fbr proms; 
de. Tread b three inches (8 w) trenches. Nyater tbe,w regdar!J Tie the tops together; pack soil bank up the soil orod the 
of mawre, ad cotjer it wifb three mtil tbty are established, ad tzjbt~~l arod the pfauts, am’ plants n~~til ON/JI the leases (we 
%rcbes (8 WJ) of topsod. contime if tbere is no rain. remove tbe ties. 
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(15 cm) apart in the bottom of the trench you have alread! 
prepared for them. If You have t\vo or more ro\Vs of celery, 
plant them three feet sis inches (105 cm) apart, because \vhcn 
you come to hill them up you will need the space. So\\ 
lettuces, radishes, and other quick-grooving catch-crops 
betlveen the TOUY. Harvest these before you need the soil to 
hill up the celery. Keep them well watered, especially for the 
first two weeks, if there is no rain. 

Care while growing 
There arc sc\cr;ll uxys to hill up celery. If you have il() help, 
tic the tops of the plants tc)gcthcr, and pack the earth around 
the plants as tightly as you can, hut Lvithout getting too 
much earth inside them. Fill the trench level in this \\xy, 
then remcxc the tics on the tops of the plants. This should 
lx done in late summer. Two or three weeks later hill up 
again, using more lime to th\\xrt slugs, and bank the soil 
~~11 up around the plants. A further hilling up may be 
nercssary in another fe\\. lveeks. If you have enough peat, 
USC it in the later hillings up but lay slates or planks on the 
sl~ycs ot the hank to stop it washing ;)r blowing away. 

The purpose of all this hilling up is to keep the stalks 
:IUXV from the light. Like potatoes they become bitter as 
they. turn green from exposure to light,. so the higher you 
keep them hilled up the more crisp white celery you will 
have to eat. I’ou can lvrap the celery in collars of paper or 
plastic sheet before it is hilled up to prevent soil getting in- 
side the plants, but this method attracts earthworms and slugs. 

Pests and diseases 
Leaf minev This is very common. It occurs when the 
maggots of the celery fly begin to mine tunnels into the 
leaves of the celery plant. Pick off any affected leaves and 
burn them. To control the disease, spray liquid manure over 
the plants once a week. The smell deters the flies irom 
laying their eggs. 
Leaf spot Also known as “celery blight”, leaf spot can 
destroy, your celery if it is not quiclfly checked. The disease, 
which IS spread through the seeds, will cause small yellowish 
brown spots to appear on the leaves. Spray immediately with 
fungicide or the whole plant \vill become affected. Nest year 
dip your seeds in formalin before sowing them. 
Damping-on disease Young celery plants will suffer 
dJmping-off if they get too much wate; or too little air. The 
main symptom is a watery soft rot. Wipe off condensation if 
you’re growing seedlings under glass, and make sure the 
seedlings are properly aired. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pull celery whenever you want to eat it, and if you are 
interested in flavor do not start eating it until there has been 
a frost. Thereafter try to make it last until well into the 
winter. It is a very good idea to protect part of a row with 
clothes as soon as the really heavy frosts set in. This will 
keep the celery good until late in the winter. (So as not to 
waste clothe space, plant a double row of celery in the same 
trench.) If vou haven’t got ‘clothes you can use straw or 
bracken at night, but take it off on warmer days. 

SELF-BLANCHING CELERY 
TO my taste, self-blanching celery is not as good as celery, 
but it is easier to grow. You raise it from seed in the same 
way as celery, plant it on the flat in late spring or early 
summer, and it is ready to eat in late summer. It won’t stand 
frost at all. 
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9 Zeriac 

The most delicious part of a stick of celery, in my opinion, 
is the crunchy base - the heart, as it were, :.,’ the celery. 
With celeriac you grow all “heart” and no stem. It tastes 
1iL a combination of celery and parsley. It can be eaten raw, 
but is usually boiled and added to suups or stews. Grow it 
exactly as you grow celery. 

Soil and climate 
Celeriac needs rich and mellow soil which has been well- 
manured. It grows best in a cool, moist climate. 

Soil treatment 
The deep bed method (see p. 106) is ideal for ceieriac, but, 
whether ~:NI use it or not, dig deeply and incorporate plenty 
of manure or compost. 

Propagation 
Sow indoors in late winter or outdoors in a nursery bed at 
the beginning of spring. Plant out in early summer. 

Care while growing 
Celeriac should be watered frequently and kept free from 
weeds. When you hoe draw soil away from the plants. Don’t 
hill up as you would for celery. 

Pests and diseases 
CeZery Zeaf miner I.ike celery, celeriac can be attacked by 
leaf miner though usuzll~ to a lesser degree. Simply pick OE 
affected leaves or spray the plants with liquid manure. 

Harvesting and storing 
You can begin to harvest in the late fall. In a very cold 
climate store celeriac in a root cellar, but if your winters are 
temperate leave them in the ground and harvest them as you 
want them. 
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CELERY 

CELERIAC 
HAMBURG PARSLEY 
FLORENCE FENNEL 

Hamburg Parsley 

]~];~m]~urg parsley or “parsnip-rooted” parsley grows as a 
rc,ot \egetab]e and can therefore be stored. It is not just an 
her], for tlavoring things, although the leaves taste very like 
ordinary parsley and can be used as such; the roots Call hc 
eaten r:;\v or cc,;,kcd like parsnips, which they resemble. 

Soil and climate 
You can get a good crop wherever ordinary parsley \vill 
grow, namely in temperate climates. The more sun the 
plants get, the better. 

Soil treatment 
Hamburg parsley tolerates poorer soil than most root crops, 
but dig deeply and \vork in plenty of well-rotted manure. 

Propagation 
Like al] the L’/~~be//~f~e,-cre the seed takes a long time to 
germinate. Soak the seed before planting and sow sparse]v in 
drills either in the fall or early spring. ;\ dressin of a ];igh 
phosphate fertilizer such as fish meal or hone mea] is useful. 

Care while growing 
When the plants come up, you should thin them out to 
about four inches (10 cm) apart, either in the ro\vs or the 
deep bed (see p. 106). tloe the plants. They don’t need to bc 
watered much unless it is a p;wticularlY dry summer. 

Pests and diseases 
Canker It is possible that the canker which can attack 
ordinary parsley mav also attack Hamburg parsley. It gives a 
rusty appcarande tc,.the stems and causes the roots to decay. 
To prevent it, do not lvater too much. If you do get it, buin 
all your diseased plants. 

Harvesting and storing 
The leaves can be picked off and used as an herb, but the 
roots should be pulled as late as possible, because .- and this 
is unusual - the largest roots taste the best. But don’t leave 
the plant in the ground after the first frost. Store it in peat 
or sand, in crates or garbage cans in a root cellar, basement 
or other similar cold storeroom. 

FZorence Fennel _. _, ,. 

Cin!ike ordinary fennel, \vhich is used only as an hcrh 
:scc p. I%), 1:lorence fennel can be eaten on its oan because 
the leaf-stalks swell at the base of the leaves to form large 
bulbs. Sliced raw, these can be added to salads. The stems 
can he eaten raw like celery, and leaves and seeds can be 
used for fla\roring. It is ucll worth growing for its unique 
taste \vhich combines the flavors of aniseed and licorice. 

Soil and climate 
Florence fennel aill gro” as a perennial only in hot 
climates, but it can be grc,arn as an annual nearly anyvhrrc. 
If you avant really tender and delicious stems grow it in the 
richest ground you have. 

Soil treatment 
Prepare the ground as for cclcry, digging deeply and 
incorporating a lot of manure. 

Propagation 
SOW seeds thinly in shallow drills either in the Iate f:~]], (jr 
early spring. 

Care while growing 
lzlorence fennel needs very little attention. Thin to sis inches 
(15 cm) apart in the rows or deep beds (seep. 100) and lvater 
Lvhen required. It is :xrorth hilling up the bulbs to blanch 
them and to help the plants retain moisture. 

Pests and diseases 
Florence fennel is happily disease-free, as well as also being 
highly resistant to pests. 

Harvesting 
(;ut the heads \vhen they are about tu’o inches (5 cm) across. 
The stems above them ‘should lx harvested before they get 
too old and stringy and stripped of their outer skin. 
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/Is I hax,e discussed else\~.herc (SW p. IO) the 
main subdivisions of the plants nhich pro\.icle us 
with nearly all our food arc the two great classes: 
the monodotyledons (monocots for short) and the 
dicotyledorx (diccxs for short). hlost of our vege- 
tables are dicots. That is, they have two seed leaves 
- the first leaves thev make - while the monocots 
have one. Hut the important diEerence between 
the two classes is nothing so trivial: it is that the! 
have entirely ditfc-rent ~vays of growing. The di- 
cots grow outward from the edges of their leaves. 
The monocots grow from the bases of their leaves 

thus pushing their leaves up and out from the 
bottom. 

‘1%~ members of the lily family are monocots, as 
\‘ou can easily see 1,) l&kg at their leaves. 
?I~cse don’t have the network of veins that dicots 
have, but instead have parallel veins - each vein 

hbl2S 

COMMON ONIONS 
With careful growing, harvesting and storing, there should 
he no part of the year in which your kitchen lacks that most 
indispensable ingredient, the onion. But you lnay well feel 
confused by the amount of conflicting advice that is avail- 
able. Onions have heen grown for centuries, and it some- 
times seems as if eacl; grower has his own special technique. 
In fact the right timing and method depend largely on 
where you live. 

Soil and climate 
Onions need good rich soil. Sandy loam, peat and silt are all 
fine, but onions don’t like clay, sand or gravel. ‘They grow 
successfully in widely different climates, although they prefer 
cool weather while their leaves are growing and developing 
followed by very much hotter weather while thev make their 
bulbs. 

startinS at the base of the leaf. Onions and leeks 
make use of this particular form of leaf gro\J.th to 
store nourishment in hard s~vollen hulls, \\.hich 
are nothing more than many leaf bases compressed 
together to form a bulb. :Isparagus is not so 
instantly recognizable as a monocot, but it is one 
nonetheless. The shoots, which are the edible part, 
grow from a “rhizome”- a horizontal stem which 
remains underground. The attractive fern-like 
branches which sprout as the shoots grow taller 
are like leaves and these grour up from their bases 
like the leaves of the other monocots. The rhi- 
zome takes nourishment from the leaves in one 
year and uses it to produce the next year’s shoots. 

ti~~rnans and many other animals have al\vays 
made use of plants that form bulbs in their first 
year as a convenient way of storing the energ! 
the\- will use to produce HOLUS and fruit in their 
scc~‘~nd year. .\lthou~h u.c’ don’t cat lil!, bulb \vc 

do eat onions, leeks and asparagus. 

Soil treatment 
Onions have very shallow roots and grow quickly so they 
need plenty of nourishment in the top four inches (10 cm) of 
soil. Prepare the hed well the previous fall with well-rotted 
manure or, even better, with a large amount of th~~~ougnl? 
rotted compost. They like plcnt\r of potash and phosphate 
hut not too much nitrogen. It is useful to add any of the 
following to your soil: uood ash, ground rock phosphate, 
soot, seaweed meal, a sprinkling of salt. The soil should 
have a plH of 6. If it is lower, add hme. 

Before planting out, firm the grounci by treading or rol- 
ling - preferably hoth. And the soil must hc dry. whcthct 
you are so\ving seed or transplanting. 

Propagation 
If your neighbor is a successful onion-grower, it’s a good 
idea to ask him for advice. There are four possibilities. 
Late summer sowing The idea of this is to get the onions 
to form bulbs by the early spring, before hotter weather 
causes them to bolt, and then allow them to mature through 
the summer. Sow the seed thinly in shallow drills, cover 
with half an inch (1.5 cm) of compost and tirm the ground. 
If the wrnter is particularly hard, put clothes out during the 
worst of it. In the spring, thin out the onions to about sis 
inches (15 cm) apart. The thinnings can he used in salad. 
Witrter son&g In very frosty areas, it is hest lo sow onion 
seeds indoors ip midwlntcr, for planting out in the spring 
as soon as the ground is dry cnoqgh. So\v seed thinly in 
seed hoses filled with eithe; a proprietar! compost or a 
mixture of three parts sifted Ioam, one part leaf-mold, one 
part fine compost and a sprinkling sand. Keep moist but not 
wet, and cover with glass or paper. When the seedlings 
show, remove the covering and keep the seed box at about 
65°F (19°C) near a window. When the second leaf is about 
half an inch (1.5 cm) long prick the seedlings out into 
another box so that each plant is two inches (5 cm) away 
from the nest. LJse the same misture of compost for the 
pricking-out box, but add one part of well-rotted manure. 
l-larden the plants off gradually until they arc in the open 
air, in a sheltered place by the last frost. Plant the seedlings 
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3ut in the spring. It is best to leave their permanent bed 
rough until the last moment so the soil can dry out. Before 
Jianting, rake it down as tine as powder and tread firmly. 
Spring sowing This is only good where there arc cool damp 
summers, and you won’t be able to store the bulbs. SC)LE’ o’ut 
Df doors as you would onions sown in late summer and thin 
them out to four inches (IO cm) apart when they are big 
enough for the thinnings to be used as salad onions. 

PLANTING ONION SETS 
To gram ouions from si~1.T if is 
esseufial lo press tbr soil veq~ 
/h/y aromd each stat. hlakc 
b0lc.c~ .nS ifrrbes ( 15 cm) aparf ; 
press the sets itlfo fbr bofrs. 
Cofzfrary to tbe fmal adsirr 
(wbicb is to love the fops jlrsf 
sbowity) , 1 sygest that- y0f1 boq 
thr sets cofqblefc~~~, so tbaf fhq 
are orrt of fhr read of birds. 

Onion sets If you prefer them to seed, onion sets grow best 
in temperate climates where they should be planted in the 
spring. Make dibber holes every sis inches (15cm) - deep 
bed method four inches (10 cm) - along a line and push the 
sets into them, pressing down the soil around each set to 
hold it firm: I bury the sets completely-so that the top-knot 
is just below the surface where the birds can’t pull it out. 

Care while growing 
The most important thing is to keep your onions well 
weeded. In their later stages they benefit from a mulch and 
this can be dorie with uprooted weeds. If your onions 
flower, pinch out the stems while they are still small. 

PICKING OUT FLOWER STEMS 
If necessary pinch out fbe ,fYower 
stems while tbey are still c+te 
small. Ifyorr don’t do this, the 
plants will “bolt’: tbat is to my, 
tbv willprodmeJower beads. 
These itI turrl prevent the bldbs 

forming propet+. WhetlyoN are 
picking ollt tbe j7ower stenls, take 
care not to loosen the btdbs. 

Pests and diseases 
Onion J?y The maggots of the onion fly are one of the 
nastiest pests we have to suffer as they can stop onions 
growing altogether. The maggots eat into the bulbs of seed- 
lings. Spring-sown onions are the worst hit, but onions 
grown from sets aren’t likely to be affected. To deter onion 
flies and their maggots dust your rows of onions with 
flowers of sulfur, or sprinkle with an ounce of kerosene to a 
gallon of water. Dust fairly regularly, particularly when you 
thin the plants. 

DO~WJ mildew This occurs particularly during \vet stxsons, 
and causes ,grayish or purple streaks on Icn~cs. If \-ou tind it, 
;lust v:ith Uordeaus po\vder (see p. 100). 
Eel worm ‘These microscopic ~vorms \vill cause the tops of 
your onions to wilt. Burn all affected plants and don’t gro\\ 
onions or allow chickweed, which also harbors them, to 
grow on that land for six years. 
Neck rot This disease attacks onions in storage. X gra) 
nold forms on the onion skins and later the centers turn 
xx)wn. Prevent it b!: drving vour onions off acll after 
qarvesting and stormg m a &~I air\ place. 
O&on snout Onion smut shows ‘as black blisters cm stems 
and bulbs. If you get it in your garden, Lvater the ro\vs \vith 
a solution made from a pint (0.5 I) of formalin and four 
gallons (1X 1) of \vater Lvhen you so\v. Hut \‘ou are unlikeI\ 
to get this. 

Harvesting and storing 
It is well worth bending over the tops of your onions when 
they will grow no more. This will start them ripening. In a 
hot dry autumn, ease the onions out of the ground and leave 
them a week or two in the sun to dry. But don’t damage the 
skin or you’ll let in neck rot. In wet places, lay the onions 
on wire netting after harvesting - an old spring bed would 
do - in order to keep them ofF the ground. But put them 
under cover if it’s rainy. 

BENDING THE TOPS 
When tbe tips of the leaves start 
going-yellow, it is time to betId 
over and break the uerks of the 
onions. T//is starts the ripenit% 
process. At fbe same time loosen 
the onions with a fork to start 
them d$lg, bnt take care not to 
damage fbe skim. A few dqs 
later ease them out of the ground 
arzd leave tbel/j it] tbe mn to fi.nisb 
dryiq or/f. 
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It is vital to drx onions !\,cll. \\i~llcil they ll;t\~c dricrl, the hc<t 
Lhing to do is string them. ()thcr\\.isc, put them in ia!,crs in 
iotlle C001, airy pl;lCC. Thrv must Ilot suEcr scvcrc frtet, ht 
It is hctter for them to hc cool than hot. If YOU hung :t 

itring bv your stove use’ them ias{ hcforc thcv rot. 

To fill the gap after the last of your stored onions have gone 
rotten - if you haven’t planted spring onions specially - buy 
bunches o< spring onions and plant them out three inches 
(8 cm) apart. They will quickly produce small bulbs. 
Alternatively, sow any onion seed, or the special spring 
onion varieties in late summer, and pull them in the spring. 
But, of course, if you have sown onions out of doors in late 
summer, you will have spring onions anyway as a result of 
thinning them. 

SCALLIONS 
Anv onion can be harvested young and used as scallions or 
qekn bunching onions, but there are special bulbless hunch- 
ing varieties that are bred Thor this purpose. These produce 
clusters of long, slender white stalks hut do not form bulbs. 

SHALLOTS 
The mild but distinctive flavor of shallots is essential to 
French cooking. Shallots are expensive, 50 it is worth grow- 
ing your own. Plant them anv time before early spring. 
Prepare the ground in the same way as for onions, ‘and plant 
the shallots as you would onion sets, about six inches (15 
cm) apart. When you harvest, store them in a string hag. 

The leek is somctimcs rightly c;~llccl “the gourmet’s onion” 
The \\‘clsh, rccognising its tine qualities, b:ivc tiiadc it their 
national ~~mhlcm, ;iiid li;ivc crutctl ;I ZLI~I-I~ IccI, S~)LI~ namd 

“~a\\-I”. If VOCI \\.ish to g:r0\\. onI\. 01x vcgctahlc of the 
/.i/kr/~ f;in;i’y. hcgin \\,ith the ICC+. .lt \vill nc,t Ict YOU d0u.n. 

During the dreary hungry g:lp \vhcn all else kiils, \vhich 
stretches from late \vintcr through to the middle of spring, 
the stalu,lrt leeli is there to relieve yw from a diet of salted 
this and frozen that. 

Soil and climate 
I .ccks lilcc ;I rich loam, hut they c:ln. and c~t’tcll do. pt 1113 
ivith practicali\ anvthing. Still, for Icclis that you can Ix 
pl-oLIcI of, givC thcin plcnt\- of manure ancl plult~. of cc)lll- 
p0s’. They need a moist h;t ;vcll-drained soil. ;;.A thcv lilic 
a high pkl bct\veen 0 and 8. They are tcmprrate climate 
plants hut \vill gron in any climate csccpt a tropical one. In 
my vie\\., though, leeks gro\vn in dry \veather don’t sccin 
to‘havt: the flavor of thcjsc gro\vn uiider cloucl!~ skits. 

Soil treatment 
For really fine leeks, treat your soil as you would for 0nion.i 
(see (Xons). It is common to follow early potatoes with 
leeks forming a part of the Iqume p!ot in our rccom- 
mended rotation (although they are not of course legumes). 
In this case the heavy manuring the potatoes have had \vill 
be perfect,. though the leeks \vill probably avant some lime. 

However, I generally plant lreks with the brassica because 
they arc then sharing the onI\ bed that does not need 
digging up until late the follo~~~ing spring. While leeks are 
very closely related to onions they do not lit easily into the 
or&n bed, for the onions are strung and hung up in a cool 
shed before we even start to eat the leeks. 

In hard ground trench for leeks, digging one spade depth 
deepand m&g in plenty ofcompost or well-rotted manure. 

Propagation 
In very cold climates, MN seed indoors in late winter and 
keep them at about 60’1: (16°C:). For summer leeks ~CH-I 
should do this anyway-, but I think it a pity to eat leeks in 
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the summer - “the fruits of the earth in their srason” is 
Lvhat suited ;\dam and l<vc before the! tasted of the \vrong 
fruit - and it is nice to come to leeks around (:hristmas aith 
an unjaded palate. I:or u.intcr Iceks, in all hut the coldest 
climates so\v fairly thicklv along the drills in the /J~~J.T.T~~L/ 
seed-bed in early spring. Do not throw the left-over sells 
away after sowing; each quarter ounce (7 g) holds about a 
thousand seeds, and they Prep for around four years. Plant 
out in the garden when the! are four inches (10 cm) high. 

It is common advice to snip an inch OR the tops of the 
plants and at the same time snip the roots to about half their 
length. Then simply drop each pl?nt into a hole made with a 
dibber and pour a little water in. This \\.orks perfectly \~cll 
hut, since I prcfcr not to mutilaic plants more than I have 
to, I plant them as I do cabbages. Simple make a hole with 
vour dibbcr, pour a little \vater in, and p&h the unmutilated 
icck do\vn into the mud. I suggest you try half a roll’ each 
\\‘a~ and see which gross hetter. Plant them six inches 
(IS’cm) apart deep bed method four inches (10 cm) (see 
p. l(lG) in ro\vs u.idc enough to x\ork bctwecn say 16 
inches (40 cm). 

PLANTING LEEKS 

Care while growing 
Never let leeks go short of water. Hoe them and mulch if 
you can. Earth them up every now and then as the)- grow, 
in order to blanch them. 

Pests and diseases 
Leeks are said to s&eer from all the same pests and diseases 
as onions, but I have never known a leek to suffer from 
anything - except somebody digging it out of the ground 
and eating it. 

Harvesting and storing 
When digging up leeks. avoid cutting nff too much of the 
foliage; the leeks’ prime food value consists of the vitamin 
A to be found in the leaves. So, as well as eating the stems, 
try and make use of the leaves, in soups and so on: the\ 
taste very savory. 

In freezing climates leeks can be dug up before the first 
severe frost and, heeled into earth in a cellar. In less severe 
climates they should be hilled up nearly to the tops of the 
plants. In temperate climates, leave them in the ground if 
possible until at least Christmas, and spare them even after 
that until late winter when the Brussels sprouts begin to 
look a sorry sight and you are tired of broccoli and kale. 
Then dig them up as you need them. However, if you wish 
to clear the bed for something else, it is perfectly all right to 
dig all your leeks up and heel them into the ground in a 
short row out of the way and near the kitchen. 

sparagus 

ONIONS 
LEEKS 

ASPARAGUS 

.\sparagus is an excellent vegetable to grow, for it gives you 
a fresh bite of green-stllff in the spring. It can be cut and cut 
again for a period of six to eight weeks, and it is impossible 
to conceive of anyone ever getting tired of so exquisite a 
taste. If you care for your asphragus bed properly, it will go 
on producing for anything between ten and forty vears. On 
the other hand, an asparagus bed takes up a I& ‘of space, 
especiallv since vou have to wait for three years from the 
time of sowing f&r your first taste. 

Soil and climate 
Asparagus came from the seaside and can put up with salt. 
It likes a mild, moist summer and a cold enough winter to 
make it go to sleep for half the year. ( )nly a very severe 
frost \\-ill harm it after it has diecl do\vn for the winter, but 
it is a good idea to cover the bed with straw if the winter is 
frosty. The plant flourishes in a light, well-drained loam and 
it will grow well in sandy land if it has been well-manured 
and composted and is not allowed to dry out. The soil 
should have a pH of 6.5, which may mean you have to add 
lime. It is possible to create soil suited to asparagus 
artificially - heavy clay, for instance, can be proper1.y 
modified by adding plenty of compost and sand - and it IS 
well worth doing this, as asparagus is a perennial and will 
go on feeding you for years. 

Soil treatment 
The bed. must be entirely free from perennial weeds, because 
once the roots of these are thoroughly intertwined with the 
roots of the asparagus, which spread out as far as five feet 
(1.5 m) you will ne\rer get them free. So the fall before you 
intend to plant, fork the planned bed over and over again 
an d remove every last inch of couch grass root, ground 
elder, or convolvulus. 

Then, if your land needs it, fork in lime and also if 
necessary rock phosphare or wood ash or some other form 
of potash, but if you have enough compost you needn’t 
bother with this. Half a pound (201) g) of fish meal and half 
a pound (200 g) of ash per square yard is a good insurance. 

The old-fashioned method of preparing the bed, and one 
which I think can’t be beaten, was to take out a trench live 
feet (1.5 m) wide and one foot (30 cm) deep, placing the top 
soil to one side separately. Put six inches (15 cm) of good 
stable manure in the trench, sis inches (15 cm) oi rotted turf 
on top of this, and another few inches of well-rotted manure 
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or compost. Replace the topsoil on tl,is and you will have a 
bed for three rows of plants. An alternative is just to dig 
plenty of manure or compost into the soil in the fall and 
plant in that, in either single ro\vs or rows about four and a 
half feet (1.4 m) apart. 

Propagation 
Asparagus can be grown from seed. Collect your own seed 
by hanging some of the female ferns up when they are quite 
ripe, letting them dry, and then rubbing the seed out with 
your fingers. But if you gro\v them from seed you won’t get 
anv asparagus to eat for three years. If you can’t wait that 
1 c,ng, buy t\vo or three-year-old crou;ns from a nursery. 
I<ven one-year-old crolvns save. you some waiting time, the! 
arc cheaper than older plants and transplant more easily. 

If you are sowing seed, either do it indoors in seed boxes 
or outdcx)rs in a seed-bed, so\ving in early spring and later 
rhinning to three inches (8 cm) apart. 

\X’hichcvcr method you choose, when the plants are ready 
for their !inal I&ding out, take out a trench or trenches 
nine inches (2.5 cm) deep and a foot (30 cm) wide, make a 
cushion of fine soil in the bottom, slightly convex in section, 
and lay the plants on that, two feet (60 cm) apart in the 
roxvs - deep hed method 12 inches (30 cm) apart (see p. 
IrG). Sever Ict asparagus crowns dry out. If you bup the 
cro\vns from a nursery, keep them moist right up to the 
time you put thrm in rhe ground and then give them a good 
soaking. (:over immediateI\- \vith fine earth and compost. 

Care while growing 
Asparagus benefits enormously from heavy mulching. I like 
to mulch with seaweed, but otherwise mulch with any or- 
ganic material which is non-acid - don’t for instance use 
pine needles or oak leaf-mold unless you mix thoroughly 
with lime first. If you use sawdust or anything very hard to 
break down, put some high nitrogen material on, like blood 

meal. Don’t hoc too deeply or !ou’ll damage the asparagus 
roots. Your mulch is the best \veed suppressor. 

\iany pcopl~ cut the ferns doxvn in the fall as soon as 
they turn \-ello\v, hut I prefer to leave them to die down 
naturallv and return their goodness tc) the plan:$. 

Pests and diseases 
Asparagus beetle L;sc your fingers to pick off any beetles 
which appear on the asparagus shoots and kill them. Do it 
early in the morning when the beetles can’t fly. Otheruise 
dust with derris powder uhen the dew is on them. 
Asparagus rust If YOU live in a very humid area your 
asparagus mav be a&ted bv this fungus, so plant a rust-free 
variety. If vou still get it, sprat with Bordeaux mixture. 

Harvesting and storing 
Don’t touch the plants for thres: years if UN grew them 
from seed, or for tu’o years if the? gre\v f&m roots. Then 
cut the shoots before tl;ev begin I-O open as you want them. 
Cut for six \vecks after thkv begin to shoot the first year, and 
thereafter for tu.0 months: The middle of june is the latest 
JUI should let yourself cut asparagus. From a ti\,e-year-old 
bed sporting two healthy plants, you will probably And that 
you can cut enough asparagus for one person to have one 
helping a week throughout the cutting season. 

To avoid a dearth of asparagus reckoIl on ten years as the 
lifetime of a bed, and then plant a ne\v one. h good tip, 
when \‘ou scrap an old bed, is to take the plants out care- 
fully a; the end of the fall and plant them in a hot-bed. You’ll 
benefit by gettin,g asparagus a month earlier than usual. 

Asparagus can be canned or frozen (see p. 220 and. 227). 
My personal prejudice is against doing either because the 
great pleasure of eating fresh asparagus in the .spring - 
surely one of the heights of gastronomic experience - is lost 
if the palate is jaded by having munched away at ca[Ined or 
frozen stuff the rest of the year 

TRENCHING FOR ASPARAGUS PLANTING THE CROWNS MULCHING THE PLANTS HARVESTING THE CROP 
Dig a tred the itlches (25 cm) 
deep atd a foot (30 cm) wide. 

Set orit the plmts 011 fbe l.iyer of Seaweed or-fish weal is idealfor Three-pars from sowing or two 

Leuve the bottom s/&b+ comex, 
fine soil, two feet (60 cm) apart. hemy fnnlching; ofherwise f/se atg from phtitg is fhe time to 

so that it ndl bold water, and 
Lqy fhew with fbe roots spread klon-acid organic tmterial. When hwest. Cut fbe shoots for not 
014f caref$l to absorb n/l the ferru turtl-l~ellow itr fall, let . 

cover it lvitb R layer of fiue soil. 
wore tbnn SLY weeks the first 

available moisture. them die tratzmahj. _JVGF, nnrl two woritbs sz~bseqwet+~~. 
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Chenopodiuceue 

Beet, spitzad! Swiss chat-a’ or seaknle beet ad spitzad 
beet are the edible members of the Cbenopodiaceae. 
This very distinctive family orlginally came from 
the seashore, and the members of it share with the 
cabbage tribe the characteristic that their leaves 
have a tough, cutinous surface which is designed 
to limit transpiration (the escape of water from the 
plant) and thus preserve the moisture which the 
plants win so precariously from their salty 
surroundings. Seashore plants share with desert 
plants the need to conserve moisture, for their 
salty environment tends to diaw it out of them by 
osmosis. The beet family also has the peculiarity 
of producing its seed in little fruits that remain 
intact until they germinate in the ground. What 
we plant as the “seed” of beet and spinach is in 
fact a small fruit containing four or five seeds, 
each of which grows into a plant. Thus you find 
that when you plant these fruits you get plants 
coming up in clusters. The clusters should be 
thinned to leave one plant from each for the best 
beet or spinach. 

The family includes sugar beet, which is grown 
for sugar of course (the roots can be up to 21 per 
cent sugar), and mangels, or “cattle-beet’: which 

The western culinary imagination never seems to get much 
beyond boiling heet for many !:rxr 1 and then soaking it in 
vinegar. But we have only to I,v!. ;n Russia and to the 
delicious borsch to see just w%i -..I; be done wirh this sadly 
under-used vegctahle. 

Soil and climate 
Beet is really a cold climate plan1 ; 1’1 hex countries it must 
be grown in the winter, early spr;,lg ,ir fall. It likes well- 
drained soil, with plenty of humus, hIIt not fresh manure. It 
won’t grow at all if the ground is too acid, and needs a pH 
of about 6.5. 

Soil treatment 
In my suggested four-course rotation, beet should be grown 
in the root plot. The land should by then have been heavily 
manured three years before for the potatoes, limed two 
years before for the L~l~/ilrosue, and probabl). well-mulched 

are grown specificall\ for feeding to cattle and 
making into sugar. *r’he beet family arc character- 
ized by the fact that the s~~ollcn roots that lye 
grow ;hem for display rings when you cut them 
across. These rings are alternately storage tissue 
and convening tissue. It is the storage tissue that 
contains the nutrients which the beet stores up in 
its first summer, so that it can leap ahead quick11 
in its second summer and produce seed before it 
dies. The conveying tissue transfers the nutrients 
from the roots to the rest of the plant. 

Beet and spinach can send their roots down ten 
feet (3 m) or more into the soil. They also occup) 
the soil very fully, filling it with a mass of fibrous 
rootlets. This has a good effect, breaking up the 
soil and loosening it, so when the roots rot they 
leave passages for water and air far down into the 
subsoil. 

It is possible now to get fragmented seed of the 
Cbetlopodiacene - where the fruitlets have been 
broken -. or to get pelleted seed. Each of these 
makes it possible to sow singly, either by, hand or 
with a precision drill, which saves thinning later. 
But the expense is really only justified if you are 
growing on a large scale. 

with compost one sear before for the Dt.ussic.~~. The soil 
should be well dug and without too many stones. 

Propagation 
The main crop of beet for storing should be sown 
about three weeks before the date of your usual last frost. 
But you can go on sowing successionaily until mi&xnmer. 
It’s worthwhile soaking the seed a day or two before 
sowing. Sow the seed thinly three-quarters of an inch (2 cm) 
deep in drills a foot (30 cm) apart. When the plants appear, 
lirst single each cluster, then thin out to three inches (8 cm) 
apart for small beet and nine inches (25cm) apart for large 
beet for winter storing - deep bed method (see p. 106) four 
inches apart (10 cm). You can eat the baby thinnings. 

Care while growing 
Hoe several times to suppress weeds until the shiny leaves of 
the beet start doing the work themselves. Beet grown in dry 
conditions become hard and woody and they can often bolt. 
Mulching and watering should prevent this. 

Pests and diseases 
LeufnGzer The larvae of the beet fly will bore through the 
leaves. Pull off the affected leaves and burn them. 
Beet beetle Beet may become infested with tiny black 
beetles. Water the plants with nicotine water. 

Harvesting and storing 
The tops of beet can be eaten as well as the roots but, if 
you’re going to store beet, wring the tops off - don’t cut 
them since it makes them bleed. And avoid bruising. 

By far the best way to store beet is tt) lay them gently in 
peat - or moist sand - without allowing them to touch each 
other. If you lay them in the open they will shrivel up. 
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Of all the popular vegetables spinach contains the most 
vitamin C, iron and calcium. You can have ic all year round 
with careful planning. It is a cool weather crop and will 
even grow in :\laska’s colder zones. In hot climates or even 
in more temperate ones, New %ea!and spinach, (\\.hich 
belongs to the Tetrrrgor~iaceae family) is a good substitute and 
can be grown in the summer. 

Soil and climate 
High temperatures during the first couple of months of its 
growth will cause spinach to bolt to seed, so it is really a 
winter crop in hot climates. It likes good rich loam, ancl 
should be kept damp, but it will grow in most soils if there 
is enough organic matter present. It isn’t a good idea to 
plant in soil where fresh manure has recently been applied. 

Soil treatment 
Spinach will go in odd corners as a catch crop, bur it 
doesn’t like an acid soil, so lime if necessary to bring the pt.1 
to between 6 and 6.5. If the soil is over 6.7 then spmach will 
be one of the first plants to show manganese deiiciency, 
since manganese gets locked up bv too much Iimc. The 
ground should be well dug; alternakvcly, use a good layer 
of compost. 

Propagation 
In cool climates, the prickly-seeded variety of spinach is best 
in the winter and the smooth-seeded variety in summer. In 
hot climates the smooth-seeded variety :Ilould be planted in 
winter. Even in pretty cold climates you can sow smooth- 
seeded spinach in winter (thougIl not of course where the 

~rountl is frrbxn) ;lnrl successionallv tli~w;iftei. - sa\’ once a 
nonth - until I2tc summer. In \x.et \\+nrcrs it is it q)0~1 idea 
.o xo\v spinach on raised ridges for hcttcr dra’inagc. In 
9pring ;~ncl sun‘mer, so\v on rhc tlat. So\\. three-cluartcrs of 
In inch (7 cm) clccp and, u 11~11 the plants declare thcmsclvcs, 
bin to four inches (10 cm) in io\vs a foot (30 cm) apart. 
~\IIou three inclics (8 cm) in both directions hctncen 
hinncd plants in the deep hcd (XI. p. IOO), and take cnrc not 
0 step on tlic bed \vhcn thinning. 

Care while growing 
I lot ant1 ni~ilcli if‘ you can to keep do\\.n \vccds. \y’;ltcr onI\ 
t‘ the \vcathcr is \‘cry dry; if the soil i5 ;illo\~~c~l 10 dr!, 0u.t 
-hc Iknts uill holt. 

Pests and diseases 
Mold Spinach is virtually fr-ec from pcs’s ;lnd disc:lscs in 
;ootl organic gardclis, hur in m~iggy, damp \vr:ithcr it can 
<et moldy. This mc~lcl manifests itself a$ ~cllow patches on 
-he lcavcs and grcy mold on their undersides. If it .appears, 
:he brsr thing to do is scrap it and plant some more. If you 
slant sotnc’ c’vcrv month (a short row of course), YOU n.on’t 
iave to go Ioni Lvithout it. If it bolts, tllcn the Anlr place 
‘or it is the compos heap. 

Harvesting 
simply pluck the Icavcs from your spinach as YOU need 
hem. In fact, if vou avant the plant to go on bearing you 
should pluck the ;)utcr leaves fairly often. Spinach tastes kest 

f you simply rinse it quicklv and put it, still \\.et, straight 
nto a pan \\Ath a cl~~sr-lit;ing lid. Don’t add an\ more 
satcr; just IC:IVC it to sinlmcr for tive minutes or so. 

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH 
New Zealand spinach is not in fact a mrmbcr of the 
Chopof/i~mwc~ family but it is similar enough to warrant 
talking about here. New Zealand spinach doesn’t have the 
high oxalic content of true spinach, so its nutritional value i: 
more available. It is less frost-hardy than true spinach and iI 
should be grown in the summer. In vcrv hot climates it \vill 
stand up to heat far better than cndinar)’ spinach, hut it doe! 
need protection from the sun. 

Don’t sow until ail danger of frost is past. Grow Nen 
Zealand spinach in rows four feet (1.2 m) apart in good soil. 
or closer together in poor soils. When sown directly into a 
deep bed, it. will Frow particularly well. Soak the seeds ir 
water for twenty-tour hours before sowing; othcr\visc theil 
hard cases make them slow to germinate. Plant three seed: 
in each position and later pull out the two ax4er plants 
Otherwise treat New Zealand >pinnch just as !ou woulr 
treat true spinach. 
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SWISS CHARD 

SPINACH BEET 

Sxviss chard or seakale beet is just a beetless beet, as it 
\\‘erc: it’s a beet which puts down deep narrow roots instead 
of making one swollen root. It is an escellent crop for your 
garden since it sends its tough roots three feet (90 cm) down 
Into the sr‘bsoil and draws up what is good down there. 
Both the leaves and the midribs of the leaves can be eaten; 
yc,u shocid cut the midribs up before cooking them, and 
they need cooking longer than the leaves. 

Soil and climate 
Swiss chard will grow in most climates except the veq 
hottest and in any soil which is not waterlogged. 

Soil treatment 
Swiss chard, like the other beet crops, needs a pH of about 
6.5, so lime if necessary. A small amount of well-rotted 
compost or manure is a good idea. 

Propagation 
Soak the seed well, just as you would beet seed (see Beet). 
Sow seeds an inch (2.5 cm) desp and three inches (8 cm) 
apart - deep bed method (see p. 106) also three inches (8cm) 
apart. The plants need room, so make the rows 18 inches 
(45cm) apart. The seed should be sown two or three weeks 
before the last expected frost, though in mild climates you 

can suu in late summer for harvesting and eating in winter 
and spring. 

Care while growing 
Swiss chard needs little attention, though mulching is 
worthwhile. 

Pests and diseases 
Swiss chard is hardy and resistant to pests and diseases. 

Harvesting 
When the leaves are seven inches (18 cm) long start 
breaking the outer ones off and eating them. As the leaves 
get bigger, tear the thin leaf off the midribs. 

RHUBARD CHARD 
Rhubard chard is exactly like Swiss chard except that its 
leaves and stems are deep red in color. It is said to thrive in 
heavy soils better than its rivals, 

Spinach beet is a beetless beet, meaning that it does not 
make a swollen root, like common &et. It is alsc) knc)\\-n as 
“perpetual spinach’: hccausc you can get a year’s supply of 
leaves from only two sowings, instead of having to sou 
successionally through the year, as uith spinach. You can cat 
the leaves and the plant will go on to produce more. 
Spinach beet is hardier than spinach; it is unlikely to bolt 
in summer yet can withstand frosts in winter. It tastes 
similar to spinach, hut contains less osalic acid. 

Soil and climate 
A cool moist climate is best for spinach beet, and it likes 
good deep soil. It grolvs v;ry well, like the rest of the deep- 
rooting beet family, in deep beds (see p. 106). 

Soil treatment 
Dig deeply and add as much compost or manure as you can 
spare. You don’t have to worry about forking roots with 
spinach beet, so there is no danger of adding too much fresh 
manure as there is with man!- root crops. 

Propagation 
If you sow in spring and again in midsummer, you can have 
leaves to eat throughout the year. Sow seeds an inch 
(2.5 cm) apart in rows 18 inches (45 cm) apart. When the 
seedlings are well established, thin to leave six inches 
(15 cm) between plants. If you have a deep bed (see p. 106) 
allow six inches (15 cm) between plants in all directions. 

Care while growing 
Keep the ground clear of weeds and pick off any flower 
stems that appear. Your crop will henetit from mulching. 

Pests and diseases 
Spinach beet is not greatly affected by pests or diseases, but 
watch out for slugs (see p. 104) in the fall. 

Harvesting 
Pull the leaves off the plants carefully. by twisting them 
downward. Pick from the outside leaving newer younger 
leaves to go on growing. Never denude a plant altogether. 
Don’t allow any leaves to become large and old, for this will 
stop the plant producing more. If they grow too old for 
eating, pull them off and put them on the compost heap. 
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Nothing is more fascinating in working with 
nature than observing how plants have evolved to 
fill nooks and crannies left in the complex 
ecosystem of the larger and grander species. Thus 
in the huge tropical rain forests, where mighty 
trees strive against each other to reach the ligh;, 
you will find soft, apparently defenseless fast- 
growing creepers using their mighty rivals to 
support themselves, making use of speed in 
growing and flexibility of habit to carry on a kind 
of ,guerilla existence down below. 

Other members of the Cmcrbitaceae are adapted 
to deserts, and these again make use of speed of 
gro\vth, sacrificing strength and rigidity and all 
sorts of other virtues to this end. They shoot 
away quickly from a seed that has been lying 

In temperate climates nearly all the cucumbers that have 
smooth edible skins can only be grown in greenhouses (s&z 
p. 204). There is one smooth-skinned strain, optimistically 
called “Burpless’: that is hardy and can be grown out of 
doors, but otherwise the methods described on this page and 
the next apply only to common cucumbers. The common 
varieties of cucumber are not fully hardy, but can be grown 
with success in temperate regions as long as all risk of frost 
is avoided. They are much easier to grow than greenhouse 
cucumbers, and verv prolific in favorable conditions. 

Soil and climate 
Cucumbers like soil that is nearly all compost or well-rotted 
manure. They will not stand wet feet, although they like 
plenty of moisture all through their growing period. 
Outdoor cucumbers can be grown successfully in most parts 
of the United States: they are fast growing and complete 
their life during the heat of the summer. Although they are 
easily injured by frost, they mature fast enough to be 
unaffected by winter weather. 
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dormant perhaps for years and store away the 
water of a flash rainstorm in quick-growing ‘fruit. 
The Tsava melons of the Kalahari and Narnib 
deserts of Africa are prime examples of this. i2s 
soon as it rains these spring up all over the for- 
merly waterless and barren deserts and Bushmen, 
and other desert dwellers, are able to leave the 
water holes to which theq’ have been confined and 
roam where they will - secure in the knowledge 
that thq will find water wherever they go, in the 
Tsava that lie all about. Meanwhile the Tsava 
benefit from their depredations, for as animals and 
men eat their fruit and suck in their water the 
seeds get dispersed, to lie dormant perhaps for 
years again until the next rain. 

Melons and cucumbers seem to be made to 
comfort men in hot dry climates - in Persia a dish 
of sliced cucumber in vinegar is often offered to 
the thirsty guest. 

Soil treatment 
The soil needs deep digging to ensure adequate drainage, 
md a large quantity of ripe manure or compost. Half 
manure and half earth is ideal. Dig it in a foot (3ncm) down 
In each position. Like tomatoes, cucumbers must have full 
exposure to the sun. The two crops like much the same soil, 
$0 it is a good idea to alternate cucumbers with tomatoes in 
1 sunny bed up against a south wall or fence. Remember 
:hat cucumbers are good climbers, and take up far less room 
md do better if they are allowed to climb. If YOU can train 
:hem up a fence or a &-ellis on a wall so much the.better. 

Propagation 
‘r’ou can so\v cucumber seeds out of doors after all danger 
If frost is past. If .there is an unexpected cold spell, cover 
hem with glass jars. Remove the jars when the plants get 
‘00 big for them. Clothes are even more useful, because 
,hey can be left on longer and can be improvised with 
ransparent plastic and wire. 

SOWING SEED INDOORS 
To get en+ cmmlters, start 
tbetn off imloors if! peaf pots ot 
soil blocks. Sow fwo seeds OII edge 
in each pot or block. Do not press 
the coulpost doivv; cmul/bers m-e 
fhaf rare thug, a vegetable djich 
di:iikesj%-In soil. Katrr t&777 

and keep fheti; warm, ht onf of 
direct sfdf$U. Ibn call I :N 
tram-pfrmt them, at about the 
time of the last expected bard 
jrost, without disfdCng the 
roots. Sow more seed ordoors at 
the same ti77ze. 

The alternative is to start your cucumbers indoors in peat 
pots or soil blocks. Then plant them out, long after the last 
possible frost, in their prepared positions. If your land is 
heavy and wet it is best to plant them on ridges; because if 



Vegetables CUCUMDERS 
PUMPKINS 

you plan: them on the flat in badly drained land, they arc 
likely to die from damping off. 

If you are not letting them chmb they can do \vith sis feet 
(1.8 m) of space all round them; four feet (1.2 m) is the 
absolute minimum. If you are planting them in a deep bed 
(see p. l(M), allow two feet (60 cm) each way, or else stagger 
them among other crops. I sometimes plant mine right on 
top of an old compost heap. They love it. When you plant 
them out sow some more seed outdoors as well - this will 
give you a second crop just xvhen your tirst is running out. 

Care while growing 
Cucumbers must have water all the time: many people sink 
a flowerpot into the ground near each plant and pour water 
straight into this so that the water quickly reaches the roots. 
Keep them well weeded. 

When thev have sis or seven true leaves - not seed 
leaves - it’is best to pinch out the growing points to make 
them branch and straggle. Do not remove the male flowers 
from outdoor cucumbers. Do this only with smooth-skinned 
cucumbers - the ones that you can only grow in the green 
house. Keep the fruit off the ground by placing a piece of 
plastic sheet, tile or glass under each one. 

Pests and diseases 
Mildew or bright This can develop in very hot and muggy 
conditions. It produces white powdery patches on leaves and 
str_ us. Avoid by planting resistant varieties. 
Cucumber beetle These are spotted or striped beetles. The 
adults attack the leaves, and the larvae the stems and roots. 
Repel them with nicotine’spray (see p. 104). 
Cucumber mosaic uivus Leaves become mottled and shriv- 
elled. Pull and burn immediately. Plant re:.istant \,arieties. 

Harvesting 
Pick and eat your cucumbers as soon as they are ready. 
Above all don’t leave any to grow old on the vines. 

GHERKINS 
The gherkin is the favorite for small pickles and relish. 
Gherkins don’t need quite as much space between plants as 
cucumbers do; two feet (60 cm) is about right. Pick them 
when they are only two inches (5 cm) long. 

bumpkins are a must for Halloween carving and 
Thanksgiving pumpkin pie. They also make delicious cus- 
.ards and casseroles, and hull-less seeds make a good snack. 

soil and climate 
Pumpkins like humus if they can get it, but they will gro\r 
7n unmanured ground as long as it is well drained. They 
Iced plenty of water. 

Propagation 
You can sow pumpkin seed out of doors, under pol!;ethyl- 
rhene clothes or inverted jam jars in spring, or else wlthout 
protection in early summer. You can also sow sked indoors 
in peat pots or seed boses shortly before the last frost, and 
plant the seedlings out at the start of the hot weather. Allon 
four feet (1.2 m) between plants, or 30 inches (75 cm) if you 
use a deep bed (see p. 106). 

Care while growing 
Let each side-shoot grow a male flower - a flower without a 
pumpkin attached to it. Then, when the next female flower - 
3 flower with a tiny green pumpkin - appears, cut the shoot 
short just above the female flower. This will encourage 
the growth of several smallish pumpkins instead of one 
enormous one. Place upturned saucers under your pumpkins 
to prevent them suffering from rot (see Squashes). 

Harvesting 
Color is no indication of ripeness. It is best to wait until the 
first frost before cutting off the pumpkins. Leave about two 
inches (5 cm) of stalk on each one. 

STORING PUMPKINS 
Piwpkim neei? to be stored al a 
warnier temperatwe than aug 
other- vegetdfe. SO-6O’F (10. 
IRC) is ideal. Never haq /hew 
f(p 1311 heir stalks, as eventzral(l! 
these will shrivel up, md fhe 
pmnpkim will drop ami h-he. 
By far the best wajl of sforiq 
fbeni is fo harg them in mfs in 
atr airy p/ace. 
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Smashes 

There is a bewiz 
r-. 

do is to try several 
variety of squashes. The best thing to 

different ones, see which you like, and 
then plant one good one for eating fresh and another that is 
good for storing. Summer squash is onr of the most prolific 
vegetables you can grow, so don’t overplant. Size is ‘un- 
important; very large squashes tend to be tasteless. They are 
delicious, especially when stuffed with sausage and baked. 

Soil and climate 
The best place to grow squashes is on a compost heap. They 
will not grow very well on unmanured ground and like as 
much humus as they can get. They don’t like poorly drained 
land, but they do need plenty of moisture during their short, 
quick growing season. Work in plenty of compost or 
manure, and lime if the pH is below 6. 

Propagation 
In warm climates sow the seed straight outside in the bed at 
the beginning of summer. In areas with very short summers 

POLLINATING THE FLOWERS 
lhsf a little poIh from the maf; 
flower ihfo the open femr!eJolt~er. 
To fell them apart, look for a 
?hlar swelhy , direc f [y bebid 
the female flower: this is absetJt 
the male. * 

, 
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YOU can sow them ins& in peat pots or seed bc)\;es t\v0 
weeks before the last frost and plant them out tolvard the 
heginning of summer. Ochrraise SO\V the seed out of doors 
irr .rif~, under clothes or upturned jam jars, and remove the 
clothes Lvhcn the warm weather begins. Allou four feet 
(1.7 m) between plants - 50 inches (75 cm) for a deep bed 
(see p. 106). Sow two, or even three, seeds two inches (5 cm) 
deep in each position, and when they declare themselves 
remove the weakest plants, leaving onl\ one. It is sari to be 
best to sow the seeds on edge and not.lying flat. 1 find they 
grow whatever I do. 

Care while growing 
Never let them go short of w‘tter. I\lulching is \rerv good 
for them. Though insects pollinate some Ho\vcrs; it is 
important to pc)llinate by h, dnc as well. Trailing varieties 1 
must be trained up fences or a wigwam of sticks. 

TRAINING UP TRIPODS 
Jf fraili,! twrieties LIP sqmsh 
are allold to pm* alot?< the 
C~rod, f& fake I/p a grmf deal 
of roow; #be do0 fs (‘ail De selwnl 
yrds lo!{{. To sat~e space, fraiil 
tf!w.v to rfm rerfically. Grow 
fhw np trellises or &&e rrvk; 
nlfrrt~atiuel~~ trai!l f.!le.v: .vp 
tripods. T;e three poles, set!en-fret L 
(2 NJ) /OJg, together af the fop, 
nnd traifz otle sqnash plant II~ 
cad pole. When the s,!~oofs reach 
abold jibe feet ( r .J JIJ) high, 
PitJCh OJJt the <fJ-OJJ’iJJg POiJJ fS. 

Pests and diseases I c 
Mildew White patches caused ‘)y. lack of moisture in the 
soil, and a high degree of humldlty in the air, appear on 
leaves. The solution is to water them more. 
Vine borer This pest hollows out the squash stems; the 
leaves go limp and die. Burn affected stems and prevent the 
pest spreading by earthing up the remaining ones. 

SUPPORTING SQUASHES 

As the Jviiafer squashes 
@pear atJdgroJJ1 to their 
@If si?e, there is a daugcr fl 
rot comiq up from fhe earth 
ad affecthg fbem. So keep 
the squashes joist oif the soil, 
Ly lqit<q a piece ofplastic 
sheet, fde, n~oofiorglass der 
each one. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick summer squash and zucchini when small. If you leave 
them to mature, they will lose flavor. Keep picking to make 
more grow. Don’t harvest winter squ;:sh until they are hard, 
or until the frost is really threatening. Cut the stems off 
several inches from the vegetables; don’t break them off, as 
the wound lets in rot, and be certain not to bruise them. 
Store like pumpkins (see Pumpkins). 



Vegeh.ddes 

Melons 

There are three main types: the true cantaloupe, which 
con~cs from Europe, the muskmelon, and a group which 
includes honeydews and casabas. I\Iy own preference is 
perhaps for the cantaloupe, but I have never tasted a melon 
- as long as it was ripe and freshly picked - that was not a 
memorable experience. 

Soil and climate 
Wherever vou get three months of summer which culminates 
at melon-ripening time with days of 80°F (2?(I) and nights 
of not less than 50’F (1O’C) you can grow melons if the soil 
is right. Honevde.,I.s and casabas take another month or 
more. 

They like lightish soil wilh plenty of humus, not heavy 
clay, and they like it alkaline: a pH over 7 is best. You will 
probably have to lime for them. 

Soil treatment 
Unless your soil is already half manure or compost dig in 
plenty, enough to give you a covering of at least four inches 
(10cm) before you work it in. Or else dig out “hills” or 
stations, spaced about four feet (1.2m) apart, digging to one 
spade’s depth and several spade widths square. Dump in a 
big forkful of manure at each hill, and then cover this with 
earth again so that each station forms a shallow mound. 

Propagation 
In hot and temperate climates just sow the seeds two weeks 
after the last frost, edge-upward, six to a hill, and an inch 
and a half (4cm) deep; keep them well watered. If you have 
a deep bed (see p. 106), you should sow melons 18 inches 
(45 cm) apart; they will do better if you intercrop them with 
other plants. Thin to two or three plants in a station when 
the seedlings are established. 

In cold climates you must sow indoors in early spring or 
else outdoors under clothes, mini greenhouses (see p. 111) or 
upturned glass jars. If you sow them indoors don’t transfer 
them out of doors until all frosts are past and summer has 
definitely begun. 

.\ mclhocl of pcttinp them ott‘ to a tl!il:g 5t;lrl ib to 5p1’0ut 
the seeds lirht, bv piinlng them bct\\xcn \\‘ct hl0iting ~;I~cI‘, 

iii :I \varni phcc until tfic\. bcgir: ro sprout. l)o this :i!x,ut :I 
aeeli bctorc you nould normally SOL\. the ~3~1~. ~IK~OOI-S 0, 
jut. Don’t Ict them dr\- out l>Lll dcm’t clrc,\\~n thCm. ISC 

careful not to break the sprouts when planting out. 
Grov.ing melons in a ~01~1 climate is :I ixc agninst tinic. 

I:ruit xvhich sets after the middle of sunm~r sh)uld ripal 
IMore the frc:st kills it oti. 

Care while growing 
Treat just like outdoclr cucurnbcrs. .\s soon 3s the little 
melons are as big as \x)ur tist, balance them trn a glass jar 01 
an old can to keep .them off the ground. Thcv arc mc~rc 
likely to ripen and less likely to rot like this. 

Pests and diseases 
Cut worm These pests eat through the stalks of young seed- 
lings. If you get them in your garden, put paper or cardboard 
collars around the small plants \vhcn \‘ou plant them out. 
Anthracnose This is a fungus disease which causes brown 
spots on the leaves and ultlmatel~~ causes the melons to go 
moldy. You can avoid it - along with some other fungus 
diseases - if you don’t grow cucurbitaceous plants more 
than once on the same ground in four years. 
Botrytis, or gray mold Very wet conditions may bring this 
on. Although the plants need constant moisture there is no 
need to soak the ground. If botrytis strikes, all you can do is 
to destroy all affected fruits and herbage. 

Harvesting 
Melons generally begin to crack around the stems when ripe, 
and the fruit will break easily from the stem. Tapping helps 
when you h ‘ve had experience: a ripe melon makes a unique 
hollow sound. Some experts get on their hands and knees 
and sniff the melons to see if they are ripe. You don’t store 
melons; you just pick them and eat them. 

W\ATERMELONS 
These need really warm weather for at least four months and 
a terrific lot of space because the vines straggle over large 
areas. Unless you have both of these, and a sandy or ver) 
light soil, don’t consider them. But if you have these 
conditions, go ahead and grow them - there is nothing SC 
refreshing on a hot day. When you think a watermelon i: 
ripe knock it with your knuckles and heed Mark Twain’: 
advice : a ripe melon says “punk”, an unripe one say: 
“pink” or “pank”. 
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Compositae 

The thistle group cml~raccs :I lot of the ~~~orld’s 

The Compa.ri/ur derive their name from the filet 
that their Hov:crs, which look just like single 
flowers, are in fact clusters of many small flowers 
packed together and cunningly disguised as single 
flourers. The familv contains two important 
groups, \vhich ;irc ixst clescrilxd ;is the salad 
group :ind the thistle group. The salxl group - 
lcttucc, chicor\; cndi\rc, salsif!; sccjrzcjnkra ;uid 
d;~nclclions - ;1?-l’ tkt-grooving, SC ,t‘t-stc111111cd 
plants, \~+ich gardeners should usu;llly treat 3s 
~IlltlUillS. Thcy ha1.c \vhite milkv sap in their stems 
;md :i slightlv hitter taste. This is the fzm~il\~ from 
b,hicll most ‘of the ingredients that malie +up the 
basis of good salads come. 

1,ertuces have been cultivated for such a long time that 
several distinct and firmly-fixed varieties have developed. 
The three common types are cabbage lettuce, cos lettuce and 
butterhead lettuce. The cabbage variety is green on the 
outside with crisp, white leaves which form a closed heart; 
the cos has tall green leaves and forms a loose, elongated 
head; and the butterhead has tender, green leaves in a 
flattened, soft head. 

With careful planting and selection of varieties you should 
be able to grow lettuce for a large part of the year, 

thistles, ot’ \\~hich globe artichokes ;tnd c;lrrioons 
are of cspccid interest to gxrdcncrs. Closcl! 
related to these arc ;I numhcr of other pl;lnts that 
looli vet’\’ different, hut to a botanist are quite 
similar; these incluck j erusalem artichokes, 
(Ihincse artichokes NXI suntlo\vers. The vcgctables 
in diis group gencrall\~ ha\rc to Ix cooked, but it 
is surprising \vh;lt \.ou can c;it if YOU are hLinCgr:r\r. 
Not long ;igo 1 ~4 cutting dc~~~~n’slx~r thistlcs In 
m\* mc:ido~~s ~vlicn sonicbotl\~ came ;ilong 2nd told 
mC that I coi~l~l cat them. She procccclccl, S( ,mc- 

\vh;lt p:~infully, to peel the stalk of one of them (a 
!‘oung one) 2nd vt‘s, \‘ou coulcl indeed cflt them. 
J’ou U~OLII~ lxivc. to ix \‘cI-\‘ liungr\, to make a 
meal of them though unless you found a Ixttcr 

. UX~ ofgctting the prickles ot$ 

at Icast in temperate clim:?tcz. !‘!!I- the l~url~)osc’~ of cu!ti- 
vation, lettuce falls into three catcgr~rics: \vintcr lettuce, 
spring lettuce and summer kttucc. K’intcr varieties are bred 
to grow through mild Lvintcrs. ‘I‘hcy do especially \vcll if 
they are covcrcd \vith ctcrchcs. Spring \aricties are vert; fast 
grcAving so that they can come to harvest in early surkncr. 
Summer lettuces gro\\’ big and lush and form the vast hulk 
of the lettuce crop. I.cttuces arc excellent for small gardens 
and windo\\-boscs, and grout \vell Indoors too. 

Soil and climate 
Izttuces like cool moist conditions. The\ will grow well in 
shade, and are inclined to “bolt’: or run LX, quickly to seed, 
in hot sun. Thus they do best in cooler and moister climates, 
and should onlv be groxvn in Lvintcr in hot ones. To grow 
lettuces well yo; need good rich soil. The ground should bc 
well-drained but humus-rich to retain \vater. I.ettuces will 
not grow well in heavy ground, so if you have, say, a clay 
soil, you must temper this for some years with plenty of 
manure or compost. The deep bed method (see p. 106) is 
icieal for lettuces. 

Soil treatment 
The !>est plan is to give the lettuce bed a heavy dressing of 
really well-rotted manure or compost: a pound (500 g) to the 
square foot (900 sqcm) is not too ml;&. The soil shc~ultl 
be pH 6 or 7, so lime if necessary. 

Propagation 
You can sow lettuce seed direct in the bed, or in a see&bed 
or seed boscs for transplanting. Seed will only germinate in 
fairly cool moist conditions, so in very hot countries it is a 
good idea to put the seed between two sheets of wet hlot- 
trng paper and keep it irl a rrfrigrr~t~,r for five days before 
plantitjg. Allow ten inches (25 cm) between plants and one 
foot (30 cm) between rows - deep bed (see p. 106) eight 
inches (20 cm) all round. 

Winter lettuce should be sown out of doors in the early 
fall. Spring lettuce can be started indoors in seed boxes (or 
peat pots) in late winter, or else sown out of doors in fall 
and allowed to stay more or less dormant during the winter 
protected by clothes or even some straw or leaves. Summer 
lettuce is best sown direct out of doors, and sown suc- 



cessionally right through the summer. I,ettuces are also a 
good crop for windo\\--hoses or indoor culture. 

Care while growing 
Lettuces should be hoed, and watered if necessary. Alulching 
is also beneficial. Shade the plants if there is a very hot sun, 
and in winter protect them from heavy frost. 

Pests and diseases 
Cut wor~n Cut worms sometimes gnaw into the stems of 
seedlings near the ground. If your lettuces suEcr badly from 
this, you should place collars around the seedlings when you 
plant them out. This will also discourage slugs, who love to 
eat lettuces. 
Lettuce uot In some gardens there is a rot which comes 
from the soil ant! may attack the lettuces spreading through 
the plants. This can be prevented by a layer ,.,f sand on top 
of the ground around each lettuce. With proper rotation, 
ho\vcver, this should not be a problem. 

Harvesting 
Lettuces will not store and lettuces that have been stuffed 
inside a refrigerator for days are worthless. So pull them 
when you want them- making sure that the roots come out with 
the lettuces. Don’t let them grow to seed (unless you want 
seed), but pull them before t‘iey have a chance to bolt, and 
give them to your poultry or put them on your compost 
heap when they become over-ripe. 

CELTUCE 
Celtuce or stem lettuce, is grown for its thick stems as well 
as its leaves. It needs a soil with lots of manure or compost 
added to it. Sow successionally in shallow drills from spring 
to midsummer, and thin the seedlings tn about twelve inches 
(30cm) apart. Water the plants well, as they tend to get 
tough if allowed to dry out. Otherwise treat them as you 
would Icttuce. The stems will be ready for cutting three 
months after sowing. You can eat the leaves as well, and 
these should be harvested as they form. 

CORN SALAD OR LAMB’S LETTUCE 
In my view corn salad, or lamb’s lettuce, which is a member 
of the family Vuleriutruceue, is rather tasteless, but its virtue is 
that it provides saiads during ihr winter. It grows wild in 
corn-fields, and this gives it an extra hardiness when it is 
cultivated in gardens. Sow it in early autumn and treat 
exactly as you would lettuce. When the seedlings have three 
leaves, thin them to sis inches (15 cm) apart, If the winter 
gets very hard, cover the plants with a mulch of leaves until 
early spring when you can begin picking again. Harvest a 
few leaves from each plant as you need them. 

Vegetables LETTUCES 
CHICORY 

.I 

which is also 
produce green leaves nhich are eaten as salad in summer, 
and, more importantly, shoots which are forced indoors to 
provide Lvinter salads. Witloof is the best variety for uintcr 
forcing. 

Soil and climate 
Chicory prefers a coolish climate, but will grow virtuaill 
anywhere. A rich soil with a neutral pH -. 6 to 7- is best. 

Soil treatment 
Dig the bed at tcast two spade-depths deep, so that the long 
straight roots will come out easily when you need to dig 
them up in the autumn. Chicory grows well without mature 
compost or manure, but if you have some to spare it is 
worth digging it in well, especially in deep beds. 

Propagation 
Grow chicory from seed sown half an inch (1 cm) deep and 
three inches (8 cm) apart in rows two feet (6Ocm) apart, or, 
if you have a deep bed (seep. 106) in positions six inches 
(15 cm) apart in both directions. Sow successionall) through 
spring and summer for salad; in June for winter forcing. 

Care while growing 
Weed your chicory bed and keep the soil loose. If you 
sowed chicory for forcing, thin to six inches (15 cm) apart 
and eat the thinnings as salad. Chicory suffers very little 
from pests and diseases. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick leaves for summer salad as you want them. Dig your 
roots for forcing after the first bad frost, and force them as 
described below. 

FORCING CHICORY 
After the first badffosf c?ig flp a 
,fenl chicoy roots for forcing. CM 
off the tops to with% an hid (2.5 
ctn) of the cro~uti. Plant thcvz in 
a pot, or box of soil in n dark 
ceihr, nlilh the tett~~tllr-p Not 
less that1 50’); (10 C). .Tbort!J 
new sprorrts, or chicons, will 
grow; I~JOII break them of 
cm-efd!y a second crop will 
follow. Neuer pick them mti/~~~ot~ 
need them - wen m how in the 
trj$/ will make them droop. 
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Endives 

I~~rltli\~c is one of the many minor Saliltl plants, \Vhich can hc 
C:I~C’II cithcr ra\v or cooked. It has more Havor, hut lacks the 
tlcl1c1ou5 rrispncss of lettucr. (Iurlv endive comes to harvest 
in 131~ S~I~IIIC~; hr~~ad-lca\,cd, or iht:tvian, cndivc is picked 
in autumn or \vinter. 

Soil and climate 
I*1nclivc will grow in practically any sciil. A neutral pl I 
bctuecn 0 and 7 is best, and the more humus in the soil the 
better. lindivcs prefer d cool moist climate to a hot dry enc. 

Propagation 
Sow curls endive seeds thinly in shallow drills at the he- 
ginning <if summer. Alakc two more sowings at three week 
intervals. Sow broad-leaved endive in late summer. Single 
the seedlings when they appear, to nine inches (2.1 cm) apart 
or six inches (15 cm> in deep beds (see p. 106). 

Care while growing 
Endives don’t like too much sun, so shaclc them if necessaq 
and keep them mcGrt, In cc)cAer clim;ltcs this shouldn’t be 
necessary. Three or four months after sowing start blanching 
by covering the plants with something that will keep out the 
light. Whitewashed clothes are ideal. Alternatively, you can 
pull them up aix~ plant them in earth in seed boxes nnd put 
them in a dark place. 

Harvesting 
Simply eat endives once they are blanched; this will be 
about three weeks after you covered them. 

Salsify or , “oyster plant” is grown mainly f:)r its long roots, 
though the Icaves mav also hc eaten. The roc)t has a tlclicate 
ovstcr tla\,rji- and is ciAicic,us both cor)ketl and ra\v. Parboil, 
then hro\vn in hurter for a real treat. 

Soil and climate 
Salsifp likes a deep, rich loam. If ye have to gro\\. it in 
heavy clay take out a trench a foot (30 cm) wide and I8 
inches (45 cm) deep and fill it with \\fcil-rotted manure. 

Soil treatment 
i\ bccl dug deeply Lvith well-rotted manure or compost is 
best. Fresh manure will cause the salsify root to fork. The 
soil shoulcl have a neutral pt-I, bctlvecn 0 and 7. 

Propagation 
Sow seed in early spring an inch (2.5 cm) deep and two 
inches (5 cm) apart in rows about a foot (30 cm) apart. In a 
cold climate you can sow it anything up to a month before 
the last frost, but you must cover it with glass. Thin to four 
inches (10 cm) when the plants appear. Sow closer and thin 
to three inches (8 cm) in a deep bed (see p. lob). 

Care while growing 
Keep rhc snlsify wecdcd, and mulch in the fall b&ore hard 
weather sets in. It rarclv suffers from pests or cliseases. 

Harvesting and storing 
The roots should be allowed to grow to an inch and a half 
(4 cm) in diameter and eight inches (20 cm) long before y)u 
harvest them. They arc improved by frost - even quite a 
hard frost - so ~WJ can leave them in the ground quite late. 
But in verv cold climates, harvest them in the autumn and 
store them’ in damp sand in a cool cellar. Since salsifv is a 
biennial, it will go to flower and seed in the spring -of its 
second year. If you still have some in the ground at this 
stage, cut the flower stalks before thev get too hard; you 
will find they taste very good if you eat them like asparagus. 

SCORZONERA 
Scorzoncra, kno\x,n also as black or Spanish, salsify is grown 
in the same way. One minor diffcrcnce is that vou can, if 
~OLI want, treat it as a biennial, digging up ancf caring the 
roots in their second year of growth. 



Vegetables 
ENDIVES 

SALSIFY 
DANDELIONS 

GLOBE ARTICHOKES 

Dundelions, 

The uild dandelion has been tamed and improved to make a 
very useful vegetable. The leaves can be used, sparingly, in 
salads and are especially useful for salads early in the year 
before the first lettuces are ready; mulched over, the plants 
will survive the winter and gron- away fast in the spring. 
Cooked dandelion leaves make an escellent vegetable, better 
tasting and far more vitamin-rich than spinach. The roots 
may be dried, ground, and used as a substitute for cotFee. 
The coffee tastes quite good, but doesn’t give you the lift 
that caffeine does. We might all be a lot healthier If WC went 
over to it. The flowers make tine wine, but it is sensible to 
eat the leaves of your cultivated dandelions and gather 
flowers from wild dandelions. 

Dandelions are perennials; if you look after them they will 
last for years. 

Soil and climate 
Dandelions thrive in any soil and any climate except very 
hot ones. 

Soil treatment 
Dig well and incorporate compost or manure. 

Propagation 
Dandelions grow easily from seed which can be bought 
from seed merchants. Sow successionallv fi-om the middle of 
spring until midsummer. Sow thinly’ in rows 18 inches 
(45cm) apart and thin to a foot (3Ocm) apart in the rows 
when the leaves are two inches (5cm) long. On the deep bed 
(see p. 106) broadcast and subsequently thin to about a foot 
(30 cm) apart each way. 

Care while growing 
Water if the bed dries out and keep it well weeded. Cover 
the plants with a light mulch in cold winters. Pick off any 
flowering shoots (use wild dandelion flowers for wine). 

Pests and diseases 
Cultivated dandelions are closely related to their wild ances- 
tors and are therefore very resistant to disease. Keep the 
siugs away though (see p. 104). 

Harvesting 
Dandelions are perennials so you must not cut too man! 
leaves off during the first summer of their lives, because the 
roots gain strength from the leaves. Cut them hard the 
second year. You can dig dandelion roots up in the autumn 
and force them to grow shoots in the same way you can 
force chicory (seep. 159). 

GZobe Artichokes 

Eaten as it should be - that is, when still young and tender 
- the globe artichoke is, in - my view, supreme among 
vegetables. But more than that, it is as beautiful a plant as 
you are likely to have in your garden. A thistle pm esre//m-r, 
I’ve actually seen a globe artichoke grow to a height of ten 
feet (3 m). You will, however, need a fair amount of space 
to grow globe artichokes, so they are better left out of the 
very small garden. On the other hand, they are decorative 
enough with their fern-like, greyish leaves not to be gro\vn 
only in the vegetable garden. They Are very different from 
Jerusalem and Chinese artichokes. 

Soil and climate 
Low-lying black alluvlal soil is ideal for globe artichokes. It 
should be moist but not waterlogged. If you have not got 
this - and there is a good chance you won’t have - a?y rich, 
moist soil will do. They are not really winter-hardy m cool 
temperate climates since hard frosts cut the leaves right 
down. Even so the roots will survive and the plants will 
shoot up in the following spring. Some protection, such as 
straw or leaves, helps them to survive the winter. 

Soil treatment 
The bed for your globe artichokes should be dug deeply. 
Work in large amounts of organic material. The ptl should 
be around 6.5, so test for lime. 

Propagation 
Globe artichokes can be grown from seed and it doesn’t 
take as long to get heads from them this way as many 
people seem to think. Sow the seed in a hot-bed in late 
winter, plant out in spring, and you should be eating 
artichokes in early autumn. You can also sow seeds in their 
permanent position in the spring, but you will have to wait 
to harvest blooms until the next year. 

A popular alternative to sowing seed is to grow the 
artichokes from suckers or offsets. If you uncover the old 
plants at the roots in the spring or autumn, according to 
your climate, you will find a number of small shoots getting 
ready to grow. Cut some of these out carefully, taking with 
each shoot a “heel” which is a bit of the mother plant. But 
don’t take so much as to harm the mother plant. Plant these 
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xckers straight into the ground at about the same depth 
they were before. Do this in early spring in cold climates or 
In autumn in hot ones. They shoul’cl give you heads by the 
following summer. 

Spacings vary according to variety and the kind of soil 
the plants are to grow in - in very r.& soil plant them 
further away from each other because they are likely to 
grow much bigger. Generally: four feet (1.2 m) between 
plants is about right. Make it hve feet (1.5 mj in a deep bed 
Isee p. l(K), because the soil xvi11 be rich. 

\r*ou can have good heads to eat for sis months of the 
rear in cooler climates if you protect some old plants very 
well in the winter, These will give you blooms in late spring 
.UX{ early summer. If you planted good suckers in earl! 
ipring thcsc oill give you a crop in late summer. And !,ou’ll 
qct heads in the MI ir;xn suckers planted say six weeks after 
the tirst planting, In very hot climates you should get most 
of vour crop in the winter and spring. 

Since globr artichoke plants tend to lose vigor after a fe\\ 
q cars (though 1 have had good crops from an eight-year-old 
pl.int), try replacing a quarter of your total crop rvhry year 
\vlth nc\v plants. That is, each autumn dig out the oldest 
.IuAlrtcr of the crop, end replace them in the spring Lvith nea 
plants. But take the suckers from the old plants before 
xrappimg them and plant them in sand or soil indoors. In 
the spring these can be used for replanting. 

Care while growing 
Heavy mulching with compost or manure is always a good 
idea Lvith globe artichokes. And where the winters are cold, 
it is best to cut the plants down to tile ground in the 
td and to pile hay, stra\v 01 leaves over them. But if you do 
this, uncover the plants on mild days to let them dry out. In 
summer droughts, soak the ground around the plants 
regularly and thoroughly. 

Pests and diseases 
Botrytis This causes a gray mold on leaves and stalks and 
may attack plants in verv warm wet seasons. If it does, 
remove and burn all affected plants. 
Artichoke leaf spot In hot muggy weather, leaves may go 
brown and die. Use a weak solution of Bordeaux mixture. 

Harvesting 
Ignorance of the following rule makes artichokes less 
popular than they should be: harvest them when they are 
very young! Don’t wait until they are huge great prick]) 
things, as hard as wood and as sharp as needles. If you cut 
them when they are still tight, green and small you can eat 
practicall!: the whole thing. If they are too old only the 
bottom tips of the leaves and the heart will be edible. 
Simply cut thrcugh the stalk about an inch below the globe, 

HARVESTING GLOBES 

Ifuyofi baruest~~otrr globe 
artichokes while thy are stiN ce~y 

young,yo~ can eat the whole bead, 
ittstead ofjtrt /be heart atd the 
base of /be inner leaves. Harvest 

\ the globes by crrtting tbrongb tbc 
: 
’ 

stalk about otte h-b (2.5 cm) 
below the globe. 

,; 

(Lirdoons arc thistles uhich arc very closely related to globe 
artichokes. Thc~ have hcen spcciticallv bred for their stems, 
\vhich should bc catcn blanched. The!’ take up :I lot of space 
but arc delicious deep-fried, saut&d or in soups and stc*Ys. 

Soil and climate 
Although strictly speaking pcrcnnials, cardoons arc always 
gro\\‘n as annuals, so thev arc not so fussv about soil as 
globe artichokes. Cartloons grow primarily in warm climates 
and thev don’t like it too \vet. 

Soil treatment 
Dig holes about one foot (30 cm) across and three feet 
(90 cm) apart, and till thes: with compost. Or you can dig 
out trenches as for celery (SW (lelery). 

Propagation 
Sow three or four cardoon seeds in each hole or at three 
foot (90 cm) intervals along the trench in the spring. 
Alternatively, sow in peat pots a little earlier and plant out 
toward the end of spring. Pull out all but the strongest 
plants when they appear. 

Care while growing 
Cardoons should be kept watered and weeded, and, since 
they need blanching, they should be hilled up like celery (see 
Celery). But before hilling up you should wrap the plants in 
straw, or put a length of drain pipe over them to protect 
them. They are rarely affected by pests or diseases. 

BLANCHING CARDOONS 

Abottt three tueeks before 
barttestittg, htmb ~tp the cardoott 
plattts ad tie tbetn fogetber. 
Tbett wrap tbetn rottmi cottzplete~~~ 
tvitb straw, or aytbittg else that 
will keep otrf lbe kqbt. Leave fbe 
tips of the leaves sbotuittg. When 
the biambittg process is compde, 
you will baue cardootts all throqb 
/be att/ttttnt attd wittter. 

Harvest&g 
You can begin to harvest your cardoons in autumn, and 
continue well into the winter. Three weeks before you 
intend to harvest a batch, blanch the nlants, which may 
be three feet (90 cm) tall. Gather them up and tie them 
together, then wrapeach one round with straw. 
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Vegetables 
GLOBE ARTICHOKES 

CARDOONS 
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES 

SWEET CORN 

Terusalem Artichokes 

It is most unfortunate that the Jerusalem artichoke was so 
named, since people constantly mix it up with the globe 
artichoke. Strangely, they arc members of the same family, 
but only a botanist could see any resemblance between them. 
The Jerusalem is in fact more closely related to the sun- 
flolver; the plant looks very similar except that it has small 
flowers and tubers on its roots. The tubers are pleasant to 
eat and are especially good for diabetics because they contain 
a special form of sugar and no starch. 

Soil and climate 
Jerusalem artichokes grow best in light or sandy soil. They 
do very poorly in clay. In light land they will grow like 
weeds if you let them ~ as high as seven feet (2 m) - and 
they will smother any plant that trits to compete with them. 
They grow in practically any climate. 

Soil treatment 
If you have to grow them in heavy soil dig it well, make 
sure it is free of perennial weeds and add as much manure 
or compost as you can. Sandy soil is little trouble, although 
the more manure the bigger the crop. 

Propagation 
Simply dig a hole with a trowel and plant the tubers six 
inches (15 cm) deep. I put them in in late winter. Even a 
tiny scrap of a tuber will produce a plant. Plant 18 inches 
(45 cm) apart each way - deep bed method (see p. 106) 
15 inches (38 cm). They make a smother crop. 

Once you have had a crop of Jerusalem artichokes it is 
very difficult to get rid of them. They will come up again 
year after year unless you hoe them out constantly. 

Care while growing 
In light land you don’t need to do anything. In heavy 
land hoe between them because Jerusalem artichokes are 
not vigorous enough to beat weeds. Alternatively, mulch 
heavily. Pests and diseases rarely affect them. 

Harvesting and storing 
Dig them up in the late fall, or else leave them in the 
ground until you want them. In climates with hard frost dig 
them up after the tops have died back and store them. The 
tops are fine for mulch, and can be woven as a windbreak. 

CHINESE ARTICHOKES 
Strictly speaking a member of the Labiatac family, the 
Chinese artichoke is also grown for its tubers, in exactly the 
same way as the Jerusalem artichoke. Regular watering and 
feeds of soluble manure will add extra flesh to the tubers, 
which should be lifted in autumn when the leaves die. 

Sweet Corn 

Sweet corn, which is basically field corn picked very, young, 
IS a member of the Grumineae, or grass family: this includes 
popcorn and all the world’s cereal crops and a lot of other 
species. 

The plants, which I have seen as tall as 12 feet (3.6 m), 
send a mass of fibrous roots deep into the soil. This takes a 
lot out of the soil, but when in due course the plants are 
returned in the form of compost they put most of the 
goodness back again. There are small varieties bred for gar- 
deners which grow to only four feet (1.2 m). These are useful 
in a small garden because they don’t cast so much shade. 

Soil and climate 
Sweet corn likes a deep, well-drained, humus-enriched loam. 
Clay is too cold for it in northern climates; it must have an 
early start, as it needs ten to twelve weeks to come tS 
maturity. It will grow in light sandy soil, but only if there is 
plenty of humus in it. Hungry old gravels and sands just 
won’t grow it at all. It needs good soil. 
Depending on the variety, sweet corn prefers about three 
months of hot sun and warm nights. However you can 
grow it in fairly cloudy places, if you start it early enough. 

Soil treatment 
Sweet corn needs plenty of humus thoroughly mixed into 
the soil (not just dumped on top at the last minute) because 
the roots go deep as well as spreading wide. A couple of 
inches (j cm) of well-rotted manure dug well in a spade’s 
depth deep is ideal. Alternatively plant sweet corn after a 
heavily manured main potato crop. Soil must be neutral: PH 
6-q tn 7 

,’ 
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Propagation 
11 is lxttcr to so\\’ su’cct corn in \vidc hlrJcks instcatl of in 
l(q thin litics. ‘Ihis is IXCILISC it is \\,intl-P,rllin;ltccl ~iml iii :I 

bin lint sonic platirs may ,qct rnisd. II- thi5 is ditGwII, 
plant tux) ~10s~ nnvs u.hich will tY,rm tad5 .lt the ~.II~IC' 
time. To give it a flying start so\\’ it outside t\vo \vccks 
More the last prchaldc frost. S\vcct corn doesn’t tnltc IO 
hcing transplanted but this doesn’t nican it can‘t bc done. 

So\v the seed :ilx~ut 3 foot (.30 cm) ;ip;Irt c;ich \\x!‘, iii 
lhl~~cks or in the tlccp lxxl (SC’C p. II 10). 

Care while growing 

Ihc soil help protect it against s;lorms. If sWnis get broken. 
pull them upright and bank soil around them. 

Pests and diseases 
Earworm These bore into the tips of the cars of corn. If 
you see them when you are picking tlic ears, clcstroy them. 
SWzlCt Smut is a fungus which causes large gray ILils to 
appear on the kernels. Burn the affected plants and don’t 
Leave rotting sweet corn about on the ground; bury it or 
compost it. Otherwise it mav develop smut. 
Corn borer This flesh-ct,l(;urcd, black-spotccd worm breaks 
the tassels. If it is troublesome, destroy the plants after 
harvest. 
HARVESTING SWEET CORN p$ig$ 

Harvesting 
The ears are ready to pick as soon as the white, silky tassels 
go brown; otherwise test for ripeness by opening the husk 
and pressing your fingernail into a grain.‘If it is firm but still 
milky it is ready Rush the corn to a pot of boiling water! 
The moment you pick it the sugar starts turning to starch 
and the flavor is lost. 

Okra 

&,il\. UTII supplied \\.ith okra. 

Soil and climate 
:)IcI-;~ c;iii Ix qrcrwii in grccnhouscs in cold clim;~tcs. Out- 
.Ioors it ~ctls ;I lot 0fsummcr sun, :mtl ic is not m~1~1~ good 
Ir\.iiig I0 gro\\’ it in places \\,ith cool cloud\, sumnicrs. But 
\\,iicrc 0uIdoor Ioni:ltocs rc;illy thrive :ind cr;Jp rclial~ly, okra 
::in Ix ,grrb\vn. It likes :I light soil \\.ith plcnr\- of hiini~~s 11111 
not too much fresh nianurc. since this \vill product too 
lnuch leaf :111d not cncqgh fruit. 

Soil treatment 
Okra grows cspccially \vcll ly the deep IKYI method (SW 
13. 11KJ) and in cooler climates can Ix gro\\n under porf;ilAe 
:Icrp bed mini-greenhouses (SW p. 108). (Micrwise culti\,ate 
Llcepl! and \vork in sonic well-rotted coniposl. The soil 
should have a pll between 6 and 7. 

Propagation 
Okra can bc started iiidO(JrS, but only in peat pots because it 
doesn’t like being transplanted. If you sow the seed out- 
doors, wait until the soil is thoroughly warm. You can help 
here by warming the soil yourself under a mini-grecnhousc 
or under clothes (SW p. 90). Dwarf varieties should bc so\vn 
30 inches (75 cm) apart; lnrgcr varictics three and a half feet 
(1 m) apart. 

Care while growing 
Okra should bc xvatered occa~;ionall~, hut not s\vanipcd. 

Pests and diseases 
Caterpillars Pick caterpillars off and tread on them. 

Harvesting and storing 
You can harvest about two months after sowing. llarvest 
when the okra is still quite young, a few days after the 
flowers have fallen. Pick pods every other dav whether you 

need them or not, so that the plants keep pr;Jtlucing more. 
Pods can be frozen or canned, and in Italy 1 have seen them 
laid out on a rack in the sun and dried. ‘l%ey keep well like 
this, but I prefer them fresh Keep picking them as long as 
they grow, which can be right up to the first frost. 
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SWEET CORN 

OKRA 
RHUBARB 

Rhubarb is a vqgetable because we eat its stems, not its fruit. 
It is thought ot as fruit merely because our whim is to eat it 
as a dessert, like most other fruit. ‘These days there is so 
much fruit available, fresh or frozen, through the vtxr, that 
there is no longer an endless gap between the last of the 
stored apples and the ripening of the rasl:berries. In the old 
days that gap was tilled with rhubarb. but rhubarb is still 
\vell worth grooving, for it is a good fruit substitute. Its 
stems contain osalic acid, vrhich scours pans clean and sets 
your teeth on edge 

Soil and climate 
Rhubarb likes a cold climate (it comes from hlongolia) and 
is no good at all in a hot one. Unless it enjoys frost in the 
winter it does not have the dormant period which it needs, 
and its stalks, instead of being red and edible, are green and 
inedible. It likes quite acid soil so don’t give it lime, b.ut 
otherwise it will grow in anv well-drained soil, and it seems 
to thrive in that milieu of nettles, old rusty cans, and broken 
bottles that is found at the bottom of many gardens. 

Soil treatment 
Put rhubarb in a part of the garden devoted to perennials 
because, properly treated, it will continue to grow and yield 
for years. Clear its bed of perennial weeds, dig it deeply, and 
put plenty of manure on it. It pays to dig a deep pit, discard 
the subsoil, and fill in with manure and topsoil. 

PLANTING RHUBARB CROWNS 

If is possible fo raise rhharb 
fr0~ seed, ht this is HO/ the ~osf 
reliable method of gronh~ if. It 
is best to get bold of some roofed 
-crowds. D<q a deep bob, fill ii 
with con/post, pt back fhe 
topsoil dndplauf the roofs, righf 
my lip and ihree feef (90 cm) 
apart. Thy are sure fo grow. 

Propagation 
Rhubarb seldom breeds true with seed, and so the usual 
method is to use divided roots. Commercial growers 
generally dig up their beds every four years, divide the 
roots, and replant on fresh ground. You can either buy root 
cuttings or get them from a neighbor who is in the process 

of dividing his rhubarb. Just plant the hits of root the right 
way up three feet (Ott cm) apart, and up the plants \\.ill 
come. Nothing can stop them. 

Care while growing 
Plentiful mulching is good for rhubarb. In the Lvintcr, \vhcn 
it dies dolvn, vou can hurt it tieapl~- in a mulch of manure, 
eaf-mold, compost or uhat you \vill. As long as it is 
imn~ided uith :implc organic matter in this \va\’ vou need 
not dig it up eIerv four years : it \vill last almost incletinitclv. 

CUTTING OFF FLOWERS 

I-~lowrrii~q ~IJNIINI.I~ will NON 

In the spring draw the mulch away from around the plants 
to let the sun warm the soil. Then, \vhen the plants begin to 
grow Lvell, you can cover them with old htckets and in the 
winter, cover the buckets \vith fresh long-stra\ved manure, 
so that the heat from the manure wiil force the rhubarb on, 
an d you will get stems to eat early in the spring. You can 
cover the crowns with oil drums, painted black to absorb 
the heat of the sun, open at the bottom end, and with a sis 
inch (15 cm) diameter hole cut in the top. The oil drums 
should then be pressed tirmly into the ground around the 
plants; they should he adequately weighed down to prevent 
them from blowing over. 

Pests and diseases 
Rhubarb curculio This is a colored beetle about an inch 
(2.5 cm) long. It bores into every part of the plant. especiall! 
the edible stalks, but can easily be picked off. The beetle 
lives in dock plants, so do not permit docks to exist near 
rhubarb. 

FORCING RHUBARB 

Harvesting 
Spare the plants altogether for their first year, and thereafter 
only harvest the big thick stalks: let the thinner ones grow 
on to nourish the plants. Never take more than half the 
stems of a plant in one year. Don’t cut the stems, as this lets 
in rot; break them by pulling them back from the plant, 
then forcing them downward and inch or two. This does 
not hurt the crown. Stop harvesting altogether in July. 

You can make jam with rhubarb (seep. 222) but the best 
thing you can do with it is to make wine (seep. 224). 
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Miwhrooms 

,\lusllrc)oms, \vhich arc fungi and nor \ :~.~blcs at all, arc 
iin oh\.ious chtjicc for the sell-sufficicnr :.~rtlencr \vho has 
\pacc’ to s;p.irc indoors. Xlushrooms have a higher mineral 
content than meat (t\vicc as high as any other vcgetablc), 
and contain more protein than any other vegetable csccpt 
for ccrlain Cypcs of txan. .,\nother good thing about gro\v- 
ing mushrooms is that the compost YOU need for growing 
rhcm c;~.n at1 end up in your garden 0utGdc. 

Climate 
In \v:irm \\.cathcr you can grow mushrooms outdoors or 
indoors \\,ithout ar;iticial heating, using the method I shall 
dc~ ribc. 
(IO”(:). 

In the winter keep the tcmy,.rature over 60’1: 
Kcver leave mushrooms in direct sunlight. 

STACKING MUSHROOMS IN BOXES 

Soil treatment 
To grow mushrooms you need boxes which ideally should 
be two and a half feet (75 cm) long, nine inches (25 cm) wide 
and nine inches (25 cm) deep. 

You can buy suitable compost and this is really the best 
thing to do for small quantities. However, to make enough 
compost for 60 square feet (6 sq m) is not ditiicult. C:et four 
bales of wheat straw (no other straw ~111 do) and shake it 
out into layers, soaking it thoroughly with water. Leave it 
for a day or two, but throw on more water from time to 
time, because it must be saturated. Yoti should also have: 
seven pounds (3 kg) of gypsum (from a builder), 28 Ibs 
(12.7 kg) of poultry manure, 14 tbs (6.3 kg) of mushroom 
compost activator. 

When the straw is thoroughly wet, spread some out 
12 inches (30 cm) deep over an area five feet (1.5 m) square. 
Shake over this layer a trowelful each of the poultry manure, 
gypsum and activator. Add another foot (30cm) of straw 
and on this another sprinkling of the other goodies, until all 
the materials have been used up. The heap should be about 
six feet (1.8m) high. If it is out of doors cover it with an 
old carpet, paper, or plastic. 

<!. the Courth rl:i! the tcnipcT:iturc of tl1c lwp stlol~ld IX 
100°1~ (-1°C:). I.cx\~c II .1110rhcr rwo d:~vh .ind rhcn turn it so 
hat the oiAtsirtc~ iirc’ in the middle. Ii any part of the heap 
lI8pc’:irh dry at this turning qprinklc \l:atcr on It. just enou$i 
o moisten it hut 1101 enough to \vash A\V:IV the spcc~al 
ngrcdicnts. \Y’hcn YOU turn the hc;ip, stiakc out the stra\\ 
horoughly and reI>uiId very csrcfuily. The success of your 
:rop dcpcnds on Ihis care. 

.,\ftcr another six clays tllril again. Isc cvcn more sparing 
,\,ith \vatcr, hut if thcrc al-c an\- dr\, patches or grav palchcs, 
;prinklc them li,ghtlv. ‘I’hcn, alter -four more days; turn yet 
igain. If tttc conil~o~i appears too tl:~mp :lppiv more gypsum. 
<is d:i\.s I;itcr the ~onil~~st \\,ill IX rc;id\ for the boscs. 

Propagation 
rYlicn it is rciidv for use. the compost should be fairly dr! 
ind springy; iI should consist of short picccs of rotted straw 
jut should not be stick\-. I?ll cnch has, tamping the 
:ompost tlo\vn \vcll \vith a’ brick, until the tinal topping up 
s level \vith the top of the bos. 

13~ no\\- you \vill have bought some spa\vn. There is 
‘manure” spa~~i \vhich comes In lumps \vhich YOU break 
nto small pieces, and “grain” spa\vn \vhich you simpl! 
scatter on the compl)st. I suggest that beginners use manure 
ipawn, hccausc it is casv to use an,! rcliablc. 

MUSHROOM SPAWN 

Care while growing 
During the next week or two, do not Ict the temperature fall 
below GO’F (16’0); 70°F (21’C) is even better. On the other 
hand beware of overheating; OO”l’ (32’C) may kill the spawn. 
After three weeks vou should see the white threads of the 
m\celium growing ‘in the compost. At this point you must 
“p171) “casing’: Mix some well moistened horticultural ljeat 
with the same bulk of freshly stcrilizcri loam (the loam 
should be from permanent grassland). Put an inch and a half 
(4cm) layer of mixed peai and loam on top of the compost 
and press it down gently. Xlushrooms should appear about 
three weeks later. Give them a little water. Keep the ten- 
pcraturc between 60cl: (16°C:) and 64OF (18°C). 

Harvesting 
When you harvest mushrooms twist them out. When the 
crop seems over, try and persuade it to go on cropping a 
little longer by watering it with a dilute salt solution. I’ven- 
tually dump the spent compost on your compost heap, wash 
the hoses with formaldehyde solution, and put the boxes out 
to weather for several weeks before you use them again. 
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Colatdining the planting, growing and 
harve.sting instriwtioons for members of the fumiliie~ 
Rosaceae, Rtitaceue, Grmszhwiaceue, Moracewe, 

Ericuceae, Oleaceae and Vitacede. 
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Rosaceae 

1 Ipplf s, perir.r , qifiui~.c , drrrir.r , jw~h. f , m~clrlriul~s, 
riprim/.r, p/n/t/s, fl~r~~/.ro~i.c, rrlsplwrrifs I lddck.lwric~.c rid 
s/t-flll’lhw~iPs, all belong to the useful 2nd I>eautiful 
family of the KO.C~YWLJ. It is a huge family n-hich 
includcs agrimony, lxm-let, mountain ash, 500 
species ofhawthorn and, ofcourse, the mighty rose. 

Alost of the fruits gr0u.n in temperate climates 
belong to this family, which splits into scvcrd 
subdivisions: among them arc plants which have 
stone fruit like cherries :1!-1d plums, those which 

Apples are far and away the most important tree fruit crop 
of temperate climates. If YOU gro\v early and late varietics 
and a variety bred for k&ping, you sh&l have apples to 
eat throughour the war. The gap \vill come in the summer 
\r,hen you should have plenty of soft fruit. I-IOU. many trees, 
you &ould have and whether they should be standard; semi- 
dlvarf, dwarf, espalier or cordon ‘is discussed on page 76. A 
single apple tree will not fruit b\, itself; vou must plant two 
or more different varieties to ensure fruit production. 

Soil and climate 
Apples prefer a good, deep, well-drained loam, though the\, 
will do well on a heavv loam. They do ncjt thrive on 

gra\fels, very sandy soils, l;eavy stubborn claw or on shallou 
soils abovc chalk or limesto&. Rut, if ~~u’havc unsuitable 
soil vou can always dig a big pit where ~WLI want to plant a 
tree .ancl bring in. some good topsoil frcim outside. And of 
course any soil can be improved --- be it too light or too 
heavy \l.ith plentv of compost or manure. 

In places lvhere hgs, citrus fruit, dates and such \vikrni- 
climate things grow well and freely out of dopers it is better 
not to gro\v apples. The apple is a cold climate tree and 
does better for a period of winter dormancy. It doesn’t mind 
very cold winters (certain varieties will even grow in Alaska) 
but it doesn’t like late frosts once it is in. blossom. Late 
frosts are generally the sort that creep over the iand on a 
still, clear night. Therefore take care not to plant apples in 
frost pockets those places where cold frosty air gets trap- 
ped after it has flowed down from high ground. The Hoers 
of valleys and dips in the sides of hills especiallv if the\ 

contain some obstruction, such as a thick hcdgc arc likely, 
to be frost pockets. If your land is not tlat. plant your apple 
trees fairly high on the side of a hill, or on a gcntlc rise, 
\rhcre cc&l air \\,ill not linger. Hut don’t plant them \\.hcre it 
is too ainclv. 

Soil treatment 
It is a good thing to clear-cultivate land thoroughly dig it 
over i>ef~~re you plant fruit trees on it. Ideally after clear- 
cultivating you should groa a crop or t\vo of green manure 
(see p. 86) and dig, plo\v, or till this into the soil. Hut YOU 
may bc in too much of a hurry to tlo this 1 ;il\\3vs am in 
\\hich case simply clear-culti\:nting is pcrfcctly acicquatc. It 
improves drainage and kills perennial beds. l?rm the soil 
\vell after digging by rollin,q or treading ir. Then leave it 
for t\\.c) \vceks to settle. Alake absolutcl!~ sure the land is 
uell drained. 

If you have heavy land, be very car&l. ‘~‘r)u myht cas~l! 
dig a hole for a i-ruit tree, fill it \vith magnificent frec- 
draining loam and compost, and find that vou have done 
nothing more than dig a pond. Water sinlts’frccl\ into the 
loam, fills the hole, then cannot get a\vay beca&c of the 
surrounding clay, and the tree dies for lack of air to its 
roots. l’ou can- get round this problem 1~~ filling the bottom 
fOOt (30 CtTlj t)t your liolc witli l~,osc SttjlliS .;r:cl tlicti !z\ing a 
line ot drain p&s to connect sach hole to a ditch (jr :i low- 
Iyit-g piece of ground. Such an arrangement will enable the 
wa:er to run away. 

Soil should he around neutral for apples, aboglt pti 7. So 
if vour soil is acid, lime it. Hut take care not to make it tcw 
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alkaline, ,for although stone fruit trees ncctl plcntv of lime. 

apples don’t like too much. 

Propagation 
ALost varirtics of fruit tree \vill not breed true frc)m scccl. 
Seeds are the product of s~rual rcproducticm and thcrcforc 
each seed will have characteristics of both father and mother 
in it. To establish ncu’ varieties vou have to gro\v trc’cs from 
seed (indeed there is no c>th& \~a!), but once you have 
found a g;l)r~tl \xricty the only \~a! tr) r~prcxlucc it faithfully 
is I-IV vcgctati\,c, rather than sexual reproduction. In othcl 
\vorcls you use hard ~vood cuttin!q instcad OF seed. 

II 

sclcct clthcr \ ;irictics for yor~l fruiting clu:l.litics, ;1ncl Sraft 
1hc Inttcr on top of the LJt7iic.r. I’lanting it tree is described 
t )I1 p1,qc OH. 

II‘ !‘ou \vcrc IO plant d (:0x’s oran5c pippin seed straight 
into the ground it should give !3)u (.0x’s npples (that is if 
it survi\,cd :1t all). hut the tree \\~~~lcl not have anvthine like 

L:nlcss you ;trc intcrc-stcd in the propagation of fruit trees 
for its c~\\.ii w!ic, it is best to !xiy tlicm “ironi a nurscrv. \lost 
of the fruit trees that y-c,u buy \vill consist of t\vo ciiffcrcnt 
cultivars. or varictics. of the s:mis spccics of tree pxitcd 
tcrgcthcr. Surscrynicn sclcct root stocks for such quaIltics 3s 
h,lrdincss .lntl dcgrcc of vigor, (vigor to ;t niirscrvnixn 
mc;lns 1hc 512.~ of the tree \vhcn it is Mlv pro\\.nl 2nd then 

mcnt of the qy7lc trcc’s. But the vc’rv Ix5t thing YOU c:1n ~10 
for the !x~iing trees is 10 keep the g;c,~Intl clcxr-culti\-ntcd all 
~Lllllmc1-. ;ltld then so\\ 3 \\.intc.r ~rccn mxnurc’ crc,p in the 
l%II. .\ misturc rlf Ii;1lf winter r\c .ind lixlf winter ~crrli is 
idc;il. Till. or di,? this in ~li;~ll~~\\-l\ in rhc \priii,q. 

‘IIic idc:i of pruning i5 to sh;ipc the tree. :ind control the 
nunil~~r of fruiting sl-~urs so that voii get plcntv of gc~)d 
fruit and not too much inferior &it. ‘I‘hcrc arc. t\\.c, main 
forms !)f pruning: \\.intcr pruning xnd summer pruning. 
‘I‘hcy arc rluitc difkrcnt and ha\-e ditkrcnt purposes. 

I. 
mum.. Summer pruning, \vhich consists of Jlortcning the 
current y;ir’s y-o\\-th, helps to stop the tree p-okvin~ too 
fast or too nlg, and encourages earlier fruiting. 

\K’intcr pruning. Lvhich is principillv to sh;qx the tree, 
cncoiiragcs gro\\Ai but may cl&y fruiting: the mow you 

prune $1 tree in \vinter the tkcr it \vill gro\v. Hut :1 tree 
putting all its encrg!’ int!) grooving cin’l prod~icc fruit. So 
once a tree has rcachcd its :1dul1 six (usu:~II~ :lfttcr ahout 
f;)ur years for stand;ircls~ restrict \vintcr nrunirie to :i min- 

the hartlincss :ind vigor that ~7~uld result if yck graf&d :I 
Cos on to the root stock of a crab apple tree. It is the root 
stock \vhich decides the gro\vth habit rk the tree. So IN 
emploving d\\xriing varieties as root stocks vou can grew 
dwarf,.c,r smaller, fruit trees than nould qro\v f;c>m seed. 

There is one organization that is em’inent throughout the 
world for the breeding of ncx root stocks and that is the 
East hlalling Research Station, in Lent, England. Thcrc 
thousands of new \xrieties of apples and pears are grwvn, 
and natchcd and evaluated, and successful ones are selected 
for nidesprcad vcgctativc rcprc~ductic~n. .\II o\.cr the u.orld 
apples and pears arc gro\\‘n on ,\Lalling root stocks. 

You can plant pips to gro\v your ou’n root stocks ill14 cut 
your own “scions”, \vh.ich are’hcalthy fruiting t\vigs of the 
current season’s gronth, usually about 1X inches (45 cm) 
long. You can then join the t\vo together by grafting or 
budding. This is interesting to do if yu have orchard space 
to spare, and it can be a lx&table sldclinc. The techniques 
of grafting arc described in detail on p. 90. 

For many reasons dwarf apples trees arc itleally suited to 
the home garden. First, one tree is not likely to produce 
more fruit than can he used during its season; second, an 
orchard of 15-20 d\varf trees can be gro\vn in the space that 
one standard tree rcqitircs; third, d\\.arf apple trees that are 
well cared for, bear within two or three years oi planting. 

Plant standard apple trees 16 feet (5 m) apart. You can 
grow large trees in a circular deep bed (seep. 1 IO) : goblet or 
dwarf varieties thrive in an ordinary deep bed, six feet 
(1.8 m) apart, with other plants grooving in hetueen the trees 
and all along the side of the bed. 

Care while growing 
Maintain a mulch around the tree at all times. Brat- in mind 
that mulches quickly disappear; the earthworms pull the 
organic material do~vn irito the soil \vhere it rots and does a 
lot of good. So replace the mulch as often as necessary. 

For the first four years of the tree’s life keep the ground 
around it free of grass; in an orchard this means all the 
ground between the trees. You may well gro\v strawberries 
on this ground for these will not interfere with the nourish- 

Apple blossom weevil 
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Pests and diseases 
hlobt cr!mmrrcial fruit-gro\vcr5 comhar pcsI5 Crnd tliscnscs II\ 
constantlv spravlng \\,ith tlcadlicr :inrl tl~atllicr funglcirlcs anil 
insecticiclcs. ‘I’hc pests arc’ pr~~sr~n~d, hut so ;irc’ their ii;irt~l-:~l 

prcdntors. ;\s the pests build ~113 ;i rcsistancc. t8) \2rilbu5 
pesticides, the pesticiclcs have to IX applictl in Iargcr and 
larger quantities: to spra! tu14\~c times in 2 sc’asrm is nor 
unusual. 

My own bclicf is that :I thorough spraying \vith ;I pro 
prictary \vinter wash (see p. 104) in Iatc u.intcr, \vcll hcforc 
the buds cvcn think of rq>cnin,q, is all the spraying ~OLI 
shoultl need to do. 1Jut apart UrrIiii spraviiig thcrc XL scv&il 
olhcr things \‘ou oughl to do. 

I:ir\r :~iid ~1;,rcmcer, IX hy+riic. 110 not Icavc pruning\, 
tlc:icl tlroppccl iruir or other rubbish lying on the grountl. II 
\ou c:~n’l c’:rI drr~ppc’cl t‘ruil, put it on tlic cr~mpr~st heap. 
Hurii 211 prunili~qs. \v’hcii the Icnvcs fall Icavc them to IX 
cIr;i,q*gcci rlo\\.ii I~\, the. \\‘ormc, ~~nlcss Ihcv ha\,c miltlcu~ on 
Ilicni, in \vhich c‘iisc’ ~OLI shor~ld hum them. l)on’t jllst Ic.avc 
rIi~r~;~~c*~l or c.inltcrcd trees; p~dl tlicm rout and burn them. 

II ~‘OLI h.ivc ;i lot of trouhlc ufitii pests, wrap :i hand of 
p2pcr. or cloth. co\,crcd in ,grcasc :iround the trunk of each 
tree’. ,\ny pest5 that walk ~117 tlic trunks will gcr stuck. 

If you have hens, keep them under your fruit trees, bccausc 
they cat a lot of harmful grubs. In midsummer carefull\ 
examine all your trees, remove any cleformed or diseaseh 
fruit and put it on your compost heap. 
Mildew If your trees sL*ffer from either downy or powdery 
mildew, which causes a whitish down on the leaves, then 
you should burn all the leaves when they fall in the autumn 
or put them right in the middle of a compost heap. 
Codhg moths Codling moths lay their eggs on the blos- 
som and eventually the caterpillars burrow into the fruit. 
The solution is to wrap corrugated paper or old sacking 
around the trunks and major branches in midsummer. The 
caterpillars will take refuge in these to pupate, and when 
they do so you can burn them in the autumn. In the old 
days people used to build bonfires in their orchards in 
midsummer simply so that the codling moths would fly into 
the flames. 
Scab Scab is a fungus which makes brown patches on fruit, 
As long as the scabs are small they are not important. 
Winter washing and careful hygiene are the only cures. 
AppZe sutuJry Yellowish maggots tunnel into the fruit, 
sometimes leaving them completely inedible. This happens in 
late summer, and the apples are covered in ribbon-like scars. 
Trap the maggots at this time in glass jars, covered with 
screenwire with holes too small to admit bees. Fill the jars 
with water mixed with sugar, honey, treacle, or else 
molasses, and then hang them from the branches on the 
sunny sides of your trees. 

Woolly apple fzpplzirf \\‘oollv ;~pplc ;~pliirl ib an Irriraring pcsjl 
\\‘lllCll ‘ltt2CliS aj7l3lC\ .ind Ic.;ivc.s. causing ,qro\ tl15 Ili:iI look 

like cotton U~OOI 011 rhc Ic~:Ivc~. I’;ilntln,q sucI> pic.hcs with 

mcthylarcd sp,r!rz \uill kill Ilic grul~s. 1’0~1 C;\ii ;iIso grou 

huck\\.hcat near \‘ocl’ irult II’C’CC;. ‘I’h;s \vill ;iitracr hovcrllics, 
\\,hich Iav their L.ggs near the u.oolly aphid. LX’hcn hatched 
the hrn,e&lv will crawl under the “\vor;1” and cai the aphirl. 
Apple hlvssotn tmeuil Apple l~lr~ssom \vccvils lay their eggs 
in the l~lr~ssr~m. This oftcil causes the hl0ss0m to turn hro\vn 
.~iicl die. The adult weevils cat the Icavcs. It ~OLI get thcsc, 
pu on the sacking or paper trap for codling moths ;I monrh 
early. II \\,ill Ilicn trap both prsts. 
&km- I:ruit Irccs arc mainly attackctl I,!, canker in \vcf 
climates. Rot tlcvelops on hranchcs or trunks. I’runc r,ti the 
:ffcctctl hranchcs and the afcctcd parts oC trunks r!o\vrr IO 
the clean wr~r~d and paint the \vr)~~nds. 

PICKING APPI.l:S 

Harvesting and storing 
Summer, or early, apples shrn~lrl bc pick4 and cithcr catcn 
or preserved pretty fast. I.ate apples arc thr ones for storing. 

Don’t try to stow any damaged, unripe, or owrripc fruit, 
or fruit from which the stalks have come out. A tcmpcrature 
of 40’1: (4°C) is idcal for storage. IFrost is iatal and so arc 
cscessivcly high tcmpcraturcs. Ventilation must hc good but 
not too vigorous; you don’t want them in a draft. Too 
dry a place is also to be avoided; it is a goocl idea to throw 
water on the floor if the air seems too dry. Places with thick 
walls and stone,. earth, or tiled tloors arc hctter than attics. 
Ilithcr lay the truit out in a single layer so they arc not 
touching each other, or better still *arap each fiuii iii LLC~S- 
paper or cccn oiled wraps. Don’t store any fruit together 
with strong-smelling substances. 

STORING APPLES 

A new way of storing both apples and pears is in thin 
polycthylcnc bags, and the apptcs need not hc individualI! 
wrapped. Seal the hags and store them at an cvcn tcmpcraturc; 
40°17 (4’(I) is idcal. Make pinholes in the hags, one for each 
pound of t’ruit stored inside. 
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PEARS 

If yc,u ha\re space to spare after putting in three apple trees, 
a pear tree is a gc~~l fourth choice, but remember that most 
\,arietics need a partner nearby for pollination. The culture 
of pear trees is ver\ similar. to that of apple trees (see 
Apples), although pe&s are rather more fussy and they need 
extra care and attention. 

Soil and climate 
Pears suffer more from frosts than apples do, because thel 
blossom earlier and the frost can kill or severely injure the 
blossom. They also need a dormant period in order to fruit. 
They prefer heavy soil, but it must be well drained. 

Soil treatment 
Before planting any fruit tree you should clear-cultivate the 
soil (dig it over thoroughly), and pears are no exception to 
this rule. Soil should be around neutral, pH 6.5 to 7.5. 

Propagation 
Pears will not breed true from seed. To produce trees which 
will fruit well and are also hardy and vigorous requires 
grafting (seep. 99). The difference between apples and pears 
is that pears sometimes have to be “double worked”. 

“DOUBLE WORKING” PEARS 

Pears are getteral~y planked ON 
qttittce root storks (the qnitace is 
rloseiy rekaled to the peat , bttt 
hardier and smaller). I-hever, 

be ptjted ON ia a cow 
ear varieJy, itddt is il. 

selfgraffed ott to Ihe pince. 

East Malting Research Station (seep. 169) is a worldwide 
source of pear root stock. Mailing Quince A is most 
commonly used. Malting Quince C is the best root stock if 
you want dwarf trees. Pears are often self-sterile and have to 
be planted with mutually fertilizing varieties. Plant pear trees 
in the way described on page 98. They can also be grown in 
a circular deep bed (seep. 110), or six feet (1.8 m) apart in an 
ordinary deep bed as long as they are kept small. 

Care while growing 
Esccpt that pears can hear heavier pruning than apples 
\vithout being stimulatcci into rampant gro\vth, the pruning 
prc)crdui-e for apples and pears is identical (sec. j\pplcs and 
p. 100). And tip-bearing pears should be treated like tip 
bearing apples. 

If a pear tree ceases to produce new groath - and this 
can happen in a tree that is still very much alive - cut back 
into t\vo or even three-year-old ~voocl in order to stimulate 
new growth. 

Fire blight 

Pests and diseases 
Pears can get all the apple diseases and the sama steps 
should be taken (see Apples). There are also some pests and 
diseases which are peculiar to pears : 
Fire bZight This attacks at blossom time, causing the 
blooms to blacken and shrivel, and subsequently every parr 
of the tree blackens as though it has been on fire. Cut out all 
affected parts at least six inches (15cm) back from the site of 
infection with a sterilized knife and burn them immediately. 
It is important to disinfect the knife after making each cut. 
Several varieties of pear are resistant to fire blight. 
Leaf blister mite These tiny mites attack leaves in spring, 
causing green or red blisters to appear. Pick off and burn 
the leaves immediately. 
Pltytophthora rot This is i disease caused by a fungus. 
Brown patches appear on the skin and the flesh rots. Burn 
all rotten fruit and spray with Burgundy mixture. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick pears a little before they are completely ripe, as soon as 
they come off the tree easily when you lift them away. Take 
exaggerated precautions not to bruise them. Store them like 
apples as near 3bF (-1°C) as possible, but before you eat 
them bring them into room temperature and wait for them 
to ripen. Eat them when they are slightly soft. There is one 
day in the life of every pear when it is perfect, and with 
pears, perfect is perfect. 
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Thcrc ::1e t\vo kinds of chcrrics: sweet and sour. C&c- 
rally speaking, s\vect cherries arc’ for eating fresh, and sour 

I ( :hckics arc for cooking, canning and jam-making:. Sour 
zherries have the advantages that they arc less attractive to 
birds and can he gro\vn anv\l.herc in the garden, \vhiic s\\xxx 
zherries need a sunny pc)sjticJn or a south-facing wall. The 

I ’ .‘montmorcnc\.“, \\,hi’+ is a sour variety, is the best &err\ 
to grow. beca&r it is hardv and self-t’crtiic. 

Soil and climate 

_' 
triii: ,iiiCl :' ..I‘[ 

<. , 
,~,iil Y .I 31~ ii’cc l‘riiii - ,ii>i>lC.Z, i)c,ii’h .~li~l liliiiii:,; ,i 

clic,rrv trw ran cover 311 enormous area of ground, oflcn 
,1hout 501) scluarc feet (4.5 xl m). Secondly, your g:idcn must 
Ix rr’lati\.cly free of birds. Ii ir isn’t, the hirds uill eat the lot 
in \\.hich cxsc the hcsr thing to do is ,gro\\. vour chcrrics 
,ig:;iinst ii \v;iIi and han# a net o\‘cr Ihcm. 

Sweet cherries thrive on lightish uell-drained loam. The! 
Even (’ ) quite well on gravellv soil, although they send thcii 
roots deep and need a goc)d depth of soil beneath them. 
Sour cherries will do better on clay than sweet cherries will, 
but they also prefer light deep soil. Roth sorts prefer a pH 
r,f 6 or 7, but will tolerate more lime than apples, so a pH 
of 8 will do. They will grow in temperate climates and there 
are even varieties which will fruit in very severe climates. 
The blossoms of most varieties, however, are frost tender 
and should not be grown in frost pockets (see p. 168). 

PRUNING A CHERRY TREE 

Soil treatment 

Propagation 
(:h~rr\~ xions ;ITC’ rn0htl! ~ ~~r;lt-lcd 011 \\.llCl CllL :r\ I-oar QOCli. 
‘1%~ simplest thing is 10 buy tl1c cherry t III !‘)Ll \\‘:lllr, 

already gr.iftcd, hut ii !-ou avant to do ycjur ou.11 gr;1l-ting, 
the :1pprolxGtc mcthotls arc clcscrilxd on 17. ‘JO. .\s ncarl!. all 
chcrrics arc not self-Ccrrilc, iI is ;I g01d itIc; ro IM\.c tn.0 

v:irictics grafrccl on one Ircc. ( ~IIIISC \,;1rictics \vhich llou~ci 

at the wmc time’. Sweet ;1ncl sour \\.ill crc)ss~l~l)llin;itc. Plant 
thi irccs iust lil,c apple Tree\ (SCC lx%-+). In ;in orch:1rcl the\. 
sl!oultl lx 4.5 ft (I.3 m.) ;ipart. Ii chcrric\ gro\\ 1n :I I~or~l~r ur 
;ig:iinst :I \\.:1ll, iI can Ix (liq 35 ;I deep hctl (\cc p. IlK)). 

Care while growing 

I<ccp the soil hxrc unrlcr chcrrv trees for the lirst tivc 
vcxrs, hut don’t dig dccpl\. f Iocing or mulching is sutiicicnl. 
:,\ftc-r the lifth !Cilr clear. :I11 \\.culz :l\V:ly, i7l;lnt SOlllC d:li- 

fodils, tulips ;III~ crocu5cs :~roi~nd the Ircc, pisk the land 
dO\Vll, L qnd Icavc it. ‘1%~ other altern;1tivc is to run chickens 
under VO‘.II- chcrr\. Ircc. Ii you do this m:,kc sure Vou il:l\~c 

cncjugl; chiclicns. to prrxlucc. ;ihout 75 lpoundb (I I kg) of 
manure in a yc31 ‘ . 

Pests and diseases 
Black chewy aphid Thcsc aphids cause scvcrc leaf curl, 
\vhich is swnctimcs accompanied hy hlacli lxitchcs on the 
icavcs. If your cherry trees arc hdif iltiL!CtVll spray \\.ith tar 
wash or Burgundy mixfu1-c (seep. 104). 
Silver Zeuf disease If left unchcckc-d silver Icaf tliscnse ma! 
kill the tree. It is caused hy a fungus xvhich lives on &xl 
wood, so you won’t get it as long as you prune well in early 
summer and cover all wou~ids uith paint. 
Brown rot Set Pcac!xs and :\pricots. 

Harvesting 
liarvest su-eet cherries nhen they are quite ripe and cat 
them immediately. With sour cherries pull the fruit off, 
leaving the stalks; otherwise you will tear the tree. 



Peaches & Abricots 

Fruit CHERRIl.3 
PEACHES & APRICOTS 

Pe:~cli and .ipricc3t trees arc trrv similar and shoulJ bc 
!p)\VIl in the same \Vily ; tliev Alarc the satuc pests and 
diseases. Scctarincs differ frc,iiA peaches only hecause the\ 
have smooth skins; botanicnll~ they arc identical. 

Soil and climate 
Peaches and apricots \vill gro\v in sand, or a \xrv Sandy or 
gravcllv soil, pro\ idcd there is plentv of humus in it. The\ 
like a .hot summer and a fairI!, cc& ninter. Ideally the 
winter temperature should go helo\v 40’1 ($‘(I) for SOITIC 
weeks to give them a dormant period, hut it should not get 
too cold. Ilo\\xvrr, peaches are gro\vn as far north as AlnIne 
and as far south as northern Florida. .\pricots can be groa-n 
even farther north but not as far 5.outh. Peach and apricot 
trees must have n sunny position :uncl must not he gron-ii in 
frost pockets (see p. 168). I.and 4oping dokvn to a laltc. 
river, or estuary is tine. 

Soil treatment 
Dig the soil well and dig in plenty of humus, but not humus 
too rich in nitrogen. Too much nitrogen makes peach trees 
rampant, sappy and more susceptible to frost damage. Peat 
and leaf-mold arc very good. ;\ ~1-1 of 0 or over is iucal. 

Propagation 
Plant peach trees in the early spring except in ver!’ mild 
cfimates, becnusc ccM ueathcr could injure them in their 
first year. Choose a varietv that is known to Ix suitable for 
your area (ask your local nurscrvman), and plant the trees as 
you \vould apple trees (seep. 98). Peaches can be gro\vn in a 
circular deep bed (seep. i 10). 1.0~1 can huv peach trees read\ 
grafted, or you can do !.our own grafting’(sce p. 99). (:~cHE~> 
those recommended as of highest dessert quality; avoid 
those described as Ir)ng keepers. Special hardy varieties of 
peach are now bred which do not need grafting. 

Care while growing 
The fruit (only grows on the previous year’s wood and it is 
as well to remember this Lvhen pruning. When you plant a 
sapling, cut the tree back to about two feet (60 cm) above 
the ground, cutting just above a branch. Prune it hard again 
in the early summer; cut back all branches to \rithin an inch 

(2.5 cmj of the. trunk (not (lu4h wit11 it,). AC\\- htxnchcs \\.ill 
sprout th;it lir:.t sunimcr ilc5idc the 5tul)s (11. the cllcl 01~~5. 
IiU!l OK :,I1 of thm c\.ccpt three, 1, hich will t;~riii the 
fr;imcv. orli, or “sr:~ti-;~ltl”. of the tree. I)0 this 3s soon .IS the 
tin\ hranchcs sh( )\v thcm3cl\ ~5. 

‘i‘hc aim non. is cithcr to Ict the most upright of the ncu. 
hranchcs go up\\ard and malic ;; trunli, or, hctter still, to let 
all three Sqro\\’ up and ;i\v:i! from each clthcr and form an 
upside-clo\\3~ tripod. .\II I OCIT subsqncnt pruning, \\,liich 
must Ix ~lonc each scar i;i earl\ summer, sh~rlil~l tii:tint;lin 
this shape. (:ut out all iii\\.:~r[l-pl)intiri, (’ >hoots ~lJl<l cut b;1ck 
XII shoots \\.hich tixvc died at th<, tip, until vou reach clean 
\\.hitc \vood \vith no brc,\\n in the middle. I’rotcct all 
\v~)uncIs mcticulouslv \\.ith tree paint. 

In c~)ld climntcs kivc 311 peach trees nitrogen in the \‘cr\ 
carlv spring, about an ounce (2X ‘q) for c\c’rv vc’ar of thv 
tree’s gro\vth. ‘This controlled iimc:unt of nitrc& cix~hlcz 
the tree to gro\v and fruit vigorously Iii the summer but to 
srop ,qroii.i:;g ii~rlg hcforc the frccxiri,q \\.intcr bet5 in u-hen 
ncu. sappv w~otl should sutk from frost. C;ivc dressings of 
compost (;r m:tnurc, in latc fall. 

I:ruit should bc thinnccl so ;IS to give one fruit cxcry six 
to eight inches (25 cm) of \vood. This is hcst done in tx\.o 
stages: in earl\, SII~~~L’I thin ro four inchc5 (ll)cm) apart and 
then, ahout t;;ur WCC!G later \\hen the fruit is the size of a 
\v:ilnut, thin to nine inches (2.5 cm). 

Pests and diseases 
Peach /e@’ cMr/ ‘l’h~s IS mcjrc common in northern states. 
I.eavcs curl ;,tid crinkle. Spr:i\~ \!.ith Bordcaus misrurc (see 
p, 105) iI1 midu~intcr and :Ig:ljn a month later. Spray once 
mc8rc in the autumn just before leaf fall. 

Lecrf spot This is a bacterial disease \vhich causes hro\\n 
spots on the Ica~cs. and it can be serious. If a tree gets it, 
give it plcnti of manure and it should get over it. 
Brown rot Thi:, is a serious ti~ngus disease that atkts ,111 
the store fruits. I.cal-es turn hrc)\\.n and often fruits hccc,mc 

- - 

Peach leaf curl 
covered xi,ith soft 1~rov.n spots \vhich produce \vhitc spores. 
Branches may develop sticky conltcrs. (Iut out and hum all 
infected branches. 

Harvesting and storing 
When peaches have turned ~cllon and are slightI;. soft to 
Fcntle pressure, it is time to pick. Turn the fruit slightly and 
it \\.ill come off. It can be stored for up to t\\‘ci \vccks in a 
cc)r)l cellar or it can be frcven (see p. 227) or canned 
(seep. L.‘.. 770). .\pricclts should be pick4 and eaten \vhcn soft 
and ripe, or they can he picked a little carlicr when still firm, 
and then dried. To dry th:m split the fruit ir! t\vo and 
rcmc,vc the stones. I,eav> them in trays in the sun, split side 

~ up, for up to three days. 
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Plums of three types are commonly grown: European, 
japanese and nati\se American plums. They are all fairly 
lar-dy, don’t get manv diseases and yield very heavily in 
~omc- years. 

Soil and climate 
turopean plums like deep soil, and will flourish in deep 
loams or rlavs as long as they are well drained, but they do 
not thrive in dry, shallow soils. Japanese and American 
kinds are more tolerant of shallow soils. Plums flower early 
and are therefore susceptible to spring frosts, so don’t 
plant them in a frost pocket (see p. 168). i.ike other tem- 
perate climate fruits, plums need to lie dormant through a 
cold winter. 

Soil treatment 
A neutral soil is best, around pH 7, so lime if your soil is 
acid. Clear-cultivate (thoroughly dig) the land before plant- 
ing plums, and then, ideally, grow a crop, or even two 
crops, of green manure. Dig, or till these into the soil 
The land must he well drained. If it IS not, fill the bottom 
foot (3Ocm) of the hole you dig for each tree with stones, 
and bury a line of drain pipes to lead the water away to a 
ditch or lower piece of ground. 

Propagation 
Plums should always be grafted (set p. 99), and nearly always 
will be if you buy from a ,nursery. Plant plum trees as you 
would apple trees (see p. 98). Most plums are not self- 
pollinating, so you must plant at least two, and preferably 
several, compatible varieties. Japanese plums cannot pol- 
linate European plums, or I+CE r~su. Native American vari- 
eties are pollinated by other native varieties, or by certain 
hybrids. American-Japanese hybrids can be pollinated by 
Japanese varieties. You must get advice from your nursery- 
man on this. Allow 24 feet (7 m) between standard trees and 
15feet (4.5m), between trees planted on semi-dwarfing 
stock. Plums can be planted in the circular deep bed (see 
p. 110). Plant plum trees in ei ’ / winter; but in areas with 
exceptionally cold winters plant -arly spring. 

Care while growing 
Plums benefit from quite rich feeding. It is an advantage to 
have hens or other pouitry running under them. Otherwise 
apply heavy dressings of compost, stable or cow manure. 
Pruning Plums can be pruned to form all the tree shapes 
described on p. 100. Prune when you first plant the tree, and 
thereafter confine pruning to early summer only, because 
silver leaf disease may develop if you prune in winter. 

In some years plum trees hear a considerable weight of fruit, 
md because their branches tend to he quite slender, those 
which carry a lot of fruit may need support. There are two 
ways of doing this. You can build a T-shaped aooden 
;caffold which should be firmly rooted in the ground nest to 
:he trunk and secured to it with a plastic strap. Ropes from 
:he top of the “T” can he tied round the drooping branches. 
The other solution is to use a forked branch as a support. 
Protect the branch with sacking to save it from chafing. 

THINNING PLUMS 

Ifjwr- crop is allowed to Decotne too heall)’ the phs vpy he small and 
tasteless. Therefore yen shodd thin, when the ,thn~s reach abolrt half 
their-jnal size. Do?t pick off the stalk whetlyon pit& off the fruit. 
Lenrle at feast two or three irn$es (S-8 cn~) between rerfiai)iit{f ,bhs. 

Pests and diseases 
Plums suffer from the same pests and diseases as apples 
(see Apples), as well as a few of their own. 
SiZver leaf disease The symptom of this is silvering of the 
leaves, hut the disease attacks and can kill the whole tree. It 
is caused by a fungus which grows in dead wood. As long 
as you rigorously prune out all dead wood in early summer, 
burn the prunings and cover the wounds with paint, your 
trees won’t suffer from silver leaf. 
Bacterid Might This shows first as black streaks on the 
young shoots. Later on black spots appear on leaves and 
fruit which become inedible. There is no cure for this, 
beyond the pruning and burning of all diseased wood. Some 
varieties are more resistant to this than others. 
Heart rot Leaving sawn-off stumps of branches on a tree 
can cause heart rot; the stumps heal slowly, so bacteria can 
get in and kill the wood under the bark. You won’t get it if 
you cut all branches flush with the trunk. 
Brown rot See Peaches and Apricots. 

Harvesting and storing 
For jam or jelly, or for canning (which suits plums 
admirably) pick the fruit as soon as the bloom appears on 
their skins, but before they get soft. For eating fresh pick 
them when quite ripe, which is when they give a little and 
come easily off the tree. In hot dry climates plums to be 
turned into prunes can be left on the tree until they are quite 
dry and ready to he shaken off. They should then be dried 
in the sun on trays. In damp climates they can be dried 
artificially (seep. 216). 
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Fait PLUMS 
QUINCES 

RASPBERRIES 

Quinces arc so closely related to apples and pears that the 
latter are often grafted on to quince stock, because quince 
stock is hardy and produces small trees. Quinces are not 
grown as much as they should be; they have a verb’ special 
and delicate Havor and quince jelly is one of the world’s 
great gastronomic experiences. Thev are self-fruitful. 

Soil and climate 
Quinces will grow in any soil or climate that apples will (see 
Apples), although they are a little more tender. They prefer 
a warm summer and a fairly cold winter. Heavy soil suits 
them best, hut it must be well drained. 

Soil treatment 
Dig the land thoroughly, and if you are not in a hurry, 
grow and dig in one or two crops of green manure. The soil 
should be neutral, pH 7. Quinces don’t like too much nit- 
rogen but need phosphate and potash. 

Propagation 
If you don’t buy a seedling from a nursery, the best way to 
propagate is from cuttings made fk-om the suckers which 
quinces throw out *every year. In the aulumn cut lengths 
about nine inches (23cm) long, and bury two thirds of their 
length in sandy soil. After a year movk these to their per- 
manent positions. 

Care while growing 
You can prune quinces to all the tree shapes (seep. 100) or 
you can leave them strictly alone, in which case you will get 
a spreading bush shape. Quinces are not prone to being 
attacked by pests and diseases. 

Harvesting and storing 
You can leave the fruit on the tree until after the first hard 
frost. Then make jelly (seep. 223) right away, or if you don’t 
have time to make jelly immediately you can store the 
quinces in co31 moist conditions for up to three months. 

MEDLARS 
Medlars are hardier than quinces and can therefore cope 
with colder conditions. They do best if they are grafted (see 
p.99) on to thorn, pear or quince root stock. Otherwise 
treat them like quinces. The fruit is unusual in that its five 
seeds are visible and it is only edibie - and it is actually very 
good t:, eat - when it is half rotten. 

Raspberries are one of the best soft fruit crops the self- 
sufficient gardener can gro\v. ‘They are hardy, and aill stand 
neglect, although thev shouldn’t have to. They arc easy to 
gro\v, self-fruitt;ul and’hcavy yielding. 

Soil and climate 
They prefer the soil to be slightly acid, so do not lime under 
any circumstances. 1,ime can cause chlorosis (yello\vi~g of 
the leaves). They do need good soil though, so if your soil 
is light and sandy, put in plenty of manure. Raspberries 
prefer sun, but ii you have a garden \vherc sun is at a 
premium, grou your raspberries in a shady area. They \vill 
stand colder climates than most other fruits. 

Soil treatment 
In the fall dig a trench two spade-depths deep and fill it with 
soil mixed with compost or manure. They need a lot of 
potash, so incorporate wood ashes with the soi! if you have 
any; otherwise mix in some other potash fertilizer. The! 
have both shallow and deep roots, and need a lot of humus. 

If you want only one row you have no problem: but the 
roots spread far and wide so if wu want more than one ro\\ 
then have them quite far apart-: six feet (1.8 m) is usual in 
commercial gardens but four feet (1.2 m) will do if vou are 
trying to save space. 

PROPAGATING RASPBERRIES 

Like stmwberries, raspberries 
propagate ky “walking’ ‘. 
Raspberries “walk” 4~ pdhg 
ant roots which semi r(b srrckers to 
form new plants. Jut fefLJlorrr 
plants semi z/p suckers, cut oif the 
roots connecting them fo the partW 
plant withyonr spade, then 
lift the smkers ad re-plant them. 

Propagation 
Different varieties will give you fruit from midsummer till 
hard frost. I strongly advise you to buy stock certified to be 
virus-free. Such plants will give higher yields and last far 
longer than the plants your neighbor offers you when he has 
to get rid of his suckers in the fall. The certified plants you 
get will consist of one cane, or whip, with a heel of root 
attached to it. Plant roots a foot (3Ocm) apart in rows four 
feet (1.2m) apart. Put the root down about three inches 
@cm), cover with soil, and firm well. Immediately cut the 
cane down to nine inches (23 cm) above the ground. 

There is no reason why you should not then multiply 
your own raspberry plants in subsequent years. Like straw- 
berries, raspberries “walk’: but they do it in a totally dif- 
ferent way. In the deep bed (seep. 106) raspberries should be 
planted in three rows with 18 inches (45cm) between the 
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U0n t plant thcni iimmcdiatclv :drcr potatclcs or tonl;ltoc5 
zither. [or tllcsc i7lillltS get bc,lllc of the xllllc discascs. 

Care while growing 
Llon’t Ict them fruit the tirsl 511mmcr: rcmo\‘c the blc~ssoms, 
:)ther\visc the plant \vill lx \\~akcncd 1~~ fruiting. IS! the 
iCCOlld summer they should bear \vcll. i&p mxxxis clo\vn 
[nCxr ihc pl:tnts I,\- hc;iv!. mulching - biiv \vithin :I foot 
‘3) cm) of tllclll. (‘;rass cuttings, Icnvcs or comp0st arc all 
<,,(,d. I Ioc I,cl\\~ccll the 1’~,,\‘~. 1IIn’t ;lllo\\~ ~qxSS or \\uds tc1 
cst;lldlsll tll~lll~L~l\ “5; l-:lblhm-IClr :\,ilI ticIt Iloiirish in Cg:r:~ss. 
51 Ix sure th;it rlic mulch is thicli enough cvcr!’ spring. ‘l‘hc 
ril~pL,c”“‘\ I’lJ\\‘> ‘I1’C ;I gc~d rcpo5itorv for \~00d ashes. 

Training is simple but necessary. You must have a fcncc, 
with three wires, the top one five feet (1.5 in) from the 
ground, the others at regular intervals below it. Tie the 
canes to these. Some people ha\:r three pairs of Lvires alid 
simply shove the canes in between each pair. This works, 
but individual tying is better. 
Prunirzg In the fall, after the leaves have died off, cut 
off all rhc canes n.hich have fruited close to the grouncl and 
prune as shown above. 

Remember that raspberries act like biennials, although 
actually of course they arc perennials. The wood made in 
one vear fruits the nest and then dies down. So cut out the 
wood that has fruited evcrv year and keep the wood that 
grew that year, because that will fruit the nest. 

Pests and diseases 
There are several virus and fungoiti diseases that raspberries 
get. If ytru see any discoloration or other sign of disease cut 
out and burn the affected part. 
Mosaic disease This is the w’orst of various virus diseases and 
makes the leaves curl and show red and yellow mottling. 
Uig the bushes that have got this right out and burn them. 
If you don’t, aphids will spread the virus to other plants. 
Ivan deficiency If you see yelloxx~ing between the veins of 
the leaves suspect iron deficiency. This is especially likely if 
you have very alkaline soil. 

Harvesting and storing 
Eat as many as you can ripe and raw with cream. Store the 
rest; they freeze well (see p. 227) and can well (see p. 220). 
When ram falls on ripe fruit, pick the fruit immediately the 
rain stops and can or freeze it; if you don’t the raspberries 
will go moldy. Don’t leave moldy fruit on canes, becausc- 
the mold will spread to the others. 

In most temper-ate parts of th;?%M \\,ild hlackhcrrics gro\\ 
ncarlv evcrv\vherc and ir is fun hunting for them. Ncvcrthc- 
Icss, &,r a regular supply it is \x,orth keeping :I fc\v bushes. 

Soil and climate 
‘I’hcrc arc scvcral spccics of hlackbcrr!., and cultivated varic- 
tics have been tlevc-lopctl from rhcm that \\,ill gro\\. happil! 
in e\‘erv ciiniatc from the vcrv coIdc.st tcmpcratc rcgicrn to 
the subtropics. ‘I‘licy prcfcr i-i&, \vcll-drained soil (pl i 7), 

and a shcltcrcd Gtc. 

Propagation 
I’OLI can propagate blackbcrrics from curtings, suckers, b! 
la,ycring (secp.O5), or by division of roots - digging up a 
piece of plant \vith roots on it, and replanting. Tnc 4mplcst 
method of al1 is to propaga’c from tip cuttings - cut the tip 
t)S a cant, push it into the ground and it will root. Wrap all 
planting material in nioss or Lxx3 nc’U3paprr and store it in a 
plastic bag until you need it. 

If vou avant to gro\v blackberries from seeds you must 
..- ,, “stratit\ them; this rneapc that over the Lvinter YOU must 

keep tlic seed in a box full of sand at a warm room. tempera- 
ture for three months.: then store them at 40’1: (Go(:) for 
another three months. 

Plant cuttings, layers, roots or seedlings in late fall or 
early spring. Plant seeds in carI! spring. ;\llo\v sis feet 
(I .H m) bet\vccn hushes. Ir is a good idea to plant along a 
fence, and dig the bed to form a deep bed (see p. 106). 

Care while growing 
Blackberries fruit on last year’s wood, so prune in winter b) 
cutting out all wood that has just fruited unless YOU have 
varie&s which fruit for several years on the same ‘wc~od. If 
YOU have these varieties, wood which has fruited should not 
lbc cut out so ruthlessI\. As a scneral rule, Ica\re about ten 
itrong newly gro\vn c&s to fruit the following year. The! 
drc very greedy plants and need rich niulching. 

Pests and diseases 
Orange rust This sholvs up as bright orange spores under the 
Icavcs. I.ook for these if your plants give out spindly shoots 
with narrow leaves. Root out and burn infested bushes. 

Harvesting and storing 
Blackberries are ready for picking n.hcn they almost fall off the 
bush into your hand. Put them in shallow boxes and store 
in a refrigerator, or freeze (see p. 227) for eating in winter. 

LOGANBERRIES 
Grow loganberry bushes in a sheltered place; although they 
tiower later than blackhcrries, severe spring frosts xvi11 
damage the canes. Plant tile bushes ten feet (3 m) apart. 
Unlike blackberries, loganberries only fruit in late summer 
for a two to three week period. 



Fruit RASPBERRIES 
BLACKBERRlES 
STRAWBERRIES 

Strawberries are fun to grow, and a good cash crop. kIost 
qrdcners ~vould agree \vith the remark “Doubtless C;c)d 
could ha;ve made a better berry but doubt!ess God didn’t”. 

Stra\\rberrics are a “walking” plant, because they are 
perennials \vhich don’t have an elaborate root system. 
Thcrcfore thev exhaust the ground on which they grow 
within a scar or two. To escape frcm it and find fresh 
ground &ey send out runners which meander over the 
ground until they kind somewhere to send down roots. 

There are several varieties of what are called “everbearing” 
or “perpetual” strawberries. These fruit later than ordinary 
strawberries and continue fruiting into late fall. It is a veq 
good idea to plant a few, so as to give yourself a ireat in the 
cold weather. If you force ordinary strawberries m the spr- 
ing under clothes, plastic tunnels or mini-greenhouses (see 
p. 111) and have “everbearing” as well, you call have strau- 
berries from early summer to late fall. 

Soil and climate 
Strawberries are a woodland plant, and you should bear this 

in mind ~vhcn choosing a site for the-m and loo!iing atici 

them. It means that they tcllcratc shade, althc)ugli the\, fruit 
far better in sun; they Iilx plenty of humus (they di gro\k 
in almost pure leaf-mold as thq do in the \\ild); 2nd the.\ 
don’t object to fairly acid conditions. ‘I‘hc\~ do bcttcr on light 
soil than clay, hut grnntcd plcnt\ ot humus thev uill thrrve 
in any \vell-drained place. ‘fhc~ are a tcmpcratc ;lim:ltc crop 
,md develop a far beitcr tlavor in a cold climate than ii hot 
enc. It is best to rncj1.c on to tcmll~ fresh ground cvcr\ 
three years \vith new plants. 

Soil treatment 
Dig the land one spit deep, incorporating plenty of compost 
or any \vell-rotted organic manure. Stra\vbcrrics do \vcll rln 
the no-digging system (SW p. X.3) as long as the bed has had 
cncqh compost put on it. ‘T’hcy arc also potash-hungry so, 
if you ha\,c ~vood ashes to spat-c, use them on your sIra\\‘- 
b&y patch. I:armyard manure can be rich in potash. 

Propagation 
The first time you plant strawberries, get virus-free stock, 
from a reputable source, certified healthy. Unless you want 
to grow new varieties of strawberry, m which cast you 
should grow them from seed, the best thing to do is to 
multiply them from runners. There are a few varieties that 
do not make runners, and these are multiplied by dividing 
up the, crowns themselves. 

Most varieties of strawberry will make runners that will 
root themselves whatever you do, but you can encourage 
them by removing the blossom from a few of your plants. 
You have merely to sever the runners from the main plant, 
dig out the little mini-plant on the end of it, and transplant 
it. But an even surer way of doing it is to bury small pots of 
soil in the ground near the parent plants and peg the ends of 
runners down on these pots. When the runners have rooted 
properly, sever them from the parent, dig up the pots, and 
transplant to their new positions. In this way you can estab- 
lish a new strawberry bed every year and scrap one every 
year, after it has fruited for three seasons. Iivery fall YOU 
will have a newly-planted bed, a year-old bed, a two-year-old 
bed, and a three-year-old bed, the last of which will be ready 
for digging up. Always plant your new beds as far from the 
old ones as you can, to hinder the spread of.disease. 

You can plant or transplant strawberries at any time of 
the year (if the winters are mild enough) but it is traditional 
to plant in spring up to July, as you can then harvest a crop 

the next year. Plant 15 inches (38 cm) apart with 30 inches 
(75cm) between rows. Plant so that the crown is at ground 
level but the roots are spread out widely and downward. 
Water the new plants well. 
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Strawberries do very well on the deep bed (seep. 106). Plant 
;ancl space them as for a conventional bed. 

Care while growing 
It is very easy for a strawberry bed to become infested with 
uecds. The plants straggle relentlessly and make most 
methods of weeding very difficult. Hoe for as long as you 
can hoe and then weed by hand. If you have planted be- 
tween the end of one summer and the beginning of the next 
let the crop fruit in the year after that hut not before: 
during the plants’ first summer, pick off the flowers. 

Prick over the ground with a fork in the spring and, as 
the crop begins to spread, put plenty of straw under the 
straggling stems. This suppresses weeds and keeps the fruit 
clean and healthy. But keep a weather eye out for slugs. 

PROTECTING THE PLANTS 
When the frnif I~e~~Nis to form PII/ 
a good’ fdc/J of Straw drr tdf 

plants. This keeps weefis donw 

aid keeps ibe fkil than a:;,.’ 

disease-free. If birds are (I 
tznisave, make a nef. Set fop 
posts and iwerl a gl’assiar oue) 
each one, before plrttiftg /he 
flettixg over the fra~nework; the 

JkTS sf0p fhe uefting cadhg. 

If you suffer much from birds ~CNI \vill ,!~r tc, use a net. 
~‘OLI can either have a net Ic)u. over the stra\\berries, in 
a,hlch case you u?ll have to remove it every time YOU avant 
to pick a stra\\.herry, or else a fruit cage ‘,. -17. 184); xvhicli is 
expensive unless YOU make it yourself. 

Pests and diseases 
Don’t tr\ to force your strawberries with nitrogen, 
because it makes them soit and open to discasc. 
Potudery mildew This lvhite polvder \vill make stra\v- 
berries turn a dull bro\vn color. Spray \vith sulfur at 
regular intervals. 
Aphids These arc a menace because they spread virus 
diseases, principally strawherrv crinkle and strawberry yellow 
edge, both of &ch show in the leaves and \veakcn the 
plant. To prevent it, spray the plant centers hard in /April 
\vith a nicotine spray or with dcrris. Don’t use the nicotine 
when the berries are nearly ripe. Remove anv stunted or dis- 
colored plants and burn th&; these diseases are incurable. 

Struurberry beet/e This little pest feeds on strawberry flesh. 
Keep the bed well weeded, and it will he discouraged from 
settling near your strawberries. 
Gray mold This is also called botrytis. It appears first as a 
gray spot on the flowers and then on the strawberries them- 
selves where it grows to form a gray fur which rots the 
fruit. Dust with flowers of sulfur at the very first sign. 
Rot If berries rot after rain, remove them to the compost 
heap. Pick all ripe berries immediately after rain. 

Harvesting 
Pull the fruit off the plant with their stems intact. Leave the 
stems on until just before eating; when the stems are 
removed vitamins and other nutrients are lost. Store them in 
the shade for a few hours, or in a refrigerator for a day *or 
two. Strawberries can he frozen, but go soft when thawed. 

After you have harvested your crop remove the straw 
from under the stems and clear the bed of dead leaves, 
surplus runners and weeds. 



Fruit 
ORANGES 

Rutaceae 

Oranges, tmgerines, kzmqfta fs, Iemv~s, lims aid 
<rupefr& are all members of the R&nceae. Because 
ii includes the genus C.&rc.r the Rntmeae farnil). is 
AS important to people who live in the sub-tropics 
as the Rosaceae family is to people who live in 
temperate climates. Citrus plants are very aro- 
matic, broad-leaved evergreens. 

Citrus fruits grown in the tropics C;o not taste 
as good as those grown in what is known as a 
Mediterranean climate. At the other extreme they 
can’t stand frost, although oranges can bear mar- 
ginally lower temperatures than lemons, which are 
damaged and sometimes killed at temperatures 
below 26Of: (--3’C). This means that citrus fruits 

growing out of doors tend to be limited to Flor- 

ida, southern (California, Louisiana, Texas and 
parts of f!rizona in North :Imerica; and to the 
Mediterranean seaboard in Europe, South r’ifrica, 
sub-tropical South America and Australia. But this 
does not prevent citrus from being a viable green- 
house crop: in the 18th century indoor orangeries 
were common among the wealthy in England. 

My own feeling is that if I only had tht space 
under glass to grow one citrus tree I would grow 
a lemon. One orange tree provides only a small 
proportion of the fruit needed by a family through 
the year, whereas one lemon tree would fill a 
family’s requirements. 

What the apple is to temperate regions the orange is to the 
sub-tropics. It is heavy-yielding, delicious, will keep well, 
and has the enormous advantage that it can just be allowed 
to hqng on the tree, for as long as six months. It is a rich 
and reliable source of vitamin’ C. In temperate climates 
oranges must be grown under glass. This is described on 
p.212. They can be grown in tubs, which must be brought 
indoors in the winter, but the yield from trees grown like 
this is l%irly low. 

Soil and climate 
Orange trees can stand winter frosts as low as 20°F (-7’C) 
but fruit and young growth are injured at temperatures 
below 25°F (-4°C). Oranges like lightish land: sandy loam 

’ i 
I 
1s ideal; heavy clay is unsuitable. Deeply drained soil is 
necessary, for the\ will not thrive on a high wrater table. 
3lightly acid soil is best for them: they will tolerate a pH 
mywhere between 5 and 7, although they prefer it to be 
around pH 6. 

Soil treatment 
Make sure the site is well drained. Dig deeply, and in- 
xxporate phosphatic material and potash into the soil. Rock 
phosphate, granite dust, wood ashes, compost or farmyard 
manure, all make a reserve for the roots to draw on in lime 
to come. 

Propagation 
Nearly all orange trees are grafted on root stocks, because 
the best fruiting varieties are not the most hardy and 
vigorous. It really is best to buy them ready-grafted, because 
grafting oranges is a delicate process, but if you want to 
graft your own, the techniques are described on p.99. When 
:‘ou buy your trees you should take note of the root stocks, 
1s these will affect the type of fruit which vour trees 
produce. The most common root stocks are listed belou : 
Trz~ooliute This is best for most gardens. Jt is disease- 
resistant, very hardy, can put up with cold better than most 
xher varieties and is a dwarfing stock. 
CZeopatra This is the best root stock for tangerines and 
small oranges. 
Rough Zemon This root stock thrives on sandy soil. It 
produces fruit early, but the trees are rather short-lived. 
Sweet orange Good on well-drained sand, this root stock is 
useless on clay, where it gets foot-rot. It produces juicy, 
smallish fruit. 
Sour orange Strange as it may seem, the sour orange root 
stock is good for sweet orange fruiting stock, because it is 
hardy and disease-resistant. 

There is a huge selection of fruiting stocks available. They 
are all either sweet for eating, or sour for making mar- 
malade. The most common sweet varieties a1.e “Hamlin”, 
which are small and sweet, “Valencia”, which are good to 
eat and have a long fruiting season, and “Washington 
Navel”, which is the best one for growi,lg in hot dry 
climates like the desert states of the Southwecr. 

You can plant orange trees at any time of the year as you 
would apple trees (see p. 98). All va-ieties are self-fruitful. 
Good nurseries send the trees out with their roots balled 
and burlapped or in large cans. Plant orange trees with 
extreme care so as not to disturb the earth around the roots. 
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Place the roots, burlap and all, in the hole; pour some 
topsoil around the ball, then carefully withdraw the wrap- 
ping. A big tree should be 25 feet (7.6m) from its neigh- 
bors: one on a dwarfing stock such as Trifoliate, 20 feet 
(Gm). Water well after planting and make sure the tree is 
well watered for two weeks. After that, continue to water 
re::l*‘zlv - about once a week, depending on the soil. 

A modification of the deep bed method may be used for 
oranges and all other citrus fruits. Deep dig a circle for each 
:ree. The diameter of the circle should correspond to the 
hip-line - that is, where the branch extremities of the adult 
:ree are espected to be. Keep the circle of earth raised, 
leavily mulched, and don’t tread on it. 

Care while growing 
In regions with high rainfall some watering in dry periods 
may be necessary for the first three years; after this none is 
needed except in cases of real drought. In dry areas, where 
there is little rainfall, trees need a good soaking every two 
or three weeks; this means 20 to 30 gallons (90-1401) per 
tree. More water than this may wash the nutrients down out 
of reach of the roots. Watering “little and often” encourages 
foot-rot but watering too sporadically causes fruit-splitting. 

You should also feed the soil by mulching heavily ‘with 
organic material once a year. If low-nitrogen material is 
used, such as hay or straw, some source of more con- 
centrated nitrogen - bloodmeal or cottonseed meal - should 
be added to help rot the material down. If rotted compost is 
used nothing need be added. 

Pruning is minimal with orange trees, Trees should come 
from the nursery already pruned so as to ;eave a suitable 
“scaffold” of four or five branches. Small sprouts that come 
from the trunk under this scaffold should be rubbed out by 
hand when they are tiny. Old weary trees can be stimulated 
into new life by pruning some of the old wood away; 
choose wood in the center of the tree, which does not get 

RUBBING OUT SHOOTS 
lb0 will mm/& receivegorrr tree 
with a good mffo0M offonr or file 
brat&es airendj established; it is 
therefore ritalike~ to need nmch 
prming. If-yofi wotice my tlew 
shoots emerging from the trr4nk, 

wb them out 131 hand IvhiLe thq 
are still uery small. 

uuch sun. Cut out any trost-damaged branches, but not 
.mtil the summer after the frost. It is important not to 
Gtimulate trees into excessively r.u-ik growth hv cutting out 
-oo much Lvood. Sometimes upper branches groxv so long 
hat the lower growth is shaded. You cannot remedy this by 
>runing. But in a group of several trees, the solution is to 
:ake out one or two, so that more light reaches the rest. 

Pests and diseases 
The many pests that trouble orange trees in inorganic 
:)rchards are seldom present in organically managed ones. 
Eel worm, for example, never becomes a serious problem in 
m orchard planted on organically rich soil, because preda- 
tors thrive on unsprayed trees. 
Foot-rot In long periods of wet wcathcr orange trees are 
susceptible to foot-rot, which rots the bark near the soil line 
and in extreme cases can kill the tree. You can prevent this 
by observing a few simple rules: keep the mulch at least a 
toot (30 cm) away from the trunk of the tree; keep that 
circle free of fallen leaves and debris; don’t water right up 
against the trunk, and don’t water too ojtrn; always keep the 
junction of trunk and roots clear of soil. 

Harvesting and storing 
The delightful thing about oranges is that you can leave 
them on the tree and just pick them when you want them. 
Pull tight-skinned oranges off with a twist: loose-skinned 
nnes should be snipped otf with a little stalk left on them. 
They can be stored under refrigeration - at 3O’F (-1°C) 
with a humidity of 80 or 90 per cent - but you are unlikely 
to need to do this, because oranges have a very long har- 
vesting season. And remember that a green orange is not 
necessarily unripe. Orange-colored oranges will sometimes 
turn green again when the weather gets warmer. ‘They still 
taste the same. 

TANGERINES, MANDARINS AND SATSUMAS 
Tangerines, mandarins and satsumas are all classified as titrm 
nobilis. Tangerines have a deeper-colored skin than man- 
darins and the name satsuma was originally applied to a 
particular variety of tangerine. The terminology has now 
become confused and the names mandarin and satsuma are 
often used to apply to the whole group. The fruits are in 
general smaller than ordinary oranges, the skins are looser 
and the sections separate more easily. The advantage is that 
the trees are smaller and more hardy that- orange trees and 
are therefore suitable for small gardens, roofs, and patios. 
Cultivate the trees as you would orange trees, bearing in mind 
that most varieties are not as productive as sweet orange trees. 

KUMQUATS 
A kumquat tree is an attractive proposition, particularly in a 
small garden, and they can be grown on roofs and patios in 
tubs. Kumquats belong to the Fortlrneh genus, but this is 
so closely related to Citrus that crosses between kumquats 
and ‘oranges can be made. Certainly the orange-colored 
kumquats look exactly like tiny oranges. The fruits are rarely 
bigger than one and a half inches (4cm) in diameter, but are 
very juicy and good to eat; also the peel is spicy and makes 
splendid marmalade or candied peel. Kumquat trees are very 
decorative and rarely grow taller than ten or twelve feet 
(3 m to3.5 m), and their other advantage is that th,ey are 
hardier than virtually any other citrus fruit (especially if 
grafted on to Trifoliate root stock). You grow them in 
exactly the same way as oranges. 



Fruit ORANGES 
LEMONS & LIMES 

GRAPEFRUIT 

Lemons & Limes 

I 

Apart from ordiclary lemons, you can .k:o grow the Meyer 
lemon, which IS a hybrid particularlv suitable for small 
gardens. It i\ hardy - sufficiently so to survive tempcrarures 
of 15o1-T (-9Y) - an d quite small. Out of doors it makes a 
bush ;lbout six feet (1.8 m) tall. It grows well in tubs, on 
roofs and on patios. Growing lemons in a greenhouse is 
described on page 212. Limes are used in much the same 
way as lemons, but contain more acid ancl more sugar. 

Soil and climate 
Lemon trees are slightly more tender than orange trees and 
prefer a heavy soil. As they fruit all year round the crop can 
be badly damaged by winter frosts. This also applies to 
limes, which are less hardy still. Lemons and limes are very 
much a sub-tropical fruit. They will tolerate most soils, 
provided that the water table is below the depth oi their 
roots which go down no more than four feet (1.2 m). You 
should incorporate plenty of phosphatic material (seep. 90) 
into the soil. 

Propagation 
Bu;; iemons and limes already grafted. All are self-fruitful. 
Plant them as you would any other tree (see p. 98). The 
most usual root stocks are the same as for oranges. You can 
plant lemons in a circular deep bed (see p. 110). 

Care while growing 
Lemons need a little more pruning than oranges, enough to 
stop them from straggling and becoming vulnerable to lA 
weather. Shorten any outward-straggling branches to 
inward-pointing buds so as to keep the tree compact. You 
can do this at any time of rhc year. Limes do not need any 
pruning. If your trees are thriving but not bearing, protect 
them from the wind and feed them a lot of extra compost; 
this extra attention should make all the difference. 

Harvesting 
Both lemons and limes bear all the year round in suitable 
climates, so just pick them when vou want them. 

:;rapefruit evolved in the West Indies as a mutation of the 
ihaddock which is a coarse and rather unattractive fruit, but 
he grapefruit, as we all know, is delicious. It is also a rich 
source of vitamin (1, and is self-fruitful. 

Soil and climate 
Grapefruit must have deep, well-drained soil and like it to 
be slightly acid: a pH of 6 is best. As for climate they can 
itand as much cold as oranges, 20°F (--7”C), but they need 
more heat to ripen perfect fruit. In temperate climates grapc- 
fruit must be grolvn under glass. 

Soil treatment 
Well-drained soil is most essential. Deep digging four 
spade lengths deep if possible - is important, and you 
should incorporate some phosphate and potash into the soil. 
Compost or manure buried below the roots can only do 
good. 

Propagation 
Grapefruit are generally grafted on to s ur orange root stock, 
although on poor sandy soii it is better to use lemon. Plant 
the young trees (see p.98) at a?y time of the year; because 
they are evergreens, one time 1s as good as another. You 
must plant them very carefully, as you must other evergreens 
(see Oranges). Plant trees 25 feet (8 m) from their neigh- 
bors. You can plant them in a circular deep bed (see p. 110). 

Care while growing 
Grapefruit need plenty of water. In high rainfall areas they 
need watering for the first three years and then probably not 
at all. In dry areas they need a good soaking - say 25 gallons 
(1101) a tree every three weeks. Don’t put water actually on 
the trunk. Heavy mulching can only do good, provided you 
keep the mulch two feet (60 cm) away- from the tree. Prune 
them in exactly the same way as oranges; they suffer from 
the same pests and diseases (see Oranges). 

Harvesting and storing 
They will stay happily on the tree for months, but when the 
fruit begin to turn yellow test an occasional one so that 
you know when to pick them. When they are just right pick 
them, wipe them with a clean damp rag, let them sit in a 
cool place in a breeze for a few days, then put them in the 
refrigerator. If you haven’; got a refrigerator put them in a 
water-cooled safe. 
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Grossulariuceae 

B.!L.Tc~c~/~-~LIII/s, red r.~/rrdl~f~, :i /lit’;, f“~rrattf r NII~ gOOSe- 
bet-Ties are members of the : ini! :y Grosdariacror. 
They belong to the important genus, KiDes, all of 
whose members :ire shrubs which display familiar 
small rcVurld txzrx~e~. Currants and gonseberrips are 
ezrceptj!ji:nl!\e hardy and are cultivated almost as 
far r?! ;:;i. as the Arctic circle. They are less pop- 
ul:ir in north America than in Europe, because 
they can be alternative hosts to white pine blister 
rllst and are for this reason prohibited in some 

areas. Personally 1 ~.c,uld rather have blackcur- 
rants and gooseberries and prohibit xt+ite pines, 
because I think they are both magnificc,nt fruits, 
and blackcurrants are probably the best source of 
wippv x/itapin C ~v~il~lsle te r.ap.kigd. \f$!hjtp cur- . _A * . . c_ -, L....Y 

rants, which are actually nearer yellow than white, 
have a line, distinctive flavor when eaten raw. Red 
currants are gro\vn primarily for making into. red 
currant jelly, though they are good eat& raw or 
cooked. 

Gooseberry bushes are good plar,ts to grow in smallish 
gardens because they yield a lot of fruit from a small area. 
They can be trained as cordons (see p. lOl), in which case 
they take up hardly any space at all. They arc self-fruitful. 

Soil and climate 
Gooseberries will thrive in almost any soil but have a slight 
preference for heavy soils. They like a cool climate, and are 
very tolerant of shade. They can therefore be planted in 
places where there is tot) much shade for mnst plants. 

Soil treatment 
Dig deeply and incorporate manure or compost in the top 
spit, over quite a wide area, because the roots are shallow 
but spread a long way laterally. A pH of 6 to 8 is suitable 
for them. Incorporate some lime if the pH is less than 6. 

Propagation 
Plant new bushes in early spring. Bush plants should be five 
feet (1.5 m) apart and cordons a foot (30 cm) apart in the 
row. ir. a deep bed (see p.106) gooseberries should be plan- 
ted four feet (1.2 m) apart in a line down the middle of the 
bed. 

Care while growing 
When the bushes are two or three years old cut half the 
length off each leader to a suitable bud. If the plant is 
droopy cut to an upward-pointing bud: if it is upright cut 
to an outward-pointing bud. Cut all lateral growths back to 
within three inches (Bcm) of the stem. In each subsequent 
year cut out a good proportion of the old wood. 

FLvery summtr snorten all laterals, keeping about tivc Icavcs 
on each. :\t that time you can examine tht: bushes for 
mlldeu, and cut out any shoots that are infected. G!)c)sc- 

berry bushes should be grown on a “leg”, a short main 
stem. You must keep the ground under and between the 
bushes clear of weeds. Don’t dig, for fear of injuring the 
shallow roots, but hoe, scuffle or till very shallowly. 

Pests and diseases 
Powdery miZdew The first symptoms of this is a white felt 
which covers the young leaves and shoots. The berries 
themselves acquire a brownish covering. The best pre- 
vention is not to give the bushes too much nitrogen. If you 
do get it pick off and burn all affected shoots, and spray, in 
midsummer, with a mixture of half a pound (225 g) of soft 

one pound (45Og) of washing soda, and six gallons 
p;pj f o water. i’ou can spray with this again in the spring 
when the bushes flower and once again when the fruit is set. 
Gooseberry sawjy These are small caterpillars with green 
and black spotted bodies and a yellow tail. They produce 
three generations in a season and can strip your bushes of 
leaves. Spray hard with derris or pyrethrum. 
Red spider mite The tiny red mites cluster on gooseberry 
leaves causing them to turn bronze with a white area under- 
neath. Ultimately the leaves will drv up and die. The answer 
is to knock them off the bush with a’jet of water. 

Harvesting 
Strip the fruit off by pulling the branches through a hand 
protected by,a thick leather glove. The fruit falls off and can 
be caught in a sheet. It can then be separated from the 
leaves and other flotsam that get stripped off by rolling the 
whole lot down a board. The fruit rolls, the rest. does not. If 
you don’t eat them fresh, can them or make jam. 
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CURRANTS 

BLACKCURRANTS 
Blackcurrants are one of the best and most reliable sources 
of vitamin C in cold, moist climates. Alaska is not too far 
north to find them growing and they thrive on a cool north 
slope. Thev are hardy and easy to grow, store well and rnakr 
all sorts of delicious preserves and wines. They are heavy 
yielding, self-fruitful and take up little room. You do not 
have to wait too long to start picking either. In my view, of 
all fruits either “hard” oi “soft”, ’ ’ u4axrrdrm are the most 
rewarding to grow. 

Soil and climate 
A fertile heavy clay-loam with plenty of organic matter in it 
is perfect for blackcurrants, but you can grow them on 
practically any soil if you add enough compost or farmyard 
manure. I have grown them with great success on heavy 
boulder clay and on sand, but with both I had to mulch 
heavily every year with organic material. A great advantage 
of blackcurrants is that they are hardy enough to be planted 
in frost pockets. They like a cool and moist climate, because 
hot winds dry up their leaves. But they can be grown in hot 
dry states as long as they have some shade, such as the 
north-facing wall of a house. You can also intercrop with 
apple trees in an orchard, although in this case make sure 
that the bushes are not starved of moisture as well as being 
protected from heat. 

Soil treatment 
Blackcurrants are shallow-rooted. Nevertheless prepare the 
ground by digging deeply, because they benefit from soil 
that is well drained and aerated. Also incorporate plenty of 
organic material before planting. Dig in ground rock phos- 
phate if you can get some cheaply, bone meal or anything 
else that is going to last a long time and release nutrient: 
slowly. I always give blackcurrants plenty of manure, but 1 
don’t use well-rotted compost, because I reserve this for th: 
things that really cannot do without it. For all my soft fruit 
including blackcurrants, I use long-strawed stable or cow. 
shed manure. 

Make sure the ground is free of perennial weeds: once the 
bushes are in the soil it will be hard to destroy any weeds 
that are left. 

Propagation 
To start oB it is best to buy bushes from a reliable nurser! 
so that vou are sure they are healthy. After that you can 
multiply. your own stock for the rest of your lift, because 
blackcurrants grow very easily from cuttings. Because currant 
buds start growing verv early in spring, plant the bushes in 
hc . . . . ̂ L^... . . 11.. CL ) II :L‘ ;,.;.Gr n-inters, are not harsh, plant in the fall, 
so the roots can get established before the ground freezes. 

When you plant your new bushes dig wide shallow holes 
four feet (1.2 m) apart. If the roots of the bushes are dry 
when vou get them, soak them in water for several hours 
before-planting. Spread the roots carefully, first snipping off 
any very long or broken ones. If you use the deep bed method 
(see p. 106) plant a row of bushes along the middle of the deep 
bed at intervals of four feet (1.2 m), preferahly alternating 
currants with gooseberries. Use the space at the edges of the 
bed to-grow annual vegetables. As soon as you have planted 
the bushes snip off all the branches to outward-pointing 
buds, leaving at least three or four buds on every shoot. 

When you come to propagate from cuttings you must use 
the current year’s wood. Blackcurrants fruit on the previous 
year’s wood, so it is not expedient to cut too much new 
wood off the bushes. But when you are pruning older 
bushes you will inevitably cut out a certain amount of old 
wood on which some new wood has sprouted. 

PROPAGATING FROM CUTTINGS 

Prwte 08 cr~thgs of new 1vo0d 
frow e&h to ttuetue ittcdes (20- 
30 UN) loq, and in the, fall 
lant them chep!y itt gooci l&!tt 

soil ttdh two his aboite g-0 fd. 
Keep tbetn~rofr/ dtyit[{ old, atld 

rofect fhem with a straw t~/ftIcIJ; 

/ant ottt lbe fotfon~ittg spring. 

Care while growing 
Prune the bushes annually in early winter. The thing to 
remember is that they fruit only on the previous year’s 
wood, so you cannot expect any fruit the first year. There- 
fore, preserve all new wood (which is yellow or light 
brown) every year, if you possibly can, so that it can fruit 
the following year, but cut out all the wood that has alread! 
fruited. You can tell which is the older wood because it will 
still have the little stalks of the berries on it. 

Mulch with plenty of manure, and wood ash when you 
have it, and keep the ground clear of weeds. 
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PHUNING BLACKCLRRANTS 

Pests and diseases 
Leaf spot fungvs This distressing diseast2 can cause all the 
leaves to turn brown and drop off in midsummer. Rake up 
all the affected leaves and burn them or put them in a hot 
compost heap. 
Currant muggot The blackcurrants themselves are some- 
times attacked by maggots. This can ruin your crop, so keep 
an eye out for it. Currants that ripen before their time 
should be examined and any with maggots destroyed. 
Big bud This very common disease causes the new buds of 
the plants to swell unduly in midsummer. Simply pick off all 
such swollen buds and burn [hem. 
Reversion The big bud mite carries the reversion virus. The 
leaves of the bushes change shape and look rather like nettle 
leaves. The bushes flower earlier and the flowers are brighter 
than usual, but the crop is poor and dies fast. There IS no 
cure for reversion, so the moment you notice it you should 
root up the bush and burn it. 
Currant shoot borer/Currant core borer Apply a winter 
wash in January with a tar-oil spray to prevent these pests; 

he spray \vill also) keep OK aphids. If you do SW a cant’s 
caves u:ilting at the tip, cut the branch h;tck until !OLI tind 
he tunnel, and kill the borer. 
Coral spot/Dieback Thcsc t\vo fungus diseases arc caused 
3~ tclo much nitrogen. Cut I,ack ali! \VIIO~ that sc’t’ms to bc 
Ijring, or which shows the distinctive red spots of coral spot 
.)n the branches. Cut right back to sound white wood, and 
iurn the affected branches. Then stop feeding the bushes 
with high nitrogen manure such as stable manure; mulch 
Instead with \vaste vegetable matter, spoiled hay or straw, 
Ind a little lvell-rotted compost. 

PROTECTING BLACKCURRANTS 

Harvesting and storing 
You can just leave currants on the bushes if there arc no 
birds; likewise if you grow them in a fruit cage there is no 
hurry to pick. Uut don’t leave them too long, or they will 
fall off the bush. Currants freeze well, can well, and make 
tine wine, jelly or jam. They are one of gardening’s greatest 
rewards eaten raw with cream. 

RED AND WHITE CURRANTS 
You should treat red and white currants in exactly the same 
way as blackcurrants, but there is one important difference. 
The fruit on red and white currant bushes is borne on two 
or three-year-old wood. This means that you prune for the 
first time when the bush is two years old, by cutting out all 
the wood except seven or eight good shoots. Each year after 
that cut out all new shoots, except for three or four which 
suit your plan for the shape of the bush. In the third year 
and every year after that cut the olde,t shoots right back to 
the ground. 

The aim is to have a few one-year-old, a few two-year-old 
and a few three-year-old branches on every bush, with 
plenty of short fruiting spurs on each branch. The other im- 
portant thing is a good shape - open in the middle, not too 
spread-eagled and yet not too bunched up. 

Prune the fruiting spurs as you would on an apple tree 
(seep. 170), because the fruit is borne on spurs like apple . . 
spurs. The prmclple is to snip back side-shoots to one or 
IWO buds to encourage spur-making. 

Bush trees should be trained on “short legs” (main stems 
I few inches high), but red and white currants are also 
excellent for cordon training or espaliers (seep. 101). 



Fruit 

Moraceae 

FIGS 

Figs nn,~’ /jtdber-ries belong to the family Mor~cene, is plenty of sun. And figs do better on poor soil 
whose other members include: hemp; hops; the than on rich soil, where in order to make them 
rubber trees of south-east Asia and their diminu- fruit their roots must be confined artificialI!-. Iyigs 
tive, the popular househJd rubber piant; and a and mulberrirs are bc,tli delicate fruits which do 
number of tropical and semi-tropical trees with not travel or store well. Thq- shouid therefore be 
exotic-sounding: names like the breadfruit tree. the eaten fresh from the trees; otherwise fies must be 

<1 

snakewood tree and the trumpet tree. Figs and 
mul’bcrries iti‘C iiniiSiiai iiiCiiibCi5 iif t1iC fAiiii!y iii 
that they thrive in temperate climates. All they ask 

dried or canned, and mulberries must be made 
iiiic, k- dill 01- -KlliC. BOCli t ircS are aliraclive and 
long-lived and gro~v to about 3Oft (9 m) high. 

In ancient Greece figs were said to be the food of the 
philosophers. Whether this is so or not they are quite an es- 
perience to eat. They will also grow in much colder climates 
than is generally thought, as long as they get all the sun going 
and plenty of water. The common types are self-fruitful. 

Soil and climate 
In temperate climates, figs will flourish on the worst soil you 
have, provided that it is well drained and in full sun. They 
grow very well against a south-facing wall and will tolerate 
clay, lime-rich soil, sandy soil or rubble. 

Soil treatment 
IGigs like plcnt!, of humus so \‘OLI an mis compost \vith 
their earth. C;ivL them ;I littlc iintc, .I> \vcll. In heavy clxv, 
p011r grzvel or sandY soil You \vill ~:IVC no pr~~blcms; this is 
the sort of soil found in tl;c* \\.:Lrm countric3 \\,herc tllc lig is 
native. Nut in all o:hcr soils it 1s hcst to continc the roots. 
This can be done by growinc the trees in :I concrctc box, or 
in any other sturdy rcccpt:lclc. burkcl in the ground The! 
xvill also grow in barrel\ OI- huge pljts, indoors or on a 
patio. All~)w for drainage fr(hnl the 1~)s or container. 

Propagation 
Figs \\+I1 grow from suckers, cuttings or layers (see p. 95). 
To grow them from cuttiligs, cut lengths of ripe wood 
about a foot (Ykm) Ionc: l‘rcrm an existing tree in late 
fall. Plant these cutting\ In a shallo\v trench of good tight 
loam, so that they conic out of the earth at an angle of 45 
degrees. I.eave one gro\\.ing point onI\- above the surface. 
l?l:Gt the cuttings at nine inch (22 cm) intervals. (:over them 
with loose earth during the lvinter, so that they are com- 
pletely buried. In sprinE scrape a\vav the surfkc soil and 
&pose the cuttings: .’ 1 cover them with clothes, and water 
them ahenever the soil is dry. They must not dry out. 
When the weather has really narmed up, remove the 
clothes, mulch well, and keep them well watered until the 
fall. Then plant out the cuttings in their final position, 
taking great care not to datnage the roots. 

If an old tree throws up suckers from its roots you can 
dig these out in late autumn, keeping the roots intact, and 
plant them in their permanent position. ‘I’OU can also layer a 
low branch by pegging it down to the soil. Once it has 
rooted, transplant it. 

Care while growing 
Cut out a branch from time to time to ICCC;~ the trrc open. if 
it seems to be overcrowded. And in carlv summer ea& Year 
nip off the first half inch (1 cm) of all I :Ic Icacling hr>&hcs I 
to make them hush out instead of allo\\ ing them to grow 
long and scraggly. 

When the fruit begins to sucll. \vatcr cr~l~ic)usl~.‘I’\\~(~ and a 
half to three and a half gallons (0-l-l I) :t d.ty in dry weatlier. 

Pests and diseases 
Cotton root rot l:igs get this discasc if rhc~ arc planted 
after cotton. It is incurable; trees \\rilt and clic. 
Souring If disease-carrying insects get into the open end of 
the fn.iit, the fruit will snrivel and taste sour. Pull off any 
diseased or shriveled fruit and put on the compost heap. 

Harvesting and storing 
Eat your figs straight from the tree when they are ripe. Any 
that you can’t manage to eat should be dried. This can be 
done in hot sun, on racks, or in a drying box (seep. 216) 
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The name mulberry In fact refers to a multitude of fruits, 
from a white or red mulberry tree 50 or 60 feet (15-18m) 
tall, right through to a white mulberry shrub grown to feed 
silk-worms. The white mulberry grown so freely in the 
mountains of Persia is an insi id fruit, but the -wine-red 
mulberry grown in America an 1 Europe is a splendid fruit 
and deserves to be cultivated a lot more. it is self-fruitful. 

Soil and climate 
hlulberries will grow in any garden soil with a neutral pH. 
Most varieties are very hardy in temperate climates, apart 
from the black mulberry which grows only in hot regions. 

Soil treatment 
Dig deeply and incorporate compost or manure. 

Propagation 
If you can get a tree from a nursery, just plant it as you 
would an apple tree (see p. 98). Allow it plenty of room to 
grow; trees should be about 30 feet (9 m) apart. They can be 
planted in circular deep beds (see p. 110). After you have 
planted one or two, the trees will proliferate, because birds 
drop ,eeds far and wide; otherwise you can propagate from 
cuttings (set p. 95). 

Care while growing 
There is nothing difficult about growing mulberries. Just 
give the trees a good mulching now and again. They are 
rarely attacked by pests or diseases. When the trees are 
established, sow grass around them, because this will facili- 
tate harvesting. 

Harvesting and storing 
Mulberries are highly perishable, so eat them when they are 
ripe. From a commercial point of view this is a disadvan- 
tage; the fruit does not keep for any time at all and must be 
eaten very quickly. Wait for the fruit to fall to the grass 
below the tree and gather it immediately. If the tree is 
situated so grass cannot be grown beneath it, spread hay 01 
straw on the ground during the fruiting season. A word of 
warning : mulberry juice stains very badly, so wear old 
clothes when harvesting. 

Mulberries and cream pre delicious; mulberry wine (see 
p.224) can be superb. Birds adore mulberries; if you grow 
them near cherries they will eat the mulberries and leave the 
cherries; if you grow them in or near a chicken run, the 
great weight of fruit that a mature tree produces every 
summer will fall to the ground and feed the hens, and you 
will get all you want too. 

Blueberries are the fruit for those who have sandy, acid, 
waterlogged soils in cold climates. Blueberry is often mis- 
used as a collective name for several species of the Ericaceae 
or heath family, which includes such fruits as bilberries and 
xanberries. All these edible fruits grow wild, in cold moun- 
tain climates where no other fruit will grow. Only the 
blueberry proper can be cultivated with success, however, 
and there are several improved cultivars. It can grow as high 
as 15 feet (4.5m).The bushes are slow to mature; after three 
years they will probably provide you with at least some 
fruit, but it may take as long as eight years before they bear 
a full crop. hlature bushes bear very heavily, especially if 
you plant two or more varieties together. 

Soil and climate 
Wild blueberries grow on very acid soils with a high water- 
table. They do not possess root hairs, so they cannot suck 
moisture from damp soil particles as other plants can. They 
therefore need water within reach of their roots. Also they 
cannot absorb nitrate> and must therefore have their nit- 
rogen in the form of ammonia. This means they must have 
an acid soil because ammonia-forming bacteria cannot live in 
anything else. 

Ideally they should be planted in light loamy soil with 
plenty of humus and some sand, and the pH should not be 
above 5; 4.5 is ideal. They must have a cold climate with at 
least 100 nights at a temperature as low as 40’F (4’C), but 
they should be planted in full sunlight. 

Soil treatment 
Blueberries must have plenty of organic material. They will 
not grow in purely mineral so&, no matter how much 
artificial fertilizer is put into it. If the pH is above 5 you 
should lower it by digging in plenty of leaf-mold, sawdust, 
or peat some months before you intend to plant. 

Propagation 
Blueberries do not root easily and it is better to buy plants 
from a nursery. Plant them in spring six feet (1.8m) apart in 
rows eight feet (2.5 lip) apart, in shallow holes which have 
been filled u ith an equal mixture of topsoil and organic 
mattgr. After planting, mulch heavily with sawdust, and cut 
half the length off each branch. Blueberries will grow from 
layers (see p. 95) as well. Nick the undersicl: of each branch 
before pegging it down for layeri!lg. 
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BLUEBERRIES 

OLIVES 

PLANTING BLUEBERRY BUSHES 

Care while growing 
Keep the soil constantlv moist under the mulch during the 
tirst year. For the iirst four years don’t allow the bushes to 
fruit at all. Strip OK all flower-clusters. From the tifth year 
on remove all fruiting buds except one for every three 
inches (7 cm) of branc,h. Cut out some of the main branches, 
aiming to leave me for every year of the tree’s age. Cut. out 
all small \veak laterals every summer. The bushes do not 
reach full maturity until they are ten to fifteen years old. 
From then on they will yield as much as 30 pints (171) per 
year. When strong new shoots grow up above the top of the 
bush cut them down to the level of the bush to encourage 
the growth of laterals. Every year the trees must be heavily 
mulched with organic material. Don’t let any lime or sea- 
sand come near them. 

Pests and diseases 
Tent catsrpilZars These pests are the most harmful insects 
to attack blueberries. They spin tents of silk over the leaves; 
either pick off the eggs during the winter or remove cater- 
pillars and eggs in the spring. 
Canker This causes reddish-brown wounds on the stem 
which kill the buds nearby, and in severe cases can girdle the 
trunk and kill the whole cane. Canker can be prevented by 
growing the blueberries in an airy place, by keeping the 
bush open by pruning, and by immediateiy removing any 
cankered material. 

HARVESTINO BLUEBERRIES 

Leave f/x fmif mi the hshes 
mtil if has bccom reaf(1, soff. 
T~EJI fesf each 011~ by rolhg if 
get+ betweetr thmf b and jtiger: 
thr ripe berries ndi come off 
ea.+ and the mripe om~s wilt 
stq ON. 

Harvesting and storing 
Let the fruit stay on the bushes until it really begins to 
soften, which will be about ten days after it turns blue. This is 
when the sugar content is at its highest, and consequently when 
the flavor is strongest and sweetest. If you pick the fruit 
any earlier, they will be rather tasteless. Then roll the berries 
gently so that the ripe berries come off and the unripe ones 
stay on. Store in a refrigerator, or freeze (see p. 227). 

Not only can a man live on olives, bread and wine alone 
(and manv a man has), hut from this fruit is expressed the 
best edible oil in the world. Olive trees are not reliably self- 
fruitful. It is best to plant two or more varieties. 

Soil and climate 
The olive will thrive in practically any soil; it grows in 
hlediterranean countries where there is no true topsoil at all. 
But as to climate it is very specific. It needs a cold a-inter - 
around 45 to 50°F (7-10°C) - but never below lOoF (-12”C), 
because this will kill it; even 18’C (-8°C) will do it some 
damage. Although they don’t suffer from late frost, the! 
need a hot summer; it can scarcely be too hot. If you are 
not between latitudes 30” and 45”, either north or south of 
the equator, it is not much good tryirig to grow olives; nor 
can they grow above 2500 feet (800 m). 

Propagation 
The easiest thing to do is to buy a sapling, and plant it like 
any other tree (see p.98). Otherwise olives are best propa- 
gated from cuttings in a mist propagator (seep.97). It is best 
to use softwood cuttings of the current season’s growth. 
Take the cuttings in early autumn. Small cuttings should be 
planted vertically, larger ones horizontally below the soil. 

Care while growing 
in the first three years ,after planting the tree should be 
shaped to make four or five good strong branches for the 
scaffold. Cut out all other branches, crossing branches, and 
branches which grow inward. Let the new laterals on the 
main scaffold branches grow. By the fifth or sixth year the 
tree should begin to fruit. If in any one year the tree beats a 
huge amount of fruit, thin it; otherwise it will strain itself 
and not give any fruit next year. In countries with very dry 
summers irrigate plentifully during fruiting. 

Pests and diseases 
Olive knot This causes swellings on any part of the tree. 
Cut out such swellings and paint the wounds with tree paint. 
Split pit Heavy watering after a drought when the fruit is 
swelling causes the stones inside the fruit to crack, ruining 
the fruit. Keep watering regularly while the tree is fruiting 
and you won’t get it. 

Harvesting and storing 
Pick the biggest olives by hand from the tree in the fall and 
use them for pickling (see p. 218). Fruit from which you 

wish to press oil should be left on the tree until late in the 
winter, when it will be quite shriveled. You then beat the 
branches with poles and catch the olives on tarpaulins spread 
on the ground. 
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“\‘i’ithout wine all joyless goes the feast” sang the poet and 
certainly since ancient times the vine has had a notable effect 
on the development of civilization and culture. 

I .ikc the olive, the vine, which belongs to the family, 
I 2~iflW, grons our of the subsoil. There is a theory that the 
early Llediterranean mercantile civilizaticxs came about be- 
cause the overcropping of wheat, and the grazing of goats, 
caused the topsoil to waste away in t’hose countries. The 
inhabitants were forced t\J farm their subsoil, which they did 
lvirh such crops as vines and olives. They were then forced 
to trade wine and Oil for wheat. This meant they had to 
become potters (because they had to make a~/,b~otzc to carr! 
wine and oil), shipbuilders, sailors and merchants. This in 
turn sped up their industrial and mercantile development. 

Some variety of grape is native to nearly every temperate 
region of the world, and to several subtropical ones as well. 
Grapes of the Mediterranean species, I ,i’tis r~i~rifer-~, and their 
h!:brids will grow and ripen to wine status in virtually all 
mild parts of the LT.S. Americans are also lucky in having 
tax) native species: I MIULQX, also known as the fos ,grape 
or Concr,rd, and I 1 ro/umt]dirr, the Xluscadine or southern 
fox grape. 

Soil and climate 
Vines grow well on poor, dry, stony soil. They will grow 
on limestone soil, and certain varieties will even flourish on 
chalk, although this is not ideal. 

Stony soils on slopes make good vineyards. Many of the 
best French vintages come from alluvial gravel terraces. 1 
have grown grapes successfully on soil composed largely of 
decayed fossil seashells. Rich clay soil is bad for grapes, 
causing them to lose their fruit or ripen it too late. It is 
fortunate for mankind that the vine thrives on soil that is 
little good for anything else. 

The climate most suitable for grapes is the Mediterranean 
type. The lvinter must be cold enough to give them a dor- 
mant period, but not so far below freezing as to harm their 
dormant vines. hfost varieties can take temperatures as low as 
2?F (-3’C) or even l?F (- -8°C). In cases where the 
temperatures are, lower than this the plant vines can be bent 
down and covered with earth to protect them from the 
elcmcnts. Alternatively you should plant exceptionally hardy 
varieties. hiost varieties are self-fruitful. 

But more important than winter temperatures are the 
warmth and sunshine which grape vines must have in the 
summer, both for the fertilization of the flowers in late 

spring, and for the ripening of the fruit in 1a.c summer. 
Dcsscrt grapes do not need :I> long ;I ripening period as 
ovine varietlcs; grapes that are plcasanr to cat may xi11 not 
contain enough sugar to make gc~ori \vinc. I.nte sp;ing frosts 

llrc ntJt a problem, hccausc the vines start grox!%ig !atc 
-nough to miss them. 

Soil treatment 
Clear the soil completel~~ of perennial weeds; incorporate 
rock phosphate and potash, and dig deeply. Ii the pl I is 
much beltr\r (1, lime to bring it to about 7. (‘;ood drainage is 
absolutelu essential. 

Propagation 
You can, of course, buy scar old plants from a nursery. Hut 

most vines arc grolvn from cuttirfgs, although it’s often hard 
to stop them grcnvin? from PIPS, \vhich rarely produce 
strong hea\,v-yielding vmes. 
cuttings b!: ‘separating 

If you have existing vines, make 
your lvinter prunings into t\vo 

bundles: the ripe, reddish-bro\vn wood and the tender new 
wood. Tie the ripe flood in bundles, marking the top end 
with a tiny scratch, label the bundles with the variety, and 
hurv them in moist sand. Feed tht I-LW wood to rabbits or 
goais, or put it on the compost heap. Take the bundles out 
in March and select the pieces which are about as thick as 
pencils ; make cuttings by chopping them into foot-long 
(3Ocm) lengths, \vith a bud near the bottom of each. The 
best cuttings are made from canes with about three or four 
buds to the foot. Alake a long deep nick with a spade in the 
sandiest soil you have and plant the cuttings the right way 
up. The top bud should be just above scG1 level. Stamp the 
cuttings in hard. 

During the summer most of these cuttings will root, and 
by the following spring, tl:ey will be ready to re-plant. Now, 
most experts tell you to dig a wide hole for each cutting and 
spread the roots carefully over a mound of earth. I suggest 
that you simply snip off all the roots of e&h ne\v plant to 
about two inches (5cm) so that it looks like a shaving 
brush, then make a hole with a crowbar, about six inches 
(15 cm) deep, drop the plant in, and stamp the soil down 
firmly. I know this works because 1 have done it successfully 
and seen it done in Italy. You will get excellent results this 
way because the new vine is forced to put out plenty of new 
fine roots. 
Gafting Grafting grapes is quite simple and should be 
done in winter. Wood of the root stock should be cut to one 
foot (30cm) lengths with three or four buds on each. The 
scions should be cut to two or three inch (5Bcm) lengths 
with one bud. Cut the scion and the stock as you would for 
any other grafting (see p.99j, and tie them together tiGth 
raffia or sticky tape. Cover the joint with wax. 

When this prllcess is complete bury them shallowly in 
layers in moist clean sand. Put the bos containing them in 
some place where the temperature does nor fall much below 
7O’F (21’C): a heated greenhouse is ideal. As soon as warm 
weather comes, plant them out at a slant in a holding-bed, 
with onl: bud of the scion just above the soil. Soon after 
midsum&er scrape the soil away and cut off any roots that 
have grown from the scion with a sharp knife. Do this again 
It the same time the next year. Do not allow the scion to 
Dut down rtoots. 

Plant out stocks and scions in the vineyard in the second 
:)r third year. Plant them with the joint just above the 
ground, but then heap some soil over the joint to cover it. 
After a year hoe the soil away, since the joint will now be 
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TAKING GRAPE CUTTINGS PROPAGATING FROM CUTTINGS 

strong enough nclt to need this protection. 
If you xvish to change the scion of an unsatisfactory vine 

you can try approach grafting. This is a very simple method. 
Plant a cutting of the desired scion in a pot. When it has 
taken, place the pot near the growing vine and slice off a 
short piece of bark with a little wood from the stems of 
both vine and scion,. Put the two cut faces together, bind 
and was them. \%‘hen the graft has taken, cut off the scion 
plant below the graft and the root stock plant above it. 

Most European vines are grafted on to American root 
stocks, because I ‘itis /inifi~~ cultivars, which Europeans 
prefer, cannot be grown‘ on their own roots; they are 
attacked by an aphid called plyllosera. American root stocks 
have a high degree of immunity to this insect. 

APPROACH GRAFTING 
Yozi can improve fhe qnafi[lj of a Vine iy changing tb; StiGi. PlciTit the 
new scion in a pot near the vine; chop ofla little slice of woodfrom both 
vine and sciotl (above left). Pnt tha two cutJfares together, bind ad wax 
as usual (dove rig,&). 

Care while growing 
For the first three or four years it is most important to keep 
the ground beneath and between vines free of weeds. At 
first you can do this by deep digging or plowing, Then, as 
the roots spread, shallower cultivation is better, because this 
will not damage them. A rotary tiller is useful for this job, 
but shallow scuEl.ing with z hoe will do as well. I-Ieavy 
green mulching is also effective: comfrey or lucerne (alfalfa) 

are good for this. Jloderate feeding with manure or compost 
from time to time is beneficial. 
Pruning Training and pruning are subjec z of labyrinthine 
complexity and endless argument: only the benign fermented 
juice of the grape itself serves to prevent such arguments 
from becoming vitriolic. The best thing to do, I suggest, is 
to copy your grape-groU*ing neighbors. But as a general rule 
the colder your climate is the smaller you should keep your 
vines. In Italy you may find great straggling vines growing . . 
up elm trees. In the V.S. the native grapes are often grown 
that way too, but it is generally advisable to cut them back 
rather hard. 

The thing to remember when pruning vines is that grapes 
only grow on this vtzr’s shoots, sprouting from last year’s 
lvood. Old wood will not fruit, no. will new shoots spring- 
ing from two or three-year-old wood. Therefore there must 
be just enough of the last year’s wood to produce the 
current rear’s fruiting spurs. And it is these fruiting spurs 
which will send out new fruiting spurs next pear. You can 
keep some of the present year’s canes free of fruit, by 
stripping young fruit off them, and use them as the next 
year’s base for new fruiting canes. But this method is es- 
bedient only in climates whet-e grapes grow freely. 
Guvot meihod In nractice. in cold climates, \‘ou will 

I 

probably need to use the Guyot method, which works as 
follows. Plant the vines four feet (1.2 m) apart in rows six 
feet (1.8 m) apart. Erect a two-wire fence along each row 
with the bottom wire 15inches (38cm) from the ground and 
the top wire a foot (30cm) higher. Set a light stake four and 
a half feet (1.3 m) long and tie it to both horizontal wires. In 
the third winter after planting cut all the canes except two 
down close to the ground. Tie the two remaining canes to 
the upright st& and pinch rhem off when they get a few 
inches taller than the stake. Do not allow them to fruit, and 
pinch the laterals off when they are a few inches long. 

The following winter cut one of the two vertical canes 
right off (it was only spare), bend the other one over and tie 
ir along the bottom wire. Come summer it will send out 
fruiting branches. When they are long enough, tie these to 
the top wire. Prune any that are not going to bear and snip 
off the ends of the fruiting branches, leaving four to five 
leaves above the flowering bunchrs. Now new shoots will 
come from the stool (stem) of the plant. Keep two of them 
and cut off all the others. Cut the tips off when they are 
taller than the stake, say five feet (1.5 m) high. The next 
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winter cut right off the horizontal that bore the fruiting 
branches, bend down the better of the two vertical canes to 
tak, its place, and cut the other cane right off. Next year 
repeat the process. In this way ever\’ summer you always 
have one horizontal cane bearing fruiting wood, and two of 
the current year’s canes being kept in reserve to fruit the 
folloiving year. 

If you are training vines up walls - one of the best ways 
of growing them - you can practice exactly the same method 
in a modified but more extensive form (see below). 

It is a good idea to grow vines on outh-facing walls: 
they are more decorative than any ornamental creeper and 
far more useful. 

Pests and diseases 
Powdery mildew or oidium ‘l’his is a very common com- 
plaint. A fine dusty film forms over the vine. To prevent it 
dust with sulfur every three weeks from the flowering stage 
until the grapes start to ripen. 
Dowtty mildew This causes a much thicker layer of white 
down than powdery mildew. To prevent it spray with 
Bordeaux mixture (see p. 104) every three weeks. You will 
not get the disease under clothes or in greenhouses, because 
it is spread by droplets of rain. 

TRAINING UP WALLS 

A nfodijcatio,t of the Gqlo/ 
rnetbod works IveiL. hstem’ of 
mtfirg the vine r$bf back earb 

-year, let it establish a framwork 
of 0M wood ad then nlloiv 
hori~onfal branches to develop as 
if the top of the o/cl wood were at 
grmd level. If tbe wall is bigb, 
plant Iwo vines or more; let the 
pemanent woodgrom tall on 
sume and keep it sbort on others. 
Titles fruit at their ex fremities, 
SO ~f~)lon try to make one vine 
cover tbc ujbole wall,gorr mill on4 
get fruit at the top. 
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Black spot or anthractzose This can appear after periods of 
wet weather. It causes well-defined black spots on the leaves. 
Routine spraying for downy mildew should prevent it. If it 
does not, increase the strength of the mixture to one pound 
(450g) of copper sulfate, 14 ounces (400 g) of lime, and 
seven gallons (27 1) of water. 
Vine mite This produced blisters on the tops of the leaves. 
Sulfur dusting for powdery mildew will also control this. 
Birds It is quite possible to lose your entire grape crop to 
the birds. If you suffer from them badly you must enclose 
your vines with netting. 
Wasps Wasps can decimate a crop of grapes. Prepare a bait 
made of some sweet stuff, include a few squashed grapes and 
mix some poison in with it. Track down and destroy nests. 

STORING GRAPES 

Spread ok t tbe hcbes in sirrgle lqers as far as possih’e, ad leave 
them after picking mtil tbe stems begin to shrivel (above leff) . 

Then store them in trqs ill II coo/place (r[ybt) 

Harvesting 
Leave the fruit on the vines until they are fully ripe, because 
the riper they get, the sweeter they taste and the better wine 
they make. They are ripe when the stem of the bunch begins 
to turn brown. 

Snip the bunches from the vines with shears. Spread out 
the bunches in single layers and leave at 50°F (10°C) until 
the stems begin to shrivel. Then store in shallow trays in a 
cool, slightly humid cellar or storeroom at 40°F (4°C). 
Grapes will keep fresh For several months stored in this way. 
For instructions on making wine see p. 224. 
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:\ngelicu takes up a lot of space; the 
plants can reach six feet (1.8 m) high 
ilIld are quite imposing. If .your space 
for herbs is in any way limited, this is 
one vou can think of doing without. 
The leaf stalks can be candied or cry+ 
tallised, and the roots and stems can be 
conked with stewed fruit to provide 
natural.sweetncss. 

Soil 
Angelica is best grown at the back of 
the herb garden, in deep rich soil and 
partial shade. 

Propagation and after-care 
‘Ihe seed does not keep very long; to 
make sure of good results 1 pick the 
seed fresh and ripe in the autumn, seal 
it up in an airtight container and sow 
it early in the spring an inch (2.5cm) 
deep in moist soil. The seeds will take 
a long time to come up. Seedlings 
should be given six inches (15 cm) of 
space toward the end of the first year, 
two feet (GOcm) in the second and 
anything up to five feet (1.5 m) after 
that. Angelica usually flowers in its 
second year, so strictly speaking it is 
biennial. However, sometimes it does 
not flower until its fourth or fifth year. 
After it has flowered the plant will die. 

Harvesting 
If you want to harvest the leaves, cut 
them in early summer when the oils 
are strongest. As well as eating the 
leaves as a vegetable, you can dry 
them very successfully. Leaf stalks for 
candying should be picked at the same 
time as the leaves. As for roots, dig 
them up in the .econd autumn, because 
they become too woody after that. 

Anise seed can be baked into cookies 
and cake, and used to flavor cheeses, 
desserts, candies and cordials with its 
delicate licorice scent. An ounce (28g) 
of seed in a half a pint (300 ml) of 
brandy, allowed to stand in the sun for 
two weeks, makes a fortifying drink. 

Soil 
Anise likes warm, well-drained soil, 
and a sunny position. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seeds in spring i,r sit/f, thinning 
when the plants are established to 
eight inches (2Ocm) apart. Take care 
when thinning, because the herb is 
easily damaged. The more sun the seeds 
get, the more quickly they will mature. 

Harvesting 
You should be able to harvest in mid- 
summer, when the seed heads have 
turned gray-brown. Cut the stalks, tie 
them in bunches and hang them up to 
dry them out. Thresh them when they 
are thoroughly dried. Save some of the 
seed to sow the following spring. 

Balm, or lemon balm, as it is somc- 
times called. adds a subtle flavor to 
fruit salads or cooked fruit and is good 
when added to poultry stuffing. Its 
pleasant smell recommencls it to makers 
of pot-ponrri and the scent lasts for a 
very long time. If you have it in your 
garden it \vill attract bees, which is a 
good thing because they will pollinate 
your vegetables. 

Soil 
Balm likes shady places and rich moist 
soil, but it needs a little sun to prevent 
it getting stringy and blanched. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seed in spring or early summer 
indoors or in a cold frame. It will take 
three or four weeks to germinate. 
Plant out when the seedlings are four 
inches (10 cm) high. Alternatively, sow 
seed outdoors in midsummer, then lift 
and replace the seedlings early the 
following summer. 

If you have an existing clump or can 
buy or beg one, divide it up and plant 
the portions in the autumn or spring. 
Balm divides easily into clumps. There 
is no difficulty in looking after it. 

Harvesting 
Harvest some leaves just before the 
buds flower, and then cut the plants 
right down in the autumn and cover 
them with compost or leaf-mold. 

Balm bruises easily so be careful 
when picking and don’t expect too 
much during the first year’s growth. 
Dry it in a dark airy room and store in 
sealed jars in the dark. 



Herbs 
ANGELICAlANISE 

BALM/BASIL 
BAY/BORAGE 

Bad 

In c~)ol climates basil must be sown 
every year, because frost will kill it. In 
war& climates you ma!- be able to turn 
it into a perennial by cutting it right 
back in the autumn, so that it shoots 
up in the spring. Basil grows very well 
in containers indoors. 

Basil leaves have a strhng flavor 
and used in large enough quantities 
will dominate even garlic. In France 
many cooks steep basil leaves in olive 
oil and keep this for dressing salads. 

Soil 
Basil needs dry, light, well-drained soil. 
A sunny but sheltered position is what 
it likes best. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seed indoors in earlv summer. 
Wait until the soil is w&m before 
planting out the seedlings, eight inches 
(20cm) apart in rows a foot (30 cm) 
apart. Water the plants well, to keep 
the leaves succulent 

Harvesting 
Pick off leaves as soon as they unfurl 
and use them fresh. Cut the plants 
down for drying in late summer or 
early fall basil takes longer to dry 
than most ixrbs. 

Bay has a hundred uses in the kitchen 
Ind because it is evergreen there is no 
problem about storing. Freshly dried 
leaves to put with pickled herrings, 
with stews, casseroles and soups, 
should always be available. 

Soil and climate 
Bay will do well on any average soil. 
It likes some sun, but needs sheltering 
from harsh winds. Bay is susceptible to 
frost, so in cold climates you should 
grow it in tubs which can be moved 
indoors in winter. Add compost oc- 
casionally, and some bone meal or other 
material which contains phosphate. 

Propagation and after-care 
You can buy a young tree and plant it 
in the winter, or you can propagate it 
easily from hardwood cuttings or half- 
ripened shoots. 

Harvesting 
Pick leaves fresh all year round. You 
must dry them before you can eat 
them. Dry them in layers (see p. 216) 
in a warm shady place. Never dry 
them in full sun. If the leaves begin to 
curl, press them gently under a board. 
After two weeks drying put them into 
airtight containers, preferably glass 
iax, because the leaves exude oil. 

Borage 
4 NNJI~ . 

3oth the Aoayers and the leaves of 
lorage are used in many different cool 
Jrinks, as they contain viscous juices 
which actually make the drinks cooler. 
You can sprinkle the blue flowers over 
Galads, or use them for a tisane. The 
Jlant is very decorative. 

soil 
Borage will grow on any piece of 
spare ground, but it likes sun, and pre- 
fers a well-drained loamy soil. 

Propagation and after-care 
Borage can only be propagated from 
seed. Sow the seed in spring, in drills 
one inch (2.5cm) deep and three feet 
(90 cm) apart. Cover the seed well with 
soil. The plant will self-sow. 

Harvesting 
Eight weeks after sowing begin cut- 
ting the young leaves and keep cutting 
from then on. Pick the flowers when 
they appear. You may get two flower- 
ings in one season. Dry quickly at a 
low temperature. 
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Use fresh young burnet leaves chopped 
up in salads or as a flavoring in sauces. 
Add the leaves to cream cheese, where 
they enhance the cool taste. Dried 
leaves are well worth adding to vin- 
egar, and they can also be used to 
make a fragrant tea. 

Soil and climate 
A dry light well-limed soil suits burnet 
best. The plants need full sun in order 
to flourish. But burnet is hardy and 
will do well in most climates. 

Propagation and after:care 
Sow the seed in early spring, and later 
on thin the see-ilings to a foot (3Ocm! 
apart. It is a good thing to sow ST’:‘I 
each year for a continual supply ot 
fresh young leaves. If you want leavl:L 
specifically for drying rather than :I-.s; 
fresh, you can propagate burnet p’.rnt; 
by division. 

Harvesting 
Pick the young leaves frequently, use 
them fresh or dry them carefully. 
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The flower buds of this herb are 
pickled in vinegar a few hours after 
being picked, and then become what 
we know as capers. These are used to 
much effect in rice dishes, salads, 
stuffings, and sauces for meat and sea 
food. Caper grows wild in warm clim- 
ates where it flourishes, but it is a 
difficult herb to grow in temperate 
climates (where nasturtium mav be 
considered an acceptable substitute). 

Soil 
Caper does best on poor dry soils; it 
needs full sun and grows well on slopes. 

Propagation and after-care 
In sub-tropical areas grow capers from 
cuttings or division, planting out the 
established hush into a well-drained 
mixture of gravel and sand. When you 
:~~,~nt the bush, sprinkle enough water 
rc .et it, and thereafter hardly water it 
di .ili. You can grow caper successfully 
a:1 rock gardens, if you simply drop the 
seeds witZ a little sand into crevices 
between rocks. In temperate climates 
try growing caper under glass, in a 
well-drained sandy loam, planting out 
the cuttings in early spring. It also 
makes an attractive pot plant on a 
sunny window-sill, but in these 
circumstances it is unlikely to produce 
enough buds for culinary use. 

Harvesting 
Pick off the flower buds as soon as 
they are fully developed. Leave them 
in the dark for a few hours before 
pickling them. 

Zaraway seeds have long been used in 
lakes, breads, cheeses, candies and 
sauces. Ground seeds can also be ad- 
led to rich meats such as roast pork 
jr to spicy stews like goulash. You can 
xe the leaves of the plant in salads, 
md the roots can be cooked and ser- 
ved as a vegetable. 

soil and climate 
Caraway is adaptable and will accept 
nost soils, as long as they are not too 
wet, but it prefers a clay loam and a 
;heltered location. It is winter-hardy 
md is best suited to a cool climate. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seed as soon as it ripens on an 
listing plant; alternatively sow bought 
;eed in late spring. Thin seedlings to 
t foot (30cm) apart and keep them 
weed-free. Then leave them until t; e 
Following year, when they will flower 
and seed. Caraway plants need protect- 
ng from wind, so that the seed heads 
don’t shatter before the seed is ripe. 

Harvesting 
When the seed turns brown snip off 
the flowerheads, and dry the seed in an 
airy place (see p. 216) before threshing. 



Herbs BURNE-I-/CAPER 
CARAWAY/CHERVIL 

CHIVES/CORIANDER 

Chervil is a most important herb, a top 
priority If you arc choosing to grow 
only a few. It is a substitute for parsle) 
but its leaves have a far finer flavor; it 
is the basis of French cookery with 
filles he&.$, the fundamental ingredient 
of a magnificent soup; it is a fine con- 
stituent of salads, one of the very best 
flavorings in the world for omelets, 
and it takes its place proudly in man) 
a noble sauce. The habit of boiling 
chervil is an unfortunate one; it must 
be added to cooked dishes at the last 
moment so that Its delicate flavor can 
emerge unimpaired. 

Soil 
Chervil will grow in any soil except 
heavy clay or wet ground. It needs 
some shade in summer but full dav- 
light in winter, so ideally grow it in 
the partial shade of a deciduous tree. 

Propagatio -I and after-care 
You should sow some seed in the 
spring for summer use, and then some 
more in high summer for cutting in 
winter. Many chervil-lovers sow suc- 
cessionaliy all through the summer. 
Chervil does not take to being trans- 
planted, so sow it wheie you mean it 
to stay, in drills ten inches (25 cm) 
apart, thinning later to about eight 
inches (20cm) between plants. From 
then on it will self-sow quite rapidly. I 
often clothe a summer 
alternatively chervil 

sowing ; 
grows well 

indoors in containers. 

Harvesting 
You can eat chervil from six to eight 
weeks after sowing. Cut the leaves off 
with scissors before the plant flowers. 
Chervil is tricky to dry, because it 
needs a constant low temperature, but 
luckily you can get it fresh all year. 

Chives are mini-onions and iike onions 
are members of the l,i/itrceae, but vou 
eat the leaves of chiyes and not the 
bulbs. They are perennial, easy to 
grow, and you can go on snipping the 
grass-like tops and flavoring all sorts 
of food with them, 

Soil 
Chives will grow in most conditions, 
but they will do best on good soil 
with plenty of humus and they prefer a 
warm, shady position. They will grow 
well in containers indoors. They like a 
pH of 6 or 7. 

Propagation and after-care 
You can sow seed in the spring but 
you will get quicker, and better results 
if you plant seedlings or macure plants. 
You can buy clumps or get them 
from a neighbor. SimDlv divide the 
clumps up a;d plant th&. The spring 
or summer is the best time for this. 
You must keep them m-4st so it is best 
to plant them near a pond or water 
tank, or even a fawcet. The plants die 
down in the winter but you can keep 
some going for winter use by planting 
them in a container indoors and put- 
ting it on the kitchen window-sill. 
Every three years or so dig up your 
chives and replant in fresh soil. 

Harvesting 
Chives are ready for cutting about five 

-areeks after the seeds were sown. Just 
clip the “grass” off as you need it to 
within two inches (5cm) of the 
ground. You can clip the tips of the 
leaves as much as you like without 
damaging the plants because like all 
the Liliaccae, chives are monocoty- 
ledons (see p. 18). Thus clipping the 
tips off has no effect whatever on the 
growing point down below. The more 
you cut them the better they will be. 

Don’t be put OK by coriander’s un- 
pleasant smell, because the seed is a 
most important cooking ingredient. It 
is essential to Asian cooking: you can 
use the seeds crushed or \vhole in cur- 
ries and mistures for stuffing veget- 
ables like zucchini, tomatoes and pep- 
pers. If you coat coriander seeds with 
sugar you can add them to your home- 
made marmalade, or your children can 
-at them as sweets. 

Soil 
Rich soil suits coriander best. It also 
needs a sunny, well-drained site. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow the seed in late spring in drills 12 
inches (30 cm) apart; later thin to six 
inches (15 cm). The plants will very 
probably reach a height of two feet 
(60 cm) or more. 

Harvesting 
When the seeds begin to turn brown, 
ctit the plants near the ground and 
hang them up to dry. Thresh the seeds 
when they are thoroughly dried and 
store them in jars. Never use partially 
dried coriander seeds; they have a very 
bitter taste. 
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Dill seeds are mildly soporific and are 
much stronger than the herb derived 
from the leaves. They are traditionally 
put in with dill pickles. The slightly 
hitter taste of the seeds is absent from 
the leaves, which bring out the taste of 
fish or chicken. 

Soil 
Dill accepts almost any soil as long as 
it is well-drained. It must have sun but 
should not be allowed to drv out. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seeds in the bed in the spring, 
pressing them slightly into the earth. 
Sow successionally all through spring 
and summer for a continuous supply 
of dill leaves. Thin the plants to nine 
inches (23cm) in rows a foot (30cm) 
apart. As long as you keep them well 
watered, the plants will grow fast, pro- 
ducing great numbers of leaves before 
flowering. Very dry weather and in- 
adequate watering will cause them to 
flower before the leaves are fully 
grown. Fennel is a bad neighbor for 
dill as cross-pollination can take place. 

Harvesting 
You can start cutting the leaves when 
the plant is about eight inches (20cm) 
tall and keep on cutting right through 
to late autumn. The best time to cut 
for drying is just before the plant 
flowers. If you want to use the seeds 
for pickling cut them when both 
flowers and seeds are on the nead. 
Seeds you want to use for flavoring 
or for sowing the following spring 
should be left on the plant rather 
longer, until they go brown. Dry the 
seed heads before threshing them. fhe 
drying temperature must not rise 
above blood heat. 
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Fennel looks verv like dill, but has a 
quite different, stronger flavor. The 
leaves are much used for flavoring 
oily fish such as mackerel or herring, 
am! should make part of the stu&ng 
for “a 
belly”. 

pike with a pudding in its 
You can use them raw in salads 

as well. The seeds are nice to chew 
and can be added to liqueurs. 

Soil 
Fennel grows well in any garden soil 
provided it is not acid, too heavy or 
too wet. It prefers a rich chalk soil and 
a sunny location. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow the seed in the fall for a crop the 
following year. Sow three seeds in a 
station and leave 18 inches (45 cm) 
between stations. If you want seeds 
and not leaves sow in early spring un- 
der glass. Another approach is to treat 
fennel as a bienniil. by digging up 
roots in the fall and storinp. them 
through the winter indoors ion sand. 
The following spring divide the roots 
(see p. 95) and plant 12 inches (30 cm) 
apart in rows 15 inches (38 cm) apart. 

Harvesting 
Cut leaves through the summer; har-. 
vest the seeds when they are still green 
and dry them out of the sun in thin 
layers, moving them as they sweat. 
Drying fennel leaves can be done if 
you use great care and a low tempera- 
ture; it is best to use them fresh. 

Garlic can be added to almost any 
dish. It can be eaten cooked or raw, 
and it can even he chewed br itself. So 
grow plenty and use it with abandon. 

Soil and climate 
Garlic is native to southern Europe, 
hut it will grow in cooler temperate 
regions. It needs the same sort of good 
rich soil as onions need with plenty of 
manure or compost incorporated. Plant 
it where it will get plentv of sun. 

Propagation and after-care 
Buy garlic bulbs, from the supermarket 
if they are cheaper there than at tlic 
seed merchant. Pick off the individual 
cloves and plant them. You can plant 
them in the autumn, or in the early 
spring. The sharp end is the top end 
of the clove - plant each one in a hole 
deep enough to leave the top just cov- 
ered with soil. Plant four inches 
(10 cm) apart in rows as close together 
as you can manage, or four inches 
(10 cm) in all directions in a deep bed 
(see p. 106). Keep the cloves weeded. 
They don’t want too much water. 

Harvesting 
Fork the garlic out of the ground 
when the stems dry up and dry them 
out for a few days in the sun if pos- 
sible, or under cover in some place 
where the’rain won’t reach them. Dry- 
ing is essential if you want to store 
garlic. Tie the heads into bunches and 
hang them up in an airy, cool, dry 
place; use them as you need them, but 
keep some to plant the next year. 



Herbs 
DILL/FENNEL 

GARLIC/HORSERADISH 
HYSSOP/I.OVAGE 

The roots of horseradish make a hot 
tasting herb. Either grate the roots and 
use them as they are, moistened a little 
with vinegar, or make a sauce by mis- 
ing them with 011 and vinegar or 
grated apples and cream. Horseradish 
goes well with roast beef, cold meats 
and smoked fish. 

Soil and climate 
Hcrseradish likes a deep rich soil and 
will grow in any climate that is not 
too hot. In hot climates it must be 
grown in shade. 

Propagation and after-care 
Just plant three inch @cm) pieces of 
root, about as thick as your finger. 
Contrary to normal practice I prefer to 
put them in nearly horizontal and only 
two inches (5cm) below the surface. 
You can plant horseradish any time of 
the year and once you have got i: j’ou 
have got it for ever. The problrm is 
how to stop it spreading acroL\ :l~ 
garden. You can confine it inside &tes 
or tiles dug deeply and vertically into 
the soil. Another method is to set a 
twelve inch (30cm) land drain pipe 
into the soil on its end, fill it with 
loam and compost and plant a piece of 
root in it. The plant will grow very 
well, produce clean, tender roots, and 
be very easy to harvest. And it won’t 
spread. If you don’t confine the roots 
you must dig it out of the ground 
where it is not wanted. 

Harvesting 
All parts of the root are edible. Just 
dig them up and grate them. In cold 
climates you can store the roots like 
carrots, in a container of moist sand. 

Hyssop is a member of the Labi~zfar 

family and has a pungent and rather 
bitter taste. The leaves and the ends of 
the stalks contain the flavor and will 
go with a variety of dishes. Hyssop 
is a good plant for encouraging bees 
into the garden, where they do a lot 
of good by poliinating vegetables, 
especially beans. 

Soil and climate 
Hyssop prefers chalky soil, well- 
drained and containing plenty of lime. 
It thrives in warm weather, but will 
manage to withstand winter in cool 
temperate climates 

Propagation and after-care 
You can sow seed in drills a quarter 
mch (0.5 cm) deep and transplant the 
seedlings in midsummer to the open 
bed when they are about six inches 
(15 cm) high. Plant them in rows two 
feet (60 cm) apart. 

Harvesting 
Once the plants are mature, about 18 
inches (45 cm) high, cut back the tops 
frequently so that the leaves are always 
young and tender. Cut leaves and 
stalks for drying shortly before the 
plants flower. 

/ill parts of lovage except for the roots 
can be used in cooking. The bottoms 
of the stems can be blanched and eaten 
like celery. The leaves have a strong 
yeasty celery-like flavor as well, which 
means they can be used to flavor soups 
and casseroles when celery is not avail- 
ab!c. The seeds taste the same as the 
rest of the plant but the flavor is more 
cot-n cntrated. 

Soil 
Lovagc is a hardy herb and likes a 
rich, damp soil and a shady site. 

Propagation and after-care 
Plant seeds in midsummer, in drills an 
inch (2.5cm) deep. Transplant the 
seedlings in autumn or spring to 
positions two feet (60cm) apart. By 
the time the seedlings are four years 
old they will have reached their full 
size and should be spaced about four 
feet (1.2 m) apart. Lovage grows im- 
mensely tall; one large plant will be 
enough to keep a family adequately 
supplied through the year. 

Harvesting 
If you want the very large, aromatic 
leaves for fla\,oring, water the plants 
especially well If they have enough 
water you will be able to take plentiful 
cuttings at least three times a year. If 
you want only leaves, don’t allow 
plants to flower and seed. Lovage can 
he dried successfully in a cool oven, at 

temperature of less than 20O’F 
;94”c), with the door left a little ajar. 



Pot marjoram is thr only type of mar- 
joram that is truly winter-hardy in cool 
temperate climates. It is a plant which 
tends to sprawl, throwing out long 
flowering sterns. 

Soil 
Pot marjoram prefers a dry, light soil, 
with a modicum of sun. 

Propagation and after-care 
You can grow it from cuttings estab- 
lished under glass and planted out in 
the spring, or by putting in bits of 
root in spring or autumn. Keep it 
moist until it is well established. The 
alternative is to sow seed in spring, 
in drills half an inch (1 cm) deep and 
eight inches (20 cm) apart. Thin to 12 
inches (30cm) apart when the seed- 
lings are big enough to handle. 

Harvesting 
Harvest leaves and stems in late sum- 
mer. Pot marjoram dies down in 
winter, but it is a good idea to pot it 
and bring it indoors each winter. If 
you do this the plant will grow 
through the winter and may well last 
years longer than it would if you left it 
outside. Seeds for sowing next year 
ripen in late summer or early autumn. 

Sweet marjoram is the only annual of 
the three marjorams; it has a delicate 
aromatic flavor, and goes well with 
game and poultry stuffings. 

Soil 
Sweet marjoram needs a medium rich 
soil, with a neutral pH; it wants a 
good helping of compost and a warm, 
sheltered spot. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seeds in pots under glass in early 
spring. Plant out in early summer 12 
inches (30cm) apart. A combination of 
warmth and humidity is vita1 to the 
good growth of the seedlings while 
they are still young. 

Harvesting 
Pick leaves and stems toward the end 
of summer, before the buds open. Use 
them fresh or dry in thin layers in the 
dark (see p. 216) and you will get a 
strong-smelling grt*cn herb. 

As well as common mint (also kllown 
as spearmint), you can grow apple 
mint, which combines in one plant the 
flavors of apple and mint; orange 
mint, whose leaves have a delicate 
orange flavor; or peppermint, used to 
best advantage in peppermint tea. All 
these mints are slightly and subtly dif- 
ferent, but you grow them all in the 
same way. 

Soil 
Mint likes a moist soil - next to a 
stream is ideal. It needs sunlight to 
make it grow with full flavor, although 
it will stand partial shade. 

Propagation and after-care 
The best way of establishing mint is to 
get some roots from somebody who is 
being overrun by it. In the spring lay 
them horizontally in shallow drills 
three inches @cm) deep. Don’t harvest 
much mint that first summer. In the 
autumn cut the plant right down and 
cover the roots with compost. If you 
are overrun by it, simply hoe it out. 

If you want to force some mint for 
using in winter, dig up some roots in 
the autumn, plant them in a seed box 
in good compost, and keep them in- 
doors or in a greenhouse under slight 
heat, say 60°F (16°C). Mint grows well 
in containers indoors. 

Harvesting 
Cut fresh leaves whenever you want 
them. If you want mint for drying, 
harvest it in midsummer just before it 
flowers, but don’t cut it after a shower 
of rain; wet leaves will just turn black 
and go moldy. Peppermint leaves for 
tea should be dried and stored whole. 



hlustard is gro\vn estcnsively by 
gardrncrs for digging in as a green 
manure crop, just before it flowers. It 
grows quickly, makes a bulky crop, 
and deters the potato-loving eel worm. 
hlustard can be grown in the herb gar- 
den for seed, however, and it is this 
that makes the mustard that goes in 
mustard pots. The seeds are ground 
very finely and the resulting powder 
kept dry until it is needed, for mising 
with water or vinegar. Seeds can be 
used whole for pickling or for adding 
to casseroles. Young mustard shoots 
cut two or three weeks after sowing 
form the mustard ingredient of the 
traditional salading, mustard and cress. 

Soil 
The seed needs good rich soil, with a 
pH no less than 6. 

Propagation and after-care 
The culture of mustard for seed is very 
easy. Sow in early spring. Broadcasting 
very thinly will do, but it is better to 
sow thinly in rows two feet (60cm) 
apart and thin to nine inches (23 cm) 
when the seedlings are established. 

Harvesting 
Pull the plants out of the ground before 
the pods are fully ripeopd, when they 
are a yellow brown color. Hang them 
up in bunches to dry, and thresh the 
seeds out when the pods are well 
dried. Grind with a pestle and mortar. 

Herbs 
MARJORAM (POT)/MARJORAM (SWEET) 

MINT/MUSTARD 
NASTURTIUM/OREGANO 

Nasturtium is a great asset in the 
organic garden, because it seems to 
keep pests away from other plants, 
especia!ly peas, beans and soft fruit. 
People who love pepper but who find 
it upsets them should turn joyouslv to 
nasturtium for it is an excellent Lb- 
stitute. The leaves spice up salads and 
add taste to a bland cream cheese 
spread. You can use the flowers and 
seeds in salads, and you can pickle the 
seeds while they are still young and 
green to use them like capers. 

Soil 
Nasturtium is an easy-going plant and 
will grmlv anywhere, given plenty of 
sun and a light, sandy soil. Poor soil is 
best if you wzr,t a good crop of 
flowers; but if leaves are your priority, 
add plenty of compost to the soil. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow the seeds b drr in late spring. 
Water them sparingly. The seedlings 
need little attention. Nasturtium will 
adjust quite admirably to being grown 
in containers. 

Harvesting 
Cut the leaves in midsummer, just 
before the plants flower. Chop and dry 
them, before shredding and storing. 
The flowers do not dry well and are 
best eaten fresh. 

( jregano, :)r wild marjoram, is a fav- 
orite ingredient in Italian cooking. 
Known as the “pizza herb” its strong 
spicy flavor suits strong-tasting, oily 
dishes; if you use it in more delicate 
dishes you should use it in moderation. 

Soil 
Oregano prefers a chalky or gravel11 
soil, and a warm, dry location. Hill- 
sides are ideal. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seed in early spring, thinning 
later to between eight and twelve 
inches (20-3Ocmj. The final distance 
between ma.ture plants should be 20 
inches (50cm). Hoe the seedlings well. 
Like pot marjoram, you can grow 
oregano from cuttings. It is slow to 
grow, and needs a hot spell to bring it 
on really strongly. 

Harvesting 
Pick leaves and stems in late summer. 
Seeds for sowing ripen in early 
autumn. Use fresh or else dry in thin 
layers in the dark. 
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Parsley will enhance almost any dish 
you cart to mention, from the blandest 
poultry, to the spiciest sausage. Its 
great virtue is that it never overpowers 
the natural taste of food, just brings it 
out more fully. Broad-leaved, or 
French parsley, lvhich is grown in rhc 
same way, is more substantial and can 
be used as an ingredient in salads. 

Soil 
Many people think that parsley is dif- 
ficult to grow, but I find that as long 
as it is given rich enough soil, with 
plenty of humus, this is not the case. 
The earth needs to be well worked so 
that the roots can penetrate deeply. 
Parsley thrives in containers, but again 
the soil must be rich and well drained. 

Propagation and after-care 
You can grow parsley from seed, but 
*‘-.e seed is extremely slow to ger- 
,ninate. (A good tip to speed germi- 
nation is to put the seed between two 
layers of wet blotting paper in your 
refrigerator for about two weeks.) Sow 
seed in spring, and exercise patience. 
Put the seeds in drills half an inch 
(1 cm) deep; later thin to three inches 
(Bcm) and eventually, when the plants 
are mature, to eight inches (20 cm).You 
can sow in late summer, for winter 
forcing. In the winter put a clothe or 
two over some of your parsley patch. 
Parsley usually runs to seed in the 
second year, so you should sow it 
fresh every year to ensure succession. 

Harvesting 
Pick a few leaves at a time from each 
plant. If you want bunches, you can 
pick off whole plants close to the soil, 
once the stem is eight inches (20cm) 
high. For drying you should pick leaves 
during the summer and dry them 
quickly. Parsley is the only herb to 
need a very high drying temperature - 
between 100 and 200°F (39-93°C). Dry 
it in an oven with the door open. 

This woody shrub originates from the 
dry chalky hills of southern France. It 
is very ornamental and can grow to 
more than five feet (1.5 m) so it is 
useful grown in rows to divide vege- 
table beds. It goes best with rich 
meats, such as lamb, mutton or pork. 
Its piney flavor is pleasant but per- 
vasive, so exercise some restraint. 

Soil 
A light, sandy, rather dry soil suits 
rosemary best. It needs plenty of lime, 
shelter and a southerly aspect. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seeds six inches (15 cm) apart in 
shallow drills in spring. When the 
seedlings are a few inches high, trans- 
plant them to a holding-bed, leaving 
six inches (15cm) between plants. 
When they are well established, plant 
out three feet (90cm) apart. Seeds do 
not always germinate, so taking cut- 
tings - before or after flowering - is 
more efficient. Cuttings should be six 
inches (15 cm) long. Remove the lower 
leaves and bury two thirds of their 
length in sandy soil in a shady posi- 
tion. By autumn they will be ready for 
planting out. Protect them during their 
first winter by cutting them back to 
half their length in late summer; this 
enables the new shoots to harden off 
before the onset of cold weather. Then 
mulch with leaf-mold and cover 
securely with burlap. 

Harvesting 
Pick sprigs in small quantities from the 
second year onward. You can do this 
at any time of the year, but late sum- 
mer is best for drying. You can use 
rosemary flowers for flavoring as well 
as stalks and leaves. Pick the flowers 
just before they reach full bloom, 

Sage is strong-Listing stllfl- - too 
strong to mingle well with other 
herbs, but it goes well with spicy 
sausages, fresh garden peas or as a 
flavoring for cream cheese. For cook- 
ing use narrow-leaved sage, for drying, 
broad-leaved. A mature bush is about 
two feet (6Ocm) high and is both a 
useful and an attractive plant to grow 
in a small garden. 

Soil 
Sage likes well-drained chalky soil, so 
lime well if the ground is at all acid. It 
does not like damp ground or too 
much water. 

Propagation and after-care 
Narrow-leaved sage can be grown 
from seed sown in late spring. Trans- 
plant seedlings 15 to 20 inches (38- 
50 cm) apart in early summer. 

Broad-leaved sage is always grown 
from cuttings. Take cuttings with a 
heel of stem on them, plant out in 
spring and water well at first. Sage will 
last for several years but it is just as 
well to establish a new bush from 
time to time. 

Harvesting 
If you want leaves rich in oils it is best 
to wait until the second year. Cut 
narrow-leaved sage in early autumn. 
Broad-leaved sage will not flower in 
temperate climates; it should be cut in 
midsummer and again a month later to 
stop it going woody. The leaves dre 
tough and take longer to dry than 
most herbs. 



Savory (Summer) 
4NllflUl P n 

Summer savor-v is an annual and ten- 
der in cold climates. It can be used 
fresh or dried. In spite of its strong 
aromatic smell it has a more delicate 
flavor than winter savory. You don’t 
need to grow large quantities, as it 
grows fast and you only need a little at 
a time. 

Soil and ciimate 
Summer SaVOiv will accept poor 
chalky soil, but thrives on a rich 
humid soil as long as it has not been 
freshly manured or composted. It will 
grow in all but the coldest climates. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow in late spring in rows a foot 
(30cm) apart, and thin seedlings to six 
inches (15 cm). It is said that the seed 
should lie just on top of the soil to 
germinate, but I find it germinates 
quite well just below the surface where 
it is less likely to be eaten by birds. 
Work the soil well before sowing and 
keep it damp afterward. Summer 
savory will often seed itself and shoot 
up again in the fall. 

Harvesting 
You should be able to cut summer 
savory twice from the one sowing; 
once in summer and again in the 
autumn. Cut shoots just before the 
flowers open. Harvest the seeds for 
sowing next year when they go brown. 
To dry summer savory lay it on frames 
(see p. 216), cover with a fine-meshed 
net and put it in a dark cupboard with 
a low temperature. 

Herbs 

Winter savory is more hardy than 
summer savory. It grows a foot 
(30cm) high and is bushy, making it 
an ideal plant for filling the low gaps 
in garden hedges. Winter savory’s 
strong flavor makes it a good accom- 
paniment for baked fish or lamb. 

Soil 
Winter savory grows well on poor soil 
and likes wel!-drained chalky land. It 
needs plenty of sun. 

Propagation and after-care 
Sow seed 12 to 15 inches apart in 
drills in late spring. Don’t cover the 
seeds because they need light to ger- 
minate. You can also propagate by 
planting out cuttings two feet (6Ocm) 
apart in the spring. 

Harvesting 
You can cut shoots in the second year 
from early summer onward. As with 
most herbs, harvest before flowering 
so that you get the maximum content 
of volatile oil; this also stops the stalks 
going woody. Winter savory leaves 
become very hard when dried, so you 
should grow the herb indoors during 
the winter and pick it fresh. 

PARSLEY/ROSEMARY 
AGE/SAVORY (SUMMER) 

SAVORY (WINTER)/SORREL 

Sorre! has a refreshingly acid taste. It 
is a close relative of the dock and 
looks rather like it. It can go raw into 
salad, and is very good cooked with 
spinach, omelets, veal or fish. Sorrel 
and lettuce soup can be quite exquisite. 

Soil 
Sorrel likes a light, rich soil in a shel- 
tered place, with plenty of sun, but it 
will grow very adequately in the shade. 

Propagation and after-care 
You can sow seed in spring and thin 
the seedlings out later to six inches 
(15 cm) apart. Alternatively you can 
propagate by dividing roots (see p. 95) 
in the spring or fall. When the plant 
flowers in early summer, cut it back 
before it goes to seed. 

Harvesting 
You can start harvesting four months 
after thinning, or whenever a plant has 
formed five strong leaves. Cut the 
leaves with a knife or pull them 
straight off the plants; cook with them 
in an enameled pot because an iron 
one will turn them black. You can dry 
leaves in the dark and store them in 
airtight jars. 
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TARRAGON 
THYME 
TREE ONWNS 

THE SELF-SL r=FICIENT GARDENER 

‘I’:~mg~n is traditional with chicken, 

good \vith tish, and excellent in soups; 
and tarragon vinegar is an excellent 
salad dressing:. ‘T’hcrc are in fact two 
varieties which 7rc often confused: 
Russian tarragon and French tarragon. 
Russian tarragon is the tougher and 
the taller of the two plants; French 
tarragon 1S stronger flavored and 
needs to be checked in its summer 
growth to stop it becoming too bushy 
in the winter. 

Soil 
Tarragon does not like “wet feet” so 
good drainage is vital. Try to pla’nt it 
on a slope so that the roots never get 
waterlogged. Tarragon likes being 
exposed to the elements, and puts LID 
with fairly poor soil; it does not even 
mind stony ground. 

Propagation and after-care 
It is best to buy young plants or 
divide mature ones, planting them out 
to two feet (60~11) apart, after the last 
hard frost. Every four years transplant 
cuttings so that you have plants with a 
full flavor. Do this in spring or 
autumn. You can grow tarragon in 
pots which you bring indoors in the 
winter, or cut the outdoor plants right 
down every autumn and cover them 
well with compost or other litter. 

Harvesting 
Pick fresh leaves all through the grow- 
ing period ; this will encourage new 
ones to grow. If you want to dry 
them, cut the plants down to just 
above the ground before they fltjwer. 
You may manage to cut three times 
during the growing season of an estab- 
lished plant. Dry in the dark at a fairly 
low temperature. 

‘This hardy perennial is native to 
southern Ilurclpc. Cc)mrnon thyme has 
a sharp bitter-sweet taste. Shoots, 
leaves and tlowers can all he used - 
fresh or dried - in soups, stews and 
meat dishes of all kinds. I.ess hardy 
than common thyme, lemon thyme has 
a beautiful scent-and taste. The leaves 
are delicious, chopped fine an d 
sprinkled sparingly, on salads or meat. 
Otherwise lemon thyme is mainly used 
for flavoring. It is a good plant to 
grow if you have bees; it gives honey 
a delicious fragrance, but bees will col- 
lect the nectar only in hot weather. 

Soil 
Thyme likes a light, well-drained soil 
which has been well limed. It does 
best in a sunny position, and is 
excellent in rock gardens. 

Propagation and after-care 
If you grow thyme from seed, sow it 
in late spring in drills a quarter inch 
(0.5 cm) deep and two feet (60cm) 
apart. It is more usual to propagate by 
division from an established plant, or 
by cuttings taken in early summer. 
Keep the bdds well watered and weed- 
free. Cut back a little before the winter 
and in subsequent springs cut the shrubs 
well back to encourage new growth. 
Lemon thyme trails and in exposed 
positions shi:uld be protected during 
the winter with straw or leaf-mold. 

Harvesting 
Cut once in the first year, but from the 
second year onward you can cut 
twice. Cut early if you want to, but 
flowers can be used with leaves, so 
you can cut during the flowering 
period. Cut off shoots about six inches 
(15 cm) long, rather than stems from 
rhe base of the plant. 

Tree onions are delightfully pungent, 
arid can be used fi\r pickling as well as 
in stews, or chopped up raw in salads. 
Also known as Egyptian onions, they 
differ from other onions in that the 
onions grow at the top of the stems. 
The parent bulb stays in the ground to 
produce another crop the next year, 
although if you want you can eat the 
underground bulbs as well as the ones 
that form on the flower stems. 

Soil 
Tree onions like a sunny and well- 
drained spot. They should be started 
off with a heavy mulch either of com- 
post or well-rotted manure. 

Propagation and after-care 
Plant bulbs in the spring. Plant them 
in clumps, six inches (15 cm) apart in 
rows 18 inches (45 cm) apart. Mulch 
from time to time with compost. The 
stems may grow as tall as five feet 
(1.5 m), so when the little onions begm 
to form, use sticks to support the 
weight of the plants. 

Harvesting 
Pick the bulblets from the rap of the 
plants as and when you need them. 
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Containing advice on the cboosilzg and 
eqtii$@ng of agreenbome, and instrtictions 

on the .rowing,growing and 
harvesting of &eenhome crops. 
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THE SELF-SUFFICIENT GARDENER 

Growing in the Greenhouse 

The primary function of a greenhouse is for pro- 
pagating seeds and growing a few winter \-eget- 
ables. It is therefore well worth having some form 
of greenhouse in all b’ut the smallest garden. For 
verv small garden’ , seeds can be propagated on a 
convenient window sill. 

Now, there is a huge variety of greenhouses and 
you should think very hard about what best suits 
your needs and your pocket. 1 suggest you should 
start by getting hold of as many suppliers’ cata 
logues as possible, and by having a look at the 
greenhouses of as many of your neighbors as you 
can and asking their opinions. 

TYPES OE; GREENHOUSE 
Starting with the smallest form of :rreenhouse, 1 
suggest that you consider the win+ ‘. -greenhouse. 
You can buy one of these and ii 5. it over a con- 
venient south-facing window. Alternatively, con- 
sider taking a window out of its frame, building a 
wooden platform out from the house at the base 
of the window, and erecting a glass casing above 
it so as to form a protrusion from the house. This 
greatly increases the size of the platform that the 
original window sill provides, and also pushes the 
seed boxes or pots right out into the light where 
the seedlings and pl, :.. x tdsj better. And you have 
the advantage that, if the loom behind is heated, 
the window-greenhouse is heated too. A small 
vvindow-greenhouse will grow enough tomatoes to 
keep the average farnily well supplied. 

A lean-to greenhouse is a very common and 
sensible arrangement. It is best if there is a door 
leading from the house straight into the green- 
house, and it is even better if there is also a 
window connecting the two. Either door or win- 
dow can be left open, in winter for warmth to get 
from the house to the greenhouse, and in the 
summer for the delicious aroma of plants to enter 
the house. 

One advantage of a lean-to greenhouse is that 
you save half the cost of a free-standing green- 
house. Disadvantages are that it is often difficult 
to effect the join between walls and roof of the 
greenhouse, and the wall of the house itself. 
Also you often end up with too shallow a pitch in 
the roof of the lean-to, which can cause leaves, 
rubbish and water to collect. The best things about 
a lean-to are that it acts as a sun-trap, is nice to 
work or sit in, and helps considerably to warm the 
house in winter. You do not get as much light 
from the sky as you do with a free-standing green- 
house, but the increased warmth from proximity 
to the house more than compensates for this. -4 
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free-standing greenhouse can be a very ambitious 
affair, as large as you have space and money for. It 
gets more light than a lean-to, but has much worse 
heat insulation. If I built one I would build an 
insulated wall of stone or brick to the north side 
and paint that black to absorb sunlight during the 
day, and I would build it with a steeply sloping 
roof. 

Lean-to and free-standing greenhouses can be 
built in all shapes and sizes and can be made from 
many materials. You can buy a greenhouse ready- 
made from a specialist firm, you can build one 
yourself, or you can build a basic structure your- 
self and buy components - panes of glass in 
wooden or aluminum frames - and fit them in to 
it. Nowadays, it is probably cheaper as well as 
quicker, to buy your greenhouse ready-made. The 
most common shapes are described abcve. 

Basic materials for greenhouses 
As far as the framework of your greenhouse is 
concerned your choice is really between wood and 



Growing in the Greenhouse 

FREE-STANDING GREEN HOUbE 

Most free-stadiq ~6pt’til w.ws 

WINDOW-GREENHOUSE 

These are designed to rephe 
orhay home widows. They m-e 
extremely efficient. became ihey 

STAGING CREATING HUMIDITY GROWING IN SOIL 

f[~~oic wanf to grow plants iJJ pots IN hoI wenther spray the grad Tomuto atA pepper plants 0re 
or seed boxes y011 will need 
sta~~i~q. This- is best t/Jade of 

path occasionalty Atb water, to 
Creflle hJJJidi& For the SflfJie 

rjrcy srritdde~for ,qrowiq direct!)’ 

UOO~KN ShJtS SJJppOrteLi Off fri?,‘I/K.i 

made of or seasoned Jvood. 

reciTOtJ, rest yaw SKed IJoxeS ON 

farge trqsjjdf f f‘ JJJoist yasri. 

iJJ ~~“KKJth0JJ.W soil, 01’ in prat brJ,qs. 

aluminum, although a third choice - plastic 
piping - is currently being developed and may 
prove cheaper than the others. 

Aluminum will not rust or rot, but it is gene- 
rally agreed that it reacts more strongly to hot and 
cold than wood and therefore cools the green- 
house in winter; my own.,belief is that this is not 
a significant factor. Alummum looks ugly, is hard 
to work yourself and is fairly expensive. if you 
decide on aluminum you have really got Lo buy 
your greenhouse ready-built. 

Wooden greenhouses must be made from a 
decay-resistant wood like cedar, redwood, 01 
cypress. It is pointless using soft wood or any 
wood that requires constant painting to stop it 
from rotting. Wood has a tiny disadvantage in that 
it obscures more light than aluminum, but it looks 
nicer and you can work it yourself. And a cedar 
greenhouse should last as long as you will. 

The choice’ of transparent sheeting for green- 
houses lies between glass, and three kinds of plastic: 
fiber reinforced, which is a transparent form of fiber 

glass; PVC or acrylic modified plastic, which is a 
fairly stiff plastic; and polyethylene which is flimsy. 

Glass lets in a lot of light, looks good, lasts a 
very long time, is seldom broken by wind and can 
easily be mended, but it costs a lot and requires a 
strong framework to carry its weight. 

Fiber reinforced plastic comes in large sheets; it 
is easy to fit and does not need extensive framing. 
It also takes some of the heat out of a hot sun, 
which is a very good thing. However, it does not 
admit as much light as glass and this is a serious 
disadvantage in winter. It is also inflammable, and 
will only last twenty years. 

PVC and acrylic modified plastic are cheaper 
and transmit light well, but they will last only five 
years and can be ripped by a gale. 

Polyethylene is very cheap - about a tenth the 
cost of glass - and transmits light very efficiently. 
But it will only last one or two years, and is very 
easily ripped by gales. 

Transparent plastics are becoming very popular 
all over the country, and as long as plastics remain 
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chegn relative to glass, they are ~;lell worrh us’ing. 
G;.As is, of course, bertcr in the long term, but -it 
represents a substantial capital investment now- 
adays. 

Heated or unheated? 
The other great decision to make about your 
greenhouse is whether to heat it or not. IMP own 
feeling is that for the person genuinely garoening 
for self-sufficiency a heated greenhouse is a luxury 
that defeats its own object. It is very easy to $put 
more calories of energy into a heated greenhause 
than you get out as food produced. A heated 
greenhouse is fine for the specialist who wants to 
grow flowers out of season, or the commercial 
grower who wishes to supply a luxury -#inter 
market, but for the person who is genuinely trying 
to be self supporting at low expense, it is not 
really worthwhile unless he can provide himself 
with cheap energy such as water or wind power, 
or has a good source of wood for burning. 

There are useful crops that can be grown in an 
unheated greenhouse all the ylear round anyway, 
and there are excellent ways of storing summer 
crops so t!ley don’t have to be forced in the 
winter. In the summer time, even in quite a cold 
climate, you can use an unheated greenhouse to 
grow, or start growing, most of the crops &at 
grow their whole lives outdoors in u’armer more 
humid climates - tomatoes, cucumbers, melons, 
peppers, eggplants and so on. And in winter your 
unheated greenhouse wil! enable you to grow 
lettuces, radishes, spinach- and a few other cold 
climate crops. Surely it is better to eat canned 
tomatoes and eggplants in the winter than to try, 
forcing such things unnaturally and at great 
expense. A little heat occasionally, when the tem- 
perature is very low in the winter, just to prevent 
the cold climate crops you are growing at the time 
from dying, is quite justifiable, but this ‘is a very 
different matter from running a heated greenhouse 
all through the yazar. 

Interior fittings 
Inside your greenhouse you will need some 
staging. You can, of course, grow plants in the 
soil on the floor of the greenhouse and not have 
staging at all; for the big plants like tomatoes and 
cucumbers, and for all fruit trees, this is the best 
way. But, for your seed boxes, and for the other 
vegetables which you will grow in pots, you need 
staging. Using benches in tiers is undoubtedly the 
best way to get the greatest possible number of 
crops into your greenhouse. 

Your benches should be between two and a half 
and three feet (75-W cm) wide: not \-.-ider than 
three feet because that makes them awkward to 
work on. In a greenhouse ten feet (3 m) wide two 
rows of benches - one on each side - are enough; 
against the north wali have a three-tiered bench, 
on the south a single tier so that it does not 
obstruct too much light. If the greenhouse is 
much wider than ten feet (3m), you can consider 
having another bench down the middle; this 
should be a double tier. If your greenhouse is as 
narrow as seven feet (2m), have just one bench of 
three tiers against the north wall. If you take it 
that your path or paths should be 20 inches 
(50cm) wide, you can easily work out the best 
arrangement for a given width of greenhouse. 

To support your benches consider using old 
galvanized water or gas pipes. These are strong, 
easily cleaned, and very permanent. Plate glass is 
best for the actual benches, if you can afford it. It 
is easily cleaned, lets light down below, and does 
not allow water to drip. If you use wooden slats 
for the benches you should place glass, plastic or 
slate underneath the lowest tier to stop water drip- 
ping on the plants below. 

,If you use wood for anything in a greenhouse 
be careful a.bout using creosote. The fumes can 
kill plants. Old creosote is probably safe. 

Paths should be gravel, crushed rock, or con- 
crete. I prefer the two former. If you sprinkle 
gravel or crushed rock with water and rake it 
occasionally, it creates a cool moist atmosphere in 
hot weather. 

If you have dark spaces under your benches you 
can grow mushrooms there. They provide a great 
deal of gotid protein in a very little space and 
don’t mind the dark. 

Greenhouse soil 
Ideally, the soil of a permanent greenhouse should 
be “artificial”. That is, it should not be the ori- 
ginal soil of the site but a soil made up and brought 
in from outside. A good mixture is as follows: 
one part sphagnum-moss peat; one part coarse 
sharp sand ; two parts good garden topsoil. If you 
mix a bucketful of vermiculite or perlite to a 
wheelbarrow of this mixture so much the better. 
Vermiculite and perlite are fragmented rock 
products that keep the soil open and loose ; they 
have no nutrient value in themselves. 

Many growers pasteurize all their soil before 
bringing it into the greenhouse and then pas- 
teurize it every year. If you grow the same crop 
year after year in the same soil you have to do this 
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in order to avoid a build-up of disease. I prefer to 
dig out the soil my. tomatoes have grown in, put 
it outside and bring m fresh soil. 

Soil for seed boxes 
You really should pasteurize - and I mean 
pasteurize, rather than sterilize, because steriliza- 
tion kills all ,life in the soil and this is not the 
organic gardener’s aim - all soil for seed boxes, 
unless you buy professionally-made seed compost 
which is in fact a very sensible thing to do; you 
use so little that the expense is minimal. A three 
cubic foot (0.08 cu m) bag will till 18 seed boxes, 
20 by 14 inches (50 x 35 cm) to a depth of one 
and a half inches (4 cm). 

If you do want to pasteurize your own soil, put 
it in an oven pan, cover with tinfoil, and bring it 
to 180°F (83’C) - no more than that or you will 
kill useful bacteria as well as harmful ones. Alter- 
natively, you can drench the soil in boiling water 
and then let it drain quickly, or you can cook the 
soil in a pressure cooker for twenty minutes at 
five pounds (2.3 kg) pressure. 

Before filling seed boxes soak the seed compost 
in water: one gallon (3.8 1) of water to five pounds 
(2.7 kg) of compost. Leave it for a day before 
putting it in the boxes or pots. If you are short of 
seed compost, put two inches (5 cm) of sand and 
peat mixed in the bottom of each container and 
then add just half an inch (1.5 cm) of seed com- 
post on top. 

It is best to cover your benches with something 
which will absorb water - cinders are ideal - 
before you put seed boxes or pots on them. This 
keeps the plants from drying out and cinders dis- 
courage slugs and snails. 

Greenhouse temperature 
Even in a heated greenhouse the temperature 
should vary between night and day. In a general 
greenhouse, with many different things in it, 65°F 
(19’C) by day and about 45°F (7’C) at night is 
ideal. If the temperature outdoors does not go 
much below 25*F (-5°C) you may be able to 
maintain these temperatures without any artificial 
heat, especially if you have a lean-to or a free- 
standing greenhouse with a black-painted north 
wall. If you can keep the air stirring in the green- 
house, with an e!ectric fan for example, this will 
help a lot. Heat rises, so the hot air tends to go 
up into the ridge, and its heat is lost. Stirring the 
air forces the heat down again and in this way the 
temperature remains even. It would be worth 
experimenting with a very small windmill fitted 

A THERFIOMETER & FAN 

with a direct drive to a fan in the greenhouse. 
A good way to keep heat in is to double-glaze. 

This can be done temporarily for the winter, by 
attaching plastic sheeting to the inside of the 
greenhouse. You can also keep the temperature up 
in winter by keeping the wind off your green- 
house. A screen of evergreens planted on the side 

which faces the prevailing wind can be very effec- 
tive protection for a free-standing greenhouse. 

If you need some artificial heat in winter an 
electric heater with a thermostat is ideal, but it is 
expensive to run. The aiternative is a special 
greenhouse kerosene heater. These give off fewer 
fumes than household kerosene heat~~:s, and fumes 
are bad for plants. The disadvantage of these is 

ELECTRIC & KEROSENE HEATERS 

Elecfric healers call be cotr/ded 
tt5ertnostatical!y, ht tllg are 
expethe to txn. Kerosene is 
cheap, htt the bwi~er rmtst be 
a~khl regdm!~~. 
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that you must constantly check the temperature in 
your greenhouse and turn the heater on and off, 
because the grernhouse must not get too hot. 

Keeping cool in summer may be as hard as 
keeping warm in winter. Plain honest whiteLyash 
on the glass F”: s is a very useful device. It 

WHiTEWASHING GLASS 

GREENHOUSE BLINIX 

washes off naturally when the fall rains come on 
and you don’t need it any more. (Don’t use white- 
wash on plastic. You may have to wash it off 
artificially, and this may scratch the surface.) 
Screens of bamboo or other sticks, or screens of 
plastic can be used either inside or outside the 
greenhouse, but they are expensive and don’t last 
long. A good idea, especially in sunny climates, is 
to plant a screen of deciduous trees between the 
greenhouse and the sun. The leaves shade the 
house in the summer and die away in winter when 
you don’t want shade. 

-- ,..j ,:L:. 0 
_ ---- TREES FOB SHADING 

,li- .a. 
‘- 3 ----‘-, D ;r et-1 IJOI~J trees pbnted ON the 

.r~my side ofLyoztr greetdolue will 

keep if cool itI sunmer. Tht 

Ieaues id ffll/ in nz~tmvn, whet1 

the greenhome mds sm axaiii. 

Don’t piant the trees too close to 

tbc greenborfsr, becafsc their roofs 

will take nofLhient from the 

greenborrse soil. 
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Ventilation 
Ventilation is very important. Never let the air 
become “dead” as greenhouse gron.ers cali it, 
meaning stagnant; !ou must keep it “buovant”. 
This is difricult, given that you have to maintain a 
temperature as well, but constant attention to 
opening and shutting ventilators achieves a lot. 
Thermostats are fairly cheap and can be fitted to 
ridge ventilators. 

WATERING GREE.:NHOUSE PLANTS 
Watering plants in the greenhouse is difficult and 
requires great judgment, To a’ater too much is 
counter-productive; at worst it kills plants. But to 
leave plants until they droop from drought is 
obviously disastrous as well. Watering little-and- 
often is bad policy. Plants need a good soaking 
every now and then, and drv periods in between. 

You can check whether a piant needs watering 
by sticking a skewer into the soil. If it comes out 
clean and dry, the plant needs watering. If par- 
ticles of earth cling to the skewer, the plant is all 
right as it ic. Tapping the sides of a clay flowerpot 
is anoti:_*- indication. If it rings hollow, water. If 
it does!i’t don’t. 

Don’t, as a rule, water foliage in your green- 
house. Put the water on the soil only. Water in the 
mot :: ing - never in the evening ; plants don’t want 
to go to bed scldden and cold. Don’t use freezing 
cold water; if you can manage it, 70°F (21°C) is 
best tor most greenhouse plants. It is an excellent 
idc:a to have a water barrel in a greenhouse; the 
water then reaches the temperature of the air. 

GREENHOUSE CROPS 
If I had a criticism of the divine plan it would be 
that tomatoes flourish in very difFerent tempera- 
ture and humidity conditions from cucumbers, and 
these two crops are far and away the most valu- 
able things that a gardener can grow under glass. 
There are three things you can do: set yourself up 
with two greenhouses ; divide your greenhouse up 
with a partition; use your greenhouse to grow 
cucumbers, eggplants, melons and other vegetables 
vhich like humidity, and grow tomatoes under 
mini-greenhouses (seep. 111) out of doors. (You 
have no problem, of course, if you are blessed 
with a climate in which it is possible to grow 
tomatoes reliably without any protection at all.) 

If you divide your greenhouse up, I would 
suggest that you partition off a small area of the 
greenhouse where you will grow a few very early 
tomatoes m the winter and cucumbers in the sum- 
mer. The main part of your greenhouse will then 
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be for that most important of all crops, tomatoes, 
in the summer. In winter it will be devoted to 
lettuces. The information about growing in- 
dividual crops, which follows, is intended to sup- 
plement the information provided in the Culti- 
vation of Vegetables and the Cultivation of Fruit 
sections (pp. 113-190). 

Tomatoes 
SoiZ treatment Prepare the greenhouse soil by 
forking in at least half a wheelbarrow load of 
well-rotted compost per square yard. Some wood 
ashes, fish manure, or other high potash fertilizer 
are worth adding if you have them. 
Propagation SOW seed in the last week of 
January. Sow it in the greenhouse if you have 
some heat, otherwise sow it indoors. Plant seeds 
carefully in a seed box in a good proprietary seed 
compost. It pays to buy this from a reputable 
merchant as you need such a tiny amount and the 
subsequent crop is so important to your family 
economy. However, you cm make your own 
(seep. 92). If you have no propagator (seep. 92), 
keep the seed box at about 70°F (21°C) by day and 
65°F (19’C) by night, by covering the tray with 
glass and putting newspaper over the glass. It 
is important to wipe the underside of the glass 
every day to prevent water dripping on to the 
seedlings below. - 

PLANTING TOMATO SEEDLINGS 

Tap the pot gent& aN rod. 
Scissor the plant l?etween_yolir 
fingers ami npetd the pot mto 
yaw hand Pd the pot aqf 

leaving the root ball intact. Plant 
gentb cd water straightaway. 

After eight or ten days - as soon as the little seed 
leaves are fully out - prick out into three inch 
@cm) peat or clay pots. After about three weeks 
when the plants in the pots are well grown, plant 
them out in the bed, leaving 15 inches (40 cm) 
between plants. Give each plant a stick or string 
to climb up. In the case of peat pots, just plant 
the pots ; with flowerpots tap the plants gently out 
of the pots, keeping the ball of soil as intact as 
you can and plant carefully. Water the plant at 
once. 

You can, of course, grow the tomatoes in pots, 
or other containers, without even planting them in 
a bed. In this case, you should use good growing 
compost in ten inch (25 cm) pots. 

Care while growing Keep the temperature in the 
greenhouse between 65 and 73°F (19-23°C) by day 
and don’t let it drop be!ow 50°F (10°C) at night. 
In some states you should be able to achieve this 
without any artificial heat. For early winter-sown 
tomatoes., you may need some form of heating. 
Keep the greenhouse well ventilated J tomatoes 
don’t want a stale and humid atmosphere, Water 
very well - on the soil not the plant - whenever 
the leaves begin to wilt, but don’t water too 
much. A good soak about once a week is perfectly- 
adequate. 

Pinch out side-shoots. When the fruit begins to 
ripen remove some leaves to let the sun get in if 
this seems necessary, bat don’t keep hacking the 
leaves out for they are what make the plants 
grow. Don’t overfeed tomatoes. Once every two 
or three weeks, it’s a good idea to give them a 
bucket of compost or manure soup, or comfrey 
tea (seep. 103). 

A very good method of growing tomatoes in 
greenhouses is in peat bags (seep. 138). These are 
plastic bags which you fill with peat or specially 
prepared compost. Apart from the fact that you get 
far more from them than you pay out for the bags, 
the peat or compost ultimately adds to the fertility 
of your garden. Ring culture (see p. 138) also works 
well in a greenhouse. 
Harvesting Pick tomatoes as they come ripe. You 
should be picking from midsummer until well into 
the beginning of the fall. In early fall pick the 
remaining green tomatoes and put them in a drawer 
to ripen. 

Cucumbers 
Soil treatment The bed of the greenhouse should 
be dug well and plenty of compost or manure - 
strawy manure is best - should be incorporated. 
For each plant make a mound of compost mixed 
with loam and sand. Mounds should be about six 
inches (15 cm) deep and a foot (30 cm) wide. 
Allow two feet (60 cm) between mounds. 
Propagation Sow the seed from midwinter on- 
ward in small peat pots or flowerpots - one seed to 
each pot. Use a proprietary seed compost or its 
equivalent (seep. 92). Stand the pots where the 
temperature will never go below 70°F (21°C). If 
your greenhouse is unheated, keep them in your 
house. If they are in flowerpots, it is a good thing 
after two weeks to pot them on into bigger, say six 
inch (15 cm) pots, using a good growing compost. 
Don’t jam the compost around them too hard, soak 
well after repctting, but thereafter water only when 
the soil inside is dry. 
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When the plants are six inches (1s cm) high, plant 
them carefully in the middle of the prepared 
mounds in the greenhouse. The temperature lx-hen 
you do this must be at least 70’1; (21°C). 

Arrangements must be made for the vines to 
climb, so give each plant a vertical wire or push in 
a substantial cane. Take these up the sides of the 
greenhouse to the roof, and put in horizontal 
wires at 18 inch (45 cm) intervals. No\v the tem- 
perature must never fall belo\v 70°F (21’C) and it 
is best if it rises to about cMoI‘ (32°C) in the day. 
When the plants arc young they need hardly an! 
\*t-ntilation. If YOU do open the ventilators a little 
during the mc&ing, close them early in the after- 
noon. This is n.hy cucumbers don’t co-exist hap- 
pill- \vith tomatoes which need much drier air. 
Care while growing By about midsummer you 
ma!. ha\ze to u-hitewash the glass above the 
cucumbers MI that thev don’t receive much direct 
sun. At this time of $ar you need high humidit) 
but you must not keep the roots constantly nret. A 
good watering twice a week is enough. Hut syringe 
the plants with warmish water once a dav, and 
keep the floor and walls of the greenhouse mcjist. 

PICKING OUT MALE FLOWERS 

1 On west pick elf/ fbr male 

jfonws oj’gr~enbom~ cm-wnber-s. 

crow ON 

As the plants grow you must train them. Tie the 
vines loosely to the wires or canes. Stop the main 
stem by pinching out the growing point when it 
gets to the roof or when it is six feet (1.8 m) high. 
Nip out all male flowers (the ones that grow on 
little stems and not on the mini-cucumbers) so 
that they will not pollinate the fruiting females 
and produce bitter fruit with large pips. Nip out 
any female flower that grows on the main stem. 
Stop all laterals (branches from the main stem) at 
two joints and each sub-lateral (branches from a 
lateral) at one joint. 

A good dose of compost, manure, or comfrey 
tea from time to time will be all to the good. 

Harvesting Cut your cucumbers \T.hen they reach 
an appropriate six, and ,-at them as soon as \‘ou 
possibl!, can. Ke\.er 1cal.t them to gro\\. old and 
shri\~elled ( .i the vine. 

Melons 
Soil treatment Xlelons will gro\v very happily in 
any greenhouse, or part of a greenhouse, where 
cucumbers are grooving. The\ need the same tem- 
perature and humidit! conciitic~ns as greenhouse 
cucumbers, and the soil should be treated in the 
same \~a\-. It is well Lvorrli preparing mounds for 
melons, as YOU \\x)uld for greenhouse cucumbers. 
Proptigatibn Propagate melons as you would 
cucumbers, by sowing one seed to a flowerpot or 
peat pot in midwinter, and make sure that the 
temperature does not drop below 70°F (21’C). 
Plant the seedlings out when they are six inches 
(15cm) high. Y ou will need to give them vertical 
and horizontal wires or canes to climb up. 
Care while growing Protect your melons from 
direct sun in the middle uf &e summer. Water 
them fully about twice a week, but don’t water 
round the stem of the plant at soil level, because 

this is likely to cause collar rot - a disease which 
rots the base of the stem. Instead, sink a flowerpot 
into the ground six inches (15 cm) away from the 
plant and water into that, taking care not to splash 
the stem of the plant. Give the whole plant a light 
syringeing with water once a day. 

As your melons climb, attach the plants loosely 
to the wires or canes. Large melons may need to 
be supported in nets or cloths. Fix these to the 
sides of the greenhouse or to your supports. 
Harvesting RiIelons are ripe when the skin 
around their stems begins to crack and they come 
awav easily from the vine. Pick them when they 
are ;ipe and eat them as soon as you can. 
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Eggplants 
Soil treatment Eggplants like rich soil, so dig in 
plenty of compost. 
Propagation Eggplants are best grown in sum- 
mer, unless you have a heated greenhouse. Sow 
seeds in peat pots, because eggplants do not like 
being transplanted. The seeds need plenty of heat: 
75 to 85OF (24 to 3O’Cj. If the temperature falls 
below 70°F (21”C), they very likely won’t ger- 
minate. Keep them, therefore, in the part of the 
greenhouse where you grow your cucumbers. 
When the seedlings are four inches (1Ocm) high, 
transplant thsm into their permanent bed. 
Care while growing Keep your eggplants well 
watered, preferably with manure water (seep. 103). 
Harvesting Cut eggplants as soon as the skins 
are shiny and deep purple. The plants will then 
produce more. 

Peppers 
Soil treatment Dig well and incorporate compost. 
Propagation If you have an unheated green- 
house, you must grow peppers in the summer if 
you live in a cool climate. In a warm climate they 
will thrive in an unheated greenhouse even in winter. 

It is best to start the seed off in a propagator or 
in a seed box with a pane of glass over it. The 
temperature should be about 80°F (27°C). When 
the seedlings are two inches (5 cm) high, trans- 
plant them into peat pots. When the plants are 
four inches (10 cm) high plant the pots in their 
permanent positions. This should be in the part of 
the greenhouse set aside for cucumbers, because 
peppers need plenty of warmth and moisture. 
Care while growing Keep well watered ; be sure 
to water the roots and not the peppers. Water on 
the peppers will cause them to rot. 
Harvesting Wllen they reach the right size, cut 
them from thz vine leaving a stalk an inch 
(2.5 cmj iong on each pepper. 

Okra 
Sod treatment Dig deeply and work in plenty of 
compost. Manure is not good for okra; it causes 
the plant to put its energy into making leaves 
rather than fruit. 
Propagation Unless you have a heated green- 
house, sow your okra seed in early summer. Okra 
seed is stubborn, so soak it in water for twenty- 
four hours to get it started, and then sow it in 
peat pots in a propagator (seep. 97). If you don’t 
use a propagator, still use peat pots, because okra 
seedlings prefer not to be transplanted. Plant out 
when the plants are two inches (5 cm) tall. 

Care while growing I.ikc cucumbers, okra plants 
thrive n,i heat and moisture; hot dry air is bad for 
them and can cause the buds to drop off. Give 
them a good watering twice a week, and syringe 
them with water daily. 
Harvesting Pick the pods u.hen they are young 
- about two inches (5 cm) long. The plants will 
then go on bearing. 

Lettuces 
Soil treatment Rake a good measure of compost 
into your soil or, if you grow lettuces in containers, 
make sure the soil contains peat or compost. 
Propagation Sow the seed in a seed box in late 
summer if vou want lettuces for eating in winter. 
Keep the s&d box moist, at about 60°F (16”C), 
an d covered with glass and newspaper. Remove 
the newspaper when the seedlings first appear. 
When they are half an inch (2cm) high prick them 
out, using extra seed boxes, to give them more 
room. Remove the glass and keep them at about 
55°F (13’C). 

Water occasionally, but take care not to over- 
water. When the lettuces are three inches @cm) 
high plant them out into the greenhouse bed or 
into suitabie containers. This final planting out 
should occur in mid-autumn when you will still be 
eating your outdoor lettuces. 

If you want early spring lettuces sow some seed 
in mid-autumn for planting out in midwinter. You 
may well find yourself planting next year’s tomato 
crop among these spring lettuces. This does not 
matter: you will clear away the lettuce long before 
the tomatoes need the room. 
Care while growing Keep the lettuces watered, 
but do not wet the plants - only the soil. If you 
let the soil dry right out the poor lettuces will flop 
on the ground and will very likely suffer from 
gray mold (see p. 157). The ideal temperature for 
the winter lettuce house is 65°F (19’C) by day and 
55’F (13°C) by night. They are, after all, a cool 
climate plant, and will survive out of doors all 
winter in a temperate climate if they are protected 
with clothes. 
Harvesting Pick lettuces young or old, when 
you want them, but remember that, if they are left 
too long, they will bolt. 

Radishes 
Radishes are easy to grow in an unheated green- 
house. Simply broadcast the seed in the green- 
house soil and rake it in, or sow it in seed boxes. 
They can be harvested within a month and present 
no problem at all. 
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Peaches 
SoiZ treatment Before planting, incorporate 
plenty of humus into the soil, but avoid all t=sces:> 
of nitrogenous material because th:s t ii:-c)urag:s 
unnecessary growth. Keep the soil int,;yi but not 
sodden - spraying it on sunny days wili .n:untain 
humidity. When the fruits are .ipening, apply 
liquid manure. 
Propagation Plant the tree in potting compost in 
a ten gallon (38 1) tub; keep it in the greenhouse 
until all danger of frost is past and then put it out 
for the summer, in a sunny but very sheltered 
place. Alternatively, if you have a fairly large 
greenhouse, you can grow a fan-trained peach 
tree: train it along wires parallel to the wall and 
eight inches (20 cm) away from it. 
Care whiZe growing Hand-pollinate the flowers 
on the tree with a small brush. Later, when the 
fruits are about half their final size, thin them so 
that there are nine inches (25 cm) between fruits. 
‘L’ou must prune fan-trained trees by cutting back 
old fruiting shoots after the fruit has been harves- 
ted to a point where a new shoot is emerging. 
You then train the new shoot along the wire. In 
early summer prune off unwanted wood. 
Harvesting Pick the peaches as and when they 
are ripe; this is when they turn yellow and give 
very slightly under pressure. 

Oranges, lemons and mandarins 
SoiZ treatment Citrus trees need well-drained soil 
which should be a mixture of sand, compost, loam 
and peat - ideally in roughly equal proportions. 
Propagation It is best to buy orange or lemon 
saplings from a nurser-y rather than try to grow 
your own from seed. 
good indoors, 

ivlandarins are especially 
because they are small. Plant the 

trees just as you would outdoors (see p. 98) 
directly in greenhouse soil. 
Care while growilzg Keep indoor citrus pruned 
small. Hose the foliage down on hot days. If you 
grow them in tubs put them outdoors in the 
summer, but don’t ever leave them out in a frost. 
In winter allow the temperature of the house to 
go down to 45°F (7OC). 

One important point: you will have to fertilize 
the flowers of indoor citrus trees. You can easily 
see which are the male organs, the stamens, 
because they have pollen on them. Take some off 
with a small paint brush and put it on the female 
stigma which sticks out beyond the petals. 
Harvesting Ripe fruit can be left on the tree for 
weeks, even months. Just pick it when you want 
it and don’t worry about storing it. 
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Figs 
.fuiZ treatment It is best to grow figs in tubs 
\\!?;ch can be moved outside in summer. Fill the 
ttit.85 with earth which contains plenty of compost, 
and mix in a little lime. Be sure the tubs have 
drainage holes. 
Propagation E‘icr/s car-ha is the ideal variety for 
growing indoors in a tub, and the best thing’is to 
buy a young one from a nursery. But,. of course, 
like all figs, they can be propagated from cuttings 
(seep. 185). Plant them in their tubs as you would 
any other tree (see p. 98). 
Care whiZe growing Water enough to keep the 
soil damp, but not saturated, and spray the leaves 
from time to time. hlove the tubs outside at the 
beginning of summer, and bring them in when the 
leaves have fallen or n-hen the first mild frost 
comes in the fall, whichever occurs first. 
Harvesting Eat figs fresh as soon as they are 
ripe. Otherwise dry them (seep. 216). 

Grapes 
SoiZ treatment The soil for grape vines must be 
well drained. Dig it deeply and apply rock phos- 
phate and potash. Add lime if the pH is below 7. 
Propagation Buy year old vines from a nursery 
or propagate from cuttings as you would if you 
were growing vines outdoors (see p. 188). Green- 
house vines can be planted inside or outside the 
greenhouse. If your greenhouse is heated it is best 
to plant the vines in the soil on the floor of the 
greenhouse. However, if you want to train vines 
inside an unheated greenhouse, it is a good idea to 
plant them in a well-prepared bed just outside the 
greenhouse, and train them through openings in the 
greenhouse wall. If you have more than one vine, 
plant them 10 feet (3 m) apart-indoors or outdoors. 
Care while growing Vines should be trained up 
the south-facing wall of a greenhouse. Let each 
vine fan out to form six strong vertical branches, 
and tie these permanently in place against the wall. 

Now, pretend these verticals are the ground and 
do your Guyot method pruning (seep. 190) using 
pairs of strong laterals that spring from them. In 
this way you will be able to cover your wall with 
fruiting spurs. 
Harvesting Cut bunches with shears when the 
stems of the bunches begin to turn brown. 

Strawberries 
Strawberries are very easy to grow in the green- 
house. Treat them exactly as you would outside. 
You can plant them in good rich compost either 
on the ground, on a bench, or in pots. 
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Preserving Garden Produce 

Your aim as a self-sufficient gardener is to provide 
yourself and your family with a rich, varied, and 
high quality diet throughout the year. This means 
that you must store a lot of your produce, and 
much of it will not store for long unless it is 
processed, or “preserved”, in some way. 

Grains, root vegetables and potatoes are easy to 
store. Green vegetables are more difficult. I-low- 
ever, if you live in a warm or temperate climate, 
or even in a colder than temperate climate you do 
not need to store them. I eat fresh green vege- 
tables picked straight from the garden all year 
round. 1 have no desire to eat frozen peas in the 
winter or frozen Brussels sprouts in the summer, 
when, with much !ess troub!e, I can eat them both 
fresh in their seasons. However, although I prefer 
to eat as much fresh food as I can, I still have to 
store and preserve a good deal. 

<If course, in very cold climates, where snow 
covers the ground for months at a time, or where 
frost penetrates deep into the earth, you cannot go 
out into the garden and pick fresh vegetables in 
midwinter. Therefore all your winter food must 
come from your stores. And, even in warm clim- 
ates, there is a strong case for storing certain 
crops. Tomatoes are a good example. There is no 
fresh equivalent of tomatoes at times of the year 
when you cannot pick them fresh. Nothing takes 
their place, and your cookery will be severely 
restricted if you do not have them in some form. 

Food rotting agents 
There are four main causes of food going bad: 
Erqymes These are natural chemicals within most 
plants. Over a period of time they can cause 
changes which will spoil food. They cannot func- 
tion in freezing conditions and are destroyed by 
temperatures above 140°F (6O’C). 
Molds Molds can actually be seen - the white 
fluff on jellies or jams, the grayish dust on the 
rind of bacon and so on. Some molds are not 
harmful, but many are, and in any case all molds 
- except those of blue cheeses - are best avoided, 
because they can weaken the food’s resistance to 
more harmful organisms, especially bacteria. 
Molds won’t spread at anJ temperature below 
freezing point, or above 120 F (50 C). They begin 
to die above 140°F (60°C). To be sure of killing 
them, you must heat food to 185°F (85°C). 
Yeasts These function at about the same tempera- 
tures as molds. They cause fermentation which 
turns sugars into alcohc 1. This has its uses in the 
making of wine, beer and sauerkraut, but you 
don’t want it to happen all the time. 
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Bacteria Some bacteria are your worst enemy 
although others actually assist in preserving pro- 
cesses. Harmful bacteria not only rot food, making 
it unpalatable, but some of them can even kill 
you. Bacteria vary as to the temperature that is 
needed to kill them. Two of the worst - the 
.Sfaphy!oococci and, the most dangerous of all, Clost- 
t%L&~ botolirrtlt~~, which causes the deadly botulism 
- need 240°F (115°C) to kill them, their spores, 
and the poisons they leave. 240’F cannot be 
achieved by boiling water, which will only go 
to 212°F (100°C). So boiling - except for a very 
prolonged period, or in a pressure cooker - is not 
suflicient to rid food of these bacteria. 

However, bacteria are not active in acid food. 
All food that tends toward acidity - a pH of less 
than 4.5 - is safe for canning without the use of a 
pressure cooker. These foods comprise all the 
fruits, including tomatoes, and rhubarb. Other 
vegetables must be pressure cooked for safetv. 
This is extremely important. 

Methods of pwerving 
There are six t::<;in ways of preserving food: 
Salting Salt draws some of the moisture out of 
vegetables, thereby inhibiting the activit) of the 
rotting agents. It also keeps bacteria away, for the 
simple reason that they do not like salt. 
Drying This process removes the moisture which 
is necessary to the functioning of the various spoi- 
lage organisms. Vegetables should be dried so that 
they contain no more than ten percent water; 
fruits can contain up to 20 percent. 
Pickling and chutneying With these methods you 
increase the acidity of whatever you are preserving 
by adding vinegar. Thus you do not need the 
prolonged boiling, or the superheating in a 
pressure cooker, or the very careful hermetic seal- 
mg, that you need with plain bottling. 
Canning This method works because all the 
living organisms and enzymes in the food are first 
destroyed by heat. Then the sterilized food is put 
into clean containers, which are sealed to stop the 
entry of any new organisms. The containers are 
then heated again to make quite sure of killing 
any organisms that might have got in by mistake. 
jam and jelly-making You make use of both heat 
and sugar to preserve fruits which have a fairly 
high acid content. 
Freezing This works simply because spoilage or- 
ganisms cannot operate at low temperatures. They 
are not necessarily killed, but they are prevented 
from multiplying and are unable to spread their 
beastly poisons. 
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shred white cabbage hearts pretty finely, and pack 
them tightly into a barrel or crock, sprinkling dr\ 
salt between the layers of cabbage, at the rate (if 
half an ounce (14 g) of salt to a pound (500 g) of 
cabbage. Cover the top of the crock with a big 
cabbage leaf and put a cloth over it. Then cover 
with a lid, weighted down with a stone. Store the 
barrel in a warmish place - about 7O0F (21°C) is 
fine. Skim off scum from time to time. After two 
or three weeks transfer the barrel to the coolest 
place vou have got (but not to a deep freeze), and 
keep it until you want it. Rinse the sauerkraut 
under a faucet before eating it. At all stages the 
salt must cover the sauerkraut. If it doesn’t, add 
more salt. /\dditions of dill, ground celery seed or 

’ ground caraxvay seed all help the flavor. 

Dill pickles 
The dill pickle is a great American insritution. 
Pack a large number of cucumbers, along with a 
few onions, green peppers, cauliflower florets, 
green tomatoes, carrots and chopped parsnips into 
a crock with plenty of dill, and cover them with 
brine as described above. When you come to wash 
the salt out, the sharp taste of the dill remains. 

DRYING 
Drying is one of the simplest methods of storing 
vegetables, fruit and herbs. Nothing is added: 
instead just water is taken away. You could dry 
almost all your garden produce, but the process 
works best with all the herbs, many of the fruit 
and just a few vegetables. If you live in a warm 
climate, consider drying as a method of storage 
very seriously. Your produce will dry much more 
readily in a warm climate than in a cool one. 

Fruit 
Almost any fruit can be dried successfully, but 
apples, apricots, peaches, grapes, currants, plums 
and figs dry most easily. To dry fruit, start by 
slicing it up. If you are using large fruit like 
apples, slice them into thin slices; smaller fruit, 
like peaches and apricots, should be halved; plums 
and anything smaller are best left intact. Fruit that 
is being dried whole benefits from being blanched 
before it is dried. To do this either steam the fruit 
or plunge it into boiling water for a minute, and 
then put it into cold water to cool. Dry your fruit 
using one of the drying devices described below. 

To preserve color, commercial driers burn sulfur 
under fruit. You can achieve this by dissolving two 
grams of ascorbic acid in two and a half pints (1 1) of 
water and dipping the fruit into it. 

BLANCHING PEPPERS 

All herbs, but only some vegetables - peas and 
beans, peppers, asparagus and sweet corn - are 
casil;: dried. If you are going on a long Antarctic 
voyage, it might be sensible to dry all sorts of 
other vegetables too, like cabbages and squashes. 
Blanch and dry vegetables just as you would fruit. 
Herbs do not need to be blanched; dry them in 
any of the devices opposite. 
Slr,eet corn Sweet corn, especially off the cob, is 
an excellent thing to dry. It stores well in a small 

DRYING SWEET CORN 

.!Ucr~rrh /h colts iti ltoilit<q ti~a~rr 
for feit tftitttttes. Impde fhe cob on 

CI ttnil stickitiu IID nl dti am& <x 1 .1 
jr0 MI Q piere of wood. .Slice the 
termls r$ the rob ttjilb a shnrp 
&fe. 13ty itt 0 slow 0Pctt iutd 
store itt,jm-s. To recoftstiltite 
lhc sttwel cortt, pottr boih~ ttwfer 
otvr it; Ibeti /edt~e if ttttlil tt brts 
nlsorbefi 0s mch ttwler cts 
possible. 
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space and can be reconstituted easily. Begin bl 
blanching the cobs in boiling water for ten minutes. 
If you just want to dry the kernels, impale the cob 
on a nail sticking up at an angle from a piece of 
wood. Then slice the corn off with a knife. Dry 
the kernels in a slow oven, and put them in jars. 
If you want to dry corn on the cob, strip off the 
husk and dry in a slow oven. When the cobs are 
dry you can either store them as they are, or you 
can get the corn off the cob by grabbing with 
both hands and twisting in opposite directions. 

\ 
SOLAR DRIER 

$piJ;j,$” , 
The si@e (lLsiL<n 0J the solar 
drier mikes if r.rlnlih!l~ chp. 
.-lit- he&s np 11s if-flows 
bet u bee/i the &ss pmds mid ‘I 
blark heat-aDsorlxuf sf/t;f;lcf. 
It r&s fhroqh a lwi qj’ror& 
lo th dyirrg frqs. 

--.-... 
Wire mesh drying frame 

Cheesecloth drying frame 

Cheesecloth protection for fruit 
DRYING FRAMES 

Framer can be made from wood 
and clleeseciofd or wire mesh. 
Cover wire mesh with h01vn 
paper to protect the food. 

. 

DRYING CABINET 

A series 01 fmys ad a kerosene 
heater make up fhis cabinet. 

Drying devices 
Trays Any kind of tray that is perforated to let 
the air circulate can be used to dry fruit and 
vegetables. Put them either outdoors or in a warm 
place indoors. 
Cabinets ,L\ drying cabinet can be simply a home- 
made structure which has slots. to hold trays. An 
electric or kerosene heater can be placed under- 
neath, if required. Alternatively, you can buy a 
drying cabinet, either metal or wood, which has 
an electric heater built in. 
Ovens As long as you take great care, you can 
use your kitchen oven to dry most vegetables, 
fruit and herbs. As a rule use a low heat, 
especially for herbs. You may find it best to leave 
the oven door open. IJse sohd metal trays, instead 
of metal racks, to be sure that nothing catches fire. 
Solar driers These are catching on more and 
more, because they are an easy and effective way 
of using solar heat. Air is admitted through an 
adjustable flap and crosses over a blackened sur- 
face underneath glass panels heating up as it goes. 
The hot air rises through a bed of rocks and then 
through a series of perforated trays, which hold 
the produce to be dried. The rock bed heats up 
slowly through the day, and retains some heat 
throughout the night, which prevents con- 
densation forming on the glass. 

DRYING IN BUNCHES DRYING ON TRAYS 

Dt:y herbs in bmches zipside :llfcraatit~r!~,~~~~r~ cm dty h-h 
down, so that the I~olatile oils jlooln at1 frqs iuSyorlr oljeiz. Shred fhc 
into the lealIes. /cjarJes before s for& fhcm itI, jars. 

Hanging bunches You can dry herbs, apple slices 
and mushrooms by stringing them and hanging them 
up. A temperature between 70 and 80°F (21:27”C), 
and a strong draft are ideal for herbs, 
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Reconstituting dried food 
To reconstitute dried food, pour boiling water 
over it. Allow the food to absorb as much mois- 
ture as it can. Many fruits cannot be reconstituted: 
currants and raisins are a case in point. 

MAKING PICKLES AND CHUTNEYS 
Pickles and chutneys are both means of preserving 
produce and enhancicg its flavor at the same 
time. Both processes Involve flavoring fruit and 
vegetables with spices and then storing them in 
vinegar. To pickle something you store it in cold, 
spiced vinegar, whereas to chutney something you 
cook it in vinegar until its consistency becomes 
thick and syrupy. 

If you buy - rather than make -- your vinegar, 
remember that there is a wide range of strengths 
and flavors. Distilled, or fortified vinegar is the 
very strongest; of the natural vinegars wine vin- 
egar is the strongest, and this also has a purer 
flavor than either cider or malt vinegar. These 
factors are worth bearing in mind: you will pay 
according to the quality of your vinegar. You may 
find it economical to use cider vinegar in chutney 
~-- where the liquid is all boiled away -. whereas in 
pickles you may well want to use a purer vinegar, 
since the flavor of the vinegar is more likely tc? 
affect the taste of the pickle. 

Pickles 
I believe 
You can 

in spicing the vinegar I use for pickling. 
add any spices you like, although I re- 

commend that y& -use whole ones for an attrac- 
tive end-product; ground spices will turn the vin- 
egar cloudy. The very best way of making spiced 
vinegar is to steep all the spices in cold vinegar 
for two months; it will then be ready to use. For 
a quicker m e o study the pictures below. th d 

MAKING SPICED VINEGAR 

T Take a stick of citmamon, 
some cioves, peppercorm, nrmfard 

2 Tie tt!te spices it1 a tmtdin iq, 

seed, mace, al/spice! Csarlic and, if 
atrd pottr IWO pints of vinegar ovet 

JOII like fthw, a CM or fwo. 
them. Briqq fo /he boil, and boil 
for a few nritrrtfes af f77o.d. 

You can pickle virtually any vegetable or fruit, 
and you can use them whole or sliced up. Even 

okra, eggplants and Jerusalem artichokes make 
good pickles. The principle of pickling is the same 
v.,hatever * vegetable or fruit: draw out some of 
the excess water from moist vegetables by soaking 
them in brine or coating them \vith dry salt, and 
then put them in vinegar. Crisp vegetables can be 
put straight into the vinegar. Cold vinegar is usu- 
ally perfectly adequate, 
and sterilizing your jars 

but boilins your vinegar 
is safer If you want to 

keep the pickle for a long time. ;\s for spices and 
herbs - every person to his o\vn recipe. I,et 
imagination and esperimentation reign supreme. 

Remember xvhen you store a\vay your jars of 
pickles, seal them tightly to prevent evaporation. 
Six months is probably the longest they \vill keep 
and still retain all their flavor. Take care that the 
vinegar is not in contact with the metal lid. 
Pickled onions Soak small pickling onions in a 
brine of salt and water, using four ounces (114g) 
of salt for two and a half pints (1 1) of water. 
I,eave them overnight and then skin them, Put 
them in fresh brine for three days; submerge them 
using a plate and a stone. Then drain them, pack 
them in jars and fill the jars with cold spiced 
vinegar. Add a little sugar for a mellower flavor, 
and store for two months before eating. 
Pickled green tomatoes Slice the tomatoes and 
mis them with a few sliced onions. Sprinkle thick- 
ly with salt, and Ict the mixture stand overnight. 
Then rinse it well in water. Put it into hot steri- 
lized jars and pour boiling spiced vinegar over it. 
You can pickle peppers in exactly the sanie way. 
Pickled gherkins or smaZl cucumbers Use a gal- 
lon (3.71) of spiced vinegar to one and a half 
gal!ons (5.5 1) of cucumbers. The latter should 
have been salted (see p. 215), removed from the 
brine and desalted ready for pickling by being 
soaked in cold water for 12 hours. Boil the vin- 
egar and then add the cucumbers. Boil for two 
minutes, and then leave them covered for three 
weeks. If you don’t want to eat them immediately 
drain the vinegar off and pack the cucumbers in 
sterilized jars. Pour fresh boiling vinegar over 
them, seal the jars and immerse in boiling water 
for ten minutes. Treated in this way pickled gherkins 
should last indefinitely. To make a sweeter pickle 
mix honey or sugar with the last lot of vinegar. 

Chutneys 
Most fruits and vegetables can be turned into 
chutney but the best are tomatoes (green or red), 
eggplants, peppers, apples, squashes, pumpkins, 
rutabagas, plums, pears, oranges, grapefruit, 
lemons and any other citrus. 
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MAKING TOMATO CHUTNEY 

I Take two po~~uds (RN ,q) of 
tomaloes, two o~zioiu, a cooking 
app fe, soJnc raisiJls, garlic, bronm 
sugar, salt, spice and iivo ounces 
(300 JJf /) of Ge~qar. 

-3 Crush the gflrlic andgiqer 
with some salt i/i a pestle and 
mortar. Tie qp a mixture of 
spices - saJf, sowe chilies, bay 
leaves and cIoves -. in a little 
mush2 bag. 

Preserving Garden Produce 

2 Jkitt and ptel the onions, peet 
and core the apple. Tberr rbop 
lbrn~ up jith+ fqqe f ber. 

6 Put the ~wsh~ hg in a 
samepan alrd tie it fo the handle 
so as not to lose it in the chufm~. 

All good chutneys are heavily spiced. You can use 
any herb or spice that you like or can get hold of. 
The following are commonly used: garlic, bay 
leaves, cayenne, chili, paprika, cumin, horseradish, 
coriander, mustard seed, cinnamon, peppercorns, 
cloves, ginger and allspice. Salt and sugar also 
play an important part; most chutneys go dark as 
they cook, but if you want a really dark one use 
brown sugar or even black molasses. 

Never use copper, brass or iron pans for boiling 
your chutneys. Unchipped enamel, stainless steel, 
or, at a pinch, aluminum will do. You can make 
chutneys in earthenware crocks placed in the 
oven; I personally find this method is the best. If 
you are mixing hard produce like apples or onions 
with soft things like tomatoes or squashes, simmer 
the hard ingredients first in water until they are 
soft. Soak any dried fruit you use. Put whole 
herbs and spices into a muslin bag, which I sug- 
gest you tie to the handle of the pan ; otherwise 

3 .Sin~mer the onion itI a smaN 4 .I’kh /he folJla/oes (see 
pari with a little mv/rr. Add /be 
apph and raisitis. aud cook g~‘utI~f 

p. 221) 9 olld the17 CbOp theI)/ II/l 
rorc<bly itlfo laqe cbmks. 

7 Pour i/J all ibe ingredients aud 8 Pour /be nJixlJire AJo bol clean 
cook on a low beat for an bow, 
until the fnixiure tbickeus so tbaf 

jars. Seal ibejars fo wake tbe11~ 
airtight, label attd store them. 

JOU catI see /be bottom of tbe pan 
wbetl llou draw a spoon tbroqb. 

powder them first and then put them straight into 
the mixture. Before adding garlic or fresh ginger 
crush them with a mortar and pestle. 

Put all the ingredients into the container. Just 
cover them with vinegar, and boil very slowly 
until there is no free liquid left. Be very careful 
not to let the chutney burn on the bottom of the 
pan. Stir frequently during the final stage of boil- 
ing. Pack into sterilized jars, cover and put them 
away. Make sure that the jars are tightly sealed; I 
recommend using twist-on metal caps from old 
jam or pickle jars. Then cover the lids with a 
cloth that has been dipped in melted wax. 

CANNING 
The principle of canning is very simple. You heat 
food in sterilized jars, close these her-netically, and 
then heat them again so as to kill any stray living 
organism that may have got in. Finally the jars are 
allowed to cool. Provided that there was no living 
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thing inside the jar \vhen it \vas seaI~‘d, and pro- 
vided that the heating process \I-as sut3icient to kill 
all bacteria, mold and viruses, there is no reason 
whv the food should e\rer rot. IYood canned 75 
years ago has been opened nnd found edible. 

Canning most fruit - including plums and some 
soft fruit - is entirely satisfactory, completely safe 
and well worth doing. Tomatoes, \\rhich are tech- 
nically a fruit and not a vegetable, are easy to 
can and the results taste delicious. Tomatoes alone 
make canning a worthwhile process. However, ; 
have reservations about the canning of vegetables, 
as opposed to fruit. Heating by -boiling is not 
suflicient to sterilize them, so you need to use a 
pressure cooker, which affects the taste. And 
remember that vegetables can be stored easily and 
safely in many other ways. 

COLD WATER BATH 

SLOW OVEN METHOD HOT WATER BATH 
Cat/ the frzlit witbont iiqnid. Packyonrjars with frnif arid 
Cover with a loose lid andpnt pow in boifitg gwp. PI/t lids OII 
into a /on) o1’en. F-i/f wit/3 boiling loose!y and lonler iufo n~arrn 
yiip CiJLer takitig them or/f. water; Ooil aud simmer. 

Jars for canning 
There are many kinds of proprietary jars with tops 
that can be hermetically sealed, made especially for 
canning food. Most people use the very expensive 

but cstremcl!. good “1Lason” jars. These are cas!. 
to use and ccrtainlv vcr\’ safe. The jars can be re- 
used and so can the m&al bands, but the lids \\Tith 
the rubber rings must bc used once onl!, and then 
be discarded. It is \\.orth considering ordinar! 
scrc\v-topped jam jars too. Some jams and jellies 
are also sold in suitable screlv-top jars. Tops 
which ha1.e rubber rings stuck to the inside of the 
lid are best and \r+ll keep food for se\.eral years. 
&ever let metal lids come into contact with the 
contents of Your jars. Buy jars of a size you or 
vour family can empty in a day, or at the most 
two days, because once \‘ou ha1.e opened a jar you 
must eat the contents beiore the bugs ha\re time to 
get to L\‘ork on it. 
Heating jars JVou can heat the jars in any large 
pot filled Mith n’ater on a stove. l-Inless your pot 
has a false bottom, lav a towel, piece of wood, or 
piece of tin inside it z an!&ing to put the jars on 
to stop them touching the bottom. Otherwise they 
may crack. 

Canning methods 
There are three n~ell-tried methods of canning 
fruit (including tomatoes). 
Cold water bath method Put the fruit into jars. 
If you are canning tomatoes, fill the jars with 
brine. If you are canning other fruit fill with a 
weak solution of sugar and water. Put the jars 
into a container of water on a stove; raise the 
temperature very slowly so that it takes an hour to 
reach 130’F (54%:) , and then another half hour to 
reach the temperature given in the chart below. 
Use a thermometer to measure the temperature. 
Slow oaen method Put the fruit into jars, with- 
out adding any liquid. Cover each jar with a loose 
lid or saucer and put the jars into a low oven - 
about 250°F (121’C). I, cave them in the oven for 
the time given in the chart on the filcing page. 
Take them out and top up each jar with fruit from 
one of the jars (if there is any fruit left in that jar 
when all the other jars have been topped up, eat it 
for supper). Fill the jars with boiling brine (for 
tomatoes) or syrup (for fruit), screw on the tops 
and leave them to cool. Do not delay for more 
than a few minutes between taking the jars out of 
the oven and filling them with boiling liquor. 
Hot water bath method This method is for 
people who have neither oven nor thermometer. 
Again use brine for tomatoes and other vege- 
tables, and syrup - sugar and water - for fruit. 
Pack your jars with fruit and pour in boiling 
syrup or boiling brine - the jars must be hot first 
or they may crack. Put the lids on loosely - if 
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SKINNING TOMATOES 

TIMES AND TEMPERATURES FOR CANNING 

Rasic method 

Liquid in jars 

Cold water bath Hot water bath Slow oven 

Take 911 minutes TV, bring water fr~lm Start at lOtPI’ (WC) taking 25-31 Preheat to 2!&‘1: (121°C:). Ixave jars 

cold to required temperature. Then minutes tu rench required temperature according to times given belo~v. 
foll~~w instructions given h&w. of 190~01: (88°C). I:CIIIOW instructwns. 

Put crrld SYlIq’ or \rYlter I” befCur 
processing. 

PIG !~,a liqwd at I-ltPI: (Ol”(:) in before Add bo~lmg Iquid at end of 
processing. FII~ tomatoes, liquid is processing. 
optional. 

sort fruit 

Temperature 

165°1: (WY:) 

Time 

Ill mins 

Temperature 

1911°1~ (SW) 

Time 

2 mins 

Temperature 

25oFT (121°C) 

Time 

45.55 minh 

Including apple slices. 

Stone fruit and 
citrus fruit 

Tomatoes 

IRIFT (RPC) 

19(1°F (WC) 

15 mms 

31, mins 

l9lPF (RR”(:) 

IWF (WC) 

IO mins 

41 mins 

tleat own to 4 l-5( J nuns 

3w01: (149°0) 

;md put hot syql 

in before pnussing 

them. 
-.- 

2!wT (121°C) xo-lIxl r ,‘!lh 
-- 

Purbes and tight packs AIIow 5.10 mins Imgcr than tmes shown almvc and raise temperature il lit&. 
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they are tight the jars may explode - and lower 
them into warm water with the lids just above the 
surface. Bring to the boil and simmer for the 
length of time shown in the table below. 

Skinning tomatoes 
It is best to skin tomatoes before canning them. 
Do this by scalding them in boiling water and 
then plungmg them into cold water. Score half 
round each tomato first and the skins will then 
come off easily. 

Tomato juice 
If you have plenty of tomatoes, a good way to 
store them is in the form of tomato juice. Cut 
tomatoes in halves and put them into a saucepan. 
Put the pan on a very moderate heat until juice 
begins to flow. Keep pressing down with a pestle, 
and, as the juice flows, move the pan to a hotter 
source of heat and boil for half an hour. Then 
strain the juice through a fine sieve or colander, 
and return it to the stove. Add salt and pepper to 
taste (I like a crushed chili as well), and boil for 
another half hour. Then pour the juice into hot 
sterilized jars and seal at once. The end result is 
infinitely better than the bought tomato juice 
which is packed with chemical preservative. 

Canning rhubarb 
Although rhubarb is not of course a fruit, it can 
be canned like one. Treat it as advised for “soft 
fruit” in the table on page 221. It is very good 
with elderberry juice added to it; this imparts a 
certain subtlety to the taste. 

Opening jars 
If you have trouble opening a jar, invert it in 
boiling water for half a minute and then unscrew. 
Jabbing a hole in the ,,top renders the jar useless 
for further service, and the cost of special jars for 
canning is very high. 

MAKING JAMS AND JELLIES 
The secret substance that makes jam and jelly- 
making possible is pectin. This is released when 
the fruit is first cooked, and is what causes the jam 
or jelly to set. 

There is plenty of pectin in apples, black- 
currants, red currants and gooseberries ; there is 
less in plums (including greengages), apricots, 
peaches and raspberries ; and there is hardly any in 
blackberries, strawberries, cherries, pears and 
rhubarb. When you make jam with fruit from the 
last category, you will need to add some pectin. 
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To add lemon juice is one ansurer and it does 
sharpen the flavor; a more common method is to 
combine high pectin fruits, like apples, with low 
pectin fruits- like blackberries. The third alternative 
is to go about making a form of fairly con- 
centrated pectin !Tourself. 
MAKING PECTIN 

Pectin To make pectin, cut up apples and boil 
them until they are really soft; strain them 
through a jelly bag, pour the juice that comes 
through into sterilized hot jars, and cover the jars. 
For jam or jelly of any sort, use this pectin in the 
proportion of a pound (450 g) of fruit, 12 ounces 
(300 g) of sugar and ten ounces (300 ml) of the 
pectin or apple juice. The jam or jelly will then set 
whatever fruit is used. 

J ams 
Jam-making simply involves cooking fruit with 
sugar. After you have softened the fruit by slow 
cooking so that the pectin is released, you add 
sugar and boil the fruit rapidly. Weigh the fruit 
first, so that you know how much sugar to add. 
Boil the fruit until setting point is reached. The 
setting point is critical. You can be sure when it 
has been reached by doing a simple test. After the 
mixture has boiled merrily for a while, take a little 
out in a wooden spoon and put it on a cold plate. 
If it is at setting point, a skin will form over the 
jam that will crinkle if you push it with your 
finger. The jam is now ready. If a skin does not 
form, allow the mixture to boil some more and try 
again. 
Strawberry jam Take ten pounds (4.5 kg) of 
strawberries, eight pounds (3.5 kg) of sugar, and 
the juice of four lemons. Put the fruit and the 
lemon juice in the preserving pan and heat slowly, 
stirring gently. Add the sugar and boil until 
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TESTING FOR SET 

I Boil the frnitfor sowe fine b a 
Iat-ge cotafaber on the stot:e, mtil 
settiq poitlt has been reached. 
I iw cata tell rvherl this is lay do@ 
a dmpfe test. 

_.’ 

2 Prrt a hi/e of the mixtrtre iuto 
a wooden spoon arid place if on a 
cold plate. If thejam has reached 
set@ point, a skits willform 
over i#; it will crinkle ivhen~ yen 
pnsb it with-your jtger. 

setting point is reached. Then immediately take 
the pot off the fire, skim off the scum, siir the jam 
once, and pour it into hot sterilized jars. Cover 
the jars and store them. 
Rhubarb jam This is much better than it sounds, 
particularly if you mix ginger with it. Take two 
pounds (9OOg) of rhubarb, two pounds (9OOg) of 
sugar, two lern->ns, and one ounce (28g) of 
bruised ginger. Cut the rhubarb up small, put it in 
a bowl with sugar and lemon juice, stir it well and 
allow the juices to be drawn out. Then pour it 
into a saucepan, together with the ginger tied up 
in a muslin bag; boil until setting point is reached, 
and store the jam in sterilized jars. 
Gooseberry jam Use slightly under-ripe goose- 
berries and boil them alone in a little water until 
they are soft; then add an equal weight of sugar 
and boil until setting point is reached. 

Jellies 
Jellies are made in the same way as jams, except 
that they are passed through muslin or a fine 
strainer, so that the solids are left behind. It is 
necessary to boil hard fruit for quite a long time 
to make jelly; soft fruit like raspberries or straw- 
berries do not need quite so long. Use plenty of 
water for hard fruit and just enough to prevent 
burning for soft. Begin by boiling slowly to 
release the pectin. Add lemon juice if you are 
using low pectin fruit. Next comes the part that 
makes it jelly: you strain the juice out of the fruit 
through a muslin jelly bag or a fine-meshed 
strainer. It is the juice which makes the jelly. 

With gooseberries, currants, blackberries and 
raspberries, you can often get two extractions of 
jelly-juice. After the first straining put the pulp 

back in the saucepan with just enough water to 
make it a sloppy mess, boil it and strain it again. 
In this way you will get more jelly. Your chickens 
will enjoy the residual pulp. 

Now you have your fruit juice. Measure its 
volume and weigh out a pound (450g) of sugar 
for every 20 ounces (600ml) of juice. Bring the 
juice to the boil, tip in the sugar and stir the 
mixture. Boil until setting point is reached, exactly 
as for jam. Then skim the brew, pour the hot jelly 
into hot sterilized jars, and cover. 
Blackcurrant jelly Add ten ounces (300 ml) of 
water to every pound (450 g) of blackcurrants. 
Boil and strain the fruit, then add a pound (450g) 
of sugar to every 20 ounces (600ml) of juice. Boil 
the mixture until setting point is reached. 
Blackberry jelly Add the juice of a lemon to 
every pound (450 g) of blackberries, and follow 
the recipe for blackcurrant jelly. 

MAKING WINE 
Making and consuming wine are two of the great 
joys of the self-sufficient way of life. And they are 
also extremely efficient methods of storing and 
ingesting goodness. I strongly urge you to try 
wine-making if you haven’t already, for wine can 
be made from almost any vegetable or fruit that 
you have in surplus. However, there is no denying 
that grapes make the very best wine, and that 
certain vegetables and fruit - parsnips and rhubarb 
in particular - make a much more wholesome 
brew than others that I won’t bother to mention. 

Wine is made with sugar, in the form of fruc- 
tose which comes from fruit, or sucrose which 
comes from sugar cane or sugar beet. This sugar 
is turned by yeast into carbon dioxide and alcohol. 
The carbon dioxide either escapes into the air or is 
trapped in the bottle where it gives the fizz to 
champagne and other sparkling wines. 

Really ripe grapes will make wine by themselves 
without the addition of extra sugar or yeast. In 
fact pure grape juice, with nothing added to it at 
all, will of its own accord turn into wine. There is 
enough suitable yeast in the bloom and fructose in 
the flesh of ripe grapes. The yeast simply turns the 
sugar into alcohol. 

But most of our “garden”, or “country”, wines 
are made from vegetables or fruits which do not 
contain sufficient sugar or suitable yeast. Thus 
sugar and yeast must be added. 

Country wine 
Many country wines are nothing more than cane 
or beet sugar dissolved in water, flavored with 
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MAKING PARSNIP WINE 

5 Stir it2 12poz~tds (5.5 kg) of 
sugar and two tcaspoottfft~s of 
ltwottyitice or cifric Ad. 

9 Seal the containers with 
fermentation locks, or cotton 
bails. When the lwbbles cease to 
rise, rack the liquor info bottles 
leaving the seditmttl bebid. 

2 Chop fbr parsttips ittfo c~~bes 
ahoftf fwo itdes (5 cm) across, 
md jmt ft5r1t1 ittfo /ire ,~ailotis 
( IS /) oJ‘botlit;g waft,: 

6 Sfir two tablespoom of st<q’r 7 When fbe bufk of+w @or 
intoyrir ten oftncej<y. Cool Ibis has cooled to blood heat, add fhe 
niixfitre fo bloofi beat lgl sfatditig sfarfer which shotifd be frothittg 
tkejg in cold water. Add.yea.if well. Stir the rnixtiire ad cover 

3 Boil fhe parsttips m/i/ ft$ork 
will p~t~~ftwf P fhetti easi!)‘. I?se a 

,jq /a sroop ON/ fw ONNCPS ( 300 

VI/) of boilit?y fiqttor. lirep this to 
otte side. 1-a frr. yofi sdl odd, ycdst 
fo il, and it lid/I be ~otir”sfarfet-1’ 

4 W/tile the bdk of’ fbr /&or is 
still warn/, slmiti >f itifo miofber 
t fessrl fbrot@ tt/ttsIiti or 67 fitte 
sfraittet-. 

8 The uext &y move the vessel to 
CI warm place and skim ofs the 
srtur’/. Sypbott the liquor into 
,iarrow necked cotitaitiers fbrqgb 

and cover tvitb a cloth. - if with a cloth. a plastic trtbr. 

CORKING WINE BOTTLES 

I Cork wine bottles as soon as 
you bave filled them. Pzttyonr 
corks in boding water and fake 
them onf as-yotr need fbem. 

2 lbn cati drive a cork in with 
a ivooderr mallet, h4f it is easier 
to ffse a cot-&g fool. Opeti if tip 

andfit a cork. 

3 Rest the loden fool on fbe 
neck of a bottle. Pttsb donw 
,Grn~~ ON tbc lever to drive the 
cork r&bf in. 
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the fruit or vegetable in question, and fermented 
with yeast. But the best country wines, and in my 
view the only ones that are worthwhile, are those 
in which the garden produce itself makes the 
wine, apart from the addition of a relatively small 
amount of sugar to assist the sugar contained in 
the vegetables or fruit. The good country wines, 
in order, as I see it, of quality and usefulness, are 
the following : parsnip, rhubarb, blackcurrant, 
raspberry, blackberry, strawberry, gooseberry, 
appic, pear, cherry, plum, and carrot. 

Once you have learned to make one fruit wine 
you can make the lot, and once you have learned 
to make one root wine you can make all of them 
too. It is all common sense once you have learned 
the principles. To explain the principles I have 
written detailed directions for making two country 
wines : parsnip and blackcurrant. As long as you 
adjust the amounts of water, you can substitute 
another root vegetable for parsnips, or another 
fruit for blackcurrants. 
Parsnip wine Of root wines parsnip is by far the 
best. Why it should be that this rather earthy root 
should make such fine wine I cannot say: I just 
know that it does. You need: 20 pounds (9 kg) of 
parsnips ; 12 pounds (5.5 kg) of white sugar, five 
gallons (18 1) of water; two teaspoons of citric acid 
or lemon juice ; some yeast, ideally white wine 
yeast. 

Scrub, but do not peel, the parsnips. Slice them 
into cubes two inches (5 cm) across, and boil them 
in the water until a fork will penetrate easily. If 
you boil them for too long, you will end up with 
a mush that will never clear. Strain off the liquor 
while it is still warm and stir the sugar into it. 
Pour in the lemon juice or citric acid. Wait until 
the mixture cools to blood heat and then add your 
yeast to it. 

The best way to add the yeast is as follows. 
While the liquor is still boil&g, scoop out ten 
ounces (30Oml), stir two tablespoons of sugar into 
it, and cool it quickly by standing the jug in cold 
water. As soon as it reaches blood heat add the 
yeast and cover with a cloth. By the time the bulk 
of your liquor is cool, your “starter”, as this lesser 
amount is called, wil! be frothing merril;r and can 
be added to the bulk. Stir it in with a wooden 
spoon, cover the container with a clean cloth, and 
leave. The reason for using this starter method is 
that it gets the yeast working more quickly in the 
bulk of the wine and there is less chance of alien 
organisms getting a hold. 

The following day, after the first rapid fermen- 
tation is over, put the vessel in a warmish place - 

room temperature. Skim off the scum, pour the 
wine into narrow necked containers. This is most 
easily done by syphoning through a rubber tube. 
Close the containers either with fermentation locks 
or pieces of cotton wool. This is to allow the 
carbon dioxide gas to escape, but to stop harmful 
organisms from getting in. When all fermentation 
has ceased ‘;rack” the wine, which means pour it 
gently into bottles without disturbing the sedi- 
ment. Cork the bottles and store. 

If you want sparkling wine, put a teaspoonful 
of sugar and a couple of raisins into each bottle 
before corking. A secondary fermentation will 
then start in the bottles and form more gas to 
make the wine sparkle. 
Bdackcurrant wine This is the best of the fruit 
wines, except of course grape Lvine. You need: 
twelve pounds (5.5 kg) of blackcurrants; ten 
pounds (4.5 kg) of sugar; five gallons (18 1) of 
water; and yeast. 

Crush the currants; don’t bother to top and tail 
them and, if some have short stalks attached, leave 
them on as well. Boil the water and pour it on, 
cover well and leave to soak. Stir once or twice 
daily. After three days strain into another bowl, 
and add the sugar and the yeast. Pour the mixture 
into fermentation jars and leave it in a warm place 
until the fermentation has stopped. Then move 
them to a cool cellar or store room for three 
weeks, rack into another container, and store this 
in the cold for six months. Then rack into bottles 
and leave to mature for a year- if you can. 

Grape wine 
Red wine 12 pounds (5.5 kg) of grapes should 
yield a gallon (3.7 1) of wine. Crush the fruit - an 
easy way is to pass it through an old-fashioned 
mangle set on its side - but don’t crush the pips. 
Put this, which is called the “must”, in a big tub 
and rake most of the stalks and pips out - a few 
don’t matter. 

Unless your grapes are really ripe, in which cas’e 
the sugar content will be sufficiently high, measure 
the specific gravity (S.G.) at this point. It is best 
to measure it with a hydrometer. If the S.G. is less 
than 1.075, which is called 75’, add sugar to bring 
it up to at least 1.075, or even more - 1 .lOO is 
sensible. To raise the S.G. by 5’ you have to add 
three ounces (85 g) of sugar to a gallon of must. 

Raise the temperature to 65°F (19’C) by taking 
a bucket or two out, heating the contents, and 
returning it to the bulk. It is a good idea at this 
stage to add a yeast starter. Stir the whole mass 
occasionally and constantly break the “cap” of 
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skins and floating debris on the surface and sub- 
merge it. Do this several times a day. Keep the 
vat covered with a blanket or sheet at all times 
when you are not actually working on it. When 
the S.G. has dropped to 1.010 draw the wine off 
from the bottom of the vat. If you want some 
really fine wine, leaving the rest inferior, keep this 
wine separate from that which you get from 
subsequent pressings. Next press the “mart” as 
the mass of grape tissue left in the vat is called. 
Wrap it in muslin and press it in a press. If you 
don’t have a press, you can improvise with a car 
jack. Get every drop of juice you can out of it. 

Now put all the wine into a cask or casks for 
the second stage of fermentation, and make sure 
that from now on the wine is protected by a 
fermentation lock; otherwise it will turn to 
vinegar. Here is a difliculty - you have to keep 
topping up all vessels so as to keep them 
absolutely full. Air spells danger. You may find it 
best to keep some wine in small containers and 
top up the big ones when necessary. 

When the S.G. has fallen to 1.000 (that of 
water) you can replace the fermentation lock with 
a solid ‘bung. You will still have to top up at 
intervals. After a few weeks rack the wine off its 
“lees” or sediment and bung it up again. Still top 
it up occasionally. After three months rack the 
wine again. You can now store it as .long as you 
like - six months or a year - before you rack it 
into bottles. 
White wine Follow the instructions for red wine, 
but press the grapes as quickly as possible and 
skim off the grape skins as soon as you can. Do 
not allow the must to ferment with the grape 
skins in it. Black grapes make white wine, just as 
white ones do: it is fermenting with the skins 
which gives the color to red wine. 

Hygiene 
Only with perfect hygiene can you make fine 
wine. To sterilize your vessels, wash them to 
remove any solid matter, scald with boiling water 
or heat in a hot oven, and turn upside down to 
drain and store. Wooden casks are especially dif- 
ficult to keep clean. Steam them thoroughly by 
inverting them and allowing a pipe from the spout 
of a kettle to blow steam upward through the 
open bung. The condensed water will run out of 
the bung. Then fill them with a solution of half a 
pound (225 gj of washing soda in 24 gallons (90 1) 
of boiiing water and iet them stand for 24 hours. 
Empty them and rinse them out thoroughly in 
cold water. 
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MAKING CIDER 
If you crush apples, put the juice into a vessel and 
leave the vessel covered against unwanted 
organisms, tht juice will eventually turn into 
cider. But the cider w+ll be terribly sharp, “rough” 
enough to make your hair stand on end and only 
a hardened drinker will be able to tolerate it. To 
make cider that will be more pala.table to your 
neighbors, you \vill need to add sugar. If they 
are impatient and vou 
fermentation process; 

want to speed up the 
you will need to add yeast. 

Wine yeast works faster than wild yeasts. 
It is not always possible to estimate how much 

cider you will get from a given number of apples 
because apples vary considerably in their juice 
content. But as a rough guide you should get a 
gallon (4.5 1) of cider from 10 to 12 lbs (4.5-5.5 kg) 
of apples. The best cider is made from a com- 
bination of very sweet and very sour apples. This 
means that the mixture is rich in sugar and acid. If 
crab apples are added, the mixture will also be 
rich in tannin, and this improves it. 

Don’t hurry to pick your apples. Wait until they 
are really ripe - ideally, pick them ripe and then 
leave them to soften in heaps for two or three 
days. You can add windfalls and bruised or dam- 
aged apples to your heap as well - they don’t 
seem to affect the quality of the cider at all. Then 
crush them. For this, a cider mill is ideal, but it is 
an expensive item to buy. Alternatively you can 
use any hard object, such as a mallet, as long as it 
is not metal. Crushing by hand is very arduous, 
however; you might try using an old-fashioned 
horizontal mangle, which I have seen prove just as 
effective. When the apples have been reduced to 
pulp, put the juice into a fermenting vat - a 
wooden barrel or an earthenware crock will do - 
and wrap the pulp in coarse cloth to form 
“cheeses”. Then pile the “cheeses” on top of each 
other in a press, press two or three times to 
extract the juice, and pour the juice into your 
fermenting vat. Add a culture of yeast if you wish. 

If you want a sweet cider, rack the fermenting 
cider off its lees (syphon it off without disturbing 
the sediment), and for every 12 gallons (45 1) add 
approximately six pounds (2.7 kg) of sugar. Allow 
the cider to ferment another week, then rack it again. 

If you don’t have the space or the means - or 
the apples - to make cider on this scale, there is a 
simpler method of making it on a small scale. Cut 
up your soft ripe apples very small, pulp them if 
you can, put the pulp in a crock and cover it.with 
boiling water. Leave the crock covered for ten 
days, then strain off the liquid, add 12 ounces 
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(400 g) of sugar to each gallon (3.7 1), bottle and fit 
airlocks or cotton swabs to the bottles. Cork after 
two weeks. The cider will improve with keeping. 

If you want a sparkling cider, start by bottling a 
small quantity. Half-fill a screw-topped flagon, 
screw it up and leave it in a warm place. Six hours 
later open the flagon. If the cider has thrown a 
heavy deposit and if the flagon is filled with gas, 
the cider is not ready for bottling. Wait until there 
is no heavy sediment and the cider just gives off a 
little fizz of gas. 

You can .make an apple wine from crab apples 
that is sharper and sweeter than cider. Add about 
eight pounds (3.6 kg) of sliced crab apples to a 
gallon (3.7 1) of water, cover and leave to soak for 
a week. Then strain and add two and a half 
pounds (1.2 kg) of sugar to every gallon (3.7 1) of 
liquor. Leave to ferment for three days, skim off 
the scum, and rack into another vessel. After 
about two weeks, when the fermentation has 
ceased, rack into bottles and cork. 

MAKING MEAD 
To make mead you need two and a half pounds 
(1.2 kg) of honey to a gallon (4.5 1) of water. If 
you cannot spare this much pure honey, you can 
make up part of the required amount with comb 
cappings, bits of broken comb and other honey 
oddments. Melt the honey in the water - don’t 
boil it - and ferment. But as honey is deficient in 
acid and tannin - both necessary for proper fer- 
mentation - you will need to add tilese. The juice 
of three or four lemons will provide the acid; half 
a pound (225 g) f o crushed crab apples will supply 
the tannin. You could add tea - I have heard of 
this but never tasted the result. 

When the honey has dissolved, add your yeast 
starter. Leave it to ferment, then rack and bottle. 
But be prepared to wait a long time for your 
mead to be ready. It will take at least six months 
to ferment: if you can wait longer - two or three 
years - the mead will be even better. 

FREEZING 

If you have a food freezer, allow plenty of space 
for your meat and fish because these cannot easily 
be stored in any other way. Vegetables can be 
stored in other ways and should therefore take 
second place. However, as long as you have ample 
freezer space - six cubic feet (0.22 cum) per 
member of the household is pretty adequate - you 
may like to freeze the following vegetables, whtch 
freeze easily and do not suffer from the process 
unduly: globe artichokes ; asparagus ; all kinds of 

beans ; Brussels sprouts ; cauliflower; sweet corn, 
peas ; sweet peppers. Pumpkins and tolmatoes 
freeze well if you puree them, and you can freeze 
tomato juice, if you don’t can it (seep. 221 j. 

Unless you have meat to freeze, or intend to 
buy cheap meat wholesale and store it by freezing, 
think hard before you buy a freezer. The money 
you spend on it initially, and on maintaining it, 
replacing it, and running it, would buy an awf-ui 
lot of food. I personaily do not think it’s worth 
buying a freezer for vegetiibles alone. If you do 
buy one I would strongly recommend you to get a 
chest freezer, rather than ali uprigllt one. Tlpright 
freezers lose all their cold air every time yea open 
the door; because cold air is heavier than lvarm 
air, it just flops out. 

Freezing vegetables 
All fruit and vegetables should go to the freezer as 
soon as they are harvested. To leave them sitting 
about allows the sugars to start turning into 
starches and thereby the flavor is lost. If you 

FREEZING AND THAWING VEGETABLES 

I Beforeyou freexe uegetablesyoa 
must blanch them. Use a wire 
basket to immerse them in boiling 
water for a short firqe - between 
two andfonr mimtes. 

2 Rerrroue the vegetables from fhe 
water and inmediateb plunge 
them into cold water for the same 
amber of nhafes. 

3 Let the vegetables draia. Theta, 
paf them irr a plastic bag, and 
srrck the air out through a straw. 
Put the bag itl-your freeqer. 

4 To thaw froxetl vegetables 
quick!y, bend the bag abont with 
both hands. This will break ap 
Ihe ice atid separate the 
veGgefal/les. 
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FREh?ING SOUP 

1 To~free~c so@, first isripurc 
/be soup atid allow if to ,;‘row 
cohl i/i n cool place; clot/t purl if 
ih the refr&nrfor. 

3 Put the samepat coultaithg the 
plasfic bag and the sorq itzside the 
freexer. When the .SO$I has 
froxen solid, retwoue Ihe samepan. 

haven’t time to prepare the food for freezing im- 
mediately, put it in the freezer as it is for a few 
minutes to chill it, but don’t let it get frozen solid. 

You should blanch most vegetables before you 
freeze them to inactivate the enzymes in them. 
This means plunging them into boiling water. 
Two or three minutes in the water is adequate for 
most vegetables, but a big solid thing, like a globe 
artichoke, should have four minutes. Blanching is 
easy if you use the wire basket you fry French 
fries in. When you remove the vegetables from the 
boiling water, plunge them straight into cold 
water with ice floating about in it. If you can, chill 
some water in your refrigerator the night before, 
preferably in large containers like cake tins. Dip 
the blanched vegetables, in the wire container, 
straight into the cold water, and pull them out 
after the same number of minutes that they were 
in the boiling water. Let them drain thoroughly 
and pack them in containers. They must be quite 
dry by this time. 

If you pack them in a plastic bag, expel all the air 
by sucking it through a straw before you put the 
twist-tie on to stop it getting in again. It is a good 
idea to stuff the filled plastic bag into a carton. 
This gives it a square shape which stows more 
easily and makes better use of freezer space. 

Freezing soup 
When you freeze soups, put the plastic bag con- 
taining the soup inside the cooking pot that you 
intend eventually to reheat it in. The .top of the 
pot must be wider than its diameter lower down. 
Put the pot into the freezer and, when the soup 
h?s frozen, pull it out. Knock the plastic bag with 
its block of frozen soup out of the pot, and pack 
the block in the freezer. When you come to heat 
the soup, just remove the plastic bag, and drop 
the frozen soup into the pot. 

Sweet corn responds very well to freezing, and 
when it is unfrozen it is still fresh and sweet. It is 
best to freeze the kernels only; it is a waste of 
space to freeze whole cobs. Cook the corn on the 
cob first for ten minutes. Let it cool, and strip the 
corn off the cob with a knife. Let it drain, then 
pack it in containers and freeze. When you want 
to eat it, just simmer in water or milk for two to 
three minutes. 

Freezing soft fruit 
Soft fruit can be frozen in syrup, or in dry sugar, 
or just by itself. I always freeze it by itself because 
I can add what I want when it is unfrozen. You 
can just put soft fruit into containers and pack 
them in the freezer without more ado. Some 
people like to wash soft fruit in ice water before 
freezing it. If you do this you must dry it 
thoroughly before putting it in the freezer. 

Containers for freezing 
Everything you put in your freezer must be 
wrapped up in an airtight container ; other- 
wise it just dries up. You can just use plastic bags, 
but there are more sophisticated containers made 
from waxed cardboard, plastic, glass and alu- 
minum foil. Coffee tins with plastic tops are good 
for storing things in freezers, and so are glass jars. 
Beware of freezing food in any container which 
curves in toward the top, so that you can’t get 
the food out before it thaws. Food will thaw 
much more quickly once it is out of its container. 
If you use plastic bags, make sure they are 
“freezer weight” bags : thin ones are not really 
suitable, although you can use them at a pinch. 
Once filled, the container must be sealed firmly. 



CHAPTER TEN 

Miscellany 

Contuining the keeping of podby, rubbits and 
bees, the hying of path and drains, the mending of 
fences, the ma’ntenmce of tools, the life of seeds, 

the variations of climute and other topics. 
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Miscellany 

CHICKENS 
Chickens provide y.ou with a constant supply of 
good fresh eggs, with chicken manure to activate 
your compost heap and with occasional table 
poultry. So chickens may well make the difference 
between just growing a few vegetables and true 
self-sufficient gardening. There is a great deal to 
learn about keeping chickens, and before starting 
the beginner will be wise to seek advice from an 
experienced neighbor. 

Anvone \\-ho understands organic gardening 
will ippreciate that chickem must be allowed to 
scratch about outdoors as nature intended; to keep 
them otherwise is cruel and breaks the cycle of 
nature which is so beneficial to the garden. I 
know people who happily let hens run in their 

THE BALFOUR METHOD 

Bllilci~yofrr- bet1 llot1se solicq Offf of 

wood, 50 fllat it is waterproof and 

gardens most of the time. They do some damage, 
but also do good because they eat insects. But I 
personally haven’t got the nerve to do this; a hen 
can scratch up a new seed-bed in halfan hour flat. 

The Balfour method 
If you have only a small garden and do not want 
to let chickens run loose on it, you can still keep 
chickens, using the Balfour method - so named 
after Lady Eve Balfour who invented it. With this 
method you will not need a separate compost 
heap, because the hen run is the compost heap. 
You take an ordinary hen house - that is a good, 
solid, waterproof, draft-proof, well-ventilated 
wooden house with perches and nest boxes inside 
it. In front of it or around it you have a 
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scratching pen which ideally should be sheltered 
from wind. This becomes your “compost heap”. 
You throw into this area ,111 the vegetable matter 
you can get; the more the better. All the kitchen 
scraps, all the waste material from the garden, 
plenty of straw, bracken, spoiled hay, grass 
clippings, everything you can lay your hands on 
goes into it. Your hens spend hours scrapping 
about in this material, because worms, earwigs and 
other insects abound in it. 

flpart from the scratching pen you should have 
two grazing pens - or three if you can afford the 
space. These are just fenced pens, with gates ar- 
ranged in such a way that the hens can be admit- 
ted into one of the pens while being denied access 
to the other. The two pens should sown with a 
grass, clover and herb mixture. Yo . allow the 
hens to run in one pen for two or three weeks, 
until the grass is eaten right down; then you 
admit them to the other. Because the hens are 
doing most of their scratching in the scratching 
pen they should not tear up the grazing pens too 
severely. If you find that they do, you can limit 
their access to only a few hours a day. 

The Balfour method has several advantages. 
Even though your property may be very small, 
your birds have access to herbage; at the same 
time the herbage is not lethally damaged by the 
hens’ scratchings ; the main thing is that the 
scratching pen provides a quantity of magnificent 
compost. Every few weeks you ernpty the 

DEEP BED HEN RUN A 
BuiId the rim like a rhi- 
greenhorn ht cover ii in wire 

“...,3q 

netting. Fit it omr a deep bed, 

scratching pen completely and build it into a pro- 
per compost heap. You need add no extra nit- 
rogen to activate it. 

A refinement of the Balfour method is to 
arrange things so that after a year or two you can 
pull the fences down from the scratching pen and 
the two grazing pens, and re-erect them on the 
other side of the hen house. Open the pop-hole on 
that side so that the hens can make use of the 
fresh ground, while you dig up their former pens 
and bring them into cultivation as part of vour 
garden. You will rhus regain the very considerable 
fertility built up by the hens. 

Another possibility is. to give your hens access 
to your soft fruit patch, and to your tree fruit 
orchard, during the winter. Hens can roam among 
fruit trees all summer as well, and they do a lot of 
good by killing many of the insects that would 
otherwise harm the trees, and by fertilizing the 
soil around the trees. They do a good job among 
soft fruit bushes too, except that obviously you 
cannot leave them there when the fruit is ripe or 
they will eat it. There is also a danger that they 
will eat the buds in spring. But certainly in winter 
it can do nothing but good to let them run among 
your bushes and trees. You will be sparing your 
Balfour grazing pens, so that they are more pro- 
ductive when spring comes and the hens have to 
be moved away from your soft fruit. If hens are 
run temporarily over any bit of land they will do 
it good: and the more changes they get the better. 

WORTHINGTON HOPPER 

This trongb is placed iti tbe hen 
home away front birch and orrt of 
the read of rats. Tbe hem open 
the A wit6 the weipht of their 
onm bodies. 
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Chicken-tractor 
Another way of keeping hens in a small garden is 
the amusingly-named “chicken-tractor”, which is 
being developed at the Santa Barbara Urban Farm 
Project in California. This is still at an experimental 
stage and the exact effects it will have on your soil 
are not known. But used in the right way, it should 
considerably improve the fertility of your garden. 

The tractor is simply a hen run, with a sleeping 
shelter attached to one end of it. The shelter 
should contain nesting boxes and have a floor 
made of spaced wooden dowels. The run itself can 
be built to fit exactly over the standard 20 foot by 
5 foot (6 m xl .5 m) deep bed (see 
don’t use deep beds, rl 

. 106). If you 
then build t e run to the 

dimensions of your vegetable beds. Construct it in 
exactly the same way as the “mini-greenhouse” 
described on p. 111; the only difference is that you 
cover it with wire netting instead of plastic. It 
need have no floor. 

The run can be separated from the night shelter 
so that it can be moved easily by two people, and 
then re-attached. The night shelter can be carried, 
even with the birds in it. 

Eight hens is the ideal number for a chicken- 
tractor. You place the run over one deep bed, 
which should have had rye or some other quick- 
growing grazing crop sown in it a month or two 
beforehand, to provide the hens with something 
to eat. The hens manure the bed, scratch it over 
deeply and eat all the insects they can find. They 
also destroy all the weeds. When another bed is 
ready to receive them, you just move the “tractor” 
on to it. The old bed will be well-manured and 
weed-free; dig it up and plant vegetables or fruit. 

Feeding chickens 
There are several views about feeding chickens: 
most orthodox methods recommend feeding a dry 
mash prepared in controlled quantities. I favor 
what is known as the Worthington Method 
(named after its inventor). This is simply that you 
allow hens ample greenstuff -. this means a lot of 
greenstuff, not just cabbage. You also let them 
have access to whole grain - wheat is best - and 
some high protein food such as fish meal. 

Let them feed as much as they want of what- 
ever they- want, and you will find that they eat a 
balanced diet, do not overeat and lay plenty of 
eggs. What they eat will, in practice, average out 
at about four and a half ounces (128 g) of wheat 
per day each, and well under half an ounce (14g) 
of fish meal. For fish meal you can substitute any 
other high protein food : soy meal ; chick peas ; 

KILLING A CHICKEN 

Take the fqs itl- yam- /efl hid; 

hor’d the nerk it/. )‘OIII’ rz$t 
baud so that it protrudes 
throfgf5yonr fwo middfe 
fillgers, with the bead ctrpped h 
-yolfr pnlf~~. Pmh- )loiir rfj$t 
band douw and ftm if so fhat 
the head bends back. Stop whets 
yen. frei the back.hoae hak. If 
soff raft. phrk lb? bird while if 
is still mw~; tbr skin is fbt 
less likely to tear. 

PRYPARING THE CHICKEN I I , ’ \ \k 

I ~fter-~~ou batje phcked the 
bird, crrt arotind ifs legs udtb a 
sharp knife and proceed to drau.1 
alit the tendons. 

3 Break the neck ofl’filrtl/er do~w~ 
hat1 the ,qap, iisitq a pair of 
kitchen srissors. ?OII cat/ I&N use 
it along wifk the gMets. 

- -. __.._... 

2 Cfit the bead off, and slide the 
knife dowr the neck to leave a 
pap of skin. 
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cracked beans; meat meal or flakes. I knew a man 
who used to get fish heads and guts from a fisher- 
man, boil them up, and offer them to his hens. 
They laid superb eggs. As for the whole grain, use 
good oats or barley if these are more plentiful 
than wheat in your area. 

Other garden produce which contains protein 
and is good for hens includes: sunflower seed, 
especially if you husk and grind them; lupin seed, 
ground or whole; peanut seed; alfalfa meal; 
crushed or ground peas and beans. If you grow 
too many potatoes it is a kindness on cold winter 
evenings to boil some up with a little skimmed 
milk, or milk gone sour, or water the fish was 
boiled in, and feed them to the hens before it gets 
too dark. 

If you feed your hens according to the Wor- 
thington scheme you must feed them on this diet 
from an early age and you must feed them from 
hoppers. These should be in the hen house away 
from sparrows, and hung up or set up in such a 
way that the rats can’t get at them. The Worthing- 
ton hopper is a most excellent device and will save 
pounds of food over the years. The hens open the lid 
to the trough by the weight of their own bodies. 

All poultry must at all times have access to dust 
baths, fresh water and sharp grit - they use grit 
instead of teeth. Also lime-rich material, such as 
crushed sea shells, is very good for them. 

If you are kind to your birds they will be kind 
to you. But kindness should not go so far as 
keeping on non-laying birds for months. Cull the 
too fat, the too thin, the sick, lame and lazy, and 
they will do you the final favor of making you 
some excellent soup. 

Breeding chickens 
You won’t get any more eggs if you keep a coc- 
kerel among your hens, but your eggs will be 
fertile. Then, if a hen goes broody, you can let her 
sit on her eggs and soon you will have some 
young chickens to increase your flock, to eat, or 
to sell. Nine times out of ten if you leave a 
broody hen alone and at peace to sit on her eggs, 
she will bring them off and care for the chicks, 
with no trouble at all. 

Feed the chicks the diet recommended for ducks 
for a few days. If you wish to eat the chicks, fc:ed 
them freely. It is better to feed them mash (a 
mixture of grain meal and protein), and a pro- 
prietary mash is quite adequate. Either kill them at 
ten weeks as “broilers” weighing two or three 
pounds, or keep them until they are 14 or 15 
weeks old and kill them as “fryers”. 

DUCKS 
If you have a pond, or a stream running through 
your land, consider keeping ducks. Thev will 
provide you with eggs and meat. Duck eggs are 
delicious as long as they have not been lying in 
dirty water or mud; and some breeds such as 
Khakis and Campbells lay more eggs than chickens 
do. It is cruel al id unnatural to keep ducks aaray 
from water on which thev can swim. Pond water 
must be clean and changed-from time to time. 

Breeding ducks 
If you keep a friendly drake and up to six ducks 
at the bottom of your garden, the ducks will lay 
eggs and hatch them. If you manage things well, 
you can have a constant supply of eggs and meat. 
However, ducks make very bad mothers. Always 
confine a mother duck, even if vou leave her 
ducklings free to wander away and-come back to 
her, otherwise she will drag her brood through 

NESTING BOXES 

Make parti/ious along a 
wooden plank. Alow one 
box for every three ducks. 

mud and wet grass, weakening them and even 
possibly killing them. 

Chickens are much better at hatching out duck 
eggs than ducks are, so it is best to put fertile 
duck eggs under a broody hen if you have one. 
Otherwise treat ducklings in just the same way as 
you would treat young chicks. 

You can also hatch duck eggs in an incubator. 
In this case, brood the ducklings at 94°F (34’C) 
for the first week, lower the temperature gradually 
to 50°F (10°C) the second week and never let the 
ducklings get chilled. After two weeks let them 
run out, but provide warm shelter, as well as 
giving them access to shelter from the sun. 

Duck eggs take 28 days to hatch. When the 
ducklings are first hatched, feed them four or five 
times a day on a rich mash made of grain meal, 
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preferably barley, with milk and a mashed hard- 
boiled egg in it. After three or four days you can 
reduce the number of times you feed them, but 
not the total amount of food. Leave out the egg, 
and, if you want to, you can give them bought 
pellets, and a little grain instead of, or as well as, 
the mash. They will do well on boiled-up kitchen 
scraps, or boiled potatoes and greens. Ducks are 
omnivorous, so you can give them meat or fish 
scraps. 

Older birds should be fed exactly the same diet 
as chickens (seep. 231). But don’t let them get too 
fat or they won’t breed. Ducks need plenty of 
clean drinking water at all times. 

You should kill table ducks when they are eight 
and a half to ten weeks old - no sooner and no 
later. A duck should have eaten about 20 pounds 
(9 kg) of feed by this time and should weigh about 
three and a quarter pounds (1.5 kg). 

GEESE 
You should only keep geese if you have surplus 
grass, because they are essentially grazing birds. 
So if you have a big garden or orchard, it will pay 
you to buy some young geese in the early summer 
and fatten them for eating in winter and, of 
course, at Christmas. As well as grass, feed them 
any surplus lettuces or n+ ,Lher greens yo-u happen to 
have, and about a fortnight before you kill them 
feed them heavily on barley meal or boiled potatoes. 

Breeding geese 
If you wish to breed geese, rather than just fatten 
young geese, you must of course have a gander, 
although you can get started by buying some 
goose eggs and putting them under a broody hen. 
She will hatch the eggs and look after the young 
goslings. People commonly keep two or three 
geese per gander. After 20 years of keeping geese, 
I have come to the conclusion that it is better to 
have just a pair. Geese are naturally monogamous. 
If you allow a goose to sit on her eggs in her own 
good time, helped and guarded by the gander, you 
will end up by rearing more live geese over the 
years than if you have one or more importunate 
auntie geese flapping around trying to sit on the 
eggs, or laying fresh eggs in a clutch already started. 

Another factor to consider is that geese do not 
take to each other as readily as ducks and chickens 
do. A pair will probably have to be kept together 
for a minimum of six weeks before they will mate 
at all, and it may take two or three years before a 
goose is really breeding well. But once a pair is 
successfully established, you can expect a long 
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productive life from them. There are records - 
dubious admittedly - of geese breeding for more 
than 70 years, but if you estimate an average of 
about ten years for a goose and five for a gander 
you will be about right. On the whole, geese 
make good sitters and good mothers, and ganders 
are usually attentive to the young as well. Eggs 
take about 28 days to hatch. 

Make sure that a sitting goose gets enough to 
eat, as she will frequently be unwilling to leave 
the eggs even to feed. When the goslings are 
ready to leave the nest they may be allowed to run 
out with their mother. If they are given the 
chance they will start grazina before they are a 
day old, and will thrive on good grass. For the 
first three weeks of their lives feed them well on 
bread soaked in milk. Goslings grow very fast in 
the first 12 weeks of life, by which time they may 
already weigh as much as two thirds of their 
eventual adult weight. 

PIGEONS 
If you have a family of four and you want to eat 
“squab”, young pigeon, once a week, you should 
keep five pairs of breeding pigeons, because a 
couple can be expected to hatch out ten a year. 
When the undersides of the wings are fully 
feathered they are ready for eating. This should be 
when they weigh about a pound (500g) and are 
four and a half weeks old. Do not let them get 
much older than this, as they lose weight and also 
inhibit their parents from breeding. Kill, pluck 
and truss them just like chickens. 

Housing for pigeons 
Pigeons are strictly monogamous; you should 
allow four square feet (0.37 sqm) of house-space 
per pair. Thus a pigeon house five feet (1.5 m) by 
four feet (1.2 m) is ideal for 5 pairs. You need 
more nesting boxes than you have pairs of 
pigeons : seven is about right for five pairs. 
Orange crates make fine nesting boxes. It is 
important that the pigeon house is rat-proof. If 
you build one specially, raise it on legs with 
inverted dishes under them to stop rats climbing 
up. The holise must also be draft-proof. 

Feeding pigeons 
Pigeons on free range need a little grain thrown to 
them every day, as well as some chick peas or 
other high protein seed. Give them as much as 
they can clear up in twenty minutes. They will 
forage for food, but they will probably do very 
little harm to your vegetables and fruit. 
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RABBITS 
If you aim to be self-sufficient in food and you 
have a small garden, few things will. contribute so 
much to your ideal as rabbits. In the first place, 
just one rabbit will provide three cubic feet 
(0.84~~ m) of droppings a year, which is enough 
to activate a big compost heap. Together with the 
soiled litter cleaned from your rabbit run, this 
equals a fertile garden. Plants and animals evolved 
to co-exist and to support esch other’s life 
systems. Rabbits play their part especially well. 

The other thing about rabbits is that they will 
give you escellent meat. Rabbit meat is very 
nutritious, free of fat, comes in convenient-sized 
parcels (one rabbit makes a splendid meal for a 
small family), and rabbits are easy to kill and to 
process. Any family can have one rabbit a week to 
eat, simply by keeping two does and rearing their 
litters for food. 

A doe should have from four to five litters a 
year, each of about six babies. A doe should live 

RAISED HUTCHES 

This is a space-savirlg mtbod oJ 
keeping rabbits. Tbe bntcber are 
one on fop of fbe other, and raised 
a few i&es offthegromd. Keep 
them outside, z/p agaimi a wall, 
with a lean-to roof positioned 
care@& above them to kelzp the 
rain of. Tbejoor of each hutch, is 
made of galvanixed wire uzesb, 
and a metal traJ1 slider it1 between 
each hutch to catch droppings. 

for about two years, but it is the easiest thing to 
rear up replacements. An important consideration 
is getting vour does “in kindle”, or pregnant. If 
vou have a- neighbor ~vho keeps a buck, and if he 
is satisfied that vour does are completely healthy 
and you are satisfied his buck is, you can take 
your does to be mated. If not, you can, if you 
want, keep a buck to two does - or even to one. 
But ten does to a buck is the optimum. With a 
ten-doe rabbitry you really are in business though. 
Consider: about 300 rabbits to kill a vear. But, if 
you think about it, that number of -rabbits will 
completely pay your meat bill, for, after you have 
eaten all the rabbit meat you can stomach, you 
will have enough to sell to pay for all the meat 
you want for your family and a lot more besides. 

Another thing to remember is that, if you do 
have to buy food for your rabbits - and you 
likely will if you have ten does - this food not 
only feeds the rabbits, it feeds your garden too 
and in the end feeds you. The same applies to 
straw or bracken that you bring in for litter. Even 
if you have to buy the straw, you are not just 
buying rabbit’s bedding, you are buying fertility 
for your garden. Therefore there is every reason 
for keeping rabbits. 

Caring for rabbits 
There is work involved in keeping rabbits of 
course - particularly when you are getting started, 
but the thing to do is start small - say with two 
does and a buck - and build up gradually as you 
gain experience. Once your rabbitry is established 
there is not so much work to do: minutes a day 
rather than hours. 

You must consider the various needs and the 
instincts of rabbits and try to allow them to satisfy 
them. To keep a rabbit in a wire cage and feed it 
on nothing but pellets and dry hay is cruel. To 
allow it access to the ground in summer, su that it 
can nibble fresh grass and scratch the earth, is 
kind. And to keep it in a warm dry place in 

MOVABLE HUTCH 

This htrh, or ark, consisfs of art 
enclosed area three feet $ twofeef 
(90 x 60 cm) atrd 18 it&es 
(45 cm) bigb; $‘it contains a doe, 
it sbotdd have a aestit<q box iwide 
it. Attached fo the bntcb sbordd 
be a wire tletfirlg pen at least fonl 

feet I?)! two feet (1.2 NI x 60 cnf). 
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winter and feed it on a variety of fresh green 
things is kind too. You can keep rabbits out of 
doors in movable hutches all winter as well, but 
this may not be ideal in cold climates. 

Another requirement for rabbits is privacy. 
Their wild ancestors lived in holes so you must 
give them the equivalent of holes to retire into. It 
is cruel to keep them out in the light all the time, 
or under the gaze of other animals. 

Housing for rabbits 
There are two basic forms of housing for rabbits. 
One, the kindest if it is done properly, is to have 
tnovable hutches, or arks, out of doors on grass. 
These can consist of an enclosed hutch three feet 
(90 cm) bv two feet (60 cm) by 18 inches (45 cm) 
high and,. if it contains a doe, put a nesting box 
inside it. Attached to this should be a wire netting 
pen at least four feet (1.2 m) long and two feet 
(60 cm) wide. 

The other form of housing is raised hutches, 
either against a wall outside or, better still, in a 
shed. If you have them outside I strongly recom- 
mend you have a simple lean-to roof over the 
hutches just to keep the rain off both you and the 
rabbits. Few things can be more unpleasant than 
cleaning out stinking wet rabbit litter from under 
stinking wet rabbits. If rabbits are kept dry, and 
warm, they will be healthy and will not stink at 
all. And remember that rai, can come horizontally 
as well as straight down, so be sure to arrange 
things so that, whatever the weather, neither litter 
nor rabbits get wet. 

If your hutches are indoors, the alley for you to 
walk in front of them should be at least three feet 
six inches (105 cm) wide. The ceiling of an indoor 
rabbit house should be between eight and ten feet 
(2.4-3 m) high. If it is too low, it will be stuffy; if 
it is too high, it will be too cold. 

If a raised hutch has wire floors, the galvanized 
mesh should be 14 to 16 gauge $ inch by $ inch 
(2 x2 cm) mesh. You should have a wire mesh 
floor only under the outer eating and dunging 
pen. The sleeping quarters, which should be pri- 
vate and dark, should have a solid floor. Wood is 
the best material for building hutches, because it is 
warm. If you do not use tongue-and-groove 
boarding, coat the hutches with asphalt. 

Interior fittings should be kept simple. A rack 
for hay is very important - you will waste far less 
hay this way. A bottle drinker - or else piped 
water laid on to automatic drinkers - will save 
endless time and be better for the rabbits. Rabbits 
must always have plenty of clean water. This is 

essential for their health and don’t believe any 
wiseacre who tells you anything else. If you feed 
them pellets, a hopper is very useful, or, failing 
that, sotne sort of dish which prevents the rabbits 
from SC raping the pellets out and wasting them. 

Mating and breeding 
Don’t buy old or supposedly “in-kindle” dots to 
start off with: buy young does, let them get used 
to their new homes, and put them to the buck 
when they are twenty weeks old. At twelve weeks 
a doe should have her own home. Handle your 
breeding stock gently - you wouldn’t like to be 
carried about by the ears - and as often as you 
can. Get them and yourself used to it. If you are 
rough they may become rough too, and scratch 
and bite you. Be gentle with them and they will 
be gentle. 

Take the doe to the buck. If he mounts her 
within five minutes, well and good; if he doesn’t, 
remove her and bring her back to him six hours 
later. After she has mated carry her back to her 
own hutch, give her some food and let her be 
quiet. When she gives birth leave her alone in a 
nice warm nest box with plenty of hay for bed- 
ding, but inspect the litter next day and remove 
any dead, mis-shapen, or undersized infants - they 
will not do any good. After about four weeks you 
can wean the litter - place them in a pen of their 
own. Mate the doe again immediately. Never al- 
low a buck access to his young children: he may 
well eat them. 

With intensive feeding, meat rabbits are ready 
for killing when they are ten weeks old. I prefer 
to feed rabbits less intensively and keep them 
longer than ten weeks, say for as long as four 
months. I let them grow slowly mostly on green- 
stuff and hay with a little oats and boiled potatoes. 
This way they are bigger and better flavored 
when you come to kill them. The skins are then 
good for curing; at ten weeks they are almost 
useless because all the hair comes out. Starve a 
rabbit, but give it plenty of water for 12 hours 
before killing it. 

Feeding rabbits 
You can feed rabbits entirely on proprietary pel- 
lets and hay, but this does not come very close to 
meeting their natural requirements. You can feed 
them on nothing but greenstuff and hay, but if 
you do this you must provide a great 4eal of 
greenstuff of a wide variety and very good hay, 
and you take the risk of having small litters and 
small rabbits. 
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KILLING A RABUIT 

To kill a ~166if, catch the 
hirid less INyour /<fi hd, pnt 
)‘O,lr t-Z&f fhld Of ‘e:‘ ibe b‘fr.k 
of ifs neck and pfdl sf fdde f f/I,, 
bending the head I@ at~d 6ack 
asgorr do so. Death is 
absoh feiy paittiess attd 
imfatt fattrotts. 

SKINNING A RABBIT 

I Ham file ra66it on two hooks 
passed 7brotigb ifs batitstrittgs. 
Cut off ifs bead at/n druitt fbe 
blood ittto a bowl. 

2 Slit the skits arotmi tbe hocks 
and down the insLie of the tbigbs 
to the “uettf’. 

3 Hold the rabbit ky its legs 
and “skin-a-rabbit” in tbc same 
way as~f 00 n~oz4Idpz4II ajN/,/per 
off a chfd. 

4 Cuf ofl fbe rabbit’s paws and 5 
slit if down fbe be&, faking great 

Take of4t the pts, ct4ttitg off 
the gall bladder, the heart and the 

care not fo puttcfr~re the innards. kidneys. Keep lbe liver, attd brq 
the rest deep itI a compost beap. 
Wasb the rab6if tboroqbiy. 

The best approach is to strike a happy medium 
and feed some grain -. oats are best - n&ed with 
hay and greenstuff, and, if you can get them, with 
bran whole or [ragmented. Rabbits also like 
potato peelings, boiled potatoes, and all the root 
crops : turnips, mangels, parsnips, carrots, koh- 
rabi, radishes. Sugar 
young rabbits, 

beet is fine for fattening 
but not for breeding stock; it 

makes them too fat, 
Four ounces (114g) of pellets, or six ounces 

(17Og) of oats, per day with as much hay and 
greenstuff as they want is a good ration for adult 
rabbits, bul this amount must be increased for a 
doe in kindle to eight ounces (230g) until the 
young are weaned, so that she has enough milk. 

These rations are all ideal quantities for ideal 
rabbits. I have kept rabbits on and off for many 
years, and never weighed anything. I give them ai 
much concentrate - grain or pellets - as they will 
eat up quickly, and then I give them as much hay 
and greenstuff as they want. Any food they leave 
should be cleared up before YOU give them more. 
They don’t want rotting vegetation. 

As for greenstuffs: grass is very good for rab- 
bits, but not lawn-mowings because these ferment 
too quickly. Greenstuff must always be fresh or 
else made into hav. Dried nettles are marvelous - 
high in protein aid very good for rabbit;. Nearly 
all garden waste is good for them: the outer 
leaves of cabbages and the other ~U.U~CCI; all root 
tops except those of potatoes which are poison- 
ous; edible herbs; raspberry and blackberry leaves 
(particularly good if they get scours - diarrhea); 
shepherd’s purse; sow thistle; dandelion, but not 
too much ; sheep’s parsley ; coltsfoot ; bind- weed ; 
sorrel; daisies; clover; and vetches. Grow kale for 
feeding to your rabbits in late winter and spring, 
and they will really thrive. 

Silage is good for fatten&g rabbits for eating, 
and for feeding to milking does as well. The best 
way to make it is to cram lawn-clippings into 
plastic fertilizer bags and seal these so as to ex- 
clude all air. Stack the bags upside down on top 
of each other so the air cannot get in. Leave them 
until the grass clippings have fermented. This will 
add to the fertility of your soil once it has been 
through the rabbits. Don’t feed them silage alone 
though; give dry hay as well. 

Never underestimate the appetites of your rab- 
bits. They really need huge amounts of greenstuff, 
as much as they can eat. It keeps them fit and 
happy. Give them twigs to chew on: ash, thorn, 
apple and rose prunings are all good for them and 
keep them amused. 
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BEES 
The wonderful thing about bees is that they make 
use of food that does not cost anything - food 
which cannot, without their aid, be used at all. 

Bees in small gardens 
Many people are afraid to keep bees in small 
gardens in urban or suburban situations because of 
the one thing that all worker bees have in com- 
mon: their sting. However, you and your neigh- 
bors will be quite safe as long as you keep them 
high up. An older solution is to keep them behind 
a hedge, which forces them to rise before flying 
away from the hive so that their flight path is 
above the human head. This works too, but you 
need room in your garden not just for the hives, 
but for a hedge. Keeping bees in urban situations 
actually has an advantage: you do not risk the 
appalling massacres which are caused by the spray- 
ing of crops in 

HIVES BEHIND A HEDGE 

.Ifyon keep-yortr bitws behind 0 
hedge, tbe bees nre forced to rise 
before &ng amy, so that fhir 
flight pntrJ is b($er #ban lhe 
hnrnan head. 

HIVES HIGH UP 

Atmfhr stlfe phre for hittes i.r 
high 21p - ott CI phfform or n 
roof. This uses fip IIIIIC~!I less spice 
lhati keepittg ft5e.w behtd n he&. 

Equipment for keeping bees 
Hives The modern method of keeping bees, 
which is quite rightly the only legal method in 
many countries, is to use wooden hives, which 
contain removable frames on which the honey is 
made. The frames contain wax sheets which are 
printed with the beautiful hexagonal pattern of bee 
cells. The worker bees draw out the wax to form 
cells in which they hope their queen will come 
and lay her eggs. Sadly, the beekeeper fools the 
worker bees. He interposes a “queen excluder” 
between the queen, who is down in her royal 
apartment called the “brood chamber”, and the 
frames above. The workers fill the cells above the 
queen excluder with honey, but the queen never 
lays eggs in them. Therefore the beekeeper does 
not kill unborn bees, when he takes the honey. 

Your beehives should contain the follonring parts, 
working from the bottom upnard: a base which 
is a flat piece of wood supported on legs, or 
struts; a brood chamber, which is a deep box, 
with no top or bottom, tilled with deep frames; a 
queen excluder - a fiat board that fits over the 
brood chamber with a hole in it big enough to 
allow worker bees through but not the queen; 
some supers, which are like the brood chamber 
only shallower, and containing shallower frames; a 
lid, which is a box with a top but no bottom. 
CZo thing ?, well as your hives you will need 
various pieces of equipment for your apiary as a 
whole. Most important of all is protective cloth- 
ing, and every time you put it on take great care 
that you leave no openings through which a bee 
might be able to crawl. 
Clearing board A clcdring board is very useful. It 
is a flat board containing a “bee-valve”, a device 
which will allow bees to go down but not up. 

THE HIVE 
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You place it between the brood chamber and the 
supers so as to clear the bees out of the latter, 
when you want to take the frames out to extract 
the honey. You can do without a clearing board, 
in which case you will have to clear the bees out 
of the supers either by brushing them off with a 
soft brush, or by banging the supers on the 
ground. Both these techniques annoy the bees, but 
ii you wear protective clothing vou will be safe. 
Smoker A smoker is a container in which you 
burn corrugated paper, or cloth, to stupefy your 
bees so that you can work them without getting 
them too angry. This works because when bees 
smell smoke they think there is a forest fire; they 
therefore fill themselves up with honey ready to 
move house. When bees are full of honey they 
cannot sting, but be careful not to give them too 
much smoke. 
Extractor Once a frame is filled with honey, you 
can use a honey extractor to get it out. This is a 

APPROACHING THE HIVE 

Protective rlotbiug is n vital part 
of beekeeping: Protect~~our bands 
and wrists aatb g/oses md. yaw 
face wi/b n special bee-r’ei/. War 
light-colored clothing, tvitb.yom 
lromers lrrcked irrto yofrr socks. 
Use u bhe tool or a screwdriver to 
lever open tbe dive, from the side 
or rear if possible. Hme a 
smoker ;,ea+ fit, jiffed lvitb 
corrqated paper, rdgs, or q 
maferiai that wi/i make .WJO~.C 
The smoke will stnpefi the bees; 
tbq mi//$i/f #bemse/ves I@ with 
bomy, nnd De maable to sting. 

c 

BEEKEEPING TOOLS - 

Yo14 can use n special hive tool to 
lever open the different parts of 
fbe hive, left, Before wing an HONEY EXTRACTOR 

extractor to obtain tbe homy,-yorr 
must decap tbe cot~~bs sitb a hot 

This devi:ce acts as n cerhj@e 

knife, right. 
for spimrin~ out bongI, leaving the 
combs intact and re-mable. 

centrifuge which spins the hone\ out, leaving the 
combs more or less intact so -that thev can be 
replaced in the hive, and used by the bees again. 
This saves the bees a lot of work- and allolvs them 
to concentrate on making honey. Before !:ou use 
an estractor you must decap the combs with a hot 
knife. Keep the knife hot in boiling water. 
Feeder If !.ou are going to feed your bees in 
winter - and this will keep :!‘o!lr bees healthy and 
give you more honey - you will need a feeder. 
This IS a simple container made of plastic, wood 
or metal, which you can fill with sugar-water, and 
place above the top super just underneath the lid 
of the hive. The sugar-water should be t\iro parts 
by weight of sugar to one part of water. Boil the 
mixture and let it cool. Make sure that every 
colony has at least 35 pounds (16 kg) of honey or 
sugar-water to last it the winter. Nothing less than 
this will keep the bees happy, strong and ready to 
make the best of the nectar flow next spring. 

Establishing a bee colony 
To start keeping bees you must either buy a 
colony in an existing hive, buy a nucleus, or hive 
a swarm. A nucleus is a queen and a few hundred 
workers in a box. Thest :iou must carefully feed 
with sugar-water until they have established 
themselves sufficiently to survive unaided. Do not 
add a super to the nucleus brood chamber until all 
the frames in the latter are filled with honey. 

To hive a swarm you must first find one. 
Swarms are the children of bee colonies. They 
consist of a queen and several thousand workers. 
Their habit is to hang on a tree branch, like a 
huge football of bees, and stay there while they 
send out scouts to find a suitable home. When the 
scouts return the whole swarm flies away and 
enters the new home. If you are lucky enough to 
find a swarm, hive it by shaking the branch hard, 
or cutting it off, so that the whole mass of bees 
falls into a box. Turn the box upside down and 
leave it until evening, with a stick under it to 
leave a gap through which the scouts can return 
to the swarm. Then carry the box to your empty 
hive. Lay a white sheet on the ground in front of 
the door to the hive, and shake the swarm out on 
to the sheet. As bees always tend to crawl 
upward, they will crawl into the new hive. 

A final few words of advice: before you embark 
on beekeeping join your local beekeeping society 
or group, or at least make friends with an 
experienced beekeeper. Buy, or borrow, a good 
book on the subject; there is much more to know 
about bees than I have managed to fit in here. 
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DRAINAGE 
Wet land is, for nearly all land plants, bad land. 
The plants grow up late in the spring, grow 
slowly and badly, and fungus diseases flourish. 
And wet land is sour and acid. You just have to 
drain it. 

The water table 
When water falls on to pervious ground it sinks in 
and goes on sinking until it hits an impervious 
layer. If this layer is sloping, the water may con- 
tinue downhill underground until it outcrops - 
that is, comes to the surface somewhere. If it out- 
crops in your garden you will have a spring, and a 
ver) wet garden indeed. If the country is low- 
lying anyway the water will not outcrop, but just 
stay where it is. The level to which water rises 
underground is called the “rater table. If it 1s c:r~y 
a few inches or even feet below the surface of the 
soil you have a drainage problem. If it coincides 
with the surface you have a swamp. If it is al;;jva- 
it you have a lake. 

You can lower your water table a certain amount 
by digging ditches around the edges of your land. 
If the problem is more acute, you can dig land 
drains, and these can go across the middle of your 
land - a herring bone pattern is ideal. Dig tren- 
ches and lay perforated pipes or open jointed 
drains in the bottom. Cover over with gravel or 
other coarse material, and cover this with soil. Dig 
the trenches so that they lead the water to a 
stream or other watercourse that will take it away 
to the sea. 

Drywells 
Your garden may be wet because you have a 
heavy clay topsoil above a pervious subsoil. If so 
you may well be able to cure the problem by 
digging a drywell. Dig a pit in the lowest part of 
your garden; dig through the topsoil and well into 
the pervious subsoil. Fill the pit with big stones 
and dig land drains leading to the pit. 

You also have a drainage problem if the surface 
of your soil is heavy clay because no water will 
percolate through it, either up or down. If your 
soil is sand or gravel, water will percolate easily, 
but if there is clay underneath, water can accu- 
mulate in the sand or gravel and you still have a 
drainage problem. - 

A Jrywell can also be used to deal with damp 
soil caused by an impervious layer below the top- 
soil. Simply dig through the impervious layer 
when digging your drywell. Lay land drains 
through the pervious topsoil, so that they catch 
water before it reaches the impervious layer. 

If you can’t dig through the impervious layer, 
or y&u can’t low& the water table-by any of the 

Ditches and land drains 

LAND DRAINS AND DRYWELL 

IfSJjonr garden bas a beagl c/q 
topsoil on fop of a ptviofis 
shoil,~~on sbonfd be able to 
drain it &y irutallirrt,u a dgwell. 
This is a bole dng deep enoqb - 
5aJ~fofir fee f (I .2 111) - to carry 
the water donw to tbe shoil. 
Fii/ #he pit with porom material 
mcb as granef or broker1 bricks. 
Dig land drains rtming down to 
the dywll at a gentle slope. 
Became the growd is porous at 
the Itottom of the drywell, the 
water will drain away. In a large 
garden d& land draih ih a 
berrit: borne paitem - that is to 
say wth branch draim rrming 

info the maitl drain leflding 
to the dr_wel/. 

DRAIN CROSS-SECTION 

When-your fay a drain, cover it 
with small stones or Cqralvel before 

.yon replace tbe soil. 

THE DRYWELL PIT 
T/le cross-sectio)j a/gore s/joftfs ffje 

dqwN I* with hd drains 2 

r&nitrg donw to it. The drains 
are packed with small stones 3. 
The lqler of iwpewiou~ nlateriaf 
4 is bypassed 1711 the dtywell, so 
the water can reach the pororu 
layer 5. 

PERPORATED PIPES 

This (ype of pipe is plastic and 
comes i/r long lengths; the 
perforalions allow water to etftet 
the drain aI/ along the he. 

OPEN JOINTED PIPES 

These are short pipes laid end to 
cud; thy are not cetnejlted 
together, so water cat] seep 
tbroqh tbejoitzts and flout dowt 
to the dglweli. 
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methods outlined above, you may find that you 
need a drain not just across your own garden, but 
across one, or even several, of your neighbors’ 
gardens. Such a ditch will benefit- everyone, so it 
is worth getting together with your neighbors and 
digging it as a joint effort. 

TERRACES 
The terracing of steep hillsides has gone on since 
antiquity, ‘u-id in many parts of the world it is the 
only way of farming or gardening on a permanent 
basis. Cultivation of unterraced hillsides inevitably 
leads to soil erosion and eventually a complete loss 
of soil cover. A properly terraced hillside will last 
for ever. 

If you have a steep unproductive slope, it is 
well worth terracing it. If you acquire land with 
terraces on it, it is likely to be very productive 
land. This may be to do with the fact that the 
initial labor involved in terracing is very high, 
the cost of terraced land is therefore correspond- 
ingly high, and so terraced land is cherished and 
lovingly cared for. 

Constructing a terrace 
Your retaining walls can be of stone, brick, con- 

-Crete blocks or, on not too steep a slope, turf. 
Masonry retaining walls - and remember they 
have to be very high - are too expensive now- 
adays for most people to contemplate. However, 
you can build turf terrace walls at minimum ex- 
pense, but at a high cost of labor. 

Mark out the width of the proposed terrace and 
dig a level foundation for the retaining wall at the 
base of it right along that contour. Peel the turf 
off the side of the hill to the width of the intended 
bed. Use the strips of turf to build a wall on your 
level foundation and give the wall a slight batter 
in toward the terrace. The wall needs to be half 
as high as the vertical height of the stretch of 
slope you are terracing. Level the terrace by 
throwing the soil from the uphill half of the pro- 
posed terrace down to the downhill half which 
stretches to your wall. The turf which forms the 
wall will put out fresh grass on its exposed verti- 
cal side and take on a new lease of life. It will 
stand up as well as a stone wall. 

Whatever material you use for your walls you 
must arrange some drainage. Water building up 
behind a wall can burst it. Below the topsoil, close 
to the terrace wall, you should build up some 
permeable material - stones or pebbles. Insert 
short drain pipes through the wall and into this 
permeable fill at intervals of about ten yards. 

BUILDING A TERRACE 

GARDEN PATHS 
A good paved path running down the backbone 
of your garden is a great boon. The main highway 
of a vegetable garden gets too much traffic for a 
grass path to cope with. An earth path becomes 
mud, except on very light sandy soil, and pushing 
a wheelbarrow is much easier on a paved surface. 
Now that I am going over to deep bed gardening 
(seep. 106), I am making stone paths between each 
five foot (1.5 m) wide deep bed by simply throw- 
ing all the stones and pebbles that I dig up on to 
the narrow strips between the beds. I strongly 
recommend this practice: with a paved path run- 
ning down the middle of a small garden and deep 
beds running off at right angles with stone paths 
between them, it is never necessary to get your 
shoes dirty at all! This makes quite a difference to 
the state of your carpets. 

Types of path 
There are various ways of making a paved path. 
Concrete is permanent, but is very ugly. And after 
all you garden for pleasure as well as for food, 
and therefore aesthetics should be given a fairly 
high priority. A brick path, possibly with a zig- 
zag pattern of bricks, is very attractive, and if well 
made, will last a lifetime. But if it is made badly it 
will fall to pieces in no time. Crazy paving is fine 
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MAKING PATHS 

if you like it: personally I think the end result is 
not worth all the trouble of intricately fitting it 
together. But flat stone slabs laid properly can be 
excellent, pr a mixture of flagstones and bricks is 
serviceable and attractive. You can use old bricks 
and you don’t even have to clean them. Gravel, 
granite chips, or other small loose pebbles are 
fairly good: perfectly all right if you have a wheel- 
barrow with a pneumatic tire, but laborious if 
your wheelbarrow has a bare steel rim; the good 
old wide wooden wheel, with an iron tire on it, 
goes quite sweetly over gravel. 

Laying a path 
Gravel Dig a trench about four inches (10cm) 
deep, and to the width you want the path. Fill 
with plenty of gravel. Never skimp the gravel: use 
a lot or it will get trodden away to nothing. 
Bricks and slabs Dig a trench six inches (15 cm) 
deep and put four inches (10cm) of sand in it. 
Flatten the sand with a plank to make it level and 
firm. Lay your bricks to a herring bone pattern on 
the sand. Hit them with a mallet to make the 
surface level, being careful not to chip off corners. 
Sprinkle sand over the bricks and sweep over the 

surface so the sand falls into the cracks. Hose the 
path down so that the sand binds together. 

The edges are a problem for they can break 
away. One method of prellenting this is to lay a 
line of bricks along each edge sloping down away 
from the path and embedded quite deeply in the 
soil at the side. Bricks set vertically in the soil will 
fulfill the same purpose. 

11 flagstone path can be set in place using the 
same method. The edges will not he a problem 
because the slabs are so large. 
Concrete If your soil is soft and muddy, you will 
have to dig quite a deep trench - say a foot 
(30cm) deep - and fill this to within four inches 
(‘10 cm) of the surface with gravel. If your soil is 
hard and well drained, you need only dig a trench 
about four inches (10cm) deep. Now lay planks 
on their edges for forms along each side of the 
path. Keep the planks securely in position by 
driving pegs into the soil beside your trench. 

Your concrete should be a mixture of one part 
of cement, two parts of sand, and four parts of 
small aggregate. If you can borrow or hire a 
cement mixer to do the mixing, do so for it will 
save you an awful lot of sweat. If you can’t do 
this mix your concrete this way: make a pyramidal 
pile of your aggregate on a hard surface such as 
concrete. Throw your sand over this pile so that it 
covers the pile evenly. Then throw on your 
cement in the same way. Now start shoveling 
from one side, sliding your shovel in along the 
floor, and build, shovelful by shovelful, another 
conical heap nearby. When you have completed 
this heap repeat the process putting the material 
back where it was before. 

Move it a third time, and then make a hole in 
the top of your cone like the crater in the top of a. 
volcano. Throw water with a dash of emulsifier in 
it - if you can’t get emulsifier, use detergent - 
into the hole. Now work your shovel about in the 
hole so as to blend the dry mix with the water. 
Beware a break in the circular wall at the bottom 
of the pile, or you will lose water, cement, and 
all. When you have mixed as much as you can, 
quickly shovel the outside of the heap into the 
middle. Slice it repeatedly with your shovel and 
sprinkle on more water as you need it. You don’t 
want the mixture too sloppy: just make it all 
thoroughly wet. 

Shovel the mixture into your trench. Level to 
the height of the retaining planks, and firm the 
top by pressing down with the edge of a plank. 
This should leave a pattern of small furrows and 
ridges which makes for a non-slip surface. If YOU 
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:an give the surface a slight camber this is an 
advantage for the path will shed w ater. 

You may well find it easier to make a long path 
n sections, say ten feet (3 m) long. If your path is 
nore than 40 feet (12m) long, unbroken, put in 
expansion joints roughly every 30 feet (9 m). 
I’hese can be thin planks standing up on edge. 
lust leave the planks there after the concrete has 
;et. They allow for expansion of the concrete; 
otherwise it might crack in hot weather. After you 
lave made your path keep the concrete wet for 
:hree days. Hose it occasionally or cover it with 
,vet sacks. Do not let the frost get at it. 

HEDGES A’ND FENCES 
tiood fences make good neighbors and bad 
Fences make the other kind. Certainly no-one 
should put up a boundary fence, or wall or hedge, 
without consulting his neighbor, and it is far 
better to compromise if there is a disagreement. 
You will be far happier with the wrong sort of 
fence and a friend on the other side of it, than 
with the fence you wanted and a mortal enemy. 

Hedges and fences each have advantages over 
the other. Hedges look nice, and they are alive 
and therefore foster other living things, like small 
animals, birds, moths and butterflies. They add to 
the biological richness of your garden, and they 
can be productive. Consider the merits of a crab 
apple, or a hazel, hedge for example. 

However, hedges sterilize a lot of ground: that 
is to say they shade a wide stretch, but more 
drastically their roots spread out and draw aii the 
moisture and nourishment out of a wide area. In a 
big garden this may not matter, but in a small one 
it does. Hedges can also harbor weeds and harm- 
ful insects. Personally I would not grumble about 
this, because they harbor useful insects - pre- 
dators - as well, and to an organic gardener any- 
thing that increases the richness of life in his 
garden is to be encouraged. And it is easy enough 
to stop weeds from seeding in the soil below a 
hedge. Creeping perennial weeds like couch grass 
are a problem though, and in a small garden they 
represent a very strong argument against planting 
a hedge at all. 

Fences and walls take up far less ground than 
hedges and do not send out roots to deprive the 
garden soil. Nor do they harbor insects and 
weeds. A major advantage is that they are quickly 
established: an instant solution. Most important of 
all though, is that they can be used for training 
cordon, espalier or fan-trained fruit trees or any 
food-bearing climbers, such as pole beans, toma- 

toes, cucumbers, squashes or melons. This to my 
mind gives them a very big advantage over 
hedges. There are not many plants that make a 
good hedge and at the same time provide food, 
while a fence or waii will support a great deal of 
food-bearing life, and you can therefore increase 
the effective area of your garden by the area of the 
side of the fence. You cannot do this with a hedge. 

However, bear in mind that fences can look 
ugly, though of course they need: ‘t. Choose one 
which appeals to you visually - as long as it is 
strong - use it to support fruit and vegetables, 
and you will h:.ive a beautiful fence. Also re- 
member that fences are generally more expensive 
than hedges, especially if you gather the material 
for planting a hedge yourself. And fences don’t 
last as long as hedges. Indeed there are many 
hedges which are known to be hundreds of years 
old. Walls are, of course, more expensive than 
hedges, but they do last. 

Building a hedge 
For my hedges I always plump for some simple 
indigenous plant like hawthorn or beech, which is 
attractive and keeps its brown leaves all winter. I 
lay, or plash, my hedges every three or four years 
so as to keep them dense and prevent them from 
opening out at the bottom. Plashing is the art of 
cutting almost through the upper stems of the 
hedge, laying them over at a slight angle to the 
horizontal without breaking them off, and weav- 
ing them together. 

The many varieties of trees and bushes normally 
used for garden hedges, like privet and box, can 
be trained by clipping with shears. Personally, I 
could live quite happily without ever seeing 
another privet hedge, and would only grow box 
for proper trees; they produce marvelous hard 
timber which is suitable for making carvings, and 
for “priests”, the small clubs which are so useful 
for administering the last rites to unlawfully 
caught fish. 

Building a fence 
Most gardeners have the fencing they inherited 
with their gardens. When you have to put up your 
own fences there are many considerations. The 
first is probably cheapness. In most parts of 
America wood is fairly cheap and is probably the 
best material. In much of Europe the price of 
wood is prohibitive. It is as cheap, and certainly 
more permanent, to use brick. Plain brick walls, 
such as surround many a city garden, can mellow 
and look attractive, and will last for centuries. 
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They can be claustrophobic, but they have the 
advantages of halting the progress of rabbits and 
storing the heat of ‘the sun. Whatever you use, 
consider the fence as part of the garden, for growing 
things on, rather than merely a boundary marker. 

If you want wire fences, the sunny side of your 
garden is an ideal place to have them. You can 
train sun-loving plants up them and get the benefit 
of your neighbor’s sunshine as well as your own. 11 
fence intended to break the force of the wind 
should not be solid. A solid fence causes strong 
and damaging wind eddies in its lee. A fence 
through which a little of the wind can percolate - 
what engineers call spoiling eddies - is a much 
better wind-break. 

AKING A WATTLE FENCE 

To hiid n wattle fence, take split 
haqel or adlow witfJes. Waoe 
them isto the fiprigr!ds. 

A wattle fence which yvu can build yourself is 
ideal for this purpose. A solid wall, particularly if 
it is painted black, on the north side of a garden, 
will warm in the sun and force on any tender trees 
which you train up it. 

GARDEN SHEDS 
A tiny garden shed that will just hold your tools 
is better than nothing, but if you can afford the 
money and space, or the labor and space, a good 
big shed that you can use as a potting shed, and 
which has room for a workbench for mending 
tools is very much better. And, if the shed is big 
enough to store potatoes, roots, seed, dried beans 
and even strings of onions, better still. I know a 
man who keeps two sixty gallon cider casks in his 
tool shed: one for parsnip wine and one for rhu- 
barb wine. He is a wise and happy man. 

Interior layout 
My own belief about the insides of sheds is that 
anything that can be hung up should be hung up. 
That .way you can find it when you want it, and it 

doesn’t get forgotten in some damp corner where 
it will go rusty or rot. Personally, I like to paint 
the outline of every tool on the wall where it is 
hung. Then I know if the tool is out of place and 
I go and look for it. 

Inside and to one side of the door, out of any 
rain that may drive in, you should keep your sand- 
box (see p. 246). It takes only a second to jab your 
spade, fork, hoe or whatever into this as you 
bring it in, and if you always do this, you will 
always have clean, shiny, well-oiled tools. A 
“man” (seep. 246) should be hung on a string, 
also near the door. You can use this to scrape the 
worst mud off your tools before you bring them 
in. I think it is also a good idea to have a boot- 
jack on the floor for pulling off your boots. You 
then leave them in their appointed place in the 
shed and put on your indoor shoes before going 
into the house. Calico bags of beans and other 
large seeds should be hung up overhead. Paper 
seed packets should be put in a drawer. Herbs and 
vegetables can be hung up to dry. A small book- 
shelf for books like this one and for seed catalogs 
is a good idea. 

Building a shed 
Before you decide to buy an expensive factory- 
built shed consider making one yourself out of 
scrap material. A well-built shed, of second-hand 
wooden framing and weatherboarding, creosoted 
inside and well tarred outside, looks extremely 
good. The roof can be of planking with asphalt 
roll roofing over it. A roll of such material costs a 
lot less than new corrugated iron. It is extremely 
durable and simple to lay. 

Another method of roofing which I find works 
very well is to begin by laying on a covering of 
corrugated scrap iron with holes drilled in it. 
Above this lay on plastic fertilizer bags over- 
lapping like tiles so that they shed any water that 
comes from above. Cover this with another layer 
of corrugated scrap iron and nail right through. 
Paint the top layer with asphalt. This form of roof 
is well insulated, quite weatherproof, and very 
long lasting, though I cannot claim that it is a 
delight to the eye. 

The most important thing with all wooden 
buildings is that they should have dry feet. No 
lumber should be set in the ground. It is a good 
idea to build the shed on piers of brick or con- 
crete, and put in some form of damp coursing 
between the masonry and the wood. The very best 
thing to do is to lay a concrete floor below the 
shed and build on this. 
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Insulating a shed 
It is a good idea to have your shed insulated. If 
you wish to store potatoes or other crops in the 
shed in very cold climates this is essential. Glass 
fiber insulation, like that used in attics and around 
hot water tanks is ideal. A method that should 
cost nothing is to use plastic fertilizer bags to 
build a false ceiling and false walls inside the shed. 
This creates a cavity of air between the outer walls 
and the plastic layer; as long as there are no gaps 
in the plastic, insulation of this kind can be very 
effective. 

CARING FOR GARDEN TOOLS 
Tools, like shoes, are paradoxically expensive if 
they are cheap. A cheap pair of shoes will last a 
hard working gardener a year; i have an expensive 
pair which is just wearing out after fifteen years. 
The very same principle applies to tools, and my 

EQUIPPING A GARDEN SHED 

absence ronspiciro~fs. A sandlJ0.v and a “mtd ‘, alot!< wilh a l~oo~ack.., 
are placed near the door, so thaf tools calI he dead ad mfid$ boots 
r.etnorJedfir-sf thiq up011 enter~irlg fhe shed. Books, tirllir~~, atfimrl~feed 

advice is that, as long as you can afford them, you 
buy good quality, well made tools. Examine the 
joint between the handle and the metal working 
part. Are the two held together with one or two 
rivets, or is there a well-crafted snugly fitting join? 

Replacing handles 
The handles on good tools wear out faster than 
the tools themselves. But you can increase the life 
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of wooden handles enormously by doing two 
things: oiling them with boiled linseed oil once a 
year, and keeping them indoors out of the rain. 

Handles are notoriously expensive nowadays, 
but remember that every time a farmer lays a 
hedge he cuts out and burns scores of good 
potential handles. It pays, on visits to the country, 
to keep a look-out for lengths of clean, straight- 
grained, ash (or curved ash for particular jobs). 
Bring them home, hang them up in the tool shed 
to season, and then shape them to fit into your 
tools as handies. 

Sharpening tools 
Tools that are meant to be sharp should be kept 
sharp. Hoes particularly should have an edge: not 
a razor-sharp one that will crumple on hitting the 
first stone, of course, but a slightly rounded 
obtuse-angled edge. Spades, too, although the best 
ones are made to be pretty well self-sharpening, 
should be kept fairly sharp. 

This does not mean that you should grind away 
at your hoes and spades until they are all worn to 
stumps, but that, when you find an edge badly 
worn away, you should use a file. A file is better 
for such tools than a grindstone. 

All cutting tools like axes, hatchets, and prun- 
ing knives, should be kept keen at ail costs. It is a 
complete waste of time to work with blunt tools. 
Cutting tools can be sharpened on a grindstone, 
with a hand stone, also known as a “whetstone”, 
whether of Carborundum or millstone grit, or with 
a file. If you use a circular grindstone be sure to 
keep it wet, otherwise the heat generated may take 
the temper out of the steel at the very edge of 
your blade. Be very wary of using a Carborundum 
wheel too much on any one tool at one time. 
They can easily take the temper out of an edge. 

Before sharpening any blade examine the shape 
of the edge carefully so that you know how to 
sharpen it. Always keep very strictly to the orig- 
inal angle of the edge of the blade. The blade 
must always be ground right down again to bring 
its cutting e.,ge to the original angle. 

Some blades, like those of axes and some knives 
are ground away on both sides so as to leave a 
symmetrical section. Sharpen both sides of these. 
Other blades like those of chisels, “draw-knives, 
planes, and some pruning knives, are ground only 
on one side, so as to leave an asymmetrical 
section. With these do all your grinding and 
whetting on one side, and then simply pass the 
other side, laid quite flat, a few times over the 
grinding device, just to take off the burr. 
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Looking after tools 
Man A man is a wedge-shaped piece of hard 
wood with a sharpened edge. Hang it on a piece 
of string by the door of your tool shed and use it 
to scrape the mud off your spades, forks, shovels, 
hoes and everything else before you take them 
into your shed and plunge them into the sandbox. 

USING A SANDBOX 

The best IMJ to keep the blades 
of garden tools clean is to keep a 
sattdbos - a box filled with old 
antourobile oil at/d sand -1nst 
irrside the door ofllow tool shed. 
IVbener~er~)~o77 bring a tool into 
the shed, s~dvrrerge the blade itI 
the sandbox before pt/ttitg the 
toot awas. 

Sandbox There is one terribly simple method of 
doubling the life, and effectiveness, of steel tools 
and that is to have a sandbox. Find a box deep 
enough to hold the blade of your biggest spade. 
Fill it with a mixture of sand and used oil, which 
you can get free when you, or someone else, 
drains your car. Every time you come in from ; 
working with any steel tool just plunge the blade 
into the sandbox. This both cleans and oils the 
blade. If y I!U keep your sandbox out of the rain, it 
will last for many years without needing a change 
of contents. 



SEED LIVES AND VEGETABLE YIELDS 
Percentage Average yield 
germination in years per 10 ft. row 

up to 
100% 75%+ so%+ 

I lragus 

Beans broad 

L 

2 4 6 8 lbs (: 
3-4 

3 

3 

4-5 

- 

_- 

10 lbs (4.5 kg) 
l.6 kg) 

8 lbs (3.6 kg) 
2.5 Ibs (1.2 kg) 

3 

3 

3 2 5 6 17-30 1.51b>(O.7k lbs (B-14 kg) 

.gj 
6 10 15 lbs (6.8 kg) 
4 .6 12 lbs (5.4 kg) 

. . (5 kn) 

Miscellany 

bush 
lima I pole soybeau 

Beets 

Broccoli 

Brussels sprouts 2 4 5-6 11 Ibs 

I 
- _--_ ge sprmg 3 5 10 5-8 heads 

summer 3 5 10 5-8 heads 

I winter 3 5 10 1 5-8 heads 
ds Chinese 

Carrots 

lowers 

3 
2 

3 

5 
3 

4 

7 
5 

5 

10 hea 
8 Ibs (: 
5-8 heads 

3.6 kg) 
.2, Caulif 
J, Celeriac 3 4 5-6 12-20 lbs (5.4-9 kg) ,f. 

Celery 
ii; 3: Chicory 

3 4 5-6 12-14lbs (5.4-6.4 kg) 
3 4 5-6 20 heads or 40 roots 

#&Cl___ 
I!; 

rss and ualand cress 3 5 9 Lots 1 
Cucumbr :rs 1 4 6 50 cucumbers 

FL; :pandet----- lions 1 2 5 Lots 
&Eggplants 

-__- 
4 5 - 20 Ibs (9 kg) 

& jm live 5-6 7-8 10 10-l 2 Dlants 
$2, Flax 

$.:E. _ 1 _ I 
-’ L Kale 3-4 4-5 6-7 121bs(5.4kg) 

‘- Ka hlrabi 3 4-5 G-7 1 L2 lbs (5.4!rg) 
Leeks 1. 2 3-4 20-30 leeks 

.-_- 

-ence fennel 

amburg parsley 
3 

1 
4 

2 

7 

4 

L 

20 bulbs 
10-l 5 lbs (4.5-6.8 kel 

I Lettuce Melons Okra Onions Parsnips Peanuts Peas 4 3 2 3 1 1 1 l-2 - 4 2 5 2 4 - - 4 6 4 4 9 B-10 2-5 15 12-l 20 16-20 15-20 lettuces lbs lbs 6 lbs lbs melons pods (9 unshelled (3.6-4.5 kg) (6.8-9 pods kg) kg) 

(0.9-2.3 kg) 

I Peppers 2 2-4 7-8 7.5-lOlbs(3.44.5 kg) 
Potatoes Plant seed notatoes 25 lbs I1 1.3 kzz) 

I Radishes 4 ; - Lots 

- Rhubarb Plant crowns 30-60 stalks 
Rutabagas and turnips 2 2-3 5-6 B-14 lbs (3.6-6.4 kg) 
Sal&y 1 l-2 3 6 lbs (2.7 kg) 
Seakale 1 l-2 3 B-12lbs(3.6-5.4kg) 

I Spinach 2 3-4 5-6 B-10 lbs (3.6-4.5 kg) 
’ Spinach beet 1 2-4 5-6 lo-15 lbs (4.5-6.8 kg) 

!&mashes 4 6 - 8-15 marrows -x--~----- 

Sweet corn 

Swiss chard 
1 2 3 30-50 cobs 
2 6 10 8 lbs (3.6 kel 

FOR MORE HELP 

Information about Organic Gardening 
International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM), Box 900, Emmaus, 
Pa. 18049 

Information about Vegetables and Fruits 
For specific information about growing vegetables 
and fruits, as well as advice about soils and pest 
problems in your local area, consult your County 
Extension Agent. You can find the address of your 
nearest agent in the phone directory under the 
county-government heading. 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture also offers 
excellent publications on a variety of gardening 
subjects. For a list of their available publications 
($.45) write : U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

Information about Deep Bed Gardening 
Covelo Garden Project, Covelo, Round Valley, 
Ca. 95428 

Information about Poultry 
Willow Hill Hatchery, Department B, Richland, Pa. 
193 5 5 (for chicks, goslings and ducklings) 
Stromberg Chicks, Pine River 4, Minnesota 5 6474 

Information about Beekeeping Equipment 
Midwestern Hive Co., I 5 27 East 26th Street, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 5 5 404 
Sunstream Bee Supply, Box 22 j , Eighty Four, Pa. 
I 5 3 30 (for bees, as well as all types of equipment) 

Information about Winemaking Equipment 
Continental Products, 5 3 I 9 West 86th St., 
Indianapolis, Indiana 47268 
Wine Hobby USA, Box I 866-E, Allentown, Pa. 
18105 
Valport Industries, 1438 North West a3rd St., 
Portland, Ore. 972 I o. 

Tomatoes 3 6 10 20 lb; (9 kg; 
Watercress 2 5 9 Lots 
Watermelons 3 6 10 5-10 melons 
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THE SELF-sumcnwr GARDENER 

CLIMATE ZONES 
If you grow only the crops that grow in- 
digenously in your climate zone, you will not 
suffer many losses due to climate, nor will you 
have to protect your plants from the weather. But 
of course gardeners don’t do this. Quite rightly 
they like a varied diet so they push their luck, and 
try to grow the more succulent and tasty crops 
farther north or south than the plants really want 
to grow. This is why an understanding of climate 
is important to the gardener. It tells him when to 
plant, when to harvest and, perhaps most impor- 
tant, when to protect his plants artificially. 

Cities are always warmer than the open country- 
side. The waste heat from houses and all those 
people contribute toward this. So, if you live in a 
city or its suburbs, you can plant a little earlier, 
and enjoy a longer growing season than the gar- 
deners in the countryside nearby. 

Frost 
The period which elapses between the last freeze 
of the spring and the first freeze of the fall is a 
crucial time for vegetable gardeners. If you want 
to grow outdoors those plants which are tender - 

and they include all the crops which are in- 
digenous to warm climates : tomatoes, cucumbers, 
peppers, squashes - you can grow them outside 
only during this period. Except for root crops and 
brass& all your vegetables should be harvested 
before the first fall frost. 

The growing period of food plants can be 
measured against the growing period of grass. 
When the grass in your lawn starts to grow, after 
the dormant winter period, you can start putting 
in seed. Grass begins to grow when the soil tem- 
perature reaches 43°F (6°C) in the spring. When 
the soil temperature falls below that temperature 
in the fall, grass stops growing. 

There are certain factors that affect the dates of 
the first and last freezes. Proximity to the sea, or 
any deep water, tends to warm air and prevent 
frost, while altitude generally increases the cold. 

Rainfall 
Lucky is the gardener whose land gets just the 
right amount of water naturally from rainfall. Too 
much winter rain washes the nutrients out of the 
soil, erodes the soil itself and prevents the gar- 
dener from getting out on to the land as early as 
he would like. Planting green manure crops on 

Last expected frost date 

June 

May IO-30 

April IO-May 

March 20-Apt 

Feb r&March 

Feb 8-28 

Jan po-Feb 8 

IO 

d 20 

IO 
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Miscellany 

racant vegetable beds in winter prevents erosion 
.nd keeps the nutrients in the soil. 

The garden needs rain in the spring and early 
ummer and not too much rain in midsummer. 
tiost of us have to give nature a hand and either 
lig irrigation furrows or get out the hose or 
vatering can. 

Sunshine 
$ome nunshine is important for all food-producing 
slants except mushrooms. Crops like sweet corn, 
:ggplants, peppers, melons, tomatoes, cucumbers, 
leaches and grapes will not ripen without plenty 
>f sun. In areas which get little sun you can, of 
:ourse, grow these crops under glass or plastic 
tnd, if necessary, provide artificial heat. On the 
Ither hand some crops cannot take too much sun, 
ettuce plants go to seed and die when summer 
ieat sets in. 

bind 
hany plants suffer badly in windy positions. As 
well as the strength of the wind itself there is the 
groblem that wind exaggerates the effect of frost. 
kn an area of high winds, try to utilize sheltered 
spots, or build windbreaks. 

The USDA Regions 

CLIMATE REGIONS 
Region I Cool, dry .w VINJP~S 

with frrq~~vrl~fo~iy. I leav 11 wirrte~ 
rainfall. 
Region z .I‘~w~~~~crs drier and 
watwer /ban Rqion I. herqe 
10~1~ teniperafwes I 0” to 310 I-: 
Region 3 Hot, dt:y siw/nfers. 
illild iihfers nifh 8 lo Iv irKbe Of 
raili. Loiij feu~pera~trrcs: 22” I0 

r,+“l’ 

Region 4 :,I t’e~;y womlaiuotls 
re<qion. Conditions rqy great!Jl 
according to eleaalion. 
Region J S’rw~wers ON the coast 
dty and cool, ht warnm inland. r I 
inches of rai%frrll iri fbe caf/qs, 30 
inches in tnomtairls. 
Region 6 J’rmtners warty/. 
Winter tenipera/rires averqe Jo’ to 
I,? F, Most raitl in rider ad 
sprit(T. 
Regton 7 Swnmers nmw. 
Wider temperatures raqe frotti 0” 
to r,?E Rainfall: IO IO 20 incber. 
Region 8 Semi-arid - hot 
sfmmrs and cold rvitders ivitb 
tentgernlnres between 0” ad 
-IO F. 
Region 9 Cold witl(ers. Hot 
smmer fhys dtb frosty nitbts. 

Region IO .Srorcbiq hot wifh a 
raiufall of 3 to r 0 im-hrs. 
Region ; I SNINP as Rqion y , 
lmt bo//er. 
Region IZ Elevation ad 
esposirre rariafiom meat1 hi,: 
diffenres in raihfn N ad 
teniperatrlre. 
Region 13 Similar /o Rqqioiorr 12, 

h/ tetl/prratrVes a( satm elrrwtiom 
P F botfer on mera,qe. 
Region 14 .Siwilar IO Rqiorrs 
I2 ~lnd I j bat JvarNier. 
Region IJ Moderatdy wan/l 
simmers, bfrt esh-we!y cold 
winfers. 
Region I 6 llry fartuiq area, 
mwtner fllan R$o,l 1 J. RnitlfaN 
12 to 22 imbes. 
Region 17 &JI and bol with I 2 
lo 22 inrbes of raijlfa N ht 
excessive wapordion. 
Region I 8 Fairly hunid wit6 
cold, dry winters. 
Region 19 S~d/ts variahons i/l 
win/ er I enlperature. Hoot winds itr 
snmnier. 
Region 20 Transition between 
dry fdrniiq regions to the west ad 
bGl,id clinjate of eastern Texas. 
Region 2 I Cold nhters w’fh 
d+ng wir~ds. Tbc zu to JO inches 
of rain comes niost!y in sf4ninler. 
Region 22 Prairie comt~ wilb 
cold drying winter winds. RoitJfall: 
jo to 40 inches. 
Region 23 East warmer and 
more bfmid fban west, which is 
similar to Region zr. 
Region 24 Moishre-laden 
atmosphere, 30 to 40 inches of 
rainfall spread over tbeyear. 
Region 2~ Wartlr slltllmer wifb 
risk of drozlgb,t. Moderate winter. 
Rainfall: 40 to To inches. 
Region 26 Loq days and cool 
nights in smt~~er. Heavy snonlfRl1.r 
h ahit er. 
Region 27 Abundant rain - JJ 
to JO inches - tbrorrghorrt cbeyear. 
Heavy mm in colder areas. 
Region 28 Karrer than Region 
27 with possibility of drought at 
erad of smmer. Moderate winfers. 
Region 29 Warm wmzers and’ 
abundant rainfall - 4~ to 60 inches. 
Region 30 Hot in sunmer. 
Short winter with rmcb rain. 
Region 31 W/art/l swtmers, brat 
killing annuaalfrosk. Rainjall: 
abozrf JO inches. 
Region 32 No kdting frosts and 
on4 slight temperature variafions. 
Rainfall: 10 to 60 inches. 
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THE SELF-SUFFICIENT GARDENER 

‘igures in bold indxate B major reference. 
3gures in it&f indicate illustrations or 
llustrated text. 

A 
4cidity 16, 88-90 

and potatoes I 3 z 
4ctinomyces IJ 
4cration of soil 14, II, d!z 
4lfalfa 48, 87 
4lgae I J 

41kalinity 16, 88-90 
41sike 87 
4mmonia I I 
4ngelica 24, rgz 
4nimals 73, 230-g 

in nature’s cycles 8-9 
in the fruit garden 77 

4nise j8, 192 
4nthracnose 

grape 190 
melon I 57 
Pepper 13 9 

4nts ‘4 
4phid 

cherry 172 

gooseberry I 82 
strawberry I 78 
deterrents I 04 

4pple mint 33, I 98 
bpples 168-70 

making cider 226-7 
varieties 4~ 

Approach grafting 189 

Apricots +2,x73 
4rtichokes 

Chinese 24,163 
globe 34,161-2 
Jerusalem 24,163 

4rtificial light 72 
Ascorbic acid 2 I 6 
Asparagus peas 39, 116 
Aspect 68 
4xe 80 

B 
Bacteria 214 

in the soil 13, 84 

nitrogen-fixing I I, IJ, 87 
Bacterial blight I 74 
Bagging hook Bo 
Balfour method 230-r 
Balm 31, rga 
Barrel 

potato growing I 34 
sauerkraut 21~4 
strawberry growing I 77 

Basil 33, xg3 
Bastard trenching 80-r 

deep bed 107 

Bay 30, 193 
Beans 

broad longpod J,T, 117-8 

bush 37, IZO 

butter 120 

cattle I 17 

horse I 17 

Lima j6,120 
pole 37, 118-g 
soybean 36, IZI 

tic 117 

salting 21~4 
3eech hedges 243 
3ees 238-g 

seasonal care rj, J6, 61, 6~, 70-J 
Beetle 

asparagus I y 0 

beet I 3 I 

Colorado I 3 5, 136 
cucumber I 5 1 

strawberry ~78 
Tee also Pesfs, insect 
Beet 22,151 
Big bud 184 
Bin 

potato growing I 34 

compost, see Compost heap 
BiodynamicfFrench Intensive 

Method 1 A 
Yee also Deep Bed Method 
Bird control 105 

currants ~84 
grapes 190 
peas rry 

Bitumen after pruning JOO 
Blackberries 46,176 

jelly 223 
Blackcurrants 47,183-4 

jelly 223 
wine 225 

Blackfly I I 8 

deterrents 104 

Black spot 190 
Blanching 

cardoons I 62 
cauliflower curds 127 
celery 144 
endives 160 
leeks 149 
seakale I 3 I 
before drying 216 
before freezing 228 

Blight 
cucumber I 3 6 
potato 105, 135 
tomato I 3 8 

Blood meal 88 
Blueberries 47,186 
Boiling 214 

Borage 31,195 
Bordeaux mixture 105 

Boron 88 
deficiency r29 

Botrytis 

globe artichoke I 62 

melon I 57 
3owles mint I 98 
3racken mulch 90, 103 

Srassica 122-30 
holding-bed I 26 
in a deep bed 108 

in 4 year rotation 68, 73 
saving seed 91 

through the year ~2, 5 7, ~6, 62, 64 
breeding 

chickens 2 3 3 
ducks 2jj 
geese 234 
pigeons 234 
rabbits 23j, 236 

Brick paths 242 
Broad beans j7, 1x7-8 

intercropping J 17 
Broccoli 128 

purple hearting 34 
purple sprouting j4 
white sprouting j4 

!k also Cafabrese 
Brussels sprouts 27,126 
Bullfinches 77, ray 
Burgundy mixture 105 

Burnet jr, 194 
Bush beans 37,120 
Butterfly, cabbage white 124 

c 
Cabbages 122-5 

Chinese 2 J, 125 
conical-hearted 27, I 22 

red 27, 125 
round-hearted 27, I 22 

sauerkraut .21~-6 
Savoy 27, 125 
white 27, 2 I 5 

Zalabrese 34, I 28 
Zalomine I 2 3 
3anker 

apple 169-70 
blueberry I 87 
Hamburg parsley 145 

parsnip 142 
Canning 2 I 4, 219-22 

times and temperatures 22 I 
Cantaloupe, see Melons 
Caper 194 
Capsicums see Peppers 
Caraway 38,194 
Carbon dioxide I I 

Cardoons ZJ, 162 
Carrots 22, 140 
Casaba, see Melons 
Catch crop I 29 
Caterpillars 104 

okra ~64 
tent 187 

Catmint 33, I 98 



Miscellany 

vacant vegetable beds in winter prevents erosion 
and keeps the nutrients in the soil. 

The garden needs rain in the spring and early 
summer and not too much rain in midsummer. 
Most of us have to give nature a hand and either 
dig irrigation furrows or get out the hose or 
watering can. 

Sunshine 
Some sunshine is important for all food-producing 
plants except mushrooms. Crops like sweet corn, 
eggplants, peppers, melons, tomatoes, cucumbers, 
peaches and grapes will not ripen without plenty 
of sun. In areas which get little sun you can, of 
course, grow these crops under glass or plastic 
and, if necessary, provide artificial heat. On the 
other hand some crops cannot take too much sun, 
lettuce plants go to seed and die when summer 
heat sets in. 

Wind 
;:&iany plants suffer badly in windy positions. As 
$ell as the strength of the wind itself there is the 
$+roblem that wind exaggerates the effect of frost. 
Fn an area of high winds, try to utilize sheltered 
spots, or build windbreaks. 2: 
;; 
$he USDA Regions 

CLIMATE REGIONS 
Region I coo/, dql SJWJNJ~FS 

with frequerf f4q.r. ! /rfu-l, witrtrr 
ruir@ li. 
Region z .S~wJ~/,,rers drier md 
wartner than Rqion r. Aretqe 
low tmpcrdtfms 10” to 20” 17 
Region 3 l-lot, dry smJmrs. 
IMild WinfeFS Wifb k (0 JO i3JCbeS of 

raiu. I Aoii~ temperfl/urL~s: 22' to 
24O F. 
Region 4 . .I i’fqf ~nout~tnit~ous 
re,qiou. Couditiom my greatiy 
accordiq to elevation. 
Region J Sulnruers ON the consi 
dell and roof, Burt Jucxwer iulmd. I I 
bches of raiirfafl iii the vulicys, 30 
i&es irf uioiirrtaifrs. 
Region 6 .fimmers wan/l. 
Winter te??lp?rfltJrFtT dl~PFqr J 0’ to 

J )0 1;. hfost rain ix iuitrfer and 
sprit<3. 
Region 7 SumnJers IVUFM. 

Winter temperatures ra:.<q from 0” 

to J JOE RailIf&: Jo to 20 inches. 
Region 8 Semi-arid - hof 
summers and cold winters with 

f eJJJpFatJiFt5 between o” and 
-JO E 
Region 9 Cold wittters. HOI 
stmtuer dqs with fios(y n&JJts. 

Region 12 f~lesation urrd 
exposure vnriatiotis tj/em b& 

d~ffereuces in rcritfjr// rind 
teu~pemffm. 
Region 13 .J‘imifar to Regiori 12, 

1311f tenfperntures at srme elevations 
7" F bofter otl a~~ercz~qc. 
Region 14 Sim’lar to Rrqiotis 
I2 and J j bllt N’CIFNIIF. 

Region IJ Modemtt$l wart)1 
snn/nlers, but extremty cold 

I 2 to 22 itrchs. 
Region 17 l+y and hot with 12 

lo 22 i&es of ruiirfcrN but 
escessille erw~oration. 

Region 18 I;air!lr hmid k/l, 
cold, dry winters. 
Region 19 Sudden uariafiorzs in 
winter tmlperature. l-lot winds irt 
summer. . 
Region 20 Trarrsitiou betweeu 
dry farufir?q rqioio,rr to the west ntd 
thuid climate of raster)/ Ttxas. 
Region 21 Cold winters with 
dr_),ing winds. The 20 to 30 it&es 
of rain comes most!y in sunmer. 
Region 22 Prairie country with 
cold drying winter winds. Rairfa//: 
jo to 40 inches. 
Region 23 East wamer and 
more humid than west, which is 
similar to Region 2 I. 

Region 24 Moisture-laden 
atmosphere, jo to 40 inches of 
rainfall spread ouer tbeyear. 
Region 2~ Warn) sunmet’ with 
risk of drought. Moderate winter. 
Rainfall: 40 to Jo inches. 
Region 26 Loq days and cool 
nights in summer. Heavy snonfalh 
in winter. 
Region 27 Abundant rain - 3 J 

to JO iftrlJes - throi~ghoJ~t theyear. 

Heavy snow in colder areas. 
Region 28 Warmer than Region 
27 with possibi@ of droztght at 
end of sunmer. Moderate winters. 
Region 29 Warm summers aud’ 
abundant rairlfa// - 4~ to 60 it&S. 
Region 30 Hot in sunmer. 
Sborf winter with nm,‘l rain. 
Region 31 Warm summers, but 
killiqg annualfrosts. RainfaIl: 
about JO ides. 

Region 32 No killing frosts and 
onb sIigbt temperature variations. 
Raitlfall: JO to 60 inches. 
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Index 

P uliflowers j4, 127, I 3 I 
,awl 148 
beleriac 24, I# 
zelery 24, 5 8, 62, 143-4 

self-blanching 24, I 44 
Zeltuce 24,159 
Chadwick, Alan IO, 106, I 5 I 
Shari,, Peter 106, 107 
Qenopodiaceae I 5 I -3 

Sherries 43, 172 
protecting 77 

Chervil JO, 195 

Zhickens 230-3 
Zhicken tractor z 3 z 
%iCOry 29, 159 

Chilies, see Peppers 
Chinese artichoke 24, 163 
Chinese cabbage -71, 125 
Chip grafting 99 
%iVeS JI, 195 

Chocolate spot I I 8 
ihutneys 214,218-9 
@der 226-7 
@trUs fruits 44-r, 179-81 
gjamping 136 
@ay soil 16 
c,breaking down 5 I 
E: drainage 240 
#,‘improving I 40 

glqaring land 80 
$$mate 69-70, 248-9 
$T&ches 96 
@~tridium botuhrnl, z I 4 
g!$ver rJ 
E,:$s green manure 48, 87 
$lubroot 7 3 
-’ bra&a 123-l 

Cobbett, William 76, I 32 

Codling moth 169, 170 

coffee substitute I 61 
Cold frame 95 
1 through the year 12, ~6, 60, 4 

ventilation 66 
Collard 27, I 28 
Colorado beetle I 3 5,136 
Comfrey 13,48,86-7 

tea 103 
Compositae 158-162 
Compost 84-6 

mushroom I 66 
potting 92-3 
seed 92-3 
through the year J2, ~6, 60, 64 

Compost heap 70-1,84-6 
Concrete paths 242 
Coral spot I 84 
Cordon fruit trees 76, IOI 
Core borer, see Shoot borer 
Coriander 38,195 
Corn salad or Lamb’s lettuce 26,159 

Cotton root rot I 8 5 
Courgettes 3~, 156 
Covelo Garden Project 75 
Cover crops 3 I 
See aho Green Manure 

Cress 27, 131 
See also Upland cress aad Watetwess 
Crotalaria 48, 87 
Crown 

asparagus iJ0 
rhubarb 16~ 

Crucifrae x22-31 

Cucumbers 31.154-5 
greenhvuse 209-10 
pickled z I 8 
saving seed 9 I 

Cncurbitaceae 154-7 
Currants 47, 183-4 
Cuttings 

blackcurrant 183 
grape I 88-9 
hardwood 94-J 
softwood 94-J 

See also Propagation 
Cut worm 

cabbage 124 
French bean I 20 

melon I 5 7 
Pepper 139 
tomato I 38 

D 
Damping-off disease 144 

Dandelions 29,161 
Decomposition 84 
Deep Bed Method 106-12 

theory 9-10 
through the year 5 I, ~4, Jd’, 62, 63 

See also individual vegetables andfruits 
Dicotyledons 19-20, 146 
Dieback I 84 
Digging 81-3 
See also Bastard trenching 
Dillj8,196, 216 
Diseases I o 5 

See al’s0 indivinlral vegetables andfradts 
Ditches 240 
Doubleday, Henry, Research 

Assocation I 23 
Double-digging, see Bastard trenching 
“Double working” pears r-/r 

Downy mildew 147 
Drainage 240-1 

for fruit trees 76, I 68 
Drains 240 
Drvwells 240-1 
Driing 214, 216-8 
Dwarf beans 37,120 
Dwarf fruit trees 76, I 69 

semi-dwarf 76 

E 
Earworm I 64 

Ecological balance 8-9, 14-1~ 
Eel worm 

avoiding 73 
onion 147 

potato I 3 5 

Eggplants >J, 139 
greenhouse 2 I I 

Egyptian onions, see Tree onions 
Endives 29, 160 
Enzymes z I 4 
Ericaceae I 8 6 
Erosion 16, 69 
Espalier fruit trees 76, IOI 

F 

Feeding 
bees 239 
chickens 2 3 2-3 

ducks 233-4 

g&Se 234 

pigeons 2 34 

rabbits 236-7 
Fences J2, 69. 243-d 

wattle 244 
Fennel jo, 196 

Florence 26, 145 

Fertility 6, 80-90 
Fertilization zo 
Fertilizer 87, 90 

elements in organic fertilizers 90 
See also Manure, Greez matame, 

ConJpost and Muih 
Figs 47,185 

greenhouse 2 I 2 

Fire blight r71 

Fish mea1 88 
Flea beetle 

cabbage 124 
pepper 13 9 
radish 130 
rutabaga I 29 
seakale I 3 I 
turnip 129 

Flocculation, see Lime 
Florence fennel 26, 145 

FlY 
carrot root z41 
onion 147 

Foot rot 180 
Forcing 

chicory 119 
rhubarb I~J 

seakale 131 
Forks 82 

Freezing 227-8 
soup 228 
tomatoes I 3 8 

French Intensive Method 106 
See also Deep Bed Method 
Frost 69,248-9 

pockets 168 
Fruit 20-z, 40-7, 167-90 



canning 220 
making jams and jellies 2zz 

Fruit cage 184 
Fungi II 
See also Mmhroofm 
Fungus diseases 105 

G 
Gall weevil 124 
Garlic 29, 196 
Geese 234 
Gherkins 155 

pickled z I 8 
Globe artichokes j4, 161 
Gooseberries 47, 182 
Gophers I 04 
Grafting 99 

approach I 89 
chip 99 
cleft 99 
grapes I 88-9 
whip 9~ 

Grapefruit 4~. 181 
Grapes 4j, 188 

greenhouse 2 I 2 

wine 225-G 

Grass 14, z~ 
Gravel 205,242 

Grease banding 104 
apples 170 

Greengages 42,73 
Greenhouses 203-12 

planningTo, 71,72 
through the year 5 I, ~3, ~6, 61, 61 

Green manure I 3,86-7 
for potatoes I 3 2 

through winter 5 I, 63 
Grindstone 246 
Gromdariaceae 182 
Guyot method 189-90 

H 
Halo blight 17 
Hamburg parsley 22, 145 
Hardening off 9j 

tomatoes I 3 7 
Haricot beans I 20 

Harvesting 63-66,105 
Hawthorn hedges 243 
Hazel hedges I I 5 

Heart rot 174 
Heeling in 149 

Herb garden 
planning 75 
raised bed 7~ 
through the year ~3, /7,61,6~, 70-1 

Herbs z1,191-202 
inadeepbed IIO 

drying 216-7 
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leaves JO-j 
seeds j8 
stems 24 

See also iiidiuidaal herbs 
Hilling up 

celery 14j-4 
leeks 149 

potatoes I 34 
sprouts 126 

sweet corn 164 
Hive 238-p 

See also Bees 
Hoe 202-3 

Hoeing 63 
Holding-bed 93 

planning 70-r 
for sprouts 126 
through the year ~2, ~6, 18, 60, 64 

Honey 2jB-9 
making mead 227 

Honeydew melon, see Melons 
Hoppers 231, 2 3 3 
Horse beans I I7 

Horseradish rj,‘Ig7 
Hot-beds 76 
Hot frame 95-6 

ventilation 66 
Howard, Sir Albert 84 
Humus 14,16 
See also Conzpost, Green nlanm-e and M&b 
Hutches 233, 236 

Hyssop jr, ‘97 

I 
Incubator 23 3 
Indoor gardening 72 
Inoculating soybeans I 2 I 

Insulation 
of a greenhouse 206, 207 
of a shed 241 

Intensive gardening 71 -z 
See also Deep Bed Method 
Intercropping 97 

with broad beans I 17 
Iron deficiency I 76 

J 
Jams, 22.2-j 

Jeavons, John 107 
Jellies 222-3 
Jerusalem artichokes 24, > 3, 163 

K 
Kale 27, 128 
Killing 

chickens 232 

ducks 234 

geese 234 
PlgeOIlS 234 

rabbits 29 

Kohlrabi r~, 130 
Kudzu 87 
Kumquats 4,~, 180 

L 
Lamb’s lettuce, see Corn salad 
Layering 94-j 

strawberries I 77 
Leaf blister mite 171 
Leaf curl 17j 
Leaf miner 

beet I 1 I 
celery I 42-4 

Leaf spot 
artichoke I 02 

celery 144 

peach 173 

Leaf spot fungus I 84 
Leatherjackets 124, I 25 

Leeks 29, 57, 148 
heeling in 149 

Legumes 
as green manure 87 

Tee also Legrrrkosae 
Legwuinosae I 3, 114-121 
Lemon balm jj, 192 
Lemon thyme 32,202 

Lemons 41,181 
greenhouse 2 I 2 

Tee also Citrm fruits 
Lentils 39, 116 
Lespedeza 87 
Lettuces 29,158-g 

greenhouse 2 I I 
saving seed 91 

Liebig, Justus von 87 
Lightning 12 
Liliaceae 146-50 
Lima beans j6,120 
Lime 16,89 

against clubroot I 23 
for peas I I 3 

See also Acid@ arzd Alkalirrit_v 
Limes ql, 181 
Linseed oil 246 
Loam 92-3 
Loganberries 46, 176 
Lovage JO, 197 
Lucerne 87 
Lupins 48,’ 87 

M 
Maggot 184 
Magnesium 88 
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Index 

lalling, East, Research Station 167 
Man” 24~-6 
[andarins q,r, 180 
greenhouse 2 I 2 

[anganese 8 8 
deficiency I 5 2 

range touts see Sugar peas 
~~~~~~ 1 I 1 

in autumn 63 
cow 88 
on the deep bed 106 

farmyard 97 
green #G-7 
human 90 
for potatoes 13 2 

water 103 
in winter 5 I 

larjoram 
pot and sweet j2,198 

wild (oregano) jz. 199 
Iarrows see Syashes 
&on jars 220 

[attack 103 
@ad 227 
&llars 4% 175 
&‘ns 34, ‘57 
$cantaloupe 34 
+Isaba j4i 
#in the grc’,enhouse 2 IO 

&honeydew j4 
$&tted 34 
‘&&XII bean beetle I 19 

&j+ 104 
B&o-organisms I 2 
Gldew 
apple 170 
bean IIS 
cucumber I j 5 
downy 147 
gooseberry I 8 2 

pea 116 
powdery r7#,190 
squash I 5 6 

lillipede I 04 
lini-greenhouses 97,111-12 
ventilation 66 

Iint jj, 198 
dold 214 

pepper 13 9 
strawberrv r78 

doles 104 ’ 
dolybdenum 8 8 
donocotyledon I 9-20, 146 
tioraceae 185-6 
dosaic virus disease 

cucumber IJJ 
pole bean I 19 
raspberry I 76 

10th 
cabbage 124-l 
codhng 169-70 
pea 116 

hounding 182 

Iulberries 47,186 

Mulch 103 
Tee also Humrs 
Mushrooms ~6,166 

indoors 72 
Mustard j8, 199 

as green manure 86 
‘Mycelium I 66 

Nasturtium 31, 199 
Nectarines 43, 173 
Nesting box 

duck 2jj 

pigeon 234 
New Zealand spinach 26,152 
Nicotine mixture I 04 
Nitrogen 87-8 

cycle ro-rj 
fixation I I, I 14 

“No-digging” 8 3 

0 
Okra 34,164 

greenhouse 2 I I 
Olive knot 187 
Olives 43, 187 
Onion fly 147 
Onions 29, I 5 I, 146-8 

pickled z I 8 
pickling 148, 2 I 8 
shallots 29, 148 
spring 29, 148 
tree 29, 202 

Orange rust 176 
Oranges 179-80 

greenhouse 2 I 2 
varieties 44 

Oregano 32, 19 
Organic gardening 8 
Oxygen I I 

P 
Parsley JO: 200 

Hamburg 22, 145 
Parsnips 22, 142 

planting 5 j 
wine 224-J 

Paths 241-S 

patio 71-2 
Peaches 43, 173 

greenhouse 2 I 2 

peanuts 36, 121 
pears 40, 171 

varieties 40 
Peas 39,+f, 114-16 

asparagus I 16 
as cover crops 87 

through the year ~2, ~6, 60, GJ 
Peat 92-3 

bags rj8 
Pea thrips I 16 
Pectin 222-j 

Peppermint jj, 198 
Peppers, JJ, 139 

blanching ZIG 
Chiliesj) 
greenhouse 2 I I 

Perennial plot ~2, ~6, Go, G4 
Pests 

animal I 04-j 
insect 104 

pH index 89-90 
Phosphate 88 
Phosphorus 88 
Photosynthesis IO 
Phylloxera I 88 
Phytophthora rot I 71 
Pickling 214, 218 
Pickling onions 148, 218 
PigeOnS 234 
Pigs So 
Planning 67-78 

chart 78 
adeepbed 112 
a fruit garden 76 
a herb garden 75 
a large garden 73 
a medium-sized garden 72 
a small garden 71 

vegetable beds 73-r 
Planting out 54-8 

blackcurrants I Xj 
cauliflowers 127 
fig trees 18~ 

orange trees 180 
potatoes rj4 
trees 98-9 

PhShiflg 243 
Plastic 5 1,97 .‘ 

greenhouse cover 20~ -6 
Pleasaunce 72 
Plums 42, 73. I74 
Pole beans 37,118-9 
Pollination 

fruit free 77 
squash r~ti 

Pomes 21, 168-75 
Potash 88, I I 7 
Potassium 88 
Potato planter rj4 
Potatoes 21, 132-6 

blight 13j 
in 4 year rotation 68, 73 
through the year 5 I, 12, ~~~17, 61, 6) 

Powdery mildew 178, 190 
Precipitation r 1, 249 
Preserving 213-28 
Pricking out 92 
Propagation 91-g 
Propagators 92 
Protein 12 
Prunes 174 
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Pruning j4, 100-I 

apples 169 
blackcurrants 184 
cherries 17.2 
cordon rot 
espalier I or 
fan roi 
goblet IOI 
gooseberries I 8 z 
grapes 189 
peaches I 7 3 
pyramid IOI 
raspberries 176 
standard IOI 
tools 100 
trees 100 

Pumpkins 3~, I 5 5 

Q 
Quassia spray 116 
Quinces 40, 175 

R 
Rabbits 235-7 
Radishes 23, 130 

greenhouse z I I 
Rainfall I I, 249 
Rake 93-4 
Raspberries 46, 175-6 
Red cabbages 27,125 
Red currants 47, 184 
Red spider mite I 8 t 
Reversion I 84 
Rhubarb ZJ, 165 

canning 222 
through the year 5 I, ~2, ~6,60, 64 

Rhubarb curculio I 6 5 
Ring culture I 3 8 
Roller 93 
Root fly 

cabbage 1.24 
Roots r4-IJ, 18 
Root stocks 99 

apple 169 
orange 179 

Root vegetables 
in 4 year rotation 74 
storing 105 
through the year 13,17,61,6~ 

Rosuceae 168-178 
Rosemary 32,200 
Rot 

brown 173 
lettuce 117 
strawberry I 78 

see also Foot rot 

Rotation 
of crops 73-5 
of strawberry beds 177 
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Rotary cultivators 82-j 
Ruby chard 153 
Runners 94-1 

strawberry 1:,7-g 
Rust 

asparagus 13 0 
bean 118 

Rust fungus 142 
Rutabagas 22, 129 
Rfitnceae 179-181 
Rye 48, 87 

S 
Sage 32, Zoo 
Salsify 2j, IQ 
Salting 214,215-16 
Sandbox 244, 246 
Sandy soil I 6 

for storing vine cutrings 188-Y 
Satsumas, see Tangerines 
Sauerkraut 211-16 
Savory (Summer and Winter) 33,201 
Savoys 27, 125 
Sawfly 

apple 169-70 
gooseberry I 82 

Scab 
apple I 69-70 
potato 170 

“Scaffold” IOI 
Scion 99, I 69 
Scorzonera 23, 160 
Scythe 80 
Seakale ry, 131 
Seakale beet, see Swiss chard 
Seasons 49-65 
Seaweed 88,90,1)0 
Seed 91-4 

pelleted 92, I 5 I 
potatoes I 3 3 
storing I 0 5 
through the year 5 4-8 

Seed-bed 95 
brassica I 2 2 
planning 70-1 
through the year 5 2, 1 j, 5 6,60,64 

Sewage sludge 88 
Shade 68 

from fruit trees 77 
Shallots 2.9, 148 
Shears IOO 
Sheds )2,70-I, 244-5 
Shoot borer 

currant 184 
Silage 237 
Silver leaf disease 

cherry I 72 
plum and damson 174 

Skinning rabbits 237 
Slashers 80 
Slopes 69 See aho Terracing 
Slugs 104 

mut 
onion 147 
sweet corn I 64 

nails 104 
)oil 13-16 

conditions 70 
for fruit trees 76-7 
greenhouse 206 
treatment 80-90 

‘olatmceae 132-9 
Lolanin I 34 
iolar drier 2 I 7 
iorrel 3r, 201 
iowing 95-4 

through the year 5 5, j 9 
Soybeans 36,121 
ipades 81-2 
ipearmint, see hht 
jpinach 26,152 
jpinach beet 26, 153 
Split pit I 87 
Gprays 104 
spring onions I 48 
Sprouting potatoes I3 3 
‘Squabs” 2 3 4 
Squashes 3~, 156 

custard 3~ 
saving seed 91 

Staking 

tomatoes I 3 7-8 
Standard fruit trees 76, I 69 
Staphylococci 2 I4 
Starter solutions 97 

for wine rrq-J 
Sterilizing 2 14 

loam 9j 
Storing 63-6, 105 

apples 170 
apricots I73 
beet I 5 I 
cabbages I 2 5 
carrots rqr 
kohlrabi I 30 
pears 171 
potatoes 136 
pumpkins IJJ 
salsify I 60 
sprouts 126 
tomatoes I 3 8 See also Preserving 

Stratifying 
blackberries I 76 

Strawberries 46, 177-S 
greenhouse 2 I 2 

Stringing onions 148 
Sugar beet I 5 I 
Sugar peas 39, I16 
Sulfur 88 
Summer savory, see SavorJl 
Sunshine 249 
Sweet corn 36,163-d 

drying 216-17 
Swiss chard 2/, 153 
Symbiosis 20 
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getes mimrta 86 
ngerines 4/, 180 
rragon pr, 202 
rracing 241 
tyme 32, 202 
cbeans 117 
p-bearers I OI 

,matoes,3;, 137-g 
canning 220-r 
chutney 2 19 
greenhouse 209 
juice 222 
sowing seeds 91 
skinning 221 
varieties 31 
)ols 244-6 
? also itdilkhd tOOh 
bp dressing x03 
ace elements 88 
actor 82-3 
aining 
cucumbers I 5 5 

grapes 190 
:squashes 116 
),;I also Prf4ning 
Bnspiration 11 
tee onions 29, 202 
renching 
+paragus 149-~0 
:i ,. 
., : 
’ 

Index 

celery 143 
ubers 
storing 103 

urnips 23, 129 

J 

lnibelliferae X40-5 
lpland cress 27, 131 

7 
‘egetables 22-39,1x3-166 
‘etch 48, 87 
‘ine mite 190 
iinegar z I 8 
~ifuceae 188-90 
rolatile oil 200, 201, 217 

v 
Walls 69, 243 
Wart disease 13 5 
Wasps 104, 190 
Water 69 

cycle I I 

Watercress 27, 131 
Watering 102 

greenhouse crops 208 

Kiatermelons I 17 
Water table 240 
Weather 248-g 

W&fg 102-j 

apple blossom I@,TO 

pea and bean I 16 
Wheelbarrow 80 
Whetstone 246 
White currants 47, 184 
Wind 69, 248 
Window boxes and sills 7 I, 72 
Wine 223-6 
Winter caulifltiwers 127 
Winter savory, see Savor 
Winter wash ~4, 104 
Wire netting supports I 1 5, 13 8 
Wire worm I20 

Woolly aphid 169-70 
Worms IJ, 16 
Worthington, Jim 282-3 

r 

‘casts IT, 214, 224-5 

Z 

Sine 88 
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